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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary purpose of this paper is to describe and assess what is known 

about alternative marketing organizations (AMOs), the "altruistic II marketing 

channe'ls for Third World goods in Europe and the united States. The paper 

addresses two sets of questions: (1) under what conditions is it appropriate 

for U.S.-based private voluntary organizations (PVOs) to develop marketing 

programs; and what are the strengths and weaknesses of the different options 

available to them? (2) what are appropriate measures for USAID involvement in 

the expansion of small-scale exporting enterprises; should its involvement include 

AMOs; and, if so, in what ways? 

A DEFINITION OF ALTERNATIVE MARKETING ' 

Alternative marketing organizations are trading and educational organizations 

that aim to benefit poor people in Third World countries. AMOs import handmade 

products and food commodities from these countries and develop educational programs 

to inform their consumers and the general public about cultural and socio-economic 

conditions in the Third World as well as issues related to international trade 

and development. AMOs can be distinguished from commercial importers by (1) their 

altruistic purposes,; (2) their focus on producers who exist under particularly 

difficult socio-economic conditions I (3) thoir non-marketing activities. 

Since AMOs exist for the express purpose of benefitting low-income people, 

most AMOs claim to pay fair wages to suppliers, to be informed about economic as 

well as social and political conditions of their proudcers, to favor intermediary 

organizations which help producers organize to achieve a range of development 

goais and to avoid marketing products which might have negative environmental 

impacts. Since AMOs also aim to assist particularly disadvantaged people, they 

choose suppliers whose products cannot be sold through commercial channels. And, 

lastly, since AMOs do not measure success in terms of net profits, many use their 

surpluses to finance pro3ects which are not related to marketing (e.g., educational 

programs) • 

While AMOs generally share these three features, there are profound 
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differences among them in terms of their operational aims, the configuration of 

their suppliers, their marketing strategies and development assistance programs. 

Furthermore, some observers question the accuracy of the term alternative because 

they feel AMOs are not sufficiently different from commercial importers in terms 

of their suppliers and actual operations and do not produce sufficiently different 

results to balance their overall insignificance in world trade and to justify 

subsidies from voluntary organizations and' the general public • 

ALTERNATIVE MARKETING PATTERNS IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 

Goals and Philosophies 

AMOs differ mainly in the extent to which they view themselves as trading 

or educational organizations. Many AMOs consrder the two functions equally im

portant and make frequent compromises to keep what they believe to be a proper 

balance between them. A number of AMOs view themselves exclusively as trading 

organizations and measure their impact in terms of the amount of trade they 

generate. Other emphasize their educational focus and view trading primarily as 

a vehicle to raise and discuss issues related to trade and development. 

In selecting suppliers AMOs give different weights to the following criteria: 

(1) characteristics of the intermediary organization (e.g., "self-help organization 

striving to become more self-reliant"); (2) religious leadership 1 (3) organizational 

affiliation; (4) geography; (5) characteristics of the national government; 

(6) folk-art traditions. Some AMOs refuse to buy from commercial exporters as a 

matter of principle, while others will deal with prospective suppliers on a case

by-case basis. A few AMOs purchase merchandise from commercial importers. 

In general, AMOs reflect the arguments that direct support to cottage 

industries and micro projects which are part of community-based, grass-roots 

organizations is a very effective way of reaching and assisting poor people. AMOs 

also stress the importance of taking an incremental approach to change. From both 

a philosophical perspective and bittersweet experience, AMOs generally agree that 

they should market what producers can already make and should introduce any qual

itative and quantitative changes very slowly. Most AMOs will also avoid creating 

situations where suppliers depend exclusively on export markets and instead en-

., courage suppliers to develop local and regional markets. 

No AMO would admit to trading on the pity of prospective customers and all 
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emphasize that goods should sellon their own merit. Altruism, however, plays a 

definite role in the marketing strategies of all but a handful of AMOs which 

market their goods with no reference to the altruistic purposes of the AMO or its 

parent PVo. 

History and Development Patterns 

AMOs are a fairly recent phenomenon. Of the twenty~seven organizations 

surveyed, twenty were started in the 1970's and twelve in 1975 or more recently. 

AMOs range in size from over $4 million to under $15,000 in annual sales. Five 

AMOs had turnovers of $1.5 million or more in 1979 or 1980 and twelve had turn

overs of $150,000 or under. 

AMOs import handcrafts and food commodities. Handcrafts are defined by one 

AMO as products which are handmade by traditional methods using mostly traditional 

designs. The range of handmade products carried by AMOs is enormous and includes 

furniture, toys, household and kitchenware, ceramics, textiles and clothes as wel~ 

as a~tistic goods and purely decorative articles. 

There is no accurate estimate of the size of the handcraft markets, but 

there is little doubt that they expanded very rapidly during the 1970's. The rapid 

growth of many AMO~ during the latter part of the decade is a reflection of this 

general trend. AMOs are in a very difficult and competitive sector which places a 

prerni~ ~n an organizatio~;s ~ility to offer a wide variety of constantly 

changing products which are car~f~llY designed, have a touch of originality and 

can b~ sold at competitive prices. The fact that those nonprofit organizations 

are surviving is testimony to their ability to meet those demands. Measured in 

real terms, howe~er, the growth rates of a number of AMOs have dropped over the 

past sev~ral years and it is a question whether all existing AMOs will be able to 

meet the need for a continuous supply of new products while maintaining their com

fuitme~t to old suppliers. 

Many AMOs were started by individuals responding to direct requests from 

pr~duders to m~ket their products. Others were spin-offs of AMOs started by 

i~dividual efforts. 
, ' 

The majority of AMOs were started by people working outside 

established organizations, though PVOs played a major role in a number of cases. 

AMOs relied upon a variety of sources for start-up and working capital, including 

parent PVOs, loans from PVOs and other AMOs, the general public, individual savings 

and commercial banks. 

• 
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SUppliers and Producers 

AMOs generally have a larger number of suppliers than do commercial firms, 

though most AMOs rely heavily upon a few, well-established suppliers for the bulk 

of their turnover. Some AMOs emphasize particular countries when purchasing goods; 

most buy or have bought from countries throughout Asia, Latin America and Africa. 

The Philippines, India, Bangladesh and Thailand are major suppliers to AMOs, as 

they are to the handcraft trade in general. Africa has proven very difficult for 

• AMOs, because of the cost of goods and the unreliability of supply. Many AMOs are 

cutting back on orders from their African suppliers. 

, 

The majority of AMOs buy from different types of suppliers; only a few claim 

that all their suppliers are local cooperatives, self-help organizations or pro

jects with a social development focus. Many suppliers to AMOs are affiliated in 

some way with a PVC or church project; others are commercial exporters or local 

entrepreneurs. Several AMOs actually question whether any of their suppliers are 

indeed legitimate cooperatives where producers are not just piece-rate laborers; 

others express skepticism about the impact as well as the reliability of many pro

jects affiliated with local and foreign PVOs. A major supplier in the Philippines 

claims to have ceased buying from many local PVO-related projects because of their 

inherent unreliability. While most all AMOs can cite individual cases where their 

producers are particularly disadvantaged people, the extent to which AMOs work with 

"opportunity poor" people is not clear. According to one observer, AMOs all buy 

from groups which already have access to local markets. 

Several At-lOs have detailed sets of criteria which groups must meet and long 

questionnaires which groups must complete before they can be selected as suppliers; 

others simply try to avoid the most obviously exploitative 'middlemen'. Almost 

all AMOs rely extensivelY on their informal networks within the international as 

well as local communities to identify, select and monitor changes among their sup

pliers. 

The most common problems which AMOs have with their suppliers include: 

(1) shipment of lower quality of goods than agreed upon (e.g., smaller baskets 

with less intricate designs); (2) shipment of different goods than agreed ,upon; 

(3) late deliveries, causing importers to miss important events (e.g., Christmas); 

(4) poor packaging, causing damage to goodsl (5) mislabeling and lack of docurnenta-

tionl (6) inability and/or unwillingness to act upon market-related information on 

new product ideas and modifications; (7) misinformation about sources of supply 
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and conditions of producers; (8) inability and/or unwillingness to maintain agree

ments (e.g., coffee 'producers searching for new outlets when the market price 

fluctuates higher than initially agreed upon); (9) high prices, especially among 

voluntary agency projects; (10) pilferages and infestation. 

The most cornmon problem which suppliers have experienced with AMOs include: 

(1) lack of market-related information (i.e., information on market trends; new 

product'ideas, alternative buyers, compet£tion, design and color considerations, 

etc.); (2) unintelligible orders (often written ih languages wh:i:ch suppl:i:ers cannot 

read); (3) small size of orders; (4) low marketing reliability ('i.e., AMO staff 

turnover and policy changes by PVO sponsoring bodies affect ,marketing reliability); 

(5) late remittances; (6) lack of understandlmg of constraints (Le., the root 

causes of the producers' inability to fill orders properly). 

Constraints on Producers and Development Assistance Approaches of AMOs 

Small-scale 'producers of handmade products for export face such severe con

straints that to some AMOs the fact that they are indeed able to produce things of 

beauty remains a source of wonderment. Constraints on producers ci~ed by AMOs, can 

be grouped into four categories: (1) high level of vulnerability; (2) lack of 

access to market-related information; (3) lack of technical and business skills; 

(4) hostile, or at least, indifferent policy environment. 

Small-scale producers are particularly vulnerable to middlemen, market 

~luctuations, changing weather conditions, etc., because of their limited choices , 
with respect to markets, the types of products they can produce, and sources of 

credit, raw materials and other inputs. Furthermore, the nature of many handmade 

products does not 1:end itself to repeat orders of the same article, while the ease 

with which both producers and buyers can enter the market often results in strong 

downward pressures on prices. since the raw materials of most handmade products 

are agro·based, adverse weather conditions can also cause many problems. And, 

rinally, as a director of one AMO has pointed out, producers are kept in a sub

ordinate and vulnerable position vis-a-vis the middlemen because the demands of the 

export market (including the AMOs themselves) requires a level of education and 

skill which producers rarely have. 

Many producers for AMOs lack access to market-related information, such as 

information on market opportunities and trends, new product ideas anq design con

siderations and appropriate technologies. AMOs have spoken continually of the 

Of 
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importance of creating a Mechanism to generate and disseminate this information, 

but the need remains largely unmet. AMOs have all been impressed by the talent 

and know-how required to manage even the nsimplest" and most "straightforwardn 

export project. The fact that such skills are rare in the handcraft sector is 

the achilles heel of many efforts to introduce new products or increase production., 

It is also one reason why handcraft projects meet with indifference and even hostitity 

by national planners.' 

AMOs do not claim much success in eliminating the constraints on their small

scale producers. They have, however, developed certain programs and approaches 

with which they hope to mitigate some of the more serious ones. Most AMOs are very 

wary about demanding levels of production and products which require new technical 

and management skills; they claim to introduce changes only gradually. Others will 

assist groups diversify their markets. Many AMOs also try to work with producers 

to develop utilitarian products which have a greater likelihood for repeat orders. 

A number of AMOs help suppliers meet short-term credit needs by paying for a 

portion of a consignment with an order; several have also leveraged funds for sup

pliers from international relief and development organizations. A group of AMOs 

published 8 issues of a newsletter between 1977 and 1979. The newsletter was the 

first cooperative effort to address the ~eed for market-related information and to 

help link up geographically isolated producers and suppliers. A few AMOs with access 

to the financial resources of parent PVOs and other agencies have developed programs 

to provide on-site technical assistance. One AMO has one full-time resident field 

person and an industrial designer who visits groups on a regular basis to provide 

product design assistance. Other AMOs have used both long-term and $hort-term con

sultants to address design, technical and organizational issues. All AMOs have the 

capability to provide mark~ting and production advice on an ad hoc basis while 

travelling to suppliers. 

Merchandise and Marketing 

AMOs import handmade products which range from ethnic folk-art and purely 

decorative items to furniture and include personal accessories, household and-kitchen

ware, unon-ethnic" toyS and clothing. AMOs which operate their own retail outlets 

may carry up to four thousand different items. Many AMOs include food commodities 

and for some the sales of coffee and tea make up the majority of their annual_turn

over. Others sell coffee and tea primarily because the commodities are useful to 
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their educational programs. One AMO imports nothing but foodstuffs because it 

feels the handcraft markets saturate too quickly. 

There are no studies of the AMO market, but the following categorization of 

buyers can be a point of departure for deve~oping an understanding of that market: 

(1) customers who value the authenticity, quality and other intrinsic characteristics 

of handmade products, (2) thrift shop shoppers who are attracted chiefly by the 

'low prices' of products, (3) customers who feel they are making a contribution to 

someone's welfare when buying a product, (4) conventional shoppers who seek good 

product quality and value for their money. 

AMOs currently market their products through one or two of three channels: 

,non-commercial wholesale, non-commercial retail, and commercial wholesale. The 

distinction we draw between commercial and non-commercial channels is based on the 

following characteristics: (1) the people who transact the actual sale to consumers 

or retail outlets are motivated by many of the same goals as the AMO and/or have 

their own set of "altruistic" reasons for selling Third World products, 0'" (2) the 

context within which the goods are presented lacks the Slick, professional polish 

of the conventional commercial world and emphasize the volunteerism of the AMD; 

or (3) the context within which the goods are presented is defined by the overall 

goals and philosophies of the AMO/wholesaler. 

Most AMOs market the greater part of their turnover through non-commercial 

channels. AMOs with a wholesale component sell to one or more of these three 

channels: (1) voluntary sales represe,ntatives who associate themselves with the 

name and the philosophy of the AMO, (2) informally organized volunteer groups which 

are often part of local churches, educational organizations or voluntary agencies; 

and (3) "world shops" which are permanent, nonprofit sales outlets which emphasize 

their educational activities. Only two AMOs have developed voluntary sales repre

sentatives schemes, the majority of AMO wholesalers sell to a large number of local 

groups, often church-related, which make once or twice yearly purchases. The con

cept of world shops run by volunteers is fairly widespread in Europe. In the United 

States some twenty such shops have formed a loose association. 

Non-commercial retail channels include mailorder, retail shops and local 

international fairs and bazaars. Only a few AMOs use mailorder catalogues to sell 

to the general public and the constituencies of the parent PVO and the results from 

these efforts have been mixed. Practically all AMOs have at least one retail shop, 

some of the larger wholesalers have several, and two AMOs market through a chain 
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of shops which carry the name of the parent PVO. Some AMO retail shops are thrift 

shops which offer Third World products along with second-hand clothing and other 

donated items. Others are gift shops which focus on the presentation of the pro

ducts and are in most respects indistinguishable from.commercial shops. Still 

others are Third World shops which promote educational materials. In addition, some 

AMOs attend international fairs and similar events; most have not found these 

gatherings to be significant in marketing terms, but have found them to be excellent 

platforms for discussing their overseas programs and related subjects. 

By the standards of some AMOs the acid test for any product is its appeal on 

the commercial wholesale market. Some twelve AMOs use commercial wholesale channels, 

but only six rely on them for one third or more of their annual sales. AMOs which 

wholesale to commercial gift and department stores use all the regular channels, in

cluding participation in trade shows, commeroial representatives, catalogue sales 

and central warehousing for cash and carry. 

The price structures for products sold by AMOs vary considerably, from orga

nization to organization as well as from product to product. On the whole, mark-ups 

by AMOs are lower than the norm for the handcraft trade. Wholesale and retail prices ,

charged by AMOs are often lower than commercial prices; when final prices do cor

respond to commercial prices, it is usually due to higher F.O.B. prices, lower sales 

volume and/or greater inefficiencies within the supplier organization. 

Educational Activities 

AMOs which play active educational roles engage in various kinds of activities 

to inform both the general public and their own constituencies about specific econo

mic, cultural, political and social conditions in the Third World. Some AMOS have 

sponsored and organized exhibitions for local museums, schools and churches; many 

prepare written and visual rnateria+s about their suppliers and their socia-economic 

conditions. A number of European AMOs have participated in national educational 

campaigns centered around particular commodities, such as sugar and jute. A three

year campaign in Germany entitled "Jute not Plastic" not only sold 1.5 million jute 

bags, but served to distribute materials about the jute market and the economics 

and politics of international trade to a wide spectrum of the European public. 

Two essential elements in the educationa~ strategy of many AMOs are the world 

shops and the informally organized groups or "action" groups. Both the shops and 

the action groups are centers where dialogues about relevant political issues can ~ 
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take place.among members and between them and the general public. In many small 

towns, for example, such shops are the sole source of alternative news and opinions 

on issues related to trade and development. 

With one exception, AMOS in the united States have not developed educational 

programs to the same extent as AMOs in Europe. This is true both for those AMOs 

which stress the political nature of their work and those which emphasize the cul

tural traditions of the communities whose products they sell. 

Staffing and Staff Remuneration 

Volunteers are essential to most AMOs. Some organizations are run by paid 

staff eXClusivelY, a few AMOs are all-volunteer organizations. Many AMOs rely on 

a volunteer sales force or sell wholesale to volunteers, but employ only paid per

sonnel in central administrative positions. A number of AMOs have volunteers in 

certain administrative positions or have access to the free services of specialists 

(e.g., for mailorder catalogue design). 

On the whole, pay rates in AMOs are fairlY low. Some AMOs set rates according 

to philosophical positions, e.g., "volWltary simplicity II , "according to need", or 

"at the lev.el of an elementary school teacher". AMO staff exhibit a high degree of 

flexibility and usually perform a wide variety of tasks. A number of AMOs have 

defined:positions, such as buying, marketing, product development and education, 

but even in these cases observers are struck by the extent to which roles overlap. 

Governance of AMOS and Relationship to Parent PVOs 

~Os are set up according to various legal guidelines so as to conform to 

national tax laws governing trading by nonprofit organizations or charities. Dif

ferences in legal status and governance structures do not seem to affect policy or 

operating programs. Many AMOs are associated wLth private voluntary organizations, 

so~~ as departments of a PVO, others as trading subsidiaries of a single PVO or a 

consortium of PVOs; at least. one. AMO has been established by a PVO as a separate, 

independent trading company. 

Relationships between AMOs and their parent organizations are generally good. 

Where tensions have resulted in serious discord, they seem to stem from differences 

in philosophy easily exacerbated by the strong personalities of the principals in

volved. One dispute, for example, centered on whether the "charity environment II of 

a PVO was an appropriate context within which to market Third World products. 
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Another stemmed from disagreements over criteria for selecting suppliers which 

would satisfy the needs of both the AMO and its parent PVO. And, in a third case 

the perennial debate over the "undevelopmental" nature of handcrafts (as opposed 

to small industries) became a serious cause of friction between the marketing sub

sidiary and its parent organization. 

Inter-organizational Cooperation 

There have been a number of efforts to create joint projects and foste~ col

laboration and cooperation among AMOs. There is also a good deal of informal contact 

and sharing between individual AMOs and between AMOs and international development 

agencies. Two major conferences have been held in Europe which involved the entire 

spectrum of AMOs. Since 1977 several othe~ conferences have been held with parti

cipation limited to the educational AMOs. The 1977 conference resolved to publish 

a newsletter which would address the need for more information; between 1977 and 

1979 three British AMOs were jointly responsible for its production and distribution. 

A network of educational AMOs was formed in 1978 which has since then helped parti

cipants share materials and e~eriences. There have been several joint efforts at 

marketing, but none have survived. 

Financing the Marketing, Development Assistance and Educational Programs 

AMOs have relied upon a variety of sources for their start-up and working 

capital, including loans and grants from the general public, their parent PVOs and 

principals within the AMO itself. Most AMOs have financed their growth through 

sales, but only a few have relied almost entirely on surpluses from sales. Some 

AMOs which are associated with PVOs are able to meet short-term credit needs with 

no- or low-interest loans. While AMOs generally generate sufficient income to cover 

expenses, "subsidies" do exist in the form of inexpensive lOOney, written-off loans, 

donated facilities, exemption from corporation taxes, and lo~er operating costs be

cause of nonprofit status, volunteer labor and lower salary scales. For most AMOs 

there is no reason to expect that these "subsidies II will not continue indefinitely .. 

With rare exceptions, AMOs' development assistance and educational programs, beyond 

the descriptive materials about suppliers, rely on outside funding, from either the 

parent PVC or a development assistance agency. 
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'GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECTIVENESS OF AMOs 

While some AMOs face 'an uncertain future, most of the AMOs surveyed have stood 

the test of time and have demonstrated that efficient marketing programs can be 

established by organizations and individuals with essentially altruistic motives. 

Factors whiCh 'have contributed to the success of the AMOs ,surveyed include clarity 

of purpose, entrepreneurial leadership, a sufficient and secure capital base, a 

built-in market, and a poli~y of evolutionary qrowth. 

AMOs constitute but a very minor proportion of the market for handmade pro

,ducts in the industrialized countries. Once an AMO establishes a trading pattern 

it generally finds that a small number of suppliers is responsible for a large per

centage of its turnover. As the AMOs have only a limited capacity to respond posHive

ly to enquiries from Third World exporters, the need for initial markets remaUns 

largely 'unmet. While the stability of the non-commercial marketing channels of AMOs 

is a vigorously debated issue, there is little evidence to ,suggest that the potential 

of these markets has been completely tapped. The experiences of some AMOs suggest, 

however, that a diverse marketing strategy which includes wholesaling to commercial 

'channels would be the most effective way to meet the need of suppliers for stable 

markets. 

AMOs do not have the resources to systematica~ly collect and disseminate market

related information to but a selected 'few 6f their own suppliers, much less to pro

vide other export:ing organizations with marketing advice and data. With rare ex

'ceptions AMOs do not individually have the resources to address many of the financial 

and 'production constraints on producers. Finally, it seems that efforts to deal 

with more than a few of these constraints at anyone time prove to be prohibitively 

expens'ive and complex for most AMOs. 

The nature of the wholesale and retail non-commercial channels bf AMOs allows 

,for some degree of flexioility in terms of the quality (poorer I , price (higher) and 

quantity '(lower) of impOrted products. Likewise, it allows for some degree of 

s:tippage in ae'livery times. Thus, AMOs can be '"more Wlderstanding" of the limita

tions confronting many producers and more readily assist them overcome handicaps 

which prevent them from entering other export m~rkets. The extent to which AMOs 

have beeh successfu'l in moving producers along in tl1.is direction is not known. 

~on-commercial channels impose their own demands on AMOs for information on 

suppliers, on supplier selection and policies, as well as on the prices AMOs ,can 

charge for thoir. prorJuct!-l. l\ny voluntt:lt1r !'loll I11IJ :Jtdff l.:tlao ha.t5 it:::! own tipec.ictl 
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needs whiCh must be met. Difficulties with the organization and motivation of 

volunteers have prompted some M40s to explore commercial wholesaling. 

Non-commercial marketing channels are essential to the educational programs 

of AMOs. By relating educational materials and programs to specific products AMOs 

have succeeded in reaching a large spectrum of the general public. Purely descriptive 

materials focusing on specific products and producers also seem to.be effective in 

initiating dialogues about highly complex and political issues related to interna

tional trade and development. 

The prospects are not very bright for cooperative action among AMOs to deal 

more effectively with the need among producers for marketing information, advice 

and linkages, and to launch joint efforts to provide financial and technical as

sistance. The AMOs which emphasize their educational roles seem more likely to· 

collaborate on joint projects. 

AMOs operate like any other commercial trading company and are geared to break 

even or generate a net annual surplus. AMOs with access to "hidden subsidies" could 

probably survive without them, the subsidies which do exist (e.g., no-interest loans 

from a parent PVO) appear, in any case, to be permanent fixtures of the PVO-AMO 

relationship. The sale of AMO products does generate some surpluses for the infor

mally organi~ed groups of volunteers, put most observers seem to agree that there 

are less difficult ways to raise funds. 

As far as we can ascertain, there is little Dut anecdotal evidence of the impact 

which AMOs may have had on producers and their communities. AMOS, of course, have 

had no effect on the internatiqnal trading system, but it remains to be seen whether 

their trading policies and the organizations from which they DUY are affecting pro

ducers in ways which are significantly different from those of the purely commercial 

trading channels. 

EXPERIENCES OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IN THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE 

Impod-Sweden is one of twenty~two agencies established since 1970 in response 

to requests from UNCTAD/GATT to the governments of the industriali~ed countries for 

help in promoting imports from developing nations. These agencies provide trade 

information and market contact services upon request from Third World exporters. 

Some also actively help promote particular product groups and develop specialized 

training courses for participants from exporting organizations. The services of _ 

these agencies are free to Third World groups. 
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IMPOD-sweden is one of the oldest and largest of the European import promotion 

agencies with an operating budget in 1980-81 of approximately one million dollars. 

It has nine professional staff working in four program areas: information, training, 

consultation and service, and special projects. IMPOD publishes a quarterly bul

letin aimed at Swedish importers and an English-language newspaper for Third World 

exporters. In addition to serving as the major contact point to the Swedish market 

for exporters, IMPOD carries out special projects in order to introduce-exporters. 

to Swedish markets and establish business relationships. One such project involved 

assistance to two large Swedish chain stores in marketing pineapples from Kenya. 

The Federation for the Development of Utilitarian Handicrafts (FEDEAU) is 

an EEe-funded agency created in 1978 in response to requests from Third World 

countries for assistance in promoting their handcrafts in European markets. OVer 

the past three years, FEDEAU has organized several exhibitions of handcrafts at 

shopping centers, museums, and trade shows. It also organizes 2-3 week technical 

missions to countries which request assistance. These missions include individuals 

in the wholesale and retail trade and advise exporting organizations on a range of 

issues, including product design, production and marketing: Participants on 'mis

sions are encouraged to establish commercial relationships with suppliers. Because 

African suppliers of crafts exhibited at a trade fair in 1980 were unable to fill 

orders for their products, FEDEAU has decided to establish a network of field re

presentatives to provide technical assistance. The first of these positions for 

Africa should be filled during 1981-82. 

AID's experience with export promotion project? has been extremely diverse. 

Primary emphasis has been given to the establishment and support of exporting in

stitutions. Many of them continue to bear fruit. Since 1974, given the shift within 

the agency toward rural areas and projects which have a direct impaqt on the rural 

poor, there has been a de-emphasis on export promotion per se. 

AID has played a role in the creation and/or support of six types of export

ing instLtutions: 

export marketing organizations, e.g., the Artesenias del Peru set 
up as a subsidiary of the Industrial Development Bank of Peru in 1965 

- technical support institutions, e.g., a fine arts department at Hongik 
University in Korea and the Ecuadorean National Institute of Standards 
(INEN) 
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- national export promotion offices, e.g., the Colombian Export Promotion 
ngcncy (PROEXPRO) and Guatemnl~'s Export Promotion Agency (QUATEXPRO) 

- regional export promotion centers, e.g., ROCAP (Regional Office for 
Central America and Panama) 

inter-regional export assistance centers, e.g., CIPE 

global export assistance agencies, e.g., the World Trade Institute's 
export promotion project 

• 

-l 
Data available on these projects shed some light on certain policy, program 

and project level questions, but can only suggest lines for further inquiry. Evidence 

from one project, for example, suggests that programs designed to assist individual 

exporters might only be of marginal importance because the firm must already possess 

an export capability. And, experiences resulting from efforts to develop marketing 

organizations for low-income handcraft producers suggest the importance of a 

flexible marketing strategy and an incremental approach to product development. 

Furthermore, information on some projects reinforce the experiences of many AMOS 

and suggest that integrated efforts to address a whole range of constraints on pro

ducers are not only complex and difficult, but can also be counterproductive. 

INVOLVEMENT OF U.S.-BASED PVOs IN EXPORT MARKETING 

Responses from a survey of 625 U.S.-based PVOs carried out in the fall of 

1980, indicated that 24 AMOs are currently involved or anticipate involvement in 

the distribution 'of Third World products. Four PVOs indicated that they are cur

rently supporting export marketing projects and,38 indicated that they are cur

rently supporting or anticipated supporting development projects with an export 

marketing component. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION 

Our review of government export development assistance projects and the ex

periences of AMOs suggest that assistance to exporting enterprises could be con

sistent with AID's target groups and basic needs considerations. There is clearly 

a demand from very marginal populations in the Third World for assistance in de

veloping and expanding their export trade. The review casts some doubt on whether 

AID assistance is necessary and appropriate. There is evidence to suggest that 

the focus of AID assistance should be Third World intermediary organizations with 

• 

o 
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both a deino'nstrated record 6f reachin'g and assisting marginal populations and an 

'establishe'd export'marketing program. :AID should avoid situations where the basic 

proa:ilction and organiz'ational issues are unresolved and devise instead ways to 

deliver discrete ~arnounts of technical arid financial assistance. There is also 

eviaence to suggest that individuals within the trade would be the most important 

asset of an assistance program. Therefore, AMOs should be treated as one of m~y 
importing chann'els through which such assistance can be delivered. 

We recommend that AID undertake a need survey of existing eXporting organi

zations and s~pport a participatory research project which aims to engage producers 

in a study of the impact of export marketing on their lives and their communities. 

Whi'1.'e it is premature to suggest concrete types of assistance, we recoriunend that 

AID assistance respond to needs of existing exporters and that AID explore the 

feasibility of establishing a U.S.-based capacity to ,address the needs of these 

exporters for information, market co~tacts, promotion and discrete amounts of tech

nical assistance. 

While the 'future of some AMOs and the overall impact of export marketing are 

uncertain quantities, 'European and U.S. AMOs have demonstrated that given certain 

cdndl·ti6ns altruism and commerce can be successfully merged. Their eXperiences 

suggest that of great importance are clarity of 'purpose, strong entrepreneurial 

ieadershl..p and a flexible and diverse marketing structure. They also suggest that 

some degree of in~er-organizational cooperation is necessary in order to address 

the 'needs of low-income producers effectively. 

In 'order 'to explore iIi sufficient depth the appropriaten.l.ss of existing al

ee~ative marketing patterns given their particular needs, we recommend that inter

'e'sted pvos support a conference that would include representatives from all rele

vant organizations. We further recommend that PVOs involved with export marketing 

projects support the creation of a development assistance fund to finance efforts 

which benefit not only tli~ir own projects', but those of the larger community as 

weil. Finally; we recommend that U.S. PVOs support research studies which examine 

cioseiy the effects and dynamics of the marketing and educaHomi.1 pro'g~ains of the .. 

AMOs. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. BACKGROUND TO STUDY 

The genesis of this paper lies in discussions with members of U.S. private 

voluntary organizations (PVOs) and the U.S. Agency for International Development 

(USAID) who expressed a desire to know more about the "altruistic" marketing 

channels for Third World goods in Europe and the United States. These channels are 

trading companies established for the express purpose of benefiting poor people in 

Third World countries. They are colltI!1only referred to as "alternative marketing 

organizations" (AMOs). 

In June 1978, two associates of the Center on Technology and Society drafted 

a paper discussing some of the reasons which have led to the establishment of AMOs 

by a number of European PVOs and what was known and not known about their operations 

and effect~veness. The paper suggested that the available evidence and documenta

tion was inadequate for describing the ways in which direct PVO involvement in 

international marketing seemed justifiable to all participants, especially the 

low-income producer in the Third World. Moreover, the paper indicated that current 

knowledge about existing AMOs was too superficial to hi~hlight their s~ilarities 

and to explore adequately the differences among them. To our knowledge there was 

no comprehensive description or systematic comparison of the apparently successful 

AMOs. We did find indLviduals with extensive knowledge of particular aspects of 

alternative marketing. Most of them, however, lacked a broad perspective on 

international development and marketing in general, and no one had documented all 

aspects of any of the alternative marketing channels. The paper concluded with a 

proposal for a two-year research study whose empirical base would consist of 

detailed case histories of ten to twelve AMOs and their suppliers and related 

producer groups. 

The 1978 paper was circulated among the leadership of a dozen American PVOs 

as well as other members of the international development community. The reactions 

to the paper indicated considerable interest in export-marketing programs designed 

to reach and assist poor people and in learning more about the experiences of AMOs 

in particular. Potential sponsors and users of the proposed research study 
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suggested that a more limited study be undertaken based primarily on interviews 

with AMO leadership and available documentation and that the study be viewed as a 

building block for further research efforts. 

In June 1979 the New TransCentury F04ndation and the Center on Technology 

and society submitted a proposal to the Urban Development Office of USAID to 

prepare a state-of-the-art paper on the experiences of Europe?n and American AMOs 

which was to include the following elements: 

(a) a review of AID's export development projects and programs; 

(b) case descriptions of alternative marketing organizations in 
the U.K., Holland, Sweden, and the U.S.A.; 

(c) descriptions of government-sponsored imp9rt promotion programs 
in Europe; 

(d) a survey of the U.S. PVO community to determine current and 
anticipated activities related to export marketing; 

(e) policy and program implications of the experience of 
alternative marketing organizations and government agencies; 

(f) options for AID and other development agencies, including 
options for field demonstrations; and 

(g) recommendations for additional research, especially with 
respect to the impact of alternative marketing on Third World 
producers. 

A study of the history of AMOs in Europe and the united States and a review 

of AID's 'export development experience were thought to be of particular interest 

to the Office of Urban Development becaus~ of its involvement in a process of 

identifying and testing strategies for mobilizing grassroots institutions and local 

groups to identify potential assistance candidates, and then to assist them. We 

also felt that our paper would be useful to other agencies and organizations 

~ngag@d in efforts to achiev~ numerous developmental goals at the grassroots level 

in the ~hird World. 
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2. AIMS AND STRUCTURE OF PAPER 

This paper addresses two sets of questions: 

(1) under what conditions, if any, is it appropriate and feasible 
for U.S.-based private voluntary organizations to develop 
marketing programs; and what are the strengths and weaknesses 
of the different options available to them? 

(2) What are appropriate and feasible measures for USAID involve
ment in the expansion of small-scale exporting enterprises; 
should this involvement include AMOs; and, if so, in what ways? 

This paper consists of seven parts and three appendices. Part I provides a 

context for the current study. Part II presents a definition of alternative 

marketing. We should point out at the outset that while most of the organizations 

surveyed did not hesitate to call themselves AMOs, some questioned the inclusion 

of others in this category. We found that the basis for acceptance or rejection 

of an organization as an AMO was not applied consistently by some of the individuals 

we interviewed. For example, several AMOS rejected certain organizations because 

they sell to commercial shops, but praised others despite the fact that they also 

rely upon commercial outlets. In another instance, an AMO director argued that 

we should not include a particular AMO, because its board of directors consisted 

of private individuals selected by the AMO's general manager. Yet, this same 

director held a much more positive view of two other AMOs that, we learned, were 

governed by boards selected in the same manner. 

In view of the discrepancies we encountered among the ideal images of an 

"alternatbre marketing organization, II as well as the discrepancies between these 

ideals and AMOs' actual situation, we chose to be as inclusive as possible. Our 

definition, therefore, is somewhat broad and abstract, and in some ways masks the 

profound differences and disagreements we found among AMOs. 

Part III describes and discusses the different alternative marketing patterns 

which have developed in Europe and the United States. part IV presents the general 

observations and conclusions we have reached based on our understanding of those 

patterns. Part V begins with descriptions of the efforts of two European agencies 

to promote the importation of Third World products. This ~art concludes with a 

discussion of export development projects and programs supported by USAID. This 

discussion is based primarily on a review of available documentation on those 

projects and programs. 
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Part ~I presents' the results of a mail survey of 625 U.S.-based private 

voluntary' organ;::iation's. And, Part VI!]; presents' and, discusses implications' of 

our study for USAID and the U.S. PVO community. Part VII also includes two, sets 

of action recommendations for USAID and the U.S. PVO community. 

Case descriptions of 27 alternative marketing organizations in· Europe and the 

United states are included in Appendix A. Appendix B' includes brief summaries, of 

the USAID export development projects reviewed for this paper. Appendix C presents 

a brief bibl'iography of re'levant articles and, books. 

• 
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PART II 

A DEFINITION OF ALTERNATIVE MARKETING 

3. THREE DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS AND A DISSENTING VIEW 

Alternative marketing organizations (AMOs) in Europe and the United States 

are trading and educational organizations that aim to benefit poor people in Third 

World countries. AMOs import handmade" wood, paper, textile and other products 

as well as food commodities from Third World countries and market them through a 

variety of channels. Operating from different philosophical perspectives, AMOS 

also inform their customers and the general public about cultural and socia-economic 

conditions in the Third World and issues related to international trade and 

development. 

We noted in the introduction that the term "alternative marketing" covers a 

wide range of philosophies and operational strategies. For example, some AMOs are 

organized as profit-making companies, while many are departments or subsidiaries 

of larger foundations or private voluntary organizations (PVOs).** Most AMOs 

market products exclusively through non-commercial channels such as volunteer-run 

shops and church bazaars, but some use only commercial channels. Several AMOs 

aim to educate consumers in the artistry, history and cultural significance of 

Third World folk-art; others seek to expose the role they feel the industrialized 

nations play in the perpetuation of poverty and political oppression in many less 

developed countries. Furthermore, as trading operations which purchase, import 

and sell handmade crafts, many AMOs are indistinguishable in most respects from 

commercial companies of comparable size which handle similar product lines. 

*"Handcrafts" is the term commonly used to characterize many of the products 
imported by AMOs. One AMO defines handcrafts as "manufactured products made by 
hand with the assistance of tools not requiring electricity or other sources of 
power. II The issue of how AMOS define handcrafts and their imports in general is'
discussed further in Part III. 

**A private voluntary organization has been defined as a "non-governmental, 
autonomous, nonprofit organization supported mainly by voluntary contributions in 
cash and kind from the general public or certain segments thereof, in the high
income countries, specialized to carry out a number of functions related to 
development aid and emergency relief primarily but not exclusively in the low
income countries." 

5 
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Whi.J:e we grant the profound- differences among the 27 AMOs we surveyed, these 

organizations generally share three features which distinguish them from thei4 

commercial counterparts. The three are: 

(1) their altruistic purposes; 

(2) their focus on producers/suppliers who exist under pa~ticularly 
trying socia-economic conditions; 

(3) their non-marketing activities 

The a~truistic purposes of AMOs·are evident in a wide range of stat~ents 

gathered from and about AMOs. For example, the former director of ABAL Foundation 

(Holl~nd) expressed the essence of alternative marketing as "a state of mindlt--one 

which, he said, reflects a profound concern for the whole range of human needs, 

including the material, social, psychological and spiritual. According to an 

English observer I the a'ltruism which constitutes this AMO "state of mind" is more 

pervasive than the limited philanthropy that may be expressed by socially respon-

sible organizations thrc;>ugh occasional or even regular support of "good causeS!." 

(MKenna, 1977, p. 18). It is, rather, "the motive force behind all actions of 

the organizations. II 

The- following stated objectives illustrate the nature and range of altruistic 

purposes which have been delineated by a sample of AMOs. 

Afro-Art (Sweden): Afro-Art was founded to assist Thir4 World 
artisans economically by buying their products, to help Third 
World producers gain pride from le~ning that people in 
industrialized nations would buy their handcrafts in competition 
with ~ass-produced products from more industrialized countries; 
to provide technical assistance and resources to Third World 
groups in order to strengthen their production in ways consistent 
with their local resources and culture, to give a quality impge 
to Third World products and producers in order to fight racial 
and cultural prejudices, and to increase public awareness of the 
importance of crafts in general. 

Developing Countries Foundation of 1962 (Denmark): The aims of 
the Foundation can be expressed in one word: co-operation. A 
co-operation based on the participation of groups of people in 
the developing countries and in Denmark. The Fqundation attempts, 
often through volunteers, to establish contact with individual 
projects in the developing countries--such as schools, handicraft 
centers, orphanages--and offers them means ana knowledge to develop 
the activities they have already begun. In Denmark, the Founda
tion offers an opportunity for persons interested to get more 
familiar with t~e cultural achievements of other countries, with 
their daily life, with the ways in which other people express 
themselves artistically, with their problems and with their 
efforts to solve them • . • 

• 
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~ (West Germany): GEPA wants to contribute, within its 
modest scope, realistically and symbolically towards the 
political, economic, social and cultur~l liberation from 
'underdevelopment' and towards the promotion of self-reliance 
in the countries of the Third World. Its means are development
directed trade and development-oriented awareness. . . . 
Development trade: .•. Within its limited scope GEPA tries 
to conduct import and marketing in such a manner as to help 
self-help groups to attain self-reliance. Direct export offers 
them the opportunity to free themselves at least partly from 
exploitation by middlemen and money lenders and from endless 
debt. Development education: ..• The aims are to spread 
information about the unjust structures of world trade and 
the devastating situation in the developing countries and to 
awaken understanding in our society for the causes of under
development and through this to set up conditions in which 
change can take place: change towards more social justice, 
towards more independence and self-determination. 

SOS-Wereldhandel (Holland): (a) the problem of development is 
one of the largest problems in the world. The humanity of 
society is in danger and the continuation of the existin9 
situation cannot be justified. SOS-Trade wants to be on the 
side of those people within the developing countries who intend 
to change the society by self-liberation. (b) The development 
problem is strongly correlated with worldwide problems. SOS
Trade wants to reveal this. (c) The problems of development 
are wide and complex. No single organization should have the 
pretention to be able to solve all of those problems on its own. 
SOS-Trade does not claim that its strategy is the only correct 
one •... (d) So far, 50S-Trade is convinced that it can 
contribute in an essential way to the solution of development 
problems by buying and selling products from development 
projects. The provision of information to [European] buyers 
about [Third World development concerns] is an essential part 
of the contribution itself ..• 

Third World Handarts (U.S.A.): Third World Handarts is an attempt 
to offer an alternative in marketing practices. It is a nonprofit 
v~nture that eliminates the middleman and provides a market for 
Third World people who are seeking just ways to work and live. 
Hanqarts are labor-intensive, which means that they can provide 
those who have the least with a meaningful and dignified way of 
earning an income. Third World Handarts is person-centered 
marketing, supporting person-made rather than machine-produced 
articles as a way of affirming--in work situations--values of 
creativity, human energy and personal growth. 

Traidcraft (U.K.): Traidcraft is a company, founded and run by 
Christians, which is trying to put into action through the 
medium of responsible trading the call for justice between the 
world's nations. It is recognized that economic justice is only 
one part of the need and that encouraging the marketing of 
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cottage industry products in turn is only a tiny segment of 
the trading pattern. However, it is an area where conclusive 
and practica'l benefits have been achieved and where Traidcraft 
has accumul!ated substantial expertise .and direct working 
experience. 

The second distinguishing feature of alternative marketing organizations· is 

their focus on a particular type of producer/supplier. Prominent in the literature 

of AMOs are references to their work with particularly disadvantaged peoples. The 

list includes Bihari refugees and widows in Bangladesh, the J-iri of Southeast Nepal, 

small cooperatives of Indian weavers in Guatemala and Peru, Moslem woodcarvers in 

northern India, slum dwellers in resettlement areas of Manila, Lima and Nairobi, 

handicapped workers in Delhi and Sri Lanka, leprosy projects in Hong Kong and 

Mexico City. The list can be extended. considerably. 

Everr though, as we shall see later, not every supplier is particularly 

disadvantaged, the socio-economic condition of suppliers in general remains ?n 

important consideration for AMO staff. It is also important to tax authorities in 

some industrialized nations. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service, for example, 

denied an application for tax-exempt status to Aid to Artisans (U.S.A.), partially 

on the grounds that the AMO could not ensure that its suppliers were, in fact, 

disadvantaged artisans. Similarly, in 1979 the west German tax authority objected 

to GEPA buying,from state-owned firms in the Third World, becaus~ it did not -,--
consider such firmS to be "needy people." 

A'third distinguishing feature of AMOs is the set of activities they carry 

out which bear little relationship to trading and the maximization of sales. These 

activities have a variety of shapes and forms, many of which are not viewed 

positively by 'all AMOs. The activities are, however, directly related to the 

achievement of an AMO's altruistic purposes. The following examples are but a 

small indication of the non-marketing activities of AMOs. 

Global Village Crafts (U.K.) is incorporated as a profit-making company. Its 

director and staff receive salaries at least equal to those offered by most commercial 

importing/wholesaling operations. Global Village Crafts, however, is organized to 

help finance a communication service which provides basic information to village 

communities in the Third World. The service pubiishes a newsletter, Basics, 

circulated to approximately 8,000 individuals and groups. The service also responds 

to queries for information on practically everything, from building dirt roads to 

drying wood. Glooal Village Crafts has also prepared sales catalogues for several 

• 
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Third World marketing organizations and has helped link up several of its major 

suppliers with potential buyers in Europe and North America. In a similar vein 

Tearcraft has produced a catalogue and commissioned a study on the German market 

for its major supplier in Bangladesh. 

Tanzania±mport requested funds from the Swedish International Development 

Agency (SIDA) to support an effort by a women's cooperative in Dar Es Salaam to 

diversify its production to include clothing items 'for: local and regional markets. 

In the process the AMO lost the cooperative as a supp}ier, as all the co-op's 

production ended' up going to the local and regional ~rkets. A similar situation 

occurred when Afro-Art lost a Bolivian supplier of textiles. Continuing its 

practice of buying only a small percentage of its suppiiers' output, AfrO-Art was 

eventually squeezed out by other importers who placed larger orders with the 

Bolivian cooperative. Both AMOs, however, regard these outcomes as positive. 

The Self-Help Program (U.S.A.) of the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) is 

prepared to assist its major supplier in Bangladesh to expand its market by linking 

up with commercial buyers. This is one pattern of assistance which is followed 

by a number of AMOs. 

Bridge/Oxfam (U.K.), SERRV (U.S.A.), ~ and FRIDA Marketing Services (U.K.), 

among other AMOs, help finance production by pre-paying portions of their orders. 

This practice can provide a fair amount of working capital and alleviates some of 

the financial constraints on producers. For example, the amount of advance 

payments from GEPA totals between 150,000 DM and 300,000 DM ($85,000 to $170,000) 

a year. Bridge will normally pay 25% to 40% of an order at the time it is placed. 

FRIDA Marketing Service will pay up to 50% in advance on all orders over 1,000 

English pounds. 

GEPA, the largest AMO we visited, and Third World Handarts, one of the 

smaller, are two AMOs which compile, publish, sell and disseminate a wide range of 

educational materials. Their educational activities, however, are not viewed as a 

way to enhance sales. In fact, it is exactly the reverse--trading Third world 

products is seen as a way to engage the buying public in a discussion of the broader 

issues of international trade and the persistence of poverty in the Third World. 

Traidcraft is another AMO which uses trading to achieve educational purposes. Even 

though their narrow margins do not make the venture commercially very attractive, 
, 

Traidcraft markets instant coffee processed in Tanzania and tea packaged on an 

estate in Sri Lanka because it considers both commodities to be excellent vehicles 
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for discussing the "inequities of the international trading system." And, the 

Sarvodaya AMO (Holland) devote~ mOre efforts to developing educational programs 

about Sri Lanka than to marketing the Sarvodaya movement's goods. 

The AMOs' concern for all of the human needs of their suppliers (as well as 

their own) shows as clearly in what they do ~ do as in what they do. World 

Crafts has found it very difficult to develop a u.S. market for placemats made on 

backstrap looms in Bangladesh. Backstrap weaving is a time consuming and costly 

method of production. Although the products are of superior quality they meet 

with resistance from the U.S. consumer because of their higher prices. One 

alternative open to the AMO is to intrcduce a different weaving technology (e.g., 

table looms) which would lower costs and therefore be more appealing to consumers. 

In all likelihood, World Crafts will not consider a change in technology, because, 

in the words of its director, nWe would be removing a very important prop within 

the social structure and the consequences are unforeseeable. II 

And, while acknowledging their understanding of the difficult conditions 

under which their suppliers work, most AMOs also claim to eschew the paternalism 

which they feel works against the welfare of producers in the long run. The Self

Help Program, for example, criticized the MCC mission in Swaziland for allowing 

producers to do shoddy work simply because they were poor. And, the former 

marketing director of FRIDA Marketing Services contends that AMOs can best demonstrate 

their concern for the welfare of producers by stressing that "handcrafts is a no-

nonsense, serious job~1I 

Sometimes an AMO's concerns extend beyond the immediate human or social 

condition of individuals. An awareness of the environmental impact of production 

practices may govern marketing. decisions. Neighbors Crafts, for example, stopped 

importing coral braceiets from the Philippines, despite their great saleability, 

"because of the alarming rate at which coral reefs in the Philippines are being 

destroyed for profit." The same MlO continues to import wooden utensils made in 

Nepal, because the training and production project there includes a reforestation 

component. 

There are many observers of AMOs, as well as directors or former directors of 

several of the organizations surveyed for this paper, who do not accept the use of 

the term "alternative marketing organization. 11 These critics argue that the term 

implies the existence of a real choice, and, in the context in which it is generally 

used, something of higher value. They give five reasons for discounting the 

significance of AMOs. 
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First, the management staff of many AMOs, it is claimed, do not make 

significant material sacrifices. They generally benefit as much from the 

organization as the entrepreneur whose motives are not altruistic. 

second, with the exception of the smallest organizations, the exigencies of 

the marketplace and the realities of the conditions under which producers work 

force most AMOs to rely heavily upon a handful of well-established and-reliable 

suppliers. These suppliers are often government emporia or state-owned firms, or 

large commercial traders. Thus, producers supplying AMOs are rarely particularly 

disadvantaged or in other ways significantly different from producers supplying 

commercial importers and wholesalers. 

Third, despite the involvement of many AMOs for five years or more in some 

countries, few can point to any but isolated examples of signif~cant changes in 

the socia-economic conditions of their suppliers, the vast majority of whom remain 

as isolated, vulnerable, and unable to respond to market changes as they were at 

the outset. Furthermore, where positive changes have occurred in the conditions 

of producers, they are most often due to changes in the local environment and not 

to any direct action taken by the marketing organization. 

Fourth, since many AMOs are extensions of voluntary organizations or charities, 

it is the aCcess to ~ resources (e.g., field staff, volunteers and money), and 

not anything inherent about AMOs, that gives them the freedom to engage in activities 

which are unrelated to their trading functions. Critics of AMQs also point out 

that many AMO suppliers have been recipients of large amounts of financial and 

technical support over long perihds of ttme from private aid agencies. Because'of 

their privileged positions, therefore, AMOs reap the benefits of this assistance-

an unfair advantage, in the eyes of some, over other importers. In addition, it is 

argued that the assistance provided many foreign organizations often results in 

unhealthy dependencies where the inefficient producers are subsidized at the 

expense of efficient producers, or where the assistance is so intensive that 

replication on a large scale is impossible. Many AMOs are also criticized on the 

grounds that they market products within a "charity" environment--an environment, 

in the opinion of some observers, which does not provide the healthy and stable 

basis on which Third World producers want their products sold. 

Fifth, the volume of trade generated by AMOS,.is infinitesimal when compared 

to the ±ndustry as a whole. The total sales volume of the ~Os surveyed for this 

paper is probably no more than 1%-2% of the total market for handcrafts in Europe 
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and North America. Furthermore, the unit sales of many AMOs have either plateaued 

or actually diminished during the past several years, even while the export value 

of handcrafts from many countries was increasing. Thus, while the dramatic growth 

of the handcraft trade created a very buoyant environment within which AMOs thrived, 

it is an open question to many critics whether many AMOs will successfully meet the 

twin challenges of securing new product lines and merchandise and developing new 

marketing strategies, while maintaining their commitments to individual producer 

groups. 

The term alternative marketing organization is challenged, therefore, on two 

levels. AMOs are not sufficiently different, it is argued, in terms of their actual 

operations (including the socia-economic conditions of their suppliers). And, AMOs 

do not produce sufficiently different results to balance their overall i~signifi

cance in world trade and justify their hidden, as well as direct, costs. 

While each of the five criticisms is accurate to some degree, there are 

exceptions to all of them. For example, there are AMOs which continue to expand 

in a stable and controlled fashion and which deal directly with a large number of 

producer groups, including many poor and small groups. One AMO has had to create a 

constituency from scratch; another has grown slowly over a 25-year period with the 

continued support of established church groups. Furthermore, to some AMOs, these 

criticisms are simply irrelevant. These AMOs do not aim to effect large scale 

change and readily acknowledge the limitations of their programs. 

We have dealt at length with some of the defining characteristics of AMOs 

and criticisms of them because together they highlight a number of the important 

questions and issues regarding the nature, the viability and significance of AMOs 

on which the next section is intended to shed some light. From the outset, however, 

it is important to think of AMOs as organizations which share some traits, but 

differ in many ways. Moreover, the use of a single term, be it "alternative 

marketing organization" or any other, is probably more a matter of convenience 

than an accurate reflection of reality. 

• 



PART III 

ALTERNATIVE MARKETING PATTERNS IN THE U.S.A. AND EUROPE 

Case descriptions of 27 AMOS are presented in Appendix A. The discussion of 

the AMOS in this section is organized around the following ten themes: 

(1) .goals and philosophies 

(2) history and development patterns 

(3) sources of supply 

(4) constraints on producers and ways to ~ddress them 

(5) merchandise and marketing strategies 

(6) educational activities 

(7) staffing and staff remuneration policies 

(8) governance of AMOs and relationships to parent PVQs 

(9) inter-organizational cooperation efforts 

(10) financing of marketing, development assistance and 
educational programs 

We shall discuss each of these themes in terms of the different patterns we 

identified and with reference to particular AMOs where appropriate. We have already 

noted that AMOs are in many ways more different than they are similar. Thus, we 

found no general models according to which AMOs can be classified. We found, 

instead, unique configurations of different patterns. 

4. GOALS AND PHILOSOPHIES 

We have organized the discussion of the goals and philosophical orientation 

of AMOs around the following five questions: 

'(1) Does the AMO perceive itself primarily as a trading 
organization or an educational organization? 

(2) What criteria does the AMO use to select suppliers and how 
strictly are they applied? 

(3) What structural objectives (increased producer participation 
in management) does the AMO establish with its suppliers? 

(4) What role does altruism play in the organization's marketing 
strategy? 

(5) How does the AMO define the "Third World Problem"? 

13 
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4.1 Primary Emphasis (Trading or Education) 

AMOs differ mainly in the extent to which they view themselves as either 

trading or educational organizations. Some AMOs present themselves as both trading 

organizations and educational organizations. Traidcraft (U.K.) is an example of 

an AMO which considers both functions equally important. In its 1980 color 

catalogue, Traidcraft states its overall aim to be the creation of jobs and income 

through its marketing service to Third World producer groups. In addition to 

descriptions of products and producer groups, however, the 1980 Traidcraft 

catalogue includes a New Internationalist article on "the inequities of the inter

national trading game where the rules are rigged agianst Third World producers." 

As another example, Afro-Art sees its trading activities as a way to provide 

employment and income to Third World producers and help strengthen local culture 

and foster self-esteem; the AMO also aims to fight racial and culture prejudices 

by documenting and preserving authentic crafts traditions and by giving the highest 

quality image possible to the products it markets. Similarly, Aid to Artisans 

expresses its purposes as: (1) the alleviation of economic deficiencies in 

communities of disadvantaged artisans, and (2) the education of the American public 

in the artistry, history and cultural significanee of handcrafts from such communi

ties. SERRV, the largest AMO in North America, articulates its purpose in the 

following way: "To support income producing activities of people around the world 

caught in the backlash of war, natural disaster or chronic poverty and to acquaint 

Americans with the crafts of foreign cultures, the societies from which they 

emanate and their value as art." 

SOS is an example of an AMO which will compromise trading goals in order to 

enable the educatiohal aspects to functioh. Seventy percent of the AMO's turnover 

is from coffee--despite the fact that the AMO sometimes loses a good deal of money 

in the flUctuating international market for this commodity and would like to 

market other products. The groups in Holland to which SOS sells coffee and 

through which it is linked to educational activities in Europe prefer to deal in 

coffee rather than any other commodity. And, the AMO views these groups as central to 

its educational mission. Traidcraft markets coffee for similar reasons, in spite 

of the narrow profit margins. It will also continue to rely on voluntary sales 

representatives, even though many are not very effective salespeople, because ~hey 

are critical to the AMO's educational programs. And, whereas Neighbors Crafts 

does not consider participation in international fairs and bazaars to be a 

• 
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cost/effective marketing channel, it has found them to provide an excellent 

platform for discussing the development program of World Neighbors and, thus, 

will continue to participate in them. 

FRIDA Marketing Services, Global Village Crafts[ Bridge/Oxfam Trading, ABAL 

Foundation and ~ (U.S.A.) are examples of AMOs which measure their effectiveness 

primarily in terms of sales generated. ~'s (the parent PVO of FRIDA Marketing 

Services) primary purpose is the creation of productive employment in developing 

countries. On the assumption that growth potential in less developed countries, 

especially Africa, is highly dependent on export markets, FRIDA Marketing Services 

is seen as a means to expand channels of distribution adapted to handcrafts, 

maximize sales of handcrafts and assist in the creation or expansion of handcrafts 

production in Africa. AMOs in this category do carry out a range of educational 

activities, including providing descriptive materi'als on producers and sponsoring 

craft exhibitions. These educational activities, however, are generally seen as 

marketing support--to be of value they must result in increased sales. 

'Trading' by itself, however, is not a sufficiently detailed goa~ for even 

the AMOs which do not have an educational role. As the former director of Bridge/ 

Oxfam has pointed out, trading in handcrafts must by definition result in some 

level of benefits to the producers because of its labor-intensive nature; but, 

employment is frequently short-term, at low rates of pay and under poor working 

conditions. As a result, AMOs will claim to: 

(a) avoid exploitative and sweat-shop situations; 

(b) pay a "fair" wage which at least satisfies the minimum 
wage guidelines of governments or unions; 

(c) provide continuous employment; and 

(d) provide employment for as many people as possible. 

In contrast to the so-called trading AMOs there are AMOS which see themselves 

primarily as educational vehicles. In personal correspondence, for example, the 

director of the Developing Countries Foundation of 1962 wrote: 

The most important thing to us is not the quantity of articles 
sold and it is not the quantity of money obtained. We hope 
through the foundation to make it possible for a larger number 
of people to become active [in development] and to establish 
relations with groups in the developing countries or to 
develop relations already established. 

~, the largest AMO which we surveyed with a turnover of 7.2 million DM 

($4.5 million) in 1979, considers its trading volume to be very small in terms of 
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international trade and the West German market. Instead of emphasizing its sales, 

GEPA takes the position that its ·'development-oriented awareness II prog):'ant is more 

likely to make an important contribution, both realistically and symbolically, 

toward Third World political, economic, social and cultural liberation from 

'underdevelopment.' Thus, ~ emphasizes the development of information materials 

and national or multi-national campaigns organized around sp~cific everyday pro~ucts 

(e.g., coffee, tea and jute) in order to promote increased awareness of development 

issue~. Similarly, Jubilee Crafts (U.S.A.) looks upon itself primarily as an 

"educational tool of the Third World" and only secondarily as a marketing channel. 

The AMOs which give emphasis to their educational roles rely heavily on 

volunteer salespeop17 in "action groups" and "world shops.1I These AMOs view the 

volunteers themselves as very important clients of their educational activities. 

Through their volunteer marketing activities, AMOs hope to attract people from a 

wider range of occupations and educational backgrounds than are reached by 

organizations which only offer discussion groups and educational materi~ls on 

development and the Third World. 

4.2 Criteria Used to Select SUppliers 

4.2.a Emphasis on community-based, grass-roots, small-scale projects: AMO litera

ture deals ,~t len~th with t~e ~portance of working with groups which are 

cooperatively owned or ~nag~d and ~hich form part of wider, community-based 

d~velopment programs. The 1978 Global village Crafts catalogue, for example, 

not~s the AMO's intention to purchase all of its merchandise from community-based 

projects and points out that 100 of its suppliers are cooperatives. In the early 

Bridge/Oxfam literature it was claimed that "Bridge never buys from private 

commercial businesses, rarely from government emporia, only occasionally from 

charit¥/welfare projects (and only when the organizers are anxious to increase the 

involvement of workers more and prepare them to assumer greater responsibilities) 

andpften from workers' cooperatives and associations." 

For a number of reasons which we shall explore in more depth later, most AMOs 

ha~e adopted a very flexible approach toward meeting the ideal. Neighbors Crafts, 

~or example, started its marketing program with the intention of buying directly 

.from producers "who exercised a modicum of control over their own lives and who 

were affiliated with World Neighbors (the parent PVO) projects." Neighbors Crafts 

s90n ~~und that there were not enough of these groups with both sufficient variation 
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in product lines and the ability (as well as interest) to ship internationally. 

Neighbors Crafts, consequently, buys from a wide range of suppliers, including 

government-owned marketing organizations and commercial producers as well as 

cooperatives. 

Despite the actual configuration of AMO suppliers (which covers a wide range 

of potential suppliers), AMOs manifest a very strong emphasis toward the small

scale cottage-industry level, grass-roots, community-based project. A director 

of Afro-Art, for example, argues that the experiences of her organization are of 

interest only to those committed to "small projects. 11 This emphasis is rooted in 

the philosophical positions taken by many AMOs, as. well as in their practical needs 

and experiences. It influences many of the important decisions, such as product 

selection, approaches to marketing and new product development~ For example, one 

of the objectives of ~, the parent pva of FRIDA Marketing Services, is to 

assist in the creation and expansion of handcraft production in Africa. To achieve 

this Objective FRIDA placed two resident field officers in Africa in 1979. For one 

year the two field officers functioned as buyers for FRIDA Marketing Services and 

'looked for projects which could absorb direct assistance from FRIDA. According to 

the former director of projects at ~, the field officers identified several 

potential projects.. One in a West African country was "particularly exciting .. 11 

The project involved a small rug weaving workshop which engaged 15 rural women. 

The workshop had been organized by local Catholic missionaries who in 1979 were 

pulling out their support. To expand, and even to continue, the workshop needed 

assistance, especially on the marketing end. The FRIDA Marketing Services staff 

saw potential in the project. The products were pile rugs which the women knew 

how to make, and make well. The project was village-based; it was small and 

organized and controlled by the producers. In short, as far as the FRIDA Marketing 

Services staff was concerned, it was an excellent example of the "radical, grass

roots, innov~tive approach to development .. II 

The arguments made by FRIDA Marketing Services in support of providing 

assistance to the pile-rug workshop are similar tcr those made by proponents 

of cottage industries in general. Cottage industries are usually defined as 

home-based, small-scale economic activities performed mainly by family members 

I<i th low levels of capi.talization. Cottage industries are generally promoted 

(as they are in the Philippines) on the following,asspmptions: 

(a) Cottage industry products are labor-intensive .. 

(b) The industry generally makes use of local raw materials. 

j. 
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(c) The industry generally employs 'traditional skills or 
requires skills that can be taught with a few weeks' 
traiIiing~ 

(d) The industry needs very little foreign exchange for 
plant and machinery. 

(e) The industry is a significant source of foreign exchange. 
(In 1978 the value of handcraft exports from the Philippines 
exceeded $144 million.) 

(f) Cottage industry products can be manufactured in homes and 
in relatively small premises and do not involve significant 
investment in special plant and machinery. 

(g) The industry does not involve sudden movement to factories 
,and is one of the least disruptive ways of fostering 
economic development. 

AMOs are likely to cite less tangible reasons for supporting cottage 

industries. Traidcraft, for example, notes that cottage industries lend 

themselves to the organization of cooperative groups which often provide a 

forum for passing on information about a range of issues of general ihterest 

to locai communities, including nutrition, hygiene and family planning. 

Traidcraft also argu~s that cottage industries help to strengthen family 

structures and often provide the only alternative to charity and food relief., 

AfroAXt, Aid to Artisans and Global Village Crafts are AMOs which argue 

that folk-art in itself merits support. They consider folk-art to be an 

ac~urate expression ,of underlying local and national culture, beliefs and 

traditions. They also contend that the market for authentic and quality f6lk

art is and will remain strong. Another factor underlying the commitment of 

AMOs' to cottage industries and handcrafts is "ease of entry" on the marketing 

end'. It takes no particular skill or experience to buy an initial consignment 

of gooa~ and sell them to'friends, local shops or a PVO constituency: Many 

AMOs ~tarted in this fashion. It does take, however, considerable skill, 

a"cumeh', and- luck to scurvive as an importer year after year. 

The predilection of AMOs toward the communitY-based, cottage industry 

type' o~ proj'ect does not preclude other levels of involvement. Ideele Import 

(Holland)., for example, handles a number of processed food items and several 

AMOs market instant coffee processed in Tanzania and Nicaragua as well as other 

cOnUnodities'~ There seem to be only a few exceptions to the general rule f 

however--an orientation which influences much of what AMOs do, including, as 

we sha:ll d'iscuss later, their approach to marketing. 

http:expression.of
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4.2.b Selection biases: In selecting suppliers AMOs'gi~e different weights to 

various criteria. The following six criteria are among those we found to be 

considered important by AMOs we surveyed. 

(i) characteristics of the intermediary organizations: Traidcraft states that 

it buys only from groups which are: IfCl) organized for the benefit of its 

members; (2) concerned for the personal welfare of individual producers, 

and (3) paying wages and providing working conditions which are equal to or 

above the average in its locality." GEPA has a list of thirteen detailed 

criteria for selecting suppliers. Its most important criterion is that 

producers be part of a "self-help organization (of a cooperati~e nature 

including informal and traditional patterns) which is stri~ing to become 

more self-reliant both economically and politically independent of indigenous 

middlemen and foreign advisors. 1f In contrast, some AMOs eschew what the 

former marketing director of FRIDA Marketing Se~ices calls the "neo

colonialistic U attitude of many AMOs which are ttcontinually involved in 

other people's affairs--trying to tell them how to run their affairs, etc." 

(ii) religious leadership: Tearcraft is the trading subsidiary of TearFund, 

the Evangelical Alliance Relief Fund. TearFund is unique among Christian 

relief organizations and the purely humanitarian agencies in that it 

seeks to work where it can enhance an evangelical Christian witness. The 

management of groups wh,ch TearFund will support directly, and through 

Tearcraft as well, "must be in the hands of those who want to introduce 

the people they serve to that 'fullness of life' which comes through 

faith in Jesus Christ alone." No other AMO to our knowledge has a similar 

criterion. 

(iii) organizational affiliation: The Self-Help Program and Neighbors Crafts 

are two AMOs "hich prefer to work with producers who have some direct 

association with their parent PVOs. The Self-Help Program, for example, 

will try to buy first from producers with connections to MCC field 

projects, second from producers with some associations with other Mennonite 

groups, and third from producers associated with some other church 

organization. At least two thirds of SERRV"s suppliers are associated 

with a church organization, though in SERRV's case the pattern seems to 

ha~e emerged more by chance than design. On the other hand, Bridge/Oxfam 

Trading and GEPA are two AMOs with strong pvo affiliations, but which 

ha~e no apparent bearing ,on supplier selection policies. 

http:bearing.on
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(iv) geography: Three AMOs have a particular geographic focus; FRlDA Marketing 

Services' retail operation, aims to sell African crafts, 'Sarvodaya Shramadana 

in Europe buys only from Sri Lanka and Tanzaniaimport only from Tanzania. 

(Afro-Art began with an African focus, but later included crafts from all 

Third World countries.) 

(v) geo-political: Handelsfront (Sweden), Solidarisk Handel (Sweden), Tanzania

import and Ideele ImEort select suppliers accroding to characteristics of 

their national governments. The two Swedish AMOs only purchas: from "non

imperialist socialist countries." Through their purchases and marketing 

programs several other AMOs express explicit support for politically 

oppressed groups in different countries, including the Philippines, Chile, 

and South Africa. 

(vi) folk-art traditions: Afro-Art and Aid to Artisans focus primarily on the 

quality of the products of a producer group and secondarily on the socio

economic conditions of the producers. Aid to Artisans will buy only 

products which it feels accurately express underlying local and national 

culture, beliefs and traditions and will not introduce new product ideas. 

4.2.c Willingness tq deal with commercial exporters and imRorters: Many AMOs 

categorically refuse to buy from commercial exporters on the grounds that they 

reap, the lion's share of the benefits from trading and more than likely squeeze 

producers. Oxfam, for example, started its handcraft marketing program in the 

1960's by buying from eight commercial importers in the U.K. Oxfam became aware 

of the exploitative nature of the importers' relatio~ship with producers when they 

were congratulated by several importers for happening on to a good thing, because 

"they would work all day for a bowl of rice." Oxfam subsequently changed its 

policy to exclude both commercial exporters and importers from its suppliers. 

GEPA, 5QS, Traidcraft and Tearcraft are other AMOs which import only from non

commercial suppliers. 

Other AMOs take a much more tolerant stance toward commercial firms, as a 

matter of principle as well as expediency. SERRV, for example, buys chiefly from 

church-related suppliers. It will on occasion, however, buy from commercial firms 

in order to supplement the limited output of some of its suppliers. This policy 

allows SERRY to catalogue the products of many small groups whose output otherwise 

would be too low to justify their inclusion in the AMO's wholesale catalogue. The 
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single largest supplier of The Self-Help Program is a commercial exporter in India. 

The director of The Self-Help Program claims that the exporter opens his financial 

records and allows Mennonite Central committee staff to visit producer groups at 

any timea Furthermore, the exporter bas turned out to be four times as efficient 

as a nonprofit marketing organization supported by MeC contributions. Neighbors 

Crafts also buys from commercial suppliers, but only from those known 'personally 

to World Neighbors staff. 

Global Village Crafts, ~ and FRIDA Marketing Services are among the AMOs 

which buy from commercial importers and exporters simply to increase the range and 

attractiveness of their retail lines. Global Village Crafts, for example, views 

any increase in trade from the Third World as beneficial and casts a jaundiced eye 

upon claims by both commercial as well as non-commercial Third World organizations 

that they are primarily concerned with the welfare of producers. 

4.3 Development Objectives and Change Strategies 

4.3.a Emphasis on incremental change: From both their philosophical perspectives 

and bittersweet experiences, AMOs generally agree that their objective should be 

to market what producer groups can already produce with the fewest possible 

behavioral changes required at the level of the producer group. Most AMOs would 

agree with the conclusion drawn from studies of a UN-agency-sponsored handcraft 

project which found that most technical cooperation efforts failed to achieve their 

potential because "productivity increases depended upon a myriad requirements of 

small changes in behavior--new skills, new imports, new work methods, new timing 

or organization of production" (Kilby, 1979, p. 314). 

Like most AMOs, SERRV's approach to product development, for instance, is to 

emphasize indigenous designs and the use of locally available raw materials. It 

rarely requests that a group produce new products. According to SERRV's director, 

"we do not try to develop a product to bring it to the market • . . we make minor 

adjustments in a product • . . suggestions that are a logical consequence of 

something else which producers make. lf The former marketing director of FRIDA 

Marketing Services would pick up only what came naturally from producers and never 

try to push them into something new. Global Village Crafts claims that it is 

"very basic in trying to adapt quickly, effectively and commercially what is 

already being produced as utilitarian items." 
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The importance of incremental change applie~ to quantity a& well as product 

designs. Afro-Art is one AMO wliich cautions against asking suppliers to illC.rease 

their output substantially because of "the likely problem such demands will create 

for producers, for example, in obtaining raw ~terials, and training aqd maqaging 

other people to produce more." Afro-Art has found that press~e.s to meet lqrg.er 

orders often result in a lowering of quality. The director of Traidc:r;aft cla~s 

that suppliers always underestimate how long. it take!? to train people. Thtg. 

experience of Bridge/Oxfam in the Philippines echoes the sentiment ~ong manY AMOs 

that in general producer groups have little idea about what it means to commit 

themselves to larger orders. Bridge/Oxfam has found that larger o:r;de+s (in term~ 

of a group's normal. capacity) often means: 

('a) new technological problems to be overCO!lle 

(b) sources of raw material no longer available locally 

(c), increased financial liability for the group 

(d) quality control more difficult to maintain 

(e) social structures strained from the need for new modes 

of production 

(f) economic opportunity costs 

And, the Bridge/Oxfam, staff claims to have seen very few groups make a 

successful transition to an expanded production level. At the moment, in fact, 

there are discussions within Oxfam over whethe~ expansion is an app~opriate 

go~l except under ve~y special circumstances. 

No AMO expresses much enthusiasm for the idea of creating alien WOrk

shops and factories for the industrialized nations in the Third ~orld. Most 

aMOs are equally reauctant to introduce new organizational structures. In 

AfroAr,t's experience, for instance, small cooperatives and wo~ks~ops ar~ lik~ly 

to do w,ell ,over a number of years when they are created and run by i~dig~no~s 

leadership and involve participants from the same locality and ethnic 

group. According to ~he directoFs of AfroArt, it has proved exceedingly 

,difficult to develop loyalty and dependability in urban cooperatives or 

worksh~ps which employ ~eople with differe~t ethnic origins. And, when 

expatriates have been invol~ed the cooperatives or workshops hav~ had !Ilaj9r 

difficulties surviving the transition to local management. The director of 

Wprld Crafts claIms that in many parts of Asia so-called cooperative workshops 

intr~duced at the insistence of outside agencies usually fall apart within ,four 

or five ¥~ars from their in~eption. 
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4.3.b Structural objectives of increased responsibilities for producers and 

lessened dependence: AMOs aim to contribute to the overall socia-economic develop

ment of their suppliers. Most AMOs, therefore, try to buy from organizations in 

the Third World which view exporting as one means to achieve that end, are involved 

in self-directed development efforts and seek to lessen their dependence on foreign 

aid agencies as well as exploitative middlemen. 

In addition, a number of AMOS, in collaboration with voluntary agencies, have 

helped create new marketing structures in producing countries in order to assist 

small-scale producers obtain a larger slice of the manufacturing margin and attain 

a larger measure of control over their own lives. Bridge/Oxfam and FRIDA Marketing 

Services have both worked very closely with the Community Crafts Association (CCAP) 

of the Philippines. (CCAP is an association of 23 nonprofit, social development 

agenCies, created as a central marketing organization to sell products from the 

handcraft workshops of each of the development agencies.) FRIDA Marketing services 

was instrumental in the creation of The Kingdom of Lesotho Handicrafts, a central 

marketing organization of producer groups in Lesotho. Tearcraft and The Self-Help 

Program helped to establish Asha Handicrafts, a non-profit marketing organization 

in Bombay. And, both AMOs played very important roles in the development and 

growth of the Jute Works in Bangladesh, one of the best-known efforts to organize 

export marketing for low-income producers.* 

Some AMOs, including ABAL Foundation, Afro-Art, The Self-Help Program, and 

Dritte-Welt-L~den (West Germany) deliberately buy from a few groups that lack 

sufficient volume and quality control for international commercial markets in hopes 

that such purchases will eventually help the groups succeed in those markets on 

their own. This is a long-term and expensive investment, however, which only a few 

AMOs are willing and able to make. To some AMOs, inc~uding Traidcraft, the acid 

test of a producer group's viability is the marketability of its products in 

commercial channels in direct competition with similar products from other 

anonymous suppliers. Having worked with a group to the point where it is capable 

of passing such a test, however, Traidcraft is reluctant to let it "fly off to the 

commercial world. 1I 

AMOs express different levels of concern over the dependency of their 

suppliers on the export market in general and on their own marketing channels in 

*The effectiveness of these intermediary organizations is a hotly debated 
topic; we discuss this issue further at several points in the paper. 
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particular. According to its former director, Tearcraft tried to implement, if 

not entirely successfully, a policy whereby its suppliers would not export more 

than one-third of their output to anyone country and no more than ohe-third of 

that volume to anyone buyer. Some AMOs encourage their suppliers to rely more 

heavily on domestic markets. Tanzaniaimport, as we have seen, provided technical 

assistance to one of its suppliers in order to develop a regional and domestic 

market. One of ~'s criteria for selecting- suppliers is a decreasing dependency 

on foreign advisors and exports over time. 

In some instances, however, as with the dependence of the Sarvodaya movement 

in sri Lanka on Sarvodaya Shrarnadana in Europe, a supplier will resist efforts by 

an AMO to decrease his dependence because he sees the AMO as a good market outlet 

and worth retaining. And, there are a few AMOs which even look upon concerns over 

dependency as paternalism. 

4.4 The Context for Marketing Products and the-ROle of-Altruism 

AMOs take very different positions on the role altruism does and, indeed, 

should play in decisions to purchase the products they market. Several AMOs 

explicitly try to make the individual purchase of a product represent a conscious, 

direct and positive step toward fulfilling some personal goal or responsibility, 

such as one's Christian duty in the case of Tearcraft; or helping the Third World 

in the case of Neighbors Crafts, Worldcraft and Third World Handarts; or realizing 

a spirit of cooperation in the case of Developing Countries Foundatiqn of 1962. 

A number of AMOs are ambivalent about their own position on the role of 

altruism in the context of marketing products. In the Traidcraft catalogue, for 

example, the director of Traidcraft enjoins prospective buyers not to buy unless 

"they think the products to be of good quality and good value for money." The 

catalogue, however, also includes pictures and column-length descriptions of 

Traidcraft's suppliers as well as references to Traidcraft's efforts to bring a 

modicum of fairness to international trading. -Global Village Crafts has been 

described as combining altruism with a Usomething for everyone ll image to bring 

customers into its retail shop, while in the shop the emphasis on on quality and 

price (McKenna, 1977). 

FRIDA Marketing Services and Aid to Artisans, which do not have pVO~related 

constituencies, make no reference to their altruistic purposes in their wholesale 

m~rketing programs. FRIDA Marketing Services has its own retail outlet, but makes 
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no mention of its nonprofit status and does. not provi~e any descriptive materials 

on its suppliers in its retail shop. 

The issue of a "charity" environment, even by implication, as an 

appropriate context for marketing Third World products was debated at length 

within Bridge/Oxfam in the early 1970's. The former director of Bridge argued 

for four years that in the long term trading under the name of ~ charity was 

deieterious 'to interests of producers who "want dign:j.ty in selling [their] 

goods on their merit." The debate within Oxfam was not resolved at the time 

in favor of those who sought to separate the handcraft marketing operation 

from the charity. It has resurfaced recently, though the concerns are more 

practical than philosophical. These and other issues related to non-commercial 

marketing channels will be discussed at length later. 

4.5 The Third World Problem Defined--A Basis for Educational Programming 

MIDs generally take one of three positions on the nature of the "development 

problem. II The first can be summarized as follows:* 

(a) The root causes of Third World problems are basically endo

genous, e.g., rapid population growth, low agricultural 

productivity, the selfishness of affluent elites, etc. 

(b) The main fault of the rich in the high-income nations is 

not that they cause (or aggravate) poverty in the Third 

World, but that they allow it to continue. The rich are 

to blame, not for any usins of commission, but for their 

sins of omission," e.9., unwillingness to share their 

abundance, inability to understand the plight of others, etc. 

(c) The economic and political mechanisms which prod~ce the 

wealth and affluence of the rich are practically unrelated 

to the mechanisms which cause the impoverishment of the 

Third World. World hunger is a threat to the affluence of 

the rich rather than the product of an economic order which 

is biased in favor of the rich. 

(d) Though the present standard of living of the rich may be 

"The following paragraphs are from Lissner, J., 1977, pp. 167-168. 
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,wasteful, it is nevertheless a resuTt of ,their own effor,ts 

or 'good fortune. 

(e) In e-chical terms the important thing is how.:the rich spend 

their money, not how they earn it. The problem with the 

rich i!s that they .give too little, 'not th<;lt they .take too much. 

The second position on the nature of the development problem shifts the locus 

of responsi:bility. It is based on the assumption that many ~but not ali') of the 

problems of the low-income countries originate in and are sustained by factors and 

policies :i:n the affluent countries (Lissner, p. 174),. In GEPA' s view', for instance, 

underdevelopment "results from continued domination by colonial and industrial 

nations which, aiming at the deveiopment of their own power and economy, established 

Oile-sided trade relations between the northern and southern hemispheres. II 

The third position avoids the political issues. These AMOs aim to acquaint 

their buying public with the crafts of foreign cultures, the societies and cultures 

~rom which they co~e, and their value as ~rt. Development concerns are mentioned 

w~en the~ relate .to the surviva'l of craftmaking traditions. In the case of Afro

~, part of its surplus is used to support museums and other groups involved in 

p~eserv.ing crafts that are in danger of being lost. 

All three typ'es of AMOs stress the importance of individuals taking concrete 

steps to relate to the Third World. And, all of them aim to have a wide range of 

inc;lividuals invo'lved in selling and/or buying Third World products. 

• 
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5. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 

Most AMOs are a fairly recent phenomenon. Of the twenty-seven AMOs surveyed, 

twenty were started in the 1970's and twleve in 1975 or more recently. Only eight 

were established earlier than 1970. While the largest AMOs in the united States, 

~ and The Self-Help Program, began their importi~g programs in the 1940's, 

growth was very slow until the 1970's. SERRV did not actively begin marketing 

Third World products until the middle 1960's and The Self-Help Program not until a 

decade later. Oxfam's handcraft importing program began in 1963, but by 1970 

annual sales had only reached E30,000. SOS was the only AMO with a significant 

sales volume by 1970, when it had a turnover of 450,000 Dutch guilders (about 

$125,000 in 1970). 

until 1974, the AMOs earned their income almost entirely from the sale of 

handcrafts. The AMOs consequentl~ came to be identified with handcrafts more than 

any other product. Not until the middle 1970's did food commodities, such as 

coffee and tea, become major ~ncome earners for some AMOs. It is no longer accurate 

to portray AMOs as exclusively handcraft marketing organizations; in fact, Ideele 

Import, since its founding in 1976, has refused to market handcrafts and three 

other AMOs, SOS-Wereldhandel, Magasins du Monde (Belgium) and GEPA, derive at least 

half of their incomes from the sale of food commodities. However, since handcrafts 

have been central to the development of AMOs, this chapter begins with an overview 

of the nature and growth of the handcraft sector before turning to a discussion of 

how AMOs were created, their sources of start-up and working capital, and their 

sales volumes and rates of growth. 

5.1 The Context--The Nature and Growth of the Handcraft Sector 

The proliferation and expansion of AMOs during the late 1960's and 

early 1970's is in part a reflection of general trends within the handcraft 

sector as a whole. AMOs grew within what was a very buoyant market in North 

America and Europe for hand-made products from the Third World. AMOs also 

reflected and were affected by many of the characteristics of that market. 

To understand the nature of AMOs, therefore, it is helpful to have a general 

understanding of the nature of the handcraft sector--its products, its 

distribution channels and its overall size in money terms. 
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A study commissioned by the World Crafts Council (Arthur D. Little, 

1974) used four overlapping categories to define the types of craft production 

common in the Third World: 

(a) Artisan-craftsman creation--unigue pieces of work with 
high creative content that embody superior hand skills 
and techniques. 

(b) popular (folk) art--practical expressions of local or 
national cUltures,' objects of decorative or utilitarian 
purposes, all reflecting a shared view of life and 
embodying a high degree of hand skill and technique. 

(c) Pre-industrial crafts--workshop production of objects 
that draw On popular art traditions and skills but 
are produced in quantity by hand. 

(d) Industrial production--traditional craft designs and 
objects reproduced mechanically in quantity.' 

FRIb~ Marketing Services, despite attempts at a formal definition, found 

that in r;;'"lity it defined handcrafts as "anything which can be sold in its craft 

stores," i.e., high qudity gift items handmade by traditional methods and using 

for the most part traditional designs. The director of FEDEAU, an EEC-funded 

s~~port organization for handcrafts exporters and importers, stresses the importance 

of distinguishing between product 

director, is 'any item produced by 

, 
and process. A handcraft, according to FEDEAU's 

l'abor-i'ntensive methods, but it can be anything; 

ji can be as "crafty" as a tnorn carving from Ghana or as universal 'and Itunethnic" 

a's a rattan hamp':'r from the Philippines. The range of handcraft goods carried by 

the AMOs covers both extremes and includes wood and paper products, furniture, toys, 

dolls, earthenware, ceramic, products, textiles as well as artistic goods and 

antiques and purely decorative articles. To illustrate this point we have :l.nciuded 

copies of pages taken from catalogues published by a number of AMOs (see pages 77-83). 

Given the 'bread:t:h of product lines which can be called "handcrafts II it is 

not surp~ising that no accurate estimate exists of the size of the "hanacraft" 

markets ih North America and Europe. There can be little doubt, however, that 

they have grown spectacularly over the past decade. In 1978, the newsletter, 

TRADECRAFT, published by Oxfam, FRIDA and Tearcraft between 1977 and 1979, estimated 

that the EEC countries alone imported $500 million worth of handcrafts in 1978. 

In 1974, the World Crafts Council study estimated the total crafts imports into 
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the U.S. from the Third World to be between $120 million and $160 million F.O.B. 

country of origin, with an annual growth rate of approximately 20%. The director 

of FEDEAU estimated that the successful crafts marketing organizations in Europe 

were in 1979 still growing at 20%-25% per annum. 

These trends in the importing countries are reflected in figures from the 

major exporting countries. According to statistics from the Bureau of Foreign 

Trade in the Philippines, the value of Philippine handcraft exports rose from 

129 million pesos in 1970 to 1.6 billion pesos in 1976; this amounts to an average 

annual growth rate of 54% over the 6-year period (CC~, 1978, p. 52). According 

to the Community Crafts Association of the Philippines (CCAP) , three factors 

accounted for this rapid growth: (1) changes in market tastes; (2) continuous 

change in the type of products; and (3) institutional support enjoyed by the 

industry both in the Philippines and abroad. Among the factors which CCAP saw as 

institutional supports were: (1) preferential tariff treatments accorded handcraft 

articles by most western countries; (2) active promotion and support provided by 

government and the private sectors, most notably banks and financial institutions; 

'(3) increased use of containerized cargo; and (4) emergence of a new breed of 

manager in the industry--generally younger, better-educated and more entrepreneurial 

in outlook as compared to their predecessors (CCAP, pp. 55-56). 

While the markets for handmade products from the Third World increased greatly 

during the 1970 1 s, the competition among ~porters and exporters became fierce. 

CCAP characterized the competition at the exporting end as "cut-throat," stemming 

in large measure, according to the former director of CCAP, "from the misconception 

that quick and handsome profits can be realized despite limited investments" 

(CCAP, p~ 74). According to the World Crafts Council study, ease of entry into the 

sector at both ends, but especially on the importing side, together with short-term 

profit pressures, tend to drive down prices paid to producers, as buyers play one 

exporter off against another. In the opinion of many observers, these two factors 

also put downward pressure on quality. 

In order to survive in such a market, a market~ng organization in a producing 

country, according to CCAP, must be able to accomplish the following: 

(a) offer a very wide variety of handcraft articles at competi
tive prices 

(b) export in sufficiently large quantities to make up for 
low margins.due to competitive prices 
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c) offer constantly new, carefully-designed products with a touch 
of originality (·since new products generally command high value) 

d) produce at high levels during the months of March-July and 
November-February 

e) cultivate several buyers in several different countries 

What is true for marketing organizations in producing coqntries is ap

p9-r§ptly true for marketing organizations in consumer countr-ies _ Though we 

do not have figures for the fa~lure rate among importer/wholesalers, the crafts 

marketi~g sector has .been characterized as fragmented and composed essentially 

of small .businesses large~y dominated by a family business mentality. The 

few exceptions are the mass marketers of p~e-industrial and industrial 

.c"",fts of whose turnover no more than 30% is supplied by Third World 

countries (World Craft Council, p 11-5). 'There are approximately 600-700 

im~orter/wholesalers in the US, for example, who specialize in supplying 

gift shops, small department stores·, furniture shops, and boutiques. In 1974, 

the average volume of imports of these marketing organizations was estimated 

to be in the range of $150,000 F.O.B. country of origin. Assuming an aVerage 

wholesale mark-up over F.O.B. of between 200%-300%, the average sales 

volume of conunercial impor'ters of handcrafts would have been in the vicinity 

of $450,000-$600,000. 

The World Craft Council study suggested that the fragmented nature of 

the crafts marketing sector is due in part to the failure on the part of most 

importers to keep trained personnel who can be sent QVe+seas to purchase 

saleable merchandise at competitive prices. This unsolved problem often 

prevents further growth beyond the point which represents the maximum work 

load which the prinCipal himself Or herself can manage. The World Craft 

Council stUdy could only speculate on the reasons why importer/wholesalers 

faced difficulties attracting and holding competent personnel. The study 

suggested two reasons: (1) to be successful individuals must possess the 

attributeS of the skilled entrepreneur and, consequently, many who qualify 

will go into busineSS for themselves once they have gained a modicum of ex

~~rien9~; ang (2) the principals being entrepreneurial in nature, find it 

difficult to entrust their operations to others and to make the transition 

to "professiona.l manager." 

.> 

• 
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There are other reasons which account for the size and growth rate configura

tions among AMOs. These w111 be discussed at a later point. The speculations by 

the World Crafts Council study, however, not only ring very true when one assesses 

the experiences of the successful AMOs but also have implications particularly for 

U.S.-based PVOs contemplating setting up a trading subsidiary. 

Another set of characteristics of craft-marketing organizations which has 

important implications for our study and helps clarit¥ the context for describing 

AMOS was discovered by FRIDA when it was first established in 1974. FRIDA 

initially wanted to be a catalyst between handcraft projects in Africa and commercial 

importer/wholesalers in the U~K. and elsewhere. As a result of a preliminary study, 

however, FRIDA concluded that it needed to set up its own marketing organization. 

FRIDA found that the "vast majority of handcraft marketing organizations are 

generally small (with sales of between $400 to $700,000), do not know the market 

very well and do not know what they want (except good quality, appropriately 

priced and supply-guaranteed novelty items)." FRIDA also claims it found most 

importing organizations unwilling to commit themselves to buying the production 

of a project in Africa over a long-term period. 

There are some observers of the handcraft sector who suggest that the present 

market, linked as it is to the cultural atavism of the 1960's and early 1970's, 

may well be transitory (Henley, 1980, p. 641). others note that while the market 

as a whole remains strong, the markets for particular product groups and items 

shift rapidly--a problem for utilitarian products as well as decorative products. 

Furthermore, except in a few instances {e.g., high quality basketware}, the demand 

for particular products is often extremely difficult to assess. The fact that one 

can sell 400 gross of a particular type of box one year is no indication of the 

extent of demand in the future for that box. Thus, it is argued, marketing most 

handcraft items is unlike marketing mousetraps, because when the product breaks 

or is used up it is not always replaced with the same product, but as often as not 

with a completely different one produced elsewhere. 

In summary, it is important, as part of our understanding of AMOs, to 

recognize that handcraft marketing organizations (whether commercial or alternative) 

generally are small, and their limits to growth might be due, in large measure, to 

the very entrepreneurial attr~butes which account for their initial success. It 

is also important to recognize the non-industrial nature of the products most AMOs 

market. This final factor is not a limiting factor for the handful of very large 
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commercial wholesalers, such as Pier I and Rosenthal-Netter, but it seems to be 

a constraint on most importers of handcrafts. 

Handcraft marketing organizations also take what is called a product-oriented 

as opposed to market-oriented approach to marketing. The product-oriented approach 

focuses on selling what producers can make, asking the question, "What can a 

country produce"? The market-oriented approach, focusing on consumer needs, asks. 

the question, "What can a country sell"? Handcraft marketing organizations also 

operate in an intensely competitive arena where the downward pressures on prices 

are very strong and the demand for new and changing products constant. 

AMOs share many of the characteristics of the II average II commercial importer/ 

wholesaler in the handcraft sector. And though they operate for the most part in 

non-commercial markets (e.g., church bazaars) and, as we shall see, with different 

marketing strategies, they are subject to many of the same constraints and 

pressures. The sales plateaus experienced by several of the older AMOs are 

testimony to that fact. 

5.2 Entry and Development Patterns 

Of the 27 AMOs surveyed, almost half were started in response to requests 

from producers to market their products. Global Village Crafts, for example, began 

as a communications system for rural villages in less-developed countries. Accord

ing to the AMO's director, the response to the system was generally favorable, but 
• was usually followed by the observation that "ideas [on how to store grain, for 

example] are all well-and-good, but could you help us sell these plant hangers 

[or baskets or whatever]"? Oxfam started its handcraft marketing program by 

selling pin cushions brought to Oxford by its field representative in Hong Kong 

at the request of a project there. Third World Handarts began selling crafts at 

the suggestion of Karika in Bangladesh which recommended handcraft marketing as 

a concrete and direct way to assist poor women in Bangladesh. 50S Wereldhandel, 

the oldest AMO in Europe, was started by a church volunteer in Holland in 1967 in 

response to a request from a Haitian mission to sell crafts made by its people. 

The successful sale of the initial consignment at church bazaars and exhibitions 

formed the basis for the growth of the AMO which became the largest in Europe, and 

the model for many other AMOs. Dritte Welt L~den was founded by the director of 

a German PVO in response to requests from workers with the PVO's medical project 

for deserted Bolivian Indian women with children. Ideele Import is another 
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b;uropoll.tI I\MO which \ ... as o!:lt.dbl i.stmd as a r~tlult of requests from specific groups 

in the Third World. In addition, some five AMOs, including GEPA,are spin-offs of 

other AMOs which were started in response to direct requests from producers. 

A number of the AMOs surveyed, including ABAL Foundation, Neighbors Crafts, 

FRIDA Marketing Services and Project HAND (the predecessor to FRIDA Marketing 

Services), Worldcraft, Aid to Artisans, and Sarvodaya Shramadana were not started 

in response to actual requests for markets, hut were founded by individuals who, 

through personal field experience, recognized the potential for such outlets to 

meet perceived needs. For example, Project HAND was started after its first 

director had spent a year visiting and studying the programs and activities of 

volunteer agencies in Africa. There was a felt need, according to him, for 

marketing outlets for groups being reached and assisted by these agencies. When 

the U.K. agencies expressed reluctance to set up these outlets themselves, he 

decided to set up project HAND. Aid to Artisans was established by the former 

Secretary General of the World Craft council who, during the course of his ten 

years at the Council saw a growing need for marketing outlets for folk-art. ABAL 

Foundation was founded by the director of a Dutch PVO who envisioned an AMO as the 

logical complement of small enterprise development projects in the Third World 

which his PVO was supporting. While traveling for an international associatiory, 

another Dutchman was impressed by the Sarvodaya Shramadana movement in Sri Lanka 

and asked its leadership if he could help the movement by recruiting volunteers 

in Europe to sell goods from the movement's villages. 

Many AMOs started as isolated, individual efforts to sell one consignment of 

goods. In 1974, for example, TearFund (Tearcraft's parent PVO) was airlifting 

relief supplies into Bangladesh; at the same time the PVO was also supporting the 

Jute Works, a nonprofit marketing organization in Bangladesh which had been 

created to assist individual producer groups organized by local and international 

charities. That spring, TearFund asked a young man, who was running a green 

grocery and small importing business in London, to go to Bangladesh and fill up 

one of its relief planes with products from the Jute Works and other similar groups. 

The man returned to London with 1;10,000 worth of handcrafts and "not a clue as to 

how to sell them." An agreement with TearFund allowed him to experiment with 

various approaches for six months. Advertisements in religious publications and 

flyers to individuals on the TearFund mailing list brought 25,000 requests for a 

Tearcraft catalogue. Themail order effort proved difficult and Tearcraft 

subsequently developed a network of voluntary sales representatives who sell 
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Tearcraf,t products through a variety of channels, including horne parties, church 

bazaars and local retail shops. By i979, Tearcraft had opened commercial wholesale 

distribut~on channels in order to maintain sales at a more even pace throughout 

the year. 

Third World Handarts is another example of the unexpected and almost 

serendipitous growth experienced by many AMOs. In 1975, the AMO's founder visited 

a Dublin handcraft shop of the Irish charity, CONCERN. The idea of selling hand~ 

crafts produced by particu!ar producer groups in the Third World appealed to her as 

a way to make a direct and positive contribution to Third 'World development. With 

some fri~nds at a church in California, this woman responded to a written request 

from a CONCERN volunteer in Bangladesh and ra~sed $250 to purchase a consignment 

of crafts produced by a CONCERN-related group. This very modest first step 

eventually led to incorporation as part of the nationwide Union of Third World 

Shoppes, the opening of a retail shop in 1977, and an annual sales volume of 

$100,000 by 1980. The founder initiated her marketing project as a purely volunteer 

effort. By 1980, however, sales had increased to such a level that part-tIme, paid 

staff became necessary. 

'Global Village Crafts entered the mail order business when an article on the 

AMO, indicating the availability of a catalogue, was published in a women's 

magazine in the U.K. Until then there had been no catalogue and no plans to set 

up a mail order business. The Developing Countries Foundation of 1962 is another 

example of an AMO with very modest beginnings: a consignment of goods from Ghana 

worth only slightly more than $100. Through contacts in churches, schools and 

voluntary agencies in Denmark, which have been built up over many years, the 

Foundation in 1980 sold over $300,000 worth of products ,bought directly from 35 

countries. 

Afro-Art became a formal marketing organization after a consignment of 

tapestries made in South Africa was sold by a group of Swedish women at exhibitions 

in Europe. Their initial success prompted the group to open a retail shop in the 

major commercial district of Stockholm. This shop has been the AMO's major market

ing outlet over the past 13 years, 'even though other outlets, including a shop in 

London arid a 'wholesale operation, have been tried at one time or another. Afro-Art 

was started by women with a strong interest in Third World crafts, but with no 

business experience other than selling tapestries from South Africa. Although 

their experience was initially marginal, they built a widely-known operation, 
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which now has a reputation as one of the most knowledgeable and astute AMOs, 

especially in regard to providing product design and development assistance to 

producers. 

While most AMOs started without a 'business plan' and with little under

standing of the nature of the handcraft business, there were exceptions. These 

exceptions fall into one of two groups. Some of these AMOs were spin-offs from 

other organizations (e.g., GEPA); others were part of an on-going program which 

evolved over a long period of time (e.g., The Self-Help Program and SERRV). All 

of these AMOs inherited an on-going operation with an established marketing strategy 

and purchasing policy. 

Another group of AMOs started with a definite marketing strategy based on an 

assessment of purpose and needs, and even with experienced personnel in some cases. 

Aid to Artisans, for example, chose to focus on folk-art and restrict its marketing 

efforts to museum shops and other nonprofit channels. When FRIDA inherited 

another marketing organization (Project BAND) in 1975, it ceased its importing 

activities and took some time to develop a marketing strategy before resuming 

trade. At the end of a year's deliberation and planning, FRIDA created two 

separate marketing channels: a wholesale division focused on-moving large quantities 

of goods (from the Philippines in particular), and a retail division aimed-to move 

limited quantities of goods from small producers, notable in Africa. Although 

FRIDA and Aid to Artisans are examples of AMOs that developed tormal marketing 

strategies prior to operation, the more typical pattern was for such strategies to 

evolve over time (and in some instances very rapidly because of the pressures 

brought on by initial success). 

In addition to the general absence of formal market study and planning, the 

prior experience of individuals themselves who were involved in the marketing 

operations of newly established AMOs was at best minimal. There are, once again, 

exceptions. The director of Worldcraft had been an advisor to a number of production 

and training projects in Asia. FRIDA Marketing Services relied heavily on the 

services of the former director of Bridge to help prepare its marketing plan and 

train its buyers. FRIDA Marketing Services also hired as its first marketing 

manager a man who had previously worked with SOS-Wereldhandel in Holland. Although 

both Worldcraft and FRIDA Marketing Services were established with the benefit of 

~ individuals who had experience in the handcraft sector, a majority of AMOs were not. 

so fortunate. In the words of the director of Global Village Crafts, "We came from 
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a very 'do-gooding' backgrortnd and were suddenly thrust into an arena that requires 

real commercial finesse and aggression. II 

Most AMOs came into existence because of the compelling nature of the appeal 

made to their founders by poor people, to "sell what I am making"; or because 'of 

the compelling nature of the apparent logic of the argument that "trade is better 

than aid." Two important initial assumptions made by AMOs were that: (1) the 

absence of ~rketing channels was a constraint on many Third World producers, and 

(2) helping low income groups gain access to export markets is a legitimate and 

important activity for 'do-gaoders'. What kept AMOs in business was the success 

they enjoyed in purchasing products which their customers in Europe or the U.S.A. 

wanted to buy. AMOs which have been able to build on their initial successes and 

remain viable business enterprises, however, have demonstrated a keen sensitivity 

to the needs of their particular client groups (including both selling staff and 

buyers) and have been able to articulate a clear understanding of ,their goals. 

These two points are discussed further in the section on salient features of 

successful AMOs. 

5.3 AMOs--Created by Individual Efforts 

It is widely assumed that most AMOs were established as trading subsidiaries 

of private voluntary organizations (PVOs). The fact of the matter is the majority 

of AMOs (seventeen of twenty-seven) were started by individuals working outside 

established organizations. Furth~rmore, three AMOs with a PVO affiliation developed 

from the initiative and vision of one individual with little or no substantive 

input fro~ the PVO itself. Of the ten AMOs which are in fact trading subsidiaries 

of PVOs, only six, in our opinion, actually constitute an integral part of the PVO's 
" < • • 

development and/or fun4r~ising program. Two others have strong PVO ties, but 
" ' 

because of the relative size of the two organizations the trading subsidiary is, of 
" . 

v~ry periphe~al importanc~. Two AMOs are responsible to consortia of PVOs but not 

to a particular PVO, and therefore operate as separate and independent entities. 

5.4 Sources o~ Start-Up and working Capital 

AMOs have relied on a wide range of sources for their start-up and working 

capital, needs. No AMO to our knowledge has relied solely on commercial sources Dr, 

personal financing for purchasing stock and settin~up marketing channels. Th~ . ,.' 

trading subsidiaries of PVOs were initially financed with no-interest and low-interest 

., 

, 
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loans as well as outright grants from the PVOs. The AMOs started by individuals 

received both low-interest loans and gifts from the individuals themselves, their 

friends, the general public, foundations and voluntary agencies. AMOs started by 

individuals have also relied on commercial loans secured by one of the principals 

or an associate. (In Chapter 13 and Table 12 we present a~ailable data on the AMOs' 

funding sources as well as their initial capital bases and the amounts<of their 

outstanding loans.. The "hidden subsidy" issue which some of these financial 

arrangements raise is discussed in Part III.) 

5.5 Sales Volumes and Rates of Growth 

Table 1 presents the approximate annual sales volumes of the AMOs during each 

of the past five years. The 1979 or 1980 sales figures for the European AMOs have 

been converted to U.S. dollars.. Our calculations of growth rates use the AMOs' own 

currency. The growth rates for a selected number of AMOs during the period 1975-

1980 and 1977-1980 are presented in Table 3. Table 2 presents the consumer price 

indices since 1975 (175=100) for eight countries. These indices were used to 

deflate the growth rates in money terms of the selected AMOs in order to arrive at 

more realistic growth rates. (Ideally, the AMO income data would be deflated by 

percentages based on changing prices of unit sales. Lacking such data, we examined 

price catalogues for several AMOs and found that they have raised their prices 

considerably during the last five years; on the average, these raises appeared to 

correspond to the changes in the nationa~ consumer price indices.) 

Measured in 1979 or 1980 u.s. dollars, AMOs range in size from $4 million to 

$15,000 in annual sales. Five had turnovers of $1.5 million or more in 1979 or 

1980, six between $600,000 and $1,200,000, six between $200,000 and $600,000, and 

twelve of $150,000 and under. AMOs have also experienced very different growth 

rates during the course of their histories. The older AMOs grew slowly over a 

period of five years or more before experiencing very rapid sales increases. SERRV, 

The Developing Countries Foundation of 1962, Bridge/Oxfam and 50S, for example, 

stand in sharp contrast to FRIDA Marketing Services, Global Village Crafts, and 

Tearcraft. These latter AMOs experienced extremely rapid growth rates starting in 

the mid-1970·s. The approximate average annual growth rates between 1977-1980 in 

money terms of these three AMOs were respectively 60%, 57%, and 77%, taking consumer 

price inflation into account, the rates were 35%, 32%, and 55%. Other AMOs started 

in the 1970's have experienced slower rates of growth. Third World Handarts, 
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TABLE 1 

APPROXIMATE ANNUAL SALES VOLUME 
(in actual dollars, appropr1ate unit of foreign currency. and dollar equivalent) 

(OOC' s) 

19~O 1979 1978 1977 1976 

united States 

Aid to Artisans $ 75 $ 63 $ 33 $ 20 $ 8 
Friends of the Third World 74 54 45 
IPHRD 183 165 150 123 91 $ 
Jubilee Q:'afts 44 

Neighbors Crafts 21 
SERRV 1,821 1,554 1,376 1,281 1,126 
The Salf-Help Program (Nee) 900 716 563 424 508 
Worldcraft (June-Dec.) 60 

united Kin2dom 
Bridge/Oxfarn ~1,O74 ~990 £"757 f:.680 fj550 

($2,150) 
Traidcraft .. 123 

($ 250) 
Tearcraft f,585 L376 £:.187 .. 67 

($970) 
Global village Crafts .. 345 i>249 f,,102 .. 89 .. 51 

($ 80S) 
'FRIDA Marketing Services .. 650 f,350 J)lSe .. 9 

, ($1,518) 

Bel5Iium 

I,.es Magasins <iu Monde 34,842 BE 
& Wereldwinkels ($1,188) 

~ Swed*:n 
1 Afro-Art 1,SOOKr 1,601Kr : 1,898 Kr 1,303Kr l,GOOler 

($ 360) 
Handelsfront , 1,013 1,016 Kr B16Kr 746Kr 535Kr 

;TanZan~al.mport 
' ($ 243) 

480Kr , 

($ 115) 

, Solidarisk 200 Kr . 
($ 48) 

~CK;:US 600Kr 455Kr 400Kr 38= 
($. l44) 

Germanx: 

Oritte Welt Laden l,847DM 1,412DM 1,481DM 1,241DM 957 OM 

($l,045) 
GEPA 7,200DM 5,3000M 4,2000M 4,400DM 2,7000M 

($4 074) 

H'.'l~ 

~AL Foundation 1,7500f l,228Dfl 1,346Dfl 1,1600£ 8760f 
($ 902) 

50S, To}ere1dhandel 7,7000f 7,50oof 7,5160£1 7,4000fl 7,385Dfl' 
($3,971) 

750fl 750flj, ' Stl.chting Sarvodaya lOot 
($, 10) 

400fl Stichtl.ng !deele Import 3000f 
($ 149) 

, Denmark 

, Oevelop~ng Countries 1,800Kr 1,596Kr' 1,517 Kr 1,440Kr 1,:2fiOKr 
Foundation ($ J20) 

1975 

61 

1,107 
220 

£,530 

.. 35 

.. 18 

1,4QOKr 

547Kr 

387Dfl 

852 Kr 
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TABLE 2 

RATES OF INCREASE IN CONSUMER PRICES SINCE 1975 = 100 

-~~----- .~-- - -~- -. ------
(June) 
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 .. --

England 203.1 165.8 146.2 135.0 116.5 
Sweden 172.6 144.9 135.1 122.9 110.3 
Denmark 166.8 146.1 133.3 121.1 109.0 
United states 151.8 134.9 121.2 112.7 105.8 
Belgium 140.1 127.6 122.2 116.9 109.2 
Holland 135.1 125.6 120.8 115.8 108.8 
Germany 123.7 115.6 111.1 108.1 104.3 

Source: International Financial Statistics, February, 1981. 

TABLE 3 

RATES OF GROWTH OF SELECTED AMOs 

1977-1980 1975-1980 

Money Deflated Money 
Terms by CPI Terms 

ABAL 51% 26% 352% 
Afro-Art 15% - 23% n 
Aid to Artisans 267% 165% 
Bridge/Oxfam 31% - 22% 68% 
Dev. Countries Found. 25% - 14% 112% 
Dritte Welt Lgden 94%*** 74%*** 
FRIDA Marketing Services 31H 144% 
GEPA 64% 41% 166%** 
Global Village Crafts 287% 131% 885% 
IPHRD 143% 76% 391% 
Magasins du Monde 
SERRve 42% 2% 64% 
Self-Help Program (MCC) 112% 53% 309% 
50S 15% - 13% 
Tearcraft 213%* 140%* 

*Percentages are based on 1979 sales figures. 
**Percentages are based on 1976 sales figures. 

***Percentages are based on 1976 and 1979 sales figures • 

Deflated 
by CPI 

235% 
- 38% 

- 17% 
26% 

123%** 
385% 
223% 

8% 
169% 

• SERRV notes that the prices of their goods did not increase at the 
same rate as the U.S. CPI inflation rate and that, therefore, this 
table understates its growth in real terms. 
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Tanzaniaimport and jubilee Crafts are three AMOs which have grown slowly as a 

matter of policy. 

Table 3 illustrates the slow and, in fact, negative rates of real growth in 

sales among some of the older AMOs. If we assume that prices of products marketed 

by AMOs kept pace with the appropriate consumer price index, rive of the major AMOs 

have experienced zero or negative growth since 1977. Even if AMO price increases 

lagged behind consumer prices in general, the trend seems sufficiently clear: most 

of the older and l:arger AMOs did not keep up with inflation nor with the growth 

within the handcraft sector as a whole '(estimated oy FEDEAU to be around 20% per 

annum in money terms).* Their lack of continuing groWth reflects a variety of 

constraints discussed in the following chapters. 

*SERRV fee1:s tliat the U. S. cpr inflation rate '(average of 10.65 since 1975) 
is rather high, since the prices of its goods have not gone up at that rnte. And 
OXFAM TRADING has pointed out that it is quite usual for older companies to grow 
at a much slower rate than newer companies. 
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6. SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCERS 

We have already noted that by definition AMOs aim to buy from particularly 

disadvantaged producers and to maintain a study and constant demand for their 

output. In the chapter on goals and philosophy, we also indicated that" AMOs differ 

with respect to the importance they place on such criteria as the socia-economic 

conditions of producers, the religious and organizational affiliations of producers, 

and the role producers play in project management. In this chapter we discuss the 

following topics: 

(1) numbers and types of suppliers to AMOs 

(2) countries of origin 

(3) organization of producers 

(4) socio-economic conditions of producers 

(5) constancy of demand for the output of AMO suppliers 

(6) supplier selection~rocesses 

(7) characteristics of the relationships between AMOs and their suppliers 

(8) problems AMOs have with suppliers 

(9) problems suppliers have with AMOs 

These discussions will highlight significant variations which exist among AMOS 

and will also provide a basis for assessing their achievements in light of their own 

standards. They also should shed some light on the enOrmouS practical and philo

sophical problems faced by both suppliers and AMOs. 

6.1 Number and Types of Suppliers 

Table 4 presents summary data on producers and suppliers of AMOs. One of 

the more striking facts apparent from Table 4 is the large number of suppliers 

which most AMOs have. To our knowledge AMOs have more suppliers than do commercial 

firms of comparable size. For example, SERRV, with a turnover of about $1,800,000, 

buys from over 200 suppliers in 57 countries. Global Village Crafts, which is 

somewhat smaller in size ($800,000), buys from 156 different suppliers. AfrO-Art, 

whose annual turnover is only about $400,000 imports from 95 different groups in 

50 countries and Traidcraft is supplied by 27 groups in seven countries for an 

annual turnover of about $250,000. 

There are exceptions to this general pattern. Tearcraft ($970,000 in 1979), 

for example, was importing from only 16 suppliers in 1979 and Tanzaniaimport 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY DATA ON NUMBERS AND TYPES OF SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCERS 

Type~ of Suppliers and Contributions 
to Total Sales of the AMO - 1979/80 

, 
0 0 '" 1 '" co co " ... <:: "'>' m m en : Q.) • .-4 .-< 
.-< .-< .... 0.., "'0'" '" '" 0 0 I 'r-! 0\ g.~ ... g- o ... 
'" '" OJ : ~ s:: 0 00 ... OJ ~ j~.~ 0 ... 0 :> OJ '" OJ 0.., 0 '" ... '" on <:: 

0.., ... OM I"' .... 0 OJ <:: 0> 0 '0 0 '" .... .... .... I 0. CO 
.... ...: '" 0 '" '0 ... '" OJ 0.., '" .... '" .... '" ~ '" 

~ 
<:: ~ [' 0.. Cl' "0'" OJ 0.., '0 OJ :a 0. OJ n OJ .. '" OJ .. '" OJ OJ 

" a. £"-0 ::J ..... ,g .... .... 
'nl :a .... .... .... 0.., ... .... 0.., ... .... .... 

0 
" m '" 

.. .. '0 '" o " .. o Q) .. o OJ .. .. 
0 '" .... 0.., '" '" 0.., '" ..:: OJ '" I 0.., '" ....... '" ....... '" '" .... >00. 0 '" 0 .... .3 :a 

I 
OJ ... Q) ... ... ... ... ... ....... 0.., " ... 0 g. ... ... .. ... ... ~ & ... ~ & ... OJ ... 

0 0 0 o 0.., '00 0 '" 0 " .... 0 .. 0> 0 0 0 ..:: 0 
.... <:: ... '" 0 ..:: OJ ....... o >< o S .... 

"" "" "" <Ii' '" 
HO> dP ..: 0 <Ii' U ... dP '" 0 

<II' UOl dP UH <Ii' 0 <Ii' 
° ~ ° 

ABAL 25 23 2 16 7 1 

Afro-Art 95 50 1 

Aid to Artisans 15 13 3 100% 5% 8 80% 3 10% 2 10~ 

Bridge/Oxfam bO 7 60 90% 
I 

Dev. Count. Found. 65 35 60 92% 
\ low 

igh low Iligh hig! 

Dritte Welt raaen 45 27 19 60% 11 22 9 3 1 

! 
FRIDA Marketing 

, 

I 
: 

Friends of the 30- 20 10- 20' 60 20 
Third World 50 30 15 

I \ 
I 

GEPA 37 20 31 ! 
i 

6 

Global Vi11. Crafts 156 17 4 100% ! 45% 5% (51) (5~ 45%' 
, 

Handelsfront 4 3 1 

Ideele Import 18 12 1 1 8 2 . , 
IPHRD 15 6 35 NA 90% 5~ 51 I 
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.TABLE 4 (continued) 

SUMMARY DATA ON NUMBERS AND TYPES OF SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCERS 

.Types of Suppliers and Contributions 
to Total sales of the AMQ - 1979/80 

0 0 U1 til ... co co " " " '" >. en '" en <l! .... r-l 
.-; .-; .-; .... til .... til til 
I I I 
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" .... " '" '" 0 til " A< 'n " ~ 
.... " . ... tIl.-;o " " '" .., e .., 0 .... .., .... 0.00 .... ".. til 0 '" '" " .... '" .... '" .... '" '" til 

~ " g: " '" '" '" .... " .... .., " " '" Q) 
~~ Q) '" til " '" 

., <l! 

~ " " "" .... ".-; .-; .., " .... '" ';;i .-; .... " .-; . ... " ... ... 
0 " '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 0 " '" o Q) '" 0 <l! '" '" '" 0 til ... . ... til til .... ., 

.<: " til I .... '" ".., til " ... " UI ... > 0. 0 til o .., Q) " Q) " 
Q) " " ... ... ... ...... . ... " ... 0 go ... " '" ... ... '" ... Ii & ... Ii 0 ... " "" 0 0 0 0· ... '" 0 0 til 0 " ... '0 '" '" 0 0 lr 0 il 0 .., 

" " " 0 .<: Q) .., 
" . 0 ~ 0 

I "" "" "" " til 
H '" '" ..; 0 '" tJ " " Ul 0 " tJf<1 '" tJ H '" 0 '" 

~ -~-- 'j--r i , 

Magasins du Iorande 28 18 ; I i I 
I 

, 
I 

, 
I 

6 !lOO~1 ! I 
Sackeus 9 6 -- 95% ! 
Sarvodaya 1 1 1 iOO% I , I 

! i I i i' , , i I , 
Self-Help Program 51 10 25 76% 35% 

! 
, 62%; ; 3%) I , 
I I , 
I , 

SERRV 200 48 175 85% 38 5~ 12 I 5% 80 I 25% ! 6 3% 28 23% 11 9% 33 30% , 
I 

! ! 
, 

Solidarisk Handel 3 
, 

I I 

\ 
, ! I SOS-Wereldhandel 35 15 30 4 I 2 

I I 
, 

I I 

Tanzaniaimport 5 1 
I 

I I I I , 
! I I 

, , 
11 10% : 15% 75% 

, 
Tearcraft ! 21 I ! ; 

I , , J 
, 

, I ! I 

Tra~dcraft 27 7 9 . 15% 4 :15% 13 65% i ! , ~Ilj 5% 

J I , I Wor1dcraft 19 10 I 
, 

! , 
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($115,000) buys from only five groups in one country. A number of the smaller AMOs 

including Third World Handarts, Sackeus, Sarvodaya Shramadana, and shops associated 

with the Union of Third World Shoppes (see Friends of the Third World) also buy from 

a small number of suppliers. Many of them import consignments of goods worth less 

, than $250 directly from producers (allowing them to avoid paying brokering fees 

which on small consignments often amount to more than the shipments themselves). 

There are basically three reasons for buying from a large number of suppliers. 

First, there is the desire on the part of AMOs to buy as directly as possible from 

producers, avoiding whenever possible links which add to the F.O.B. country of origin 

price (thus, in one country an AMO might have three or four-suppliers while a 

comparable commercial firm would deal with only one). The second reason reflects 

the need of AMOs with retail outlets to carry a very wide range_of products. FRIDA 

Marketing Services, ABAL Foundation, and Global Village Crafts all have retail stores 

which carry at least 2,000 different items. Unless the AMO with retail outlets buys 

from commercial importers (or other AMOs) it is forced to deal with a large number 

of suppliers. Third, some AMOs seek to help many different groups and countries. 

As part of Afro-Art's purpose of preserving handcraft making throughout the world, 

for example, the AMO attempt~ to buy crafts from as many Third World nations as 

possible. 

The data presented in Table 5 also illustrate the fact that AMOS tend to rely 

on a-small proportion of their suppliers for the lion's share of their sales. 

~ccording to the former marketing director of FRIDA Marketing Services, 80% of a 

wholesaler's volume will be accounted for by 20% of its suppliers. Afro-Art, for 

example, purchases 40% of its goods from three or four cooperatives in Guatemala. 

Fifty percent of FRIDA Marketing Services' wholesale trade comes from one supplier 

in the Philippines. In 1977 ABAL Foundation depended on one supplier in Mexico 

for 70% of its total sales (that figure is presently down to about 35%). In the 

same year, Tearcraft was in a similar position with its major supplier in Bangladesh. 

And SERRV, with over 200 suppliers, generates over half its sales from 40 of them. 

6.2 Countries of origin 

, Table 5 also shows the origins of the major suppliers of the AMOs. Six 

countries (India, Bangladesh, the Philippines, BoliVia, Mexico and Guatemala) 

figure very heavily as handcraft suppliers to AMOs and to the handcraft sector as 

a whole. According to the director of Global Village Crafts, there is a general 
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TABLE 5 

MAJOR NATIONS SUPPLYING ,AMOs AND PORTION OF' AMO PURCHASES 

AMO ,name 

ABAL Foundation 

Afro-Art 

Aid To, Artj;s~ns 

Brid,ge 

Dev. Countries Found. 

Dritte Welt Lgden 

ERIDA MaIketing Servo 

79 or 80 
income. 

in OOOs 

$ 902' 

360 

75 

2,150 

328, 

1,,000 

1,518 

major 
supplying 
nations 

Guatemala' 
Kenya 

Indonesia 
Mex:i,co 

IndIa. 
Philippines 

Kenya 
India 

% of 
sales 

income 

35% 

40% 
5% 

20% 

55% 
15% 

India 40% 
Bolivia 12% 

PhilippineS 50% 

#, of suppliers % of 
for the bull<: sales 
of AMO sales inco~e 

1 supplier 35% 

2 suppliers 20% 

3 countrie,s 85%. 

5, suppliers 50% 

1 supplier 50%. 
Kenya 10% 

----------------------------------·B~an~g~1~a~d~~~s~h------~7~0~%---------------------------
F,riends of Third Wor14 74 Peru 10%, 

GEPA 4,074 

Global Vill~ge Cra~ts 80S 

Hand,EHsfropt 237 

Ideele Import 149 

IPHRp, 300 
, 

Jupilee C:.:",J;ts 44 

M~ga~~s du Monde 1,188, 

Neighbors Cr~fts , ,~ ~". 
21 

Sackeus 144 

Self-Help Program 900 

SERRll 1,821 

48, 

SOS-We~eldhandel 3,,971 

Tearcraft 970 

Third World,Hapdarts 100 

Traidcra;Et 250, 

'Wor1dcraft 60 

Mexico 10% 
Guatemala ·25% 

Banglades~ 17% 

India 40% 

China 60% 
Albania 25% 

India 
Pakistan 

Bang,ladesh 
H,iiti 

Nepal 
Peril 

Bangladesh 
Lndia, 
India 
Haiti 
Ind,ia 

Jor.4an 

Vietnam 

Bangladesh. 
In,dia 

Bangladesh 
Peru 

Bangladesh 
India 

Pakistan 
India 

Philippines 

75% 
15% 

50% 
3,0% 
23.7%' 
17.6!~ 

lA% 
17% 

60% 
20% 
80% 
10% 
60% 
15% 
30% 
20% 
20% 

3 suppliers 52% 

4 suppliers 75% 

4 suppliers, 75.%, 

10 supplier.s 55% 

12 supplie,rs 50%, 

4 sUIlpliers 60%, 

12 suppliers 70% 
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trend toward increased trade with Asian countries, and with India and the Philippines 

in particular, basically because it is easier to trade there than in so many other 

places. 

What is striking is the very small and decljning role played by African 

countries. With a few exceptions, among them Ideele Import and Afro-Art, purchases 

from African countries by AMOs have decreased in recent years. AMOS note the 

enormous difficulties of doing business with African suppliers and the high costs 

of African products as the two major reasons for the trend'. Bridge/Oxfam, for 

example, has not placed an order in two years with what was previously a major Kenyan 

supplier because of continued supply problems. According to the director of Oxfam 

Trading, placemats from India will retail in the U.K. for one fourth the price of 

identical placemats made by its African suppliers. 

6.3 Organization of Producers 

We noted earlier that many AMOs prefer to buy from local cooperatives, self

help producer organizations and associations and projects with a social development 

focus. We also noted that many of the people we interviewed expressed a great deal 

of skepticism about many of the so-called self-help and cooperative projects which 

supply them--both in terms of their long-term viability and their actual operations. 

The director of Worldcraft, who has extensive experience in the Asian sub-continent, 

claims that very few producer cooperatives survive for more than five years. 

According to Afro-Artis director, the cooperatives th~t prove to be the most 

dependable suppliers usually were started by indigenous management and involve 

participants from one locality and ethnic group. The former director of Bridge/ 

~has openly questioned whether any of its suppliers in 1976 were legitimate 

cooperatives where producers are something more than simply piece-rate laborers. 

One AMO director even declared that while 35% of his sales are currently supplied 

by "local cooperatives,n he expects to cut back on this portion because tlthey tell 

you a pack of lies anyway about how they are organized and are generally much less 

efficient than the straightforward commercial exporters." Consequently, while the 

figures in Table 4 clearly reflect the preferences of most AMOs in terms of the 

type of supplier, the experiences and admonishments of several of our interviewees 

~uggest that the significance of the data should be questioned somewhat. 

The data presented in Table 4 reflect a current prepondera~ce of PVo- and 

church-related groups among suppliers to AMeSa We mentioned in the previous section 
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that entry into handcraft marketing frequently has taken place in response to 

actual requests from producer groups. As far as we can tell, the vast majority 

of these groups has included someone known to or involved with one or more organi

zations of the voluntary agency nexuses. SOS-Wereldhandel, for example, started 

by importing products from a Haitian mission for which SOS' future director was 

at the time working to raise money_ ABAL Foundation, Bridge/Oxfam, Neighbors Crafts, 

and Worldcraft all began their marketing programs with products from projects 

sponsored by their respective PVos. Project Hand sought out voluntary agency 

projects in North Africa for its initial suppliers. Tearcraft was built on the 

output of the Jute Works in Bangladesh, itself developed from a cooperative training 

center run by the Bottomleg Home Orphanage in that country. And, most of the 

original suppliers to Friends of the Third World worked through projects involving 

Peace Corps volunteers. A large number of AMOs are still primarily supplied by PVO

and church-related projects. As we noted earlier, two thirds of SERRV's suppliers 

are church-related ~s are one-half of the suppliers to The Self-Help Program. 

As in the case of cooperatives and self-help projects, however, there exists 

a certain amount of skepticism regarding these projects. Several AMOs which starte~ 

with PVO-related suppliers claim either to have eliminated most of them or to be 

cutting back. Both FRIDA Marketing Services and Global Village Crafts argue that 

such suppliers have proved unreliable and unstable. Global Village Crafts claims 

to have given up most of its PVO-related suppliers because they so seldom act upon 

advice given on new product designs, quality control, and similar matters. SERRV 

argue~, however, that in this case, too, there is a wide range of efficiency among 

the social-development projects and that they also need to be judged on a c~se-by

case basis. 

Table 4 also illustrates the point that even AMOs which buy predominantly from 

"social development" projects rely on a wide range of suppliers. Most AMOs buy 

from commercial exporters and/or government emporia, and some, as we have already 

indicated, buy from commercial importers. Neighbors Crafts, for example, originally 

so~ght to ·buy as directly as possible from producers and from those "who exercise 

a lllOdicum of control over their own lives." According to the World Neighbors' staff 

memper responsible for starting Neighbors Crafts, it was necessary to "compromise" 

very early on because the World Neighbors field network could not find enough of 

these groups with sufficiently varied product lines and the willingness and ability 

to ship internationally. Neighbors Crafts' suppliers include a barangay-level 
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entrepreneur in the Philippines, a batik factory owner in Indonesia, and former 

members of a weaving cooperative in Guatemala. Both ~ and The Self-Help Program 

also import from commercial exporters. In fact, the single largest supplier to 

The Self-Help Program is an Indian entrepreneur who, according to the AMO·s director, 

is four times as efficient as a local nonprofit marketing organization supported 

by the Mennonite Central Committee and other foreign BVOs. All three AMOs caution 

against prejudging any particular situation and treat potential suppliers on a 

case-by-case basis. Furthermore: even AMOs such as~, SOS-Wereldhandel and ~ 

Foundation, which categorically refuse to purchase from commercial exporters, will 

buy from government-owned organizations in order to m~intain their supply. 

There seems to be some evidence to suggest that a trading organization cannot 

be built on small-scale producer organizations and social development projects, to 

say nothing of the I'ideal," i.e., direct purchases from producer-controlled groups .. 

The alternatives are to "compromise,u by turning to other types of suppliers, as 

Neighbors Crafts says it does, or to remain very small, as do Third Morld Handarts 

($100,000 turnover), Solidarisk Handel ($48,000), and Sarvodaya in Europe ($15,000). 

The experience of the Community Crafts Association of the Philippines (CCAP) is 

very instructive on this point and illustrates several reasons w~y the configuration 

of suppliers has changed for several AMOs. 

CCAP was formed in 1972 by a group of 23 non-stock organizations 

engaged in social development work in different areas of the Philippines. The 

primary objective of the association was to set up a central marketing organization 

to help sell products of the workshops that each of tqe organizations was operating 

or planning to establish (CCAP, 1978, p. 7). Members of the association included 

the Mati Industrial Cooperative, Cebu Community Development Program, the Don Bosco 

Youth Center, the Hope community Workshop, and the St. Joseph's family Center. 

In 1976, CCAP undertook an assessment of its activities. The assessment 

was candid and self-critical. It focused in part on factors which led to low 

sales performance and poor buyer retention as well as to the fact that six of 

the twenty-three members accounted for 90% of the association's turnover. 

According to the report, lithe failure of CCAP to make some headway in the 

marketing of crafts can be traced to the basic structure of the membership. A 

majority of the members have objectives other than the production and sale of 

handcrafts and it is not far-fetched to assume that the handcraft workshops do 

not rate top priority in their respective programs" (ibid., p. 40). Furthermore, 

the report noted that the prices of handcraft articles coming from production 
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centers operated by nonprofit groups tend to be higher than market prices. 

Higher prices, it was thought, result from the inefficiencies caused by the 

fact that many nonprofit groups possess very little management know-how in 

handcraft production (ibid., p. 73). 

As a result of its study, CCAP began in 1977 to seek a wider membership. 

The following criteria are used to select new producer groups as of 1977: 

(1) The groups are located in barangay-based communities where 
a tradition of craft-making exists. 

(2) The group has a formal leader who is generally entrepreneurial 
in outlook and who is, preferably, active in the community. 

(3) The group's formal leader has a reputation for paying the craftsmen
participants fair prices for their labor. 

(4) The producer groups must have a minimum of about 30 skilled 
craftsmen. 

(5,) The group has a reputation, or a potential capability, of 
being able to service satisfactorily the orders of certain 
Manila-based exporters and traders especially with respect to 
price, quality ~nd quantity. The group should also be able 
to show a r,ecord of strict adherence to deli very schedules. 

(6) The groups should have a minimum production capacity equivalent 
to a peso volume of 10q,000 ($10,000) a year. 

with some exceptions the shift made by CCAP (which according to some observers 

h~s pe~p successful) reflects a general trend toward having a range of suppliers. 

SERRV argues that qaving different sUPPliers is beneficial to producers. ,n its 

·c?-t~f!0fY o~ "commercial e~porterstl SERRV includes 50% of its "manuf9-cturers/shipllers" 

rt~? its straight exporters. And, in its category of other AMOs (see Table 4), the 

~O includes 50% of its manufacturers/shippers and all its "sympathetic interroe

ft~aF~e§. I~ Accordipg to SERRV' s product development specialist, lithe grouping 

:;:~r;~s~nts a social-comrnercia+ mix of unique benefit to the artisans. u This has 

m~aq~ t~t each AMO has ~ettled on a mix of suppliers, one which reflects the 

P~rtiR~lar balance the AMO can strike between trading requirements on one hand and 

~h~ ~ee~~ and values Qf the organization's different constituencies on the other. 

AM0S must strike the same kind of balance when considering the socia-economic 

condit~ons of people they seek as suppliers. 
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6.4 socio-Economic conditions of Producers 

It is not altogether clear from existing data whether producers who supply 

AMOs are on the whole significantly different from producers who supply the vast 

majority of distribution channels. Clearly, most all AMOs have suppliers whom they 

feel justified in calling 'particularly disadvantage~'--whether they are a group 

of Guatemalan Indians, Bangladeshi refugees, politic~l prisoners in the Philippines, 

disenfranchised tribespeople in Southeast Nepal or Musl~ woodcarvers in northern 

India. In addition, it is also clear that AMOs invest ~n and work with groups 

which cannot sell to commercial channels or even to other AMOs. IMPOD, the Swedish 

government-sponsored import promotion agency, has recognized this particular role 

of the AMOs and has worked with Afro-Art, Sackeus, Tanzaniaimport, and Solidarisk 

Handel to assist those suppliers whom commerical channels in Sweden would not risk 

accepting as trading partners~ 

What is not clear, however, is the extent to which AMOs work with "opportunity 

poor" producers. According to the director of Global Village Crafts, neither AMOs 

nor any importer buys from destitute people, "because destitute people have no 

abilities ••• if you have got abilities you can make leather, baskets or what

ever ...... handcrafts 'undestitutes' people." AMOs, he claimS, all buy from 

established groups--groups which have already produced products for either local or 

tourist markets. 

When AMOs do buy from very poor groups, it ~s often from groups which have 

received large subsidies from voluntary agencies and other donors. One 

example is small producer groups in Jordan that have produced creches for the 

American church market for years because, according to one observer, they have 

received and continue to receive financial and marketing support from Church 

World Service. Another example of large sUbsidies is th~ resourges provided 

by the Swiss technical assistance. agency (SATA) to th~ Jiri tribespeople for 

organizing and upgrading their production; it took several years before their 

products could be marketed. 

In supporting "opportunity poor" groups, all AMOs are constrained by the 

fact that they seek, at the very least, to break even financially on their 

trading activities. Very poor groups in the Third World usually lack the 

necessary skills and resources to produce acceptable quality crafts and 

commodities with sufficient efficiency for them to be bought by AMOs at "fair

wage" prices low enough for the AMOs to break even when they sell the products. 

In view of their altruistic purposes, a few AMOs provide indirect subsidies to 
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some "opportunity poor" groups by buying their products at relativel·y high prices. 

Until more data are collected on the actual situations of the producers, however, 

the extent to which the AMOs reach and assist "opportunity poor" people will remain 

unknown. 

6.5 Constancy of Demand for the output of AMO Suppliers 

Table 4 presents available data on the percentage of those suppliers providing 

AMOs in 1977 that continued to be suppliers in 1980. In many cases, the percentage 

is 90% or better. Our impression is one of a high degree of stability among 

suppliers to AMOs, consistent with their objectives. The Self-Help Program, 

however, estimates that only 75% of its 1977 suppliers still supply the AMO because 

in the words of its director, "small groups come and gO.1I The former marketing 

director of FRIDA Marketing Services claims that many producer groups will have 

some product winners and some losers, and, therefore, to maintain a constant demand 

for the output of a particular group is not as difficult as it might at first appear. 

When established suppliers are dropped by AMOs, it is not always for a reason 

related to dependability of supply. FRIDA Marketing Services dropped all its 

original suppliers because, as one principal said, "missionaries and voluntary 

agency types are very difficult to work with; they do not seem to accept the fact 

that marketing handcrafts is a non-nonsense business. 1I Global Village Crafts has 

apparently reached a similar conclusion. ABAL Foundation stopped buying rugs from 

a dependable supplier in Peru, although they sold well, because the ANO concluded 

that the supplier was exploiting his producers. Tearcraft began to phase out the 

jute Works in 1979, due to changes in leadership within the organization. Tearcraft 

aisd stopped importing from an Indian supplier when the AMO discovered it had been 

told "a pack of lies about where the products were originallY purchased." Handels

£ront stopped buying from vietnamese suppliers when the AMO decided this Third 

World nation was being imperialistic towards its neighbors. Both Afro-Art and 

Tanzaniaimport, as we have already indicated, have in fact encouraged a number of 

suppliers to develop (and sUbsequently lost them to) other markets. 

6.6 Supplier Selection Process 

We noted in the previous section that different AMOs emphasize different 

criteria in selecting suppliers. The following list of criteria was prepared by 

~. As the English-language preface to the criteria indicates: "The criteria do 
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not represent a complete and conclusive system. Not every project must satisfy 

all criteria. What counts are the tendencies and priorities." This qualification 

holds true for all AMOs; similarly, AMOs in general raise most of the following 

issues when selecting suppliers: 

Criteria for Selecting Producers 

= Their Situation 

1.1 - lacking possibilities of satisfyi~g their basic needs 

1.2 belonging to oppressed and underprivileged groups 

1.3 - lacking marketing facilities except export, qependence 
an middlemen resulting in discri~i~~tion 

= Goals and Organization of Producers 

2.1 - self-help organizations (of a cooperative nature including 
informal and traditional patterns); or: production and 
marketing organizations on a nonprofit-making basis; or: 
rehabilitation programs 

2.2 - just distribution of income in the individual situation 
and fair pay for all those involved in the production 
process 

2a3 - USe made of profits for the improvement of production 
as well as for community amenities like education, 
health services, social and CUltur~l investments 

2.4 - employment of workers according to social criteria 

2.5 - openness for new members (no creation of an elite), 
readiness to cooperate with others having the same 
intention and with other producer groups 

2.6 - promotion of social and socia-political awareness 

2.7 - existence of an adequate organization for meaningful 
and effective cooperation . 

2.8 - participation in decision-making of all concerned 

2.9 - prevention of undue mobility as ~ ;esult of poverty 
(e.g., migration from rural to urban areas) 

2alO- decrease in one-sided dependency On foreign advisors and 
export 

Product and Pricing Criteria 

= Criteria for the Producer-Country 

3.1 - oriented towards the needs of the country; export should 
not obstruct the fulfillment of these needs 
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3.2 - production under human and labour-intensive working 
-condi tions 

3.3 - production according to indigenous methods and/or the 
application of appropriate technology 

3.4 - use of local materials 

3.5 - maintenance and development of local cultural values 

3.6 - de-centralized production, so that a broad participation 
is attained (preference to small groups before large ones l 

to the countryside before the city, to beginners before 
established organizations, to the poorest before the poor) 

= Criteria for the Marketing Country 

4.1 - products should correspond to real needs of the German 
people 

4.2 - be of such quality and price that they command a ready sale 

There are tensions, naturallYi among some of the criteria. This makes the 

selection process for AMOs particularly difficult. At one AMO there was an 

iiiuminating discussion two yeats ago between the marketing manager and a field 

representative over two sets of purses from two different producer groups in the 

same country. The two sets of purses cou~d not have been more different. One was 

crafted of excellent leather and beautifully finished, the other was of poorly 

embroidered materials that exuded a local self-help-project-among-the-disadvantaged 

image. Since the AMO was seeking to avoid a hand-me-down, thrift shop image, the 

iea~her purses fit its visibn perfectly~ However, the poor quality embroidered 

purses fit another criterion because they were made by a group which had few, if 

any, opportunities~ A decision was made to market both sets of purses--a natural 

compromise, if difficult to reach, between producer needs on the one hand and 

market demands on the other. 

Ideai producer group criteria and ideal product criteria do not always coincide. 

On the one hand, some AMOS wi1l find a particular producer group to be very 

attractive Because it is fighting oppressive conditions or is genuinely launched 

on self~he~p development, but its products are too expensive or of too low quality 

to market at break-even prices. On the other hand, some AMOs have dealt with 

groups about whom they wera suspicious, but were reluctant to investigate because 

they were exc~llent suppliers. As a result, many of the people we interviewed 
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spoke wistfully of having more time and resources both to visit some of their 

current suppliers and producers and to hunt for new suppliers and producers who 

clearly combined products of acceptable quantity and ~ality with the other socio

economic criteria that they seek in their Third World· partners. 

An AMO may receive 50-250 enquiries a year from. suppliers allover the world. 

Requests to market products come through various channels. For example, many 

export promotion centers in the Third World will list active AMOs. When the 

TRADECRAFT newsletter (described in Chapter 12) was b~~n~ published between 1977-

1980, most AMOs received twice their normal number 0; r~quests. The networks of 

voluntary assistance agencies and exporter/importers ~q which AMOs participate 

account for a large number of additional enquiries. ~d, develo~ent workers and 

Peace Corps-type volunteers from various national an~ ~~ternational government 

agencies refer prospective suppliers to AMOs. 

AMOs also actively search out prospective supp~iers. The few AMOs with field 

staff have proved that reliable new suppliers can be found, if adequate resources 

are allocated to the task. FRIDA Marketing Services' field staff in Africa located 

suppliers of baskets (in northern Kenya) and pottery (in Mali) whose products were 

virtually unknown to the trade. The AMO's former marketing director claims that 

colleagues in the trade were surprised by the high quality and low price of the 

products. Very few AMOs, however, have the resources to put ful+-time buyers in 

the field for any length of time. FRIDA, in fact had to pull it~ field staff out 

of Africa in 1980 for economic reasons. 

While we do not know the proportion of new suppl~ers identified by AMO efforts 

in contrast to those suppliers which make themselves known to AMOs, we do know that 

only a small fraction of the latter ever result in a tfading relationship. Global 

Village Crafts, for example, did not accept a single ~ne of the 700-odd requests 

it received in 1979. In g~neral 80% to 90% of the en~~ries received 

by AMOs are rejected. SERRV seems to be an anomolie, qaving accepted over half of' 

the 30 requests it received in 1979. 

Many AMOs, as we have already indicated, will reject requests from suppliers 

if they are obviously commercial, or rejection may be based on a group's products 

o~ organizational structure. If a group looks promising, however, the AMO usually 

will request additional information about the group ~n~' its products as well as 

product samples. At the same time, most AMOs will ~se their extensive networks of 

contacts to confirm the reliability of information received from potential suppliers. 
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In most cases a representative of the AMO or someone known to the AMO will visit 

suppliers and, often the producers as well. The managing director of ABAL Founda

tion, in fact, has argued that an AMO's most significant asset is its field 

contacts--without access to an extensive field network the ABAL Foundation director 

does not see how an AMO could oporate with any cortainty at all that it was 

achieving its objectives in the Third World. 

AMOs di;fer greatly in regard to the amoun~ of information they seek about 

any given group and in the number of people involved in the group selection process. 

FRIDA Marketing Services claims, for example, that it buys from 'decent people' 

~nd beyond that does not examine closely wage rates, participation in decision

~king, etc. On the other extreme, GEPA and Friends of the Third World request 

supp~iers to fil+ out extensive questionnaires about their history, purposes, 

structure and producers. In terms of making the selection decision, some AMOs, 

incl~ding Global Village Crafts, Afro-Art and FRIDA Marketing Services, allocate 

buying responsibilities to particular individuals within the organizations. Other 

AMOs decide by committee. Bridge/Oxfam's product selection committee consists of 

six p~~sons, including two women representatives from Oxfam shops. GEPA's selection 

commit~~e, the ~roject Partner Committee, ~ncludes the AMD's project officer as 

we-!~ ~s its J;lu;;iness director and it reports directly to the AMO's Board of Direct,ors. 

An alternate set of selection criteria and processes are used by Handelsfront 

~q Solidarisk Handel in Sweden and Ideele Import in the Netherlands. These three 

~0~ sele~t natio~s w+~~ particular ideologies as sources of supply rather t~an 

individual suppliers and t~eir producer groups. The basic criterion is that 
!~, •• '! '. . , 

supplying nations "have governments committed to the socio-economic developmen~ of 
• , ~. f • '. ' 

all of their peoples rather than only specific elites." This criterion ten<'!s to 
I I • ~ .' ".'. " .' 

~:ans+ate ~nto t~e se+~ction of nations with some form of socialist government, 

s~~h as ~tna, Vietnam, Laos, Tanzania, Mozambique, Alger~a, Angola, Guinea-Bissau, 

Cape Verde and Nicaragua. Handelsfront added a second criterion, that the nation 

pe ""!1~~-i¥tper~al,ist" towards its neighbors. After selecting their supplying 

nations ?n the basis 9f such broad political ~riteria, these AMOs rely heavily upon 

~~e qover~ents ~f those nations to make the choice of individual suppliers. Since 

these suppliers are usually eith~r government-owned agencies or ~overnrnent-approved 

coope~at~v~s, they are assumed to be committed to the same non-exploitative policies 

as the government. The people we interviewed in these AMOs expressed little 

interest in learning about the actual situations of the producer groups that 

.' 
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ultimately make the goods sold by the AMOs. When a supplier is dropped by one of 

these AMOs, it is not for reasons related to their producer groups, but because 

the socialist governments of their nations have been displaced by other governments, 

as in the case of Chile. Potential supplying nations for these AMOs are identified 

from news media coverage of liberation movements and socialist revolutions in the 

Third World. 

Tanzaniaimport uses yet another approach in selecting suppliers and producer 

groups. This AMO confines its work to a nation where many of its staff and 

volunteers in Sweden have worked or lived. In order to identify suppliers and 

producer groups in Tanzania, the AMO relies primarily upon government agencies. The 

AMO, however, also likes to have direct contact with producers, which it can achieve 

fairly easily because at least one of the 50 members of the Tanzaniaimport associa

tion visits Tanzania each year. The supplier and producer groups of Sarvodaya 

Shramadana in Europe represent a different type of choice made by the AMO's founders. 

The leader of a social movement in Sri Lanka, which held a very strong appeal for 

Sarvodaya Shramadana in Europe, was selected as a supplier on the basis of its 

philosophical commitment. Members of sarvodaya in Europe visit Sri Lanka once or 

twice a year in order to maintain direct contact with the producer groups, which can 

come from any of the 2,000 villages in the movement. 

6.7 Characteristics of the Relationship Between AMOS and suppliers 

A mixture of compassion, paternalism and partnership characterizes many of the 

relationships between AMOs and their suppliers. When asked to distinguish between 

~ and commercial firms, the AMO's director said that SERRV was more likely to 

be sympathetic and understanding, especially with respect to deadlines and product 

characteristics. We learned from a supplier in Thailand that "AMOs are more under

standing of failures to get producers to produce items exactly as ordered, i.e., 

colors I size, etc.'1 On the other hand I many AMOs deny such "subsidizing, 11 and 

echo CCAP's contention that "being demanding on delivery, quality, pricing, etc. 

is best for the long-term development of producers~1I But, there is also a good 

deal of concern expressed from many quarters about the possible negative impact on 

producers from, for example, increasing demand for their products. There are some 

AMOs which, as we have seen, make explicit use of altruism as a marketing tool. 

The product tag of Jubilee Crafts, for example, reads: "This product is made by 

a destitute woman in Bangladesh." one's Christian duty to assist the less fortunate 
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is evoked by a number of AMOs. Yet there are many AMOs which see all these concerns 

a's simply paternalistic and unnecessary. They argue that the only important aspect 

of a relationship between supplier and marketer is the commercial one. They take 

the position that if this commercial aspect does not function effectively, all the 

rest of an AMO's concerns have no meaning. 

At least three AMOs, ~, SOS-Wereldhandel and Bridge/Oxfam (prior to 1977), 

use the term "partnersll or "partnership" when describing their relationships with 

suppliers. The former director of Bridge/Oxfam went as far as to propose the 

creation of cooperative marketing structures in which "producers and consumers 

would have equal shares in its (Bridgels) control." As far as we know, no AMO has 

actually operationalized the partnership concept to such an extent. According to 

the present director of Oxfam Trading this remains an objective and the organization 

hopes to start putting the idea into practice in 1982. 

An AMO's policy on trading surpluses or profits expresses one aspect of the 

AMo's relationship to suppliers. Two AMOs repatriate a portion of each year's 

surplus directly to producer groups. Bridge/Oxfam's remittance system includes 

an automatic allocation of 25% of net profits to producers in relation to Bridge/ 

Oxfam sa-les of their products. The producer dividend, as it is called by Oxfam, 

has to be spent on social projects "designed to improve the quality of life of the 

community at large where producers live. 11 The remaining 75% of the Bridge surplus 

is repatriated in the form of orders for new products. The Self-Help Program also 

repatriates a portion of its surplus, but does so On an ad hoc and informal basis. 

GEP~ does not repatriate any of its surplus, but instead pays each producer group 

IO'l<-20% above its asking price; the AMO requests that the surplus from the higher 

prIce be used for community-wide proj'ects. 

Most AM0s, however, do not repatriate any portion of their surpluses to their 

suppi±ers. ~,~, and Third World Handarts, for example, will use all the 

surpluses to expand their marketing programs. Others will use part of their profits 

to finance aspects of their own educational programs or those of their parent PVO. 

GEPA, G10bal Village, Crafts and Afro-Art, for example, allocate a portion of each 

year's surpbis to the design and production of educational materials or exhibitions. 

Many AMOs also will use surpluses to support (directly or indirectly) Third World 

groups other than their own suppliers. The Developing Countries Foundation of 1962 

currently helps support a dozen different educational projects in Africa through 

its marketing surpluses. Neiqhbors crafts is one of several AMOs which covenants 

all profi~s to its parent PVO to support the PVO's development programs. It is 

also important to note that a number of AMOs generate funds indirectly for both 
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their parent PVOs and individual Third World groups. Sackeus, The Self-Help Program, 

~, Dritte Welt L~den and The Developing Countries Foundation of 1962 wholesale 

to nonprofit groups and world shops which either use their surpluses to support 

individual projects overseas or donate them to the parent PVO of the marketing 

organization. 

6.8 Problems AMOs Have with Producers and SUppliers 

There is a general consenSUS among the marketing organizations (including 

the AMOs) and obse~ers of the handcraft sector that most all marketing problems can be 

traced back to the production end. "Lack of dependability of supply" is the constant 

refrain from AMOs, each with a horror story of its own. These range from problems 

with consignments of baskets infested with large African beetles to shipments which 

arrive two years late; and from children's toys which continue to be painted with 

lead paint to whole shipments lost at sea. There are countries which have 

particularly bad reputations in the trade and there are others (e.g., the Philippines) 

whose policies and infrastructure are able to mitigate many of the supply problems. 

The following problems with producers were consistently mentioned by AMOs: 

(a) shipment of lower quality goods than agreed upon, e.g., 
smaller baskets with less intricate designs 

(b) Shipment of different goods than agreed upon, e.g., 
embroidered hats instead of gloves 

(c) late deliveries, causing importers to miss important events, 
such as Christmas 

(d) poor packaging, causing damage to goods 

(e) miSlabeling and lack of documentation 

(f) inability and/or unwillingness to act upon market-related 
information on new product ideas and modifications 

(g) misinformation about sources of SUpplY and conditions of 
producers 

(h) inability and/or unwillingness to maintain agreements, e.g., 
coffee producers who search for new outlets when price 
fluctuates higher than agreed· upon 

(i) high prices, especially among voluntary agency projects 

(j) pilferages and infestation 

Inconsistent quality, late delivery and inadequate packaging are the three 

major headaches. While they are more serious for the trading AMOs, they also affect 

the educationally-oriented AMOs. They are, of course, just symptoms whose causes 
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are rooted in a co~plex array of hIstorical, cultural, and economic circumstances. 

Before disc~ssing how AMOs address these root causes there are complaints from the 

Th~fd World side which need ~o be aired. 

6.9 Problems Suppliers Have with AMOs 

Not all marketing problems originate at the production end. Suppliers 

e~~rience a number of problems in their relationships with AMOs. The following 

sources were used to identify these problems: (a) a questionnaire completed by a 

number of major supplying organizations; (b) the CCAP self-assessment study to which 

we have already referred; and (e) discussions with sev.eral suppliers. Six problems 

mentioned by most sources are: 

(1) lack of market-related information (i.e., information on 
marke.t t.rends, new product ideas, alternative buyers, 
competition, design and color considerations, etc~) 

(2) uninte~ligible orders (often written in languages which 
suppliers cannot read) 

(3') small size of orders 

(4} l,ow marketing reUabi1ity (Le., AMO staff turnover and' policy 
changes by PVO sponsoring. bod:i!es af·fect marketing reliability) 

(5) late remi~tances 

(.6), lack of understanding of constraints (Le., the root causes 
of the producers' inability to make up orders properly) 

~ in~iry also revea~ed the extent to which the image of each AMa can vary. 

~o~ i~stance, a, representative from four majo~ suppliers in Bangladesh praised 

severa~ European AMOs for their feedback. on product marketability. The director of 

a . .( fi·fth supplier in Bangladesh bas called the same organizations "useless" on the 

grounds he can get no relevant market-related information from them. One British 

AMO ha$. a>par~icularly bad· reputation among several suppliers in Asia for not paying 

its bills. And·yet the. same AMO is widely praised by other suppliers for its new 

prpduct ideas and other forms of assistance. The sixth problem which suppliers 

claim-. to experience--a.lack of understanding among AMOs of the root causes of 

producers' unreliability and inefficiency--brings us to a discussion of these causes 

and the development assistance programs of AMOs. 
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7. CONSTRAINTS ON PRODUCERS AND DEVELOPMENT 

ASSISTANCE APPROACHES OF AMOs 

This section presents a brief discussion of the constraints on handcraft 

producers in the Third World and the various AMO approaches to mitigating these 

constraints. Based on the experiences of AMOs, constraints on producers can be 

grouped into four categories: 

(1) high level of vulnerability 

(2) lack of access to market-related information 

(3) lack of technical and overall management and business 
skillS to act on market-related information 

(4) hostile, or at best, indifferent policy environment 

since these are, in the words of the former managing director of FRIDA, "the 

problems of underdevelopment exacerbated by the usual risks and problems faced by 

small businesses everywhere," it is not surprising that AMOs do not claim very much 

success in addressing them. Still, the experiences of AMOs have implications and 

lessons for international donor agencies attempting to increase the capacity of low-

income producers to sell to expor~ markets. For this reason they merit a close look. 

Of particular importance, as we shall note, is the need for ways to increase the 

flow of market-related information to producers. 

7.1 Vulnerability and Lack of Opportunities 

Low-income producers are in very fragile and vulnerable positions; they are 

often faced with an undertain demand and low prices for their products as well as 

uncertain supply of and high prices for essential inputs. Low-income producers are 

vulnerable to middlemen, to changes in the marketplace and to a host of other 

factors (e.g., weather conditions and the supply of packing materials) primarily 

because they have few choices--~ith respect to sources of credit, raw materials and 

other inputs as well as markets for their products. The vulnerability of low

income producers is exacerbated by their physical isolation and dispersion and by 

characteristics of the handcraft sector itself. To some AMOs the fact that many 

producers can produce things of real beauty in the face of such constraints remains 

a source of wonderment. 
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The rap~ciou~ middleman is often cited as a major culprit. severa~ AMOs, in 

fact, were established on the assumption that most middlemen are apt to take 

advantage of the producers' relatively weaker position. Most cottage industry 

producers in the Philippines, for example, are autonomous rural families whose 

principal source Qf income is far.ming or fishing_ When demand for cottage industry 

products increas~d in the middle 1970's, reliance on middlemen increased as local 

communities could no longer supply raw materials in sufficient quantities. Increased 

numbers of community residents became involved in production but, according to the 

report by CCAP, most did not organize to perform the tasks which would provide them 

with the greatest leverage on the supply side. These tasks include the following: 

(a) obtaining orders from Manila-based retailers, traders 
and exporters 

(b) procuring raw materials in bulk 

(c) distributing materials to the barangay (village) craftsmen 

(d) collecting the finished products from the craftsmen and 
paying for accepted products on a piece-rate basis 

(e) controlling the quality of products and storing these in 
warehouses 

(f) transporting finished products to buyers in key cities 

(g) collecting payments for products delivered 

In most im;;tances, "middlemen" (many of whom are women, according to CCAP) 

,emerged to perform these functions. While AMOs can cite specific examples of 

exploitative practices, many caution against facile generalizations and underline 

the essential role middlemen play in the trade. The report by CCAP, for example, 

n9ted that m;;my ~arangay-level entrepreneurs· are Ubetter educated than most barangay 

Iqembers and are often local leaders, teachers, or municipal employees." Neighbors 

Crafts, Worldcraft and The Self-Help Program are among the AMOs which deal directly 

with ?uch entrepreneurs. Furthermore, many AMOs claim that the existence of a 

local "co-operative" is no assurance that producers are any less exploited--either 

deliberately or by the sheer incompetence with which so many of these so-called 

cooperatives are managed. 

Conr;equently, AMOs are most likely to poj nt to tho producor:;' own ,30<:10-

economic environment as well as to the natura of the international tr.~djng BYHtem 

in general and th~ handcraft market 1n particular, as being the most important 

factors which reinforce the vulnerability of producers. We have already discussed 

the nature of the handcraft export marknt ~'1nd thn pr.obLom of cut-thr.out: c;'omputi tion 
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among exporters and importers. The CCAP report noted the practice among buyers 

of matching one exporter against another to force them to resort to price-cutting 

in order to stay in business. The downward pressure on prices, as we have seen, 

starts at the purchasing point. According to several observers, including the 

director of Worldcraft, an Australian who has sold to several export markets, the 

American market is particularly concerned about price as opposed to other product 

characteristics. 

The ease with which communities, regions and nations can enter the handcraft 

trade is clearly a double-edged sword. In the Philippines, for example, there is 

real concern over China's entry into world handcraft markets; China's cottage 

industry products are similar to those of the Philippines, but China has the capacity 

to meet large volume orders with lower production costs. One of the more dramatic 

cases of outside penetration of a country's market was the collapse of the East 

African wood-carving industry, caused in large measure by the flood of industrially

produced facsimilies from India. 

Weather conditions can cause many problems since the raw materials of many 

cottage industry products are agro-based. Poor weather generally slows down the 

flow of raw materials, thus causing price increases. The only way to avoid such 

increases would be to bulk-purchase materials prior to the rainy season, but this 

requires more capital than is available to most producers. 

One observer notes that the demands generated by trading relationships them-

selves can be !tan integral feature of maintaining units of a popUlation in a 

subordinate and inferior position and . can negate some of the commendable aims 

we try to achieve through trading.'" The argument is based on observations that 

Trade Aid, a New Zealand AMO, generally trades with entrepreneurs and marketeers 

who have education, experience and a power position seldom available to producers. 

This situation is inevitable, a director of Trade Aid contenqs, because AMOs, like 

other importers, require a marketing expertise which producers seldom have, insist 

on regular production, and require levels of production which may divert the 

energy of producers away from tackling the causes of the inequalities they 

experience. The result is a consolidation of the status quo with producers 

*This argument was made by the director of Christian World Service (CWS), 
the aid and development division of the National Council of Churches of New Zealand, 
in the April 1979 issue of Tradecraft. 
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remaining relatively powerless and vulnerable. The Trade Aid director who'roade the 

argument suggested a number of ways the more pernicious effects of a trading rela

tionship might be avoided. They will be discussed at the conclusion of thi~ section. 

7.2 Lack of Access to Market-Related Information 

Small-scale exporters in the Third World do not have access to a lot of the 

information which would help them penetrate export markets successfully; they need, 

for example, in~ormation on market opportunities and trends, competition and prices, 

new product ideas and design considerations, and appropriate production technologies. 

Most observers feel, however, that when such market-related information is available, 

it is accessible to only a handful of suppliers. 

The need ::or effective communication between marketing organizations and 

producers has been documented and discussed at every conference on alternative 

marketing held in Europe in the 1970's. For example, a resolution adopted by the 

participants at the International Workshop of Third World Producers and Alternative 

Market~ng Organ:'.zations held in Vienna in 1977 stated, 

Be it resolved that producers provide AMOs with relevant 
l.nformation on pr1ce, type and function of products while AMOs 
supply producerh wj th Ln form,1!: iOll 011 markpL'; <lval.labJ u, tho 

market:.:lbillty or UII'ir' producl"!;, relt·v.lllt ('U'iroms regulc..llion!3, 
methoc.s for product c:Hidpt·.lt lOll .mel t:l'H' .tv,lIl.1hillty of trllinlnq 
oppor1:urd ti(!.s:. 

The 1976 ("onference sponsored' by SOS-Wereldhandel in Amsterdam emphasized t.hat 

one of the most important services AMOs eould provide producers would be information 

on- market forece.sting', fashion trendS, competitive products, solutions to technical 

prob~ems, stand2Id sizes, weights and qualxty and restrictions on imports. In 

add~tion to the lack of market-related informat~on, AMOs point to the absence of a 

forum for producers and rnarketin'g organ~zat.l.ons to d.l.sCUSS mutual concerns. 

OVer the past four years there have been several ind~vidual and one coordinated 

effort to addteEs the producers! need for information and mitigate their sense of 

isolation. (These efforts are discussed on pages 68-69.) But according to repre-

sentatives from several AMOs: respons~ble for assess.l.ng the failure of one joint 

project: "producers remained badly informed about how to organize themselves, what 

potential exists I and how to successfully penetrate markets. II 

., 
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7.3 Inability to Act Effectively on Market-Related Information 

The Achilles' heel of most export-oriented projects, in the opinion of one 

observer, is the need for talent and know-how to run them. Even the simplest and 

most straightforwar,d projects, he says, require someone who knows markets, ptarketing 

and production; someone who can organize and work well with producers, handle quality 

'control and survive bureaucratic hassles. In the experience of many AMOs, such 

paragons are rare in the handcraft sector; they are usually found in government 

service instead. one AMD, for example, sponsored a woman from a Bolivian cooperative 

for training in the United States. Soon after returning to Bolivia with designs and 

techniques to upgrade the alpaca products her cooperative waS making, she decided to 

seek work elsewhere in order to better utilize her experience and training. Both 

Bridge/Oxfam and Tearcraft have had negative experiences with groups which tried to 

expand production, but did so without the "business and management sense" needed 

for success. Global Village Crafts and CCAP argue that the low priority of production 

and sales in many PVo- and church-related projects, as well as their lack of a 

business orientation, are the two main reasons why so many of those projects have , 
failed to act on new product ideas and other advice. 

There are reasons, though, why low-income producers do not act upon market

related information to the extent which AMOs might expect or hope. For example, 

Tanzaniaimport could not persuade producers of ,ethnic clothing in Tanzania to raise 

the quality of their products. The regional market took the lion'S share of their 

output and tolerated poor seams and other "defects. II The extra effort and expense 

needed to consequently produce the quality requ1red by the Swedish market was simply 

not cost/effective for the producers. Another example of the same phenomenon was 

cited by a CUNA (Cooperative Union of North America) representative who worked with 

producers in Colombia for many years. To many producers, he cla±med, the export 

market was where one tried to sell what could not be sold domestically. In other 

words the marginal benefits whic~ '~ould accrue from acting on market-related 

information are often outweighed by increased costs and risks. 

7.4 Hostile or Indifferent Policy Environment 

In exploring the dramatic increase in the value of handcraft exports from the 

Philippines during the past ten years, CCAP emphasized the importance of policy 

factors.. Of particular significance, according to the CCAP study, was the lIactive 

promotion and support provided by the government and the private sector, notably 
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banks and financial institutions." The director of FEDEAU (the EEe-funded project) , 

acknowledges the importance of the general attitude of host country governments 

toward the handcraft sector, but often finds it to be indifferent, if not downright 

hostile. There is a feeling among many governments, he claims, that giving emphasis 

to the production of small-scale culture goods and handcrafts deflects a country's 

push toward industrialization and that, therefore, the use of scarce resources to 

develop the sector further is not warranted. 

Many of the arguments against encouraging the handcraft sector are summarized 

in an article written for the ITC publication, Trade Forum, in 1972~ These arguments 

are still used today. They include the fOllowing: 

(a) The very nature of the production process makes it next 
to impossible to achieve consistency of a product when 
it is produced in any volume. 

(b) Formalized quality control methods are not practical. 

(c)-There is a strong tendency for prices to become depressed, 
since designs are fairly easily copied. 

(d) The nature of many products does not lend itself to repeat 
orders of the same article. , 

All these constraints and problems, the article suggests, make the promotion of 

handcrafts an expensive and questionable option. The author argues that the 

promotion of handcrafts (1) acts as a constraint on the promotion of other goods 

with a greater potential for more pArmanent markets and higher foreign exchange 

earnings, (2) puts a definite drain on management skills and resources that might 

be better employed elsewhere, and (3) encourages uncontrolled and inefficient use 

of resources and makes it difficult for labor recruited from that sector to adapt 

to highly sophisticated and disciplined methods of mode~n industry. Regardless of 

the accuracy of these arguments, they do form the rationale for certain constraints 

in the handcraft sector, including such government regulations as export duties and 

restrictions against mailing samples to prospective buyers, lack of credit and 

financial incentives, and bureaucratic indifference. 

To our knowledge, national policy is treated as a given by AMOs. However, 

most AM0s have tried to address some of the other constraints mentioned above. We 

now turn to a discussion of these approaches. 
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7.5 AMO Approaches to Credit Needs 

AMOs help suppliers and producers address their need for credit through 

prepayments, donations of gqods and services, direct loans, and access to other 

sources of grants and loans. The policy of individual AMOs, however, varies 

considerably. The Self-Help program, for example, will make downpayments "when 

necessary." This AMO will also pay the balance even when the only proof of shipment 

is a pro forma invoice. GEPA's advance payments in 1980 totalled 180,000 German 

marks. GEPA will also pay 10%-20% above the asking price for a consignment, if the 

difference is to be used by the producer group for "community purposes~n Bridge/ 

Oxfam has a similar producer dividend scheme which we have already discussed. This 

AMD will pay up to 40% of an order in advance. Afro-Art has often advanced 50% or 

more of the cost of goods to suppliers. 
I . 

And, FRIDA Marketing Services provides 

financing for 50% of all orders over 1,000 English pounds. Table 6 presents 

information on the amount of money which a selected number of AMOs have outstanding 

as loans and/or prepayments to suppliers. 

Neighbors Crafts, Bridge/Dxfam and IPHRD are three AMOs which have leveraged 

funds from their respective PVOs and other donor agencies for particular producer 

groups. In the early 1970's SDS-Wereldhandel appealed to the Dutch public to support 

a confederation of coffee farmers in Nicaragua. Afro-Art has also channeled SIDA 

(Swedish International Development Agency) money and some of its own surplus to 

individual producers for the purchase of sewing machines, vans, workshops and other 

production-related items. 

In general, the financial contributions of AMOs have not been very large, 

even though, occasionally, the amounts have been significant (e.g., a Neighbors 

Crafts' grant for a revolving loan fund to a small women's self-help group in 

Bolivia). Several observers, however, have suggested that financing production is 

rarely a serious problem for the small number of major suppliers on which most of 

the AMOs depend. The director of Traidcraft, in fact, claims that often the problem 

is too much money_ In his experience, there are so few groups wit~ good products 

and effective management that many of these are literally showered by grants and 

loans from both national and international donor agencies wanting to jump on the 

bandwagon. The result is often widespread corruption or downright inefficiency. 
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TlIBLE 6 

~NF.O~ATION O~ S~~CT~Q ~O A~PROACHES ~O 

\'I0RKING, CApITAL l!EEPS Oll' SuPPLIER!:! 

Vglue of 
pr~p?yrnent§-1970 

20,000 SKr 

l!!67,o.00 

50,000 DI1 (1979) 

MO,OQO 

180, PQQ D1'I 

In-kind 
!;ontril?p.tions 

s~wing ~app.~~e~r 
van~, etc .. 

Total value bf 
loans and grants 

given to s~?pliers 

NA 
'. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 
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7.6 AMO Approaches to Providing Market-Related Information 

AMOs assist producers in addressing their market-related needs primarily by 

providing new product designs and ideas through the use of "clipping services" and 

consultants; and by supplying relevant market information through catalogues and, 

at one time, a newsletter. One AMO also commissioned a market study on the German 

market for jute products and made it available to different suppliers of jute products 

in Bangladesh. (There also have been government-sponsored attempts to provide market

related information to Third World exporters, including efforts by the import promo

tion offices in Europe and the International Trade Center in Geneva. We visited 

FEDEAU (an EEC-funded operation), the Swedish import promotion office (IMPOD), and 

the AID-funded project at the World Trade Institute, and we discuss their efforts 

in Part V.) 

The "clipping services" run by most AMOs provide their suppliers with cuttings 

and ideas for new products which the AMO sees as marketable and within the producerls 

capabilities. Tearcraft, Global Village Crafts, Afro-Art, Bridge/Oxfam and Third 

World Handarts are among the AMOs which have developed new product ideas for 

producers. Afro-Art has sent over 40 consultants to the Third World over the past 

13 years to provide design ideas and new product suggestions to a wide range of 

producers of textile, wood, metal and clay products. Bridge/OXfam currently employs 

an industrial designer who holds workshops for producers throughout the world. Last 

year, for example, under the auspices of Pakerti, an Indonesian intermediary organi

zation, he ran workshops for 15 artisans; for a week participants experimented with 

ideas for bamboo products. And, in the middle 1970's, The Self-Help Program, in 

conjunction with the Mennonite Central Committee, the Catholic charities of 

'Bangladesh and other voluntary agencies, was instrumental in providing the key 

designer to the Jute Works. Global Village Crafts and Tearcraft are among the AMOs 

which have assisted suppliers in putting together product catalogues. In the 

process the AMOs have helped increase not only the suppliers' opportunities in 

different marketplaces, but also their awareness of the markets· needs and idiosyncracies. 

Despite individual efforts to keep producers and suppliers informed about 

their markets, there seems to be a general consensus that on the whole these efforts 

fail to meet the need. Many AMOs argue that individually they do not have the 

resourceS to monitor market trends, gather data on a wide range of competitive 

products, appropriate technologies and technical solutions (from purse latches to 

new tanning techniques), and provide general advice to prospective suppliers who 
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might want, for example, to participate in a trade fair. This feeling of general 

inadequacy was expressed at the two international conferences already mentioned. 

It remains a source of frustration throughout much of the AMO community. 

The only coordinated effort we know of to address directly the producers' 

need for market-related information was the newsletter, Tradecraft. Tradecraft was 

born at the Vienna conference in 1977 where it was decided that Ita newsletter shall 

be published by three British AMOs, PRIDA Marketing Services, Bridge/Oxfam, and 

Tearcraft." In eight issues published between October 1977 and June 1979, Tradecnift 

covered some 17 different topics, including 13 articles on exporting and marketing 

matters; short news items about 28 producers and their products; descriptions of 31 

relevant international and national organizations, including AMOs; and 16 articles 

concerning technical questions (e.g., drying clay products and packing leather goods). 

The newsletter had a mailing list of 3,0-00 in i37 countries; 66% of its readers were 

~ d'eveloping countries and involved with producer groups--goverrunent projects, 

cooperatives, private ventures, church-aided programs, etc. 

According to its editor, Trade9raft was seen as only a first step toward the 

development of a Third World Handcraft Information and Resource Center. If success

ful, it would be able to (l) provide moral support and a sense of community to the 

large number of disparate and isolated producers of handcrafts; (2) disseminate 

general information on developed markets, appropriate technology, the movements of 

people in the trade, etc., (3) supply in-depth information on a range of different 

subjects; and (4) create a forum for dialogue's between organizations. But, the 

Third World Handcraft Information and Resource Center was never estabiished. 

The last issue of' Tradecratt was published in June of 1979. Efforts to 

rfnance the newsletter from subscriptions and advertising did hot succeed and grant 

applications to the EEe and other international donor agencies were rejected. ~t 

a meeting held in July 1979 to discuss the future of Tradecraft, a suggestion was 

made to have each AMO contribute a small percentage of its net profits. This 

idea was quietly tabled. Unable to obtain the necessary back~ng and support, 

Tradecraft ceased publication. There is little likelihood that it: will be resumed soon. _ 

As a resul't o'f the July 1979 meet~ng, a workIng group, headed by -the director 

o'f Global Village Crafts, was formed to assess the experience of Tradecraft and to 

suggest new ways of addressing producers' market-related information needs. The 

working group acknowledged the shortcomings of individual efforts to meet these 

needs, but it was unable to reach a consensus as to whether a periodical such as 

Tradecraft was the mos't effective way to increase the producers' chances for succe'ss'. 

( 
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The group concluded that perhaps the most useful function of a periodical was to 

provide moral support to isolated producers and serve as a medium of information 

exchange among marketing organizations. 

The Tradecraft working group made three proposals: 

(a) to establish a small coordinating organization to stage 
training seminars within developing countries; 

(b) to produce and publish a marketing journal from one or 
several developing countries; and 

(c) to publish a journal which would emphasize the exchange of 
ideas and news information rather than l'how-to" types of 
information. 

To our knowledge none of these proposals have been taken up and only the 

individual efforts by AMOs remain. In discussing Tradecraft's demise its editor 

speculated that "perhaps there is still too wide a gap between the marketing 

organizations •.• perhaps there is still too much suspicion of each other's 

motives to make coordinated action possible." 

7.7 AMO Approaches to Providing Technical and Managerial Assistance 

The different approaches to providing technical assistance employed by AMOs 

reflect the availability of financial resources from outside sources as well as 

individual philosophical predilections. The assistance can be ad hoc, such as. 

advice qiv~n on the spot to producers by an AMO ulructor or buyor whilo on buying 

trips, or formally structured as in the case of fully staffed and financed production 

and training centers ~hich provide a wide range of services to individual producers 

and associated groups. The assistance rendered on an ad hoc basis by AMO staff can 

be very valuable, as is demonstrated by the success of the former director of 

Tearcraft in helping several groups understand and develop appropriate cost 

accounting systems. In addition to this approach, however, there are five distinct 

patterns for delivering technical assistance, each of which is discussed briefly in 

the following paragraphs. 

7.7.a Peripatetic technical staff: To our knowledge, Bridge/OXfam and Worldcraft 

are the only AMOs to employ technical personnel whose primary functions include 

visiting producer groups for short periods to run seminars and workshops on product 

design, production and management issues. In both cases it is too early to tell 

whether the concept makes sense from the points of view of the AMOs and the producers. 
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7.7.b Resident design consultant staff: Afro-Art and Global Village Crafts are 

two AMOs which have overseen the selection and management of consultants who have 

spent up to three years on site advising producers and suppliers, particularly on 

design and production issues. Most all the consultants have been design-oriented 

people; for example, graduates of the National Swedish School of Arts, Crafts and 

Design (in the case of Afro-Art), or skilled potters from Somerset (in the case of 

Global Village Crafts). 

7.7.c short-term technical consultants: Tearcraft is one of several AMOs which 

has made use of short-term consultants to address very specific technical problems. 

In one case, Tearcraft sent a consultant from the Tropical Products Institute in 

the U.K. to Bangladesh to help solve a problem of fungus growth in cardboard storage 

cartons caused by rain and mildew; "a simple concrete carton with a IOO-watt bulb 

inside eliminated the humidity and solved the problem." In recent years, Afro-Art 

also has started to send consultants to individual producer groups on specific, 

short-term assignments, because the AMO is convinced that the groups are more likely 

to become self-sufficient, if they receive only small injections of assistance~ 

Afro-Art has found that it is often more effective to send an experienced expert 

for a few months than a young volunteer for two years~ 

7.7.d Full-time resident genera~ist staff: Bridge/Oxfam is currently the only 

AMO with full-time resident staff; one full-time person in Delhi provides ge~eral 

support to establish links to and between suppliers, identi~y new sources of supply 

and provide management training. This person is paid in part by Oxfam, the parent 

PVO, but is considered an employee of Oxfarn Trading. In 1979, FRIDA resolved to 

set up tWQ field offices in Africa. Their functions were described in a FRIDA 

manual as follows: 

(i) to maintain close and effective communication with the 
government and 1nstitutions in the countries covered by 
the offices; 

(ii) to provide information and documentation to FRIDA which 
can facilitate the preparation of projects and the export 
of products from those countries; 

(iii) to identify projects and monitor projects and their implica
tion, giving advance notice of any problems; 

(iv) to serve as a base for the handcraft field officers; and 

(v) to facilitate generally and follow-up all operations by 
all units in the FRIDA group. 
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In 1979 two "field officers" responsible to FRIDA Marketing Services were 

appointed as a first step toward setting up the offices in Nairobi and Quagadougou. 

For one year these two officers represented both FRIDA and FRIDA Marketing Services, 

though according to FRIDA's former director of projects, they spent 85% of their 

time finding new sources of supply for the marketing operation. In 1980 the field 

officers were withdrawn from Africa as part of a general cutback within FRIDA, and 

the intention of establishing permanent offices in Africa was .shelved. 

7.7.e Part-time resident generalist staff: Neighbors Crafts, Bridge/Oxfam and 

FRIDA Marketing Services have hired part-time staff to carry out the middleman tasks 

described on page 60. In the case of Neighbors Crafts, two middlemen were hired to 

serve simultaneously as local employees of the parent PVo. The other two AMOs hired 

outside people. According to FRIDA Marketing Services' former marketing manager, 

the extra cost of such middlemen is far outweighed by the benefits which accrue 

from less breakage and pilferage and from other inefficiencies. 

7.8 AMO-PVO Training, Production and Marketing Centers 

Several AMOS have worked with their parent PVOs to set up marketing coopera

tives. For example, The Self-Help Program and The Mennonite Central Committee were 

instrumental in the development of the Jute Works. And, both organizations were 

involved along with Tearcraft in establishing Asha Handicrafts, a nonprofit 

marketing organization in Bombay. Only Worldcraft and FRIDA Marketing services 

among the AMOs surveyed, however, have programs or proposals to work in conjunctiop 

with their parent PVOs in order to provide a full range of training, production and 

marketing services directly to their suppliers. 

FRIDA Marketing Services was created to provide marketing assistance to FRIDA 

and other projects in the field.. According to FRIDA's policy papers, its lIintegrated 

approach" to the development of handcrafts and labor-intensive activities starts 

with the preparation of feasibility studies and ends with export marketing assistance. 

FRIDA's stated program consists of the following six related activities: 

(i) development research--identification of viable sectors and 
projects, and the study of constraints on the growth of 
handcraft and labor-intensive industries, as well as on the 
utilization of raw materials 

(ii) project promotion--either by identifying partners who can 
provide the technology, marketing network and funds needed 
to create or expand projects, or by providing these on its own 
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('iii) consultancy-- by advising other 'organizations on a broad or 
concrete strategy to establish projects in FRIDA's sectors 
of sp~cial'ization 

(iv) recrui-tment--by providing in'stitutions, enterprises and 
governments in developing countries with candidates who possess 
the concrete expertise needed for advisory or executive functions 

(v) investment finance--with FRIDA in a position to mobilize funds 
from other ~nstitutions or to lend or invest its own funds if 
required 

(vi) marketing assistance--by (i) setting tip a commercial organization 
in developecr countries for the dis~ribution of handcrafts and 
'industrial products manufactured in rRIDA countries, and ('i1 l 
facilrtating contact between producers in FRIDA and other market'ing 
organizations 

TheTe is no indication, 'however, that this "integrated approach" il? working. By 

the end 'of 1980, according 'to three former staff'menibers, including the 'former 

managing 'director of FRlDA, 'no operational links existed between FRIDA and FRIDA 

'Ma'J::'ket-ing :Serv::i:ces .. Nei'ther the AMO 'nor the parent !PVO have 'been amenable to the 

other's projects. 

'J:n 1976, 'FRIDA played a major role in establishing the Kingdom of 'Lesotho 

'Handicrafts, a cooperative marketing orgail'ization for a dozen proj'ects and organlza

tions in Lesotho. FRIDA provided both 'equity capital and management services to the 

cooperative. Yet, FRIDA Marketing Services has not handled any of the cooperative's 

'prodUcts (household furniture, mohai-r tapestries), because, in the opinion of the 

thre'e former staff members, FRIDA Marketing 'Services was not set 'up 'to market those 

kinds of products and did not have the flexible response capability to serve effect

ively as a broker to a wide range of projects. Similarly, proposals by FRIDA Market

ing ,Seryices to FRIDA to work with a number of smail, community-based handcraft pro

jects in several African countries proved unacceptable to the parent PVo. Sources 

of the tensions between the marketing operation and the parent PVO are discussed 

further in Chapter 11. 

World Crafts has not yet launched its development assistance program. The 

AMO is preparing prqposals in conjunction with World Concern, its parent PVO, which 

are modelled on the Cottage Industry Program of HEED/Bangladesh. Thus, a review of 

that program will provide some insights into what World Crafts is planning. 
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HEED is a Dacca-based organization, supported by evangelical missions and 

international development agencies. Its cottage industry program began in mid-1977 

and has established four training centers and one central service center. The 

central service center in Dacca is responsible for overall coordination and admini-

stration of the handcrafts program, quality control, design, publicity, purchase 

of raw materials (not available locally in the project areas) and marketing of 

finished products both in Dacca and abroad. A shop was opened in the Dacca center 

in 1977, a separate crafts emporium is being built, and plans are being laid to 

open shops in other major cities in Bangladesb. And, in 1979, HEED's export program 

consisted primarily of exporting samples to ~iOs in Europe and the United States. 

In 1980 there was a total of 770 trainees and producers involved in the 

four centers of the handcraft program. In 1979, the total number of staff involved 

in the HEED program was 90 nationals and 6 expatriates. It was estimated that in 

1980 the number of expatriates would reach 12 and the number of nationals 127. 

The director of World Crafts (who worked in the HEED program) acknowledges 

~hat to create a handcraft program from scratch and to move it into the export 

market in a few years is both difficult and expensive. But World Crafts hopes to 

at least have the opportunity to try it. 

The experiences of CCAP in the Philippines throws some doubt on the feasibility 

(if not the need) of providing an integrated package of services to producer groups. 

As part of its initial policy of service to members, CCAP offered the following 

full line of services: 

o Marketing services 

- Administration of retail, domestic, and export sales 
activities 

- Promotion, both local and foreign 

- Market intelligence and competitive information 

- Product design and development 

Pricing strategy 

Handling of documentation for shipping and export 

• Raw material purchases, to include logistics services such as 
warehousing and transport, and monitoring of prices 

• Working capital loans for export orders 

• Training and development 

Seminars,' workshops, plant visits 

Management bulletins, articles, circulars 
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mean developi:ng,.ei'-Eher ,domes:tH:c or expdrt "ma'<rk"e:is' 

The suggestions made by the ews director provide, as we have already 

stated, a philosophical paradigm for many, though not all, AMOs. There are 

examples of AMOs working with producers to diversify not only production, but 
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markets, even at the risk of losing the supplier. Tanzaniaimport, for example, 

requested assistance from SIDA for a women's sewing cooperative to penetrate 

local and regional markets. At the time the request was made, Tanzaniaimport 

was the sole market outlet for the cooperative. As a result of the assistance 

the group was able to sell all its output on the domestic market. Other AMOs, 

including Tearcraft, Afro-Art, Global Village Crafts, SOS-Wereldhandel and Sarvodaya 

in Europe', have also helped suppliers open up additional European markets in order 

to give them more choice and greater flexibility. 

The newsletter, Tradecraft, was an effort to address in part the isolation 

of producers and suppliers and encourage a sense of community and sharing of ex

periences among organizations. Most of the articles published during the two 

years of publication, in fact, dealt with suppliers and marketing organizations .• 

And, in the later issues, a conscious effort was made to use the newsletter as a 

forum for discussion for suppliers. While the newsletter tried to create a sense 

of community among AMOs and their suppliers, the existence of a Ucommunity spirit" 

as such is a much debated topic. 

Another subject that has engendered much debate among AMOs is the role of 

intermediary organizations. Many AMOs, as we have already noted, claim to seek out 

organizations which either have a range of social objectives or which are supplied, 

by social-development groups and community-based projects. CCAP in the Philippines, 

the Jute Works in Bangladesh and NCCK in Kenya are three well known examples. The 

director of Global Village Crafts, however, is among those who argue that the need 

for intermediary organizations has been greatly exaggerated. He prefers to deal 

directly with producers whenever possible, because that way he has "some margins to 

play with. 1I 

As we have seen, there is a great deal of skepticism among AMOs regarding the 

efficacy and viability'of most social development marketing structures and producer 

organizations. CCAP concluded, in fact, that its early failures to achieve a credit

able level of sales was due in large measure to the structure of its membership,. the 

majority of which had objectives other than the sale of production of han~crafts. 

Furthennore, AMOs recognize that corruption and manipulation are not confined to 

commercial structures but can anq do exist in their non-commercial counterparts, 

as sadly evidenced by the recent difficulties of a major supplier in Bangladesh. 

Despite the weaknesses of many socially-oriented marketing organizations, noted 

here and elsewhere, most AMOs take the position that indigenous ,intermediary orga

nizations with social-development goals constitute the most effective means for 

addressing some of the root causes of producers' vulnerability. 
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S. MER8HANDISE AND, MARKETING 

8.1 Merchandise 

S.l.a Non-food commodities: On the following pages we have included copies of 

pages from the catalogues published by a sample of AMOs.* This small sample illu

strates the enormous range of products imported from the Third World by AMOs. There 

are the ethnic folk-art items such as masks and figurines, the Christmas ornaments, 

hand-decorated porcelain, musical instruments, jewelry and basketwar~. There is 

also a wide assortment of gift ware, household and kitchen accessories, personal 

accessories, furniture, footware, "non-ethnic" toys and games and clothes.. They 

are all cottage industry products, but they differ widely with respect to their 

sophistication and "etlmicity" .. 

AMOs generally classify the non-food products they import as either decorative 

or utilitarian handcrafts. Several AMOs, including Aid to Artisans, Global Village 

Crafts" Afro-Art and Handelsfront, use the ter.m "ethnic folk-art" to describe' some 

of ehe items they market, Jwhile others, among them Bridg~/Oxfam and World Crafts, , 

import sirQ.ilar products, but do not call them nfalk-art".. GEPA uses a unique format 

in classifying the items it sells. In this 'classification: 

(1) Political goods are goods that can be used ,effectively in 
educatiorial ciiinpaigus' (e. g., coffee, tea and jute). 

(2) Cultural 
cultures 

goods are goods tha~ can Qe 
(e.g., ethnic folk-art). 

used to explain other 

(3) Consumer goods' are those that serve a utilitarian purpose 
(e.g., baskets, cooking utensils, etc.). 

(4) Solidariby goods are those that can be used to express 
so~iqarity with 'a particular group qf people or nation (e.g., 
candles from Soweto and jute from Bangladesh). 

The catalogue prices for the more expensive items generally do not exceed 

$35 to $50 and most products sold by AMOs seem to be in the middle to low pri~e 

r~ge. This is reflected in FRIDA Marketing Services' 1980 decision to close its 

*Sources of photographs: page 77, Global Village Crafts and Bridge/Oxfam, 
p'l-ge 7S, SERRV'; page 79, FRIDA Marketing Services; p'age" SO , 'SoS-Wereldhanciel; 
pa~e 81, Traidcraft and Sackeus~ naqe 82, Dritte welt Laden; page 83, Sackeus. 
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retail outlet on the Kensington High Street in London because their mark-up on pro

ducts was not high enough to cover the overhead costs for such a prime location. 

Several AMOs with retail outlets (e.g., ABAL Foundation) carry one or two products 

in the two- to three-hundred dollar range, but view them as part of a marketing 

strategy to get people in off the street. 

With few exceptions, AMOs claim to have increased their emphasis on 

·utilitarian products, a pos~tion based on the assumption that such products will 

have longer product lives and are subjec,t to less erratic demand. This trend, if 

indeed there is one, is difficult to document and the product lines of most AMOs 

still include a high proportion of fashion items. Furthermore, 'several observers, 

among them the director of The Self-Help Program, question whether utilitarian goods 

do indeed provide more regular demand. 

With the exception of some of the alpaca wear and the odd ethnic items, 

clothing is noticeably absent from the lines of most AMOs. Trade Action, an 

Australian AMO which we did not visit, was an exception to this general pattern. 

Trade A,ction imported largely Indian clothing; it is our understanding that the AMO 

went bankrupt in 1980 because of market saturation problems. Other AMOs have found 

the problems of qualit¥ control, sizes and changing fashions too difficult to address. 

'Moreo"er., competition in the clothing market often is so stiff that the mark-ups 

possib'le on clothing frequently do not bring an AMO up to a break-even price level. 

8.I.h. Coffee, tea and other commodities: A number or AMOs carry commodities 

such as tea, coffee and spices, but for different purposes and in different volumes. 

Idee~~ Import feels that the market for handcnafts becomes saturated too quicklY 

and, consequently, concentrates on foodstuffs, fish, pineapples, light cheeses, 
\ 

jams and vegetable oil. GEPA handles coffee and tea (45% of its total sales in 

1979~80) because as "politiaal goods" they lend themselves well to socio-economic 

and political comparisons among different kinds of producers and exporters in the 

Third World and different approaches to processing and marketing in Germany. (GEPA, 

like many AMOs, has found that most people do not express much jnterest in such 

abstractions as the New Intenlational Economic Order, but that IIcarnpaigns organized 

around g.n everyday ,commodity can start people thinking.") For the same reason, 

SOS-Wereldhandel and Magasins du Monde sell primarily coffee; in 1979, their 

coffee sales represented 75% and 81% respectively of total sales volume. Traidcraft 

and Bridge/Oxfam both carry tea and coffee, but these commodities constitute a very 
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small percentage of their total sales. Traidcraft's primary PUrPose for selling 

coffee and tea in conjunction with two British development groups (Campaign Coffee 

and The World Development Movement) is to increase Traidcraft's exposure and its 

sales. 

8.2 Markets 

No AMO has attempted a systematic profile of the eventual purchasers of its 

products. According to individuals involved with different AMOs, there seem to 

be at least four identifiable categories of buyers. This categorization, however 

tentative, is a point of departure for developing an understanding of AMO markets. 

8.2 .. a. CUstomers attracted by intrinsic character2.::;t2.cs of products (quality, 

authent~city): Afro-Art claims that, as judged by the~r 12.£estyles, many of its 

customers value handmade items, are concerned about ecoloqical 1ssues and appro

priate technologies, and participate in what Europeans call the "Green Movement!! .. 

Many among its clientele will also buy the same type of clothing article twice or 

more over the years regardless of changes in fashions. These customers like 

Afro-Art's emphasis on quality and tolerate the delays that result when suppliers 

do not deliver on schedule. If an Afro-Art customer has ordered an item specific

ally for Christmas, for example, he or she will usually buy it, even if it arrives 

after Christmas. Customers also seem concerned about being able to buy the same 

kind of item at some future date, e.g., identical baskets to replaQe ones they 

are buying now to use as wastebaskets. 

8.2.b. Thrift shop shopper (cheapness): Several AMOs sell through thrift shops 

rUn by their parent PVOs; many others use church bazaars and local fairs. Ac

cording to Bridge/Oxfam and The Selp-HelR Program, both of which rely primarily 

on PVO-run thrift shops, most of the customers in the shops are looking for bargains; 

they do not expect to pay the same price for articles they could purchase elsewhere. 

• The.director of The Self-Help Program finds demand within this category extremely 

sensitive to price. 

8.2.c; CUstomers' Christian and/or political concerns (altruism): AMOs can only 

specuLate as to the role altruism plays in purchase decisions. We know that the 

marketing strategy of many AMOs includes specific references to producer groups 

I 

\ 
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and particular nations as well as efforts by the AMO to change the usual odds 

against producers. Many observers feel that altruism plays a part at different 

. consumer stages (from awareness to perception, to evaluation and enquiry), but 

some doubt whether it is an important part of the decision to purchase a product 

(McKenna, p. 43). Third World Handarts, however, is convinced that the majority 

of its customers feel as if they are making a direct contribution to some person's ~ 

welfare by purchasing a product at its store. Solidarisk Hande1, Handelsfront, 

and GEPA also argue that the act of buying a product often is a symbolic gesture 

of solidarity with the producer and his·or her nation. 

8.2.d. Conventional shopper (good quality and value for money)·: Dritte.Welt Laden 

and Global v.illage Crafts are two AMOs which claim that 90% of their customers 

have l~ttle interest in the origin and authenticity of the products they buy, and· 

even less whether or not anyone else is a£fected by their purchase decisions. In 

cqntrast to the thrift shop shopper, however, quality and utility often outweigh 

price in the considerations of these customers. And, Tra±dcraft sales represent-
, 

atives, who themselves work out of a strong sense of Christian service, claim 

their products basically sell themselves. 

Until detailed market surveys are undertaken, one can only speculate on the 

I specific market segments reached by different AMOs and, more importantly, the 

respective sizes of these segments. Such surveys, naturally, are vital to 

establishing appropriate market strategies. 

8.3 Marketing Channels 

Table 7 presents data on the marketing channels used by AMOs. Where data 

are available we have included the percentage of sales volume accounted for by each 

of the different channels. The table illustrates the wide variety of marketing 

channels used by AMOs. We have classified these channels into the following 

categories: 

(1) non-commercial wholesale 

(2) non-commercial retail 

(3) commercial wholesale 

Our distinction between non-commercial and commercial channel is based on 

one or more of the following conditions: 
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(i) The people who transact the actual sale to consumers 
or retail outlets are motivated by many of the same 
goals as the AMO and/or have their own set of "altruistic" 
reasons for selling Third World products. 

(ii) The context within which the goods are presented lacks 
the slick, professional polish of the conventional . 
commercial world and emphasizes the volunteerism of 
the AMO. 

(iii) The context within which the goods are presented is 
defined by the overall goals and philosophical position 
of the AMO/wholesaler. 

8.3.a. Non-commercial wholesale: Three different non-commercial wholesale 

channels are used by AMOs: 

- vOluntary sales representatives who associate with and buy 
into the philosophy of the AMO; 

- informally organized volunteer groups which are often 
related to local churches, educational organizations or 
voluntary agencies; and 

- "world shops" which are permanent, non-profit sales outlets. 

(i) VOluntary sales representatives: Tearcraft and Traidcraft both use 

voluntary sales representatives. Initially Tearcraft sold only through mailorder, 

but when-it became apparent that 75% of its annual sales occurred in the ten weeks 

before Christmas, the AMD introduced the voluntary sales representative scheme in 

1976 in order to distribute sales more evenly throVghout the_yea~" Early i~,1976, 

Tearcraft wrote to individuals who had placed orders of more than ~30, soliciting 

their participation in a scheme whereby individuals would receive a 25% discount 

on goods and would provide a forum for the AMO t9 encourage local groups,and 

associations to talk about Third World problems, about the individual's respons

ibilities in trade, and the nature of existing international trading systems. The 

response was not overwhelming at first, but by 1977 Tearcraft had 92 sales 

representatives who sold 536,000 worth of merchandise (or 25% of Tearcraft's total 

sales for that year). By 1979, 500 sales representatives sold over 5174,000 

worth of goods (or 36% of the AMO's total sales). 

When Traidcraft was started in 1979 by Tearcraft's former director, 100 of 

the latter's voluntary representatives a~reed to sell for both organizations or 

exclusively for Traidcraft. Within ~ year, the,AMO attracted an additional 70 
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representatives. In all, Traidcraft's representatives accounted for 12% of total 

sales in 1980. 

Traidcraft representatives have excellent financial incentives; they 

receive a 25% cash discount for orders of 200 pounds or more, a 20% cash discount 

for orders of 60 to 200 pounds, and an additional 5% discount if they pick up 

their orders from the Traidcraft warehouse. According to the AMO's director, these 

discounts compare very favorably to commercial rates. The motivation, however, of 

both Traidcraft and Tearcraft representatives is not financial but rather almost 

universally that of Christian service. Very few of the representatives keep the 

surpluses generated from their sales. Many, for exurnple, have given Traidcraft 

donations and low-interest loans. Furthermore, says Traidcraft's director, both 

AMOs have attracted people within the church who have few opportunities to display 

their interests and talents in selling products. The successful representatives 

are outgoing people who enjoy the selling process. Traidcraft's director feels 

that the church remains a largely untapped source for such talent, and that with 

p~oper recruitment efforts the number of voluntary representatives could be greatly 

increased. 

Both Traidcraft and Tearcraft representatives are given orientation and 

periodic "in-service" training courses. We have no detailed information on these, 

but there are indications from Traidcraft representatives that more comprehensive 

and experiential orientation and training is needed. Voluntary representatives are 

provided, upon request, with a slide/tape presentation on Bangladeshi producers as 

well as brief summaries on different suppliers. Traidcraft publishes a monthly 

newsletter for its representatives called TRAID. The newsletter keeps the repre

sentatives informed about the status of the AMO, changes among representatives, new 

products and news about suppliers. The newsletter also gives representatives the 

opportunity to communicate with one another and share successes and failures. 

Both Traidcraft and Tearcraft representatives finance inventory, undertake 

promotional efforts and make many strategic marketing decisions. It was assumed at 

first that the voluntary representative scheme would be modelled after the 

"Tupperware" or home-party concept. Traidcraft and Tearcraft representatives, how

~ver, sell through many channels. While there is no breakdown across the different 

channels, the diversity is clear. Most representatives sell at home parties, 

church and school bazaars and from catalogue sales at their local churches; some 

participate in agricultural, horticultural and other appropriate trade shows in 
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their regions; a few sell directly to local retail shops or maintain stalls at 

local markets. At least two groups of representatives run their own retail shops 

staffed by volunteers; one is part of a parish church and the other is in the 

commercial distict of Glasgow. 

Sales representatives are encouraged to maintain as high a level of inven

tory as possible in order to avoid frequent trout-of-stock" situations. As a 

result, some representatives have set up an informal swap network. Tearcraft 

supplies names and addresses of their representatives to facilitate swapping; and, 

one of its representatives acts as regional coordinator, selling from her own stock 

to other representatives on a consignment basis. Traidcraft is planning to im

plement during 1981 a network of regional coordinators to deal with general queries 

and stock-related issues. 

The productivity of individual voluntary sales representatives varies con

siderably. In 1979, Tearcraft's most successful group of sales representatives sold 

512,000 worth of merchandise. Based on his experience at Tearcraft, the director 

of Traidcraft predicts that about one third of his representatives will be "pretty 

useless" (i.e., will sell less than 550 per year), one third will be "fairly 

active" (i.e., will average around .,500 per year). 

(ii) informally organized volunteer groups: Many AMOs act as importer/ 

wholesale distributor to informally organized groups attached to local churches, 

schools and voluntary agencies. In Europe they are known as "action groups"; but 

in the United States they do not have any special nomenclature. ~ is the major 

U.S. example of an AMO Which markets through such groups. It sells to some 2,400 

local groups, generally made up of women familiar with running bazaars for their 

local churches. Both Dritte Welt L~den and ~ in West Germany rely very heavily 

on action groups for sales. Dritte Welt LMden sells to 500-600 groups, while ap

proximately 4,000 different groups buy from~. And in Denmark, The Developing 

Countries Foundation sells 75% of its turnover to volunteer groups. In sweden, 

church-related groups account for over 90% of Sackeus' annual sales. The tyPical 

action group in Germany might purchase goods once or twice a year from Dritte Welt 

Laden or GEPA. In Sweden, 60% of Sackeus' sales are to groups which have only one 

sale a year; only 10% of the AMO's customers sell year-round. 

Many European action groups grew out of the so-called Third World Movement 

sta~ed by the churches during the 1950's. The movement first organized people to 

sell brown sugar and distribute general information on trade issues. During the 
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late, 1960's youth federations of the Catholic and non-state Protestant churches 

in Germany organized a hunger march. A great many action groups in that country 

owe their existence to this hunger march. When the march proved popular with many 

youth groups and was favorably received by 'the press and the public in general, 

~he youth federations decided to organize more educational and consctollsness

raising "actions" with a Third World focus. Some of the G~rman youth federation 

leaders met with the director of SOS-Wereldhandel (the Dutch AMO), who suggested 

that the federations include Third World products in their actions to give the 

education efforts a more concrete focus. Some observers felt that the trade actions 

gave participants a sense of accomplishment which they did not gain from study 

groups. 

In order to assist local groups undertake additional trade actions, the youth 

federations created the association, "Aktion Dritte Welt Handel" (action on Third 

World trade). Aktion Dritte Welt Handel soon learned that information was more 

popular if it was narrowly focused on the products themselves and matters related 

to their trade. From the start, Aktion ,Dritte Welt Handel was open not only to 

church-related groups, but to independent groups as well. Many YMCAs and private 

,youth agencies such as the Boy Scouts were supportive of trade actions and some 

student groups also became inVOlved. By 1974, over 2,500 groups had joined Aktion 

Dritte Welt Handel.* 

(iii) Third World shops or world shops: While world shops exist in both 

Europe and the United States, they are more widespread and visible in Europe. All 

told, there might be two dozen world shops in the United States, many of whiCh are, 

associated with the Union of Third World Shoppes, based in Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

Most members of the Union rely on the importing and distribution facilities of two 

AMOs, Third World Handarts and Friends of the 'Third World, both of whiCh are also 
, , , 

members. It is interesting to note that prior to joining the Union, many members 

* A dozen people in Olpen, Germany, between the ages of 16 and 40, are ,an 
example of a very active action group. The group began in the spring of 1979 with 
the sale of Third World crafts at a festiva'l to celebrate the start of construction 
of a new building for their Catholic church. The;r sales effort went well and the 
group began selling GEPA products every Saturday morning at the church. After a 
while this practice ;;;-discontinued as interest in the crafts and educational ~aterials 
about the Third World seemed to be waning among tho parishoners, WhO were primarily 
interested in the tea. The Olpen action groop, however, sold 11,000 DM ($6,250) 
worth of goods during six weeks before Christmas in 1979 and has sold successfully'at 
other festivals. The educational effort has been less successful, however, except in 
a few cases at local high schools. During its first year of operation, the Olpen 
group sold about 25,000 DM worth of goods. 
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had already been involved in selling Third World handcrafts through their local 

churches. What they seem to have needed more than anything to motivate them to 

set up a shop and sell crafts on a more regular basis was the moral support which 

comeS from membership in a larger group. 

The world shop movement in Europe is said to have been started by a Dutch 

journalist who attended the 1968 UNCTAD conference in New Delhi. He returned to 

Holland determined to find concrete ways of addressing various issues raised at 

the conference. -He proposed the idea of a world shop--a shop that would sell Third 

World goods a few days a week and serve as a permanent base for discussion groups 

and advocacy programs. The first world shop opened in a small town in northern 

Holland and within a few months some 50 to 60 more were started. By 1974, there 

were 160 shops in Holland buying from ABAL Foundation and SOS-Wereldhandel. By the:' 

late 1970's there were an equal number of shops in Germany buying from the two German 

AMOs. In Belgium, there ar~ about 60 world shops buying from Magasins du Monde/Oxfam. 

World shops in Germany are often started by action groups which make a commit

ment to sell goods on a regular basis. We have mentioned that the demand of many 

groups for goods and educational materials fluctuates greatly, since most groups 

do not organize sales according to any regular schedule. GEPA tries to stabilize 

this erratic demand by encouraging groups to view the marketing of Third World. goods 

as a potentially steady source of income bOth for a group's activities and for de

velopment assistance to Third World groups. Once a commitment has been made to 

sell goods on a regular basis, the next step will be to open a world shop.* 

World shops are generally run by volunteers, and mix education, advocacy and 

the sale of handcrafts and commodities, primarily tea and coffee. For most world 

shops, howev~r, educational activities have priority over marketing efforts. Con

sequently, they do not aim to expand their turnover except to break even financialiy 

and still have some surplus for educational actions and small donations to Third 

World projects. The annual turnover of most of the 150 world shops which buy from 

~, for example, is somewhere between 10,000 OM and 100,000 DM. An active world 

shop in the Hague, Holland, with 15 core members (all volunteers and subsidized 

facilities) had a turnover of $40,000 in 1979 and made a $1,300 net surplus. 

World shops have a high turnover of volunteers. Most of the volunteers are 

students, housewives or young professionals; 80% of ~he members of world shops in 

*The City of Mulheim has a good example of a world" shop. In 1974 a local 
action group became involved in alternative marketing by selling at Christmas 
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Holland are under 35 years old. Although the leaders in the European world shop 

movement would like to involve working class people, very few have been attracted. 

In 1972, a oooperative of world shops was formed in the Netherlands. Two 

years later, this aasociation acknowledged the need for greater coordination and 

set Ltself three ta~ks: (1) to organize an archive and information clearinghouse~ 

(2) to meet twice a year; and (3) to keep in contact with other Third World groups. 

An ac~ive network of European AMOs and world shops developed over the next several 

years. By 1978 membership in the association plateaued at 160 shops with about 

10% shutting down each year and another 10% being established. The association 

now supports a full-time staff person who makes regular visits to shops and provides 

,on-the-spot assistance to shops in nine regions in the country. 

AMOs also provide direct support to world shops and action groups. -~ 

distributes products and educational materials from four large and two small ware

houses staffed by full-time ~personnel. Each warehouse consists of two parts: 

a goods warehouse and an education office. The warehouses provide business advice 

(e.g., guidelines for groups planning to establish world shops) and, occasionally, 

working capital to both groups and shops. Magasins du Monde employs two full-time, 

paid field representatives who make regular visits to world shops to provide advice 

on management, marketing and buying. This Belgian N10 has also developed a series 

of thematic displays of products and producer groups which are circulated among the 

world shops on a weekly basis. The American F-r±ends of the Third World, the organizing 

force behind the creat.ion of the Union of Third World Shoppes, also offers support 

of various -kinds to linion menibers. In addition to a small manual on how to set up 

'a "Thira Worla, Shoppe ll (e .. g. I notes on how to keep an inventory), the AMO provides 

the following services: 

(1) a catalogue (in the form of a monthly newsletter) with 
descriptions of producers and products 

bazaars and camj!ing sites hear the town. There are several other action groups 
" 

in 11u'L.~ein, Lut they are fOCUSQd on specific Thircl World nations or problems (e.g., 
aparthaiC:) and do not r.tarket Third ,~jorld products. The group nade an early decision 
t'o founii ~ wnrlcl s!1C)P:~'-' ~rough' saving-s 'from its marketing surpluses and monthly .... 
Jl\embership fee of -S DM per person, i:t managed to raise DN 4,500 by 1979. It a-Iso 
obtained support fram the city government in the form of rent-free space in the 
city hall. Tne shop was opened in late 1979, and has operated on a 6-day-a-week 
scheaule. It is staffed by thirty volunteers, mainly housewives and high school' 
students. These members are divided in~o three subgroups for specia1. projects, infor
mation activities, and finance and administration. In addition to ~ts marketing 
activities, the shop provides development assistance to a literacy group,in Nicaragua 
'and educational actions in Mulheirn. 
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(2) training workshops in business and marketing techniques, 
including visits to local groups wishing to set up shops 

(3) a no~profit wholesale ordering service to pool small orders 

(4) coordination of any national publicity efforts agreed upon 
by local shops 

(5) educational aids concerning crafts groups, cultural 
situations and world problems affecting the poor 

(6) a revolving loan fund for local groups who wish to open 
world shops 

Since we visited only three world shops, it is not possible to describe, much 

less assess the nature and quality of services rendered by AMOs to action groups and 

world shops. It is clear) however, that individuals involved" in non-commercial 

marketing perceive a need for a wide range of services and information. AMOs must 

address these needs effectively, if products are to be moved through their distribu

tion channels and their other goals achieved. 

(iv) methods and terms of sale; . AMOs generally use one of two methods for 

wholesaling products through non-commercial channels. Catalogue saJles is one method. , 
·Cata1ogues are mailed directly to representatives and other retail outlets by SERRV, 

Traidcraft, Dritte Welt Laden, Tearcraft and Sackeus. All these AMOs, with the 

exception of Sackeus, maintain a central warehouse and/or retail shop where goods 

can be purchased. 

A second distribution channel is built around a central warehouse and a network 

of regional warehouses where goods as well as educational materials are displayed 

and selected by "retailers. II This system resembles the II cash and carry II method 

prevalent in the commercial sector, but the terms differ. Such a system eliminates 

two serious problems associated with catalogue sales; (1) the need for large stock 

of all products (across a product line which is generally very wide), and (2) the 

frequent out-of-stock situations. 50S, Magasins du Monde and GEPA use this method 

of merchandising, and Traidcraft is planning to set up a regional network to address 

both of these problems. 

Table 8 presents the terms of sale as well as the different incentives offered 

by AMOs to their customers. As the table shows, there are several sharp distinctions 

among AMOs. Tearcraft, Traidcraft and ~ use cash discounts as incentives, but 

other AMOs allow wholesale customers a commission on sales instead. Most AMOs will 

set a retail price which serves as the basis for calculating both discounts and 

commissions. The Self-Help Program is one of the few which merely suggests a retail 
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price. Several AMOs, including GEPA, The Developing Countries Foundation and 

Sackeus, operate consignment plans which allow "retailers" to return unsold 

merchandise. Tearcraft and Traidcraft both offer cash discounts to representatives 

who must submit payments with their orders and are not allowed to return unsold 

goods. SERRV operates two plans. The cash plan provides a cash incentive to whole

sale customers who also pay shipping costs. On the consignment plan th~ good? are 

shipped at ~'s expense, but may be returned at the customer's expense. Recently 

A the consignment plan has not been too successful and ~ is considering changing it. 

The use of surpluses generated by wholesale customers also varies from AMO to 

AMO. Unlike The Developing Countries Foundation, Tearcraft and Traidcraft have no 

set policy prohibiting individual~ from making personal profits. Tanzaniairnport 

representatives receive a 20% commission on sales which also is not restricted in 

any way. SERRV has no explicit policy governing the use of surpluses, but, as its 

customers are church-related groups, the use of their surpluses is pre-determined 

by the groups' affiliation. Groups which buy from Sackeus, The Developing Countries 

Foundation and GEPA are in a similar situation, though in these cases policy governing 

the use of 5ur~luses is established by the respective AMO. 

8.3.b Non-commercial retail: AMOs use anyone of three non-commercial retail 

channels: (1) mail order catalogues and advertising, (2) individual shops, and (3) 

international fairs, church bazaars and other similar occasions. Only GEPA, Sackeus, 

Ideele Import and'Sarvodaya in Europe, among all of the AMOs surveyed, do not have 

any retail outlet where products are sold under the AMO's name. 

(i) mailorder: Eight AMOs prepare and distribute catalogues directly to 

potential customers. Table 9 presents data on these catalogue operations for 1979 

and 1980. The three AMOs in the United states which use mail order are still 

experimenting with the concept and have yet to decide on the level of financial 

resources they will commit to mail order operations. All three catalogues are sent 

exclusively to people known to the parent PVOs. No outside mailing lists have been 

purchased and the only advertisements used are in publications of the parent pvo. 

The mailing lists of the five European AMOs which use direct mail were built 

up in different ways. Traidcraft, which started in 1979, uses direct promotion in 

women's magazines to reach prospective customers. Tearcraft used promotional 

} advertising in general interest publications and a mailing list of 7,000 TearFund 

subscribers when it started its marketing program. During its first year, the AMO 

received over 17,000 enquiries in response to its advertising effort and mailed out 
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TABLE 9 

SUMMARY DATA ON MAIL ORDER PROGRAMS OF AMOs 
(1979/80) 

Numbers Response Size 
AMO mailed rate average 

Bridge/Oxfam 250,000 15% $28 

Dritte Welt rJiden 35,000 21% $66 

Global Village Crafts 7,000 NA NA 

Jul:)i1ee Crafts 3,500 NA NA 

Neigbbors'Crafts 2,000 NA NA 

Traidcraft 12,000 03-04% $35 

WOl'ldcraft 5,000 NA NA 

of % of 
order annual sales 

15 

35 

7 

NA 

NA 

12 

NA 
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over 25,000 copies of its first catalogue. Bridge/OKfam, on the other hand, 

continues to use only the exfam mailing lists. Since 1977 exfam Trading, the parent 

company, has used one catalogue to sell its entire range of products, including 

products sold under the Bridge label, the Good Neighbors label (for products made by 

disabled people in the U.K.) and Home Products (for products made commercially in 

the U.K.). The OKfam Trading catalogue also includes the range of Christmas cards 

offered by exfam each year. Prior to 1977, Bridge products were sold through a 

separate catalogue. 

Dritte Welt Laden's mailing list is made up of names of people who bought jute 

products from Bangladesh during a recent campaign in Germany. Called "Jute Not 

Plastic," the campaign was sponsored by church groups and European AMOs. In each of 

the bags supplied by Dritte welt Laden, there was a small card which identified the 

AMO's mail order subsidiary as a source of Third World products. The association 

with the "Jute Not Plastic" campaign and similar educational efforts by German 

voluntary agencies has brought the AMO a generous amount of free publicity and helped 

increase its mailing list. Global Village Crafts started its mail order business 

after an artic+e about the AMO and its information system appeared in an English 

paper. The article mentioned a catalogue which did not yet exist and said it was 

available from the AMO for 20 pence. Global Village Crafts' mail order business was 

born when "hundreds of requests" flooded in. 

Direct mail appealed to several AMOs for a number of reasons. It. seemed to be 

a relatively simple way of marketing and, unlike retail shops, would require lit~le 

capital investment. It also would fit in well with the policy of eliminating the 

middle men and lend itself readily to education programming (McKenna, pp. 44~45.) 

Finally, it would give the marketing organization control over the presentation of 

the products, a control it did not have over volunteer-run shops. 

One observer, however, has pointed out that ease of entry is not a characteristic 

generally associated with mail order. He suggested that the initial success enjoyed 

by several AMOs might have been attributed to the role altruism plays at early stages 

of the buying process (e.g., awareness and perception).* Whatever the reasons for 

the initial success, however, results have been mixed. 

Bridge/OKfam mail o~der sales have increased considerably during the past two 

years from $196,000 in 1979 (9% of total Bridge product sales) to $510,000 in 1980 

*TO our knowledge there has never been a study which assessed the impact of 
direct mail selling on a PVO's overall fund-raising campaigns. 
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(20% of total Bridge product sales). According to the managing director of Oxfam 

Trading the main reasOn for these encouraging figures (in contrast to the two' 

previous years) was a change in the product line. Previously, the line had not been 

sufficiently changed; ideally, he says, at least one third of the items should be 

changed each year. Tearcraft, however, has not been very successful in opening new 

direct mail markets. The cost (E5,000) of a 1980 advertisement in a women's weekly 

magazine which reached 1.5 million readers, for ex~ple,wasnot recovered from sales. 

Traidcraft's first mail order campaign resulted in a disappointing level of sales; 

direct promotion, catalogue production, and marketing costs were barely covered by 

the E14,790 in sales in 1979-80. The director of Traidcraft felt there were several 

reasons for the marginal performance of the catalogue. First, Traidcraft had only 8 

'weeks in which to compile a product range and design and produce the catalogue. 

Secondly, bec~use of limited funds Traidcraft was only able to produce a monochrome 

catalogue, with fairly unsophist~cated photographs and printing.* Thirdly, Traid

craft hoped to use the catalogue as a major vehicle in its development educ~tion 

program. For this reason the ANO emphasi~ed information on producer g~oups rather 

than the products. This low-key approach to presenting the merchandise apparently 

hurt Sales. 

Traidcraft's ex~erience reinforces the feeling among some observers that dir~ct 

mai~might be too complica~ed and expensive for most AMOs. The costs associated with 

starting ~ mail'order campaign without a built-in constituency have kept Global 

Village Crafts' efforts at a very modest level. And, the extra-organizational links 

open to Dritt'e v::'elt Laden were clearly important to its early success. Furthermore, 

one half of the costs of design, production and postage (over DM 100,000) Were 

l~ned to Dritte Welt ~den by, TearFund--a loan which subsequently ~a~ b~en written 

o£f as a donation. Wheth~r the German AMO can continue to build on its initial 

success, of courqe, remains to be seen. 

(ii) retail shops: Twenty-one of the AMOs sell through retail shops that can 
, ' be identified with the AMO or its parent PVO. The number of shops ranges from one 

or two in the case of Third World Handarts'j Afro-Art, and Global Village Crafts, to 

more th~n 600 Oxfam shops in every town of any size in the U.K. 

*In contrast, Tearcraft produced a very attractive and professional-looking 
,catalogue in 1980. The difference in terms of sales was dramatically illustrated 

, to Traidcraft representative~ who used both catalogues at home parties: where buyers 
", ,had';t' choice 'of the same item at the same price, they would invariably choose from 
, 'the Tearcraft catalogue. 
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AMOs have developed and/or use three distinct types of retail shops: Thrift 

shops which sell Third World products alongside secondhand clothing and other donated 

items; world shops which have a strong emphasis on promoting educational materials; 

and gift shops which stress the professional and commercial presentation of the 

products and the IIsomething-for-everyone" approach. 

Thrift shops: Both The Self-Help Program and Bridge/exfam rely heavily on 

thrift shops run by their respective parent PVOs. Eighty-four percent of The Se1f

Help Program's 1979 sales were through the 67 shops operated by The Mennonite Central 

Committee and 88t of exfam Trading's sales in 1979 were through the 600 Oxfam 

shops. * 

The network of exfam shops (along with the Goodwill shops in the United States) 

is probably one of the most successful and best known of the thrift shop chains. 

All but a handful are run by volunteers; in 1979, some 18,000 volunteers, mostly 

middle-aged and elderly women, were working at tqe shops. The shops were started 

in the 1950s in order to generate a secure source of income for Oxfam which until 

then had been depending primarily on "hunger marches," individual donations and 

government grants. OVer 300 shops had opened by 1970. By the middle 1970s, there 

were over 500 shops operating throughout the U.K., selling a wide range of products-

mainly donated clothing and other household items, but also products purchased by 

exfam Trading. 

The Oxfam shops are run by Oxfam, the charity, not exfam Trading, the charity's 

trading subsidiary. In 1979, the shops were Oxfam's major source of revenue providing 

a net income of s5.5 million. That same year, profits from exfam Trading were 

5322,000 (4% of the charity's total revenue). Furthermore, 95% of all profits from 

the sale of Bridge products are returned directly to the Third World in the form of 

producer dividends (25%) or to purchase additional stock (70%). Thus, while exfam 

welcomes the IIparticipation" of Oxfam Trading as a source of revenue, and as a way 

to attract new customers to the shops and to cover some of their overhead costs, the, 

chari~y is obviously much more dependent on sales of donated articles than sales of 

new pro'ducts, especially Third World products. 

As we mentioned earlier, Bridge is the brandname of products sold by exfam 

Trading which are made in the Third World and one of three product groups handled 

*Seven percent of The Self-Help Program's sales were through a shop operated 
at the MCC headquarters. This shop, however, like the three shops operated by ~, 
are not thrift shops, but rather "gift shops" offering only new products for sale. 
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by the company. The company's total sales in 1981 increased some 21% over 1980. 

The sales of Bridge products increased from 51,072,000 to 51,224,000, an increase 

of 15%. 

Despite the growing reliance on the network of OXfam shops, OXfam Trading views 

the relationship with some concern. Oxfam Trading products carry lower margins than 

the donated clothing. The shops' mark-up on U.K.-made and Bridge products is only 

50%. Thus, OXfam Trading staff feel that their products are often not given the 

prime selling space or sufficient attention by shop staff. Since the shops' goal is 

to make profits for OXfam, products with a 100% margin are clearly more attractive 

than products with a lower margin. Oxfam Trading also believes that the second-hand 

shop image affects the sale of their prOducts right at the first step: consumer 

awareness. People do not come to buy new products at Oxfam shops--they come to pick 

up the odd thing which does not have great marginal utility but also does not cost 

very much. The cheapness of the goods is another reason why Oxfam Trading feels the" 

OXfam shops severely restrict their penetration of the market in terms of both 

products and prices. Most people do not expect even new products in Oxfam shops to 

have the same price tag as the conventional High Street boutique. 

These problems were exacerbated by the problem OXfam Trading had with its new 

centralized pricing and ordering system. Ordering and pricing were recently 

centralized in the Oxfam Trading offices; they are no longer the responsibility of 

the individual shops. Previously, shops ordered directly from Oxfam Trading whenever 

and whatever they wanted. Now shops are assigned to one of five categories depending 

on size, location, storage space, efficiency of voluntary group, and competition. 

Each category is offered a particular configuration of products--only Christmas 

cards go to all shops. The ~allest shops, "model I" as they are called, have a 

range of 50 products; model V, the largest shops, would have a range of 700 products. 

The system allows OXfam Trading to plan its ordering and distribution with 

more precision. One of the network's regional supervisors, however, argued that the 

centralized system created more distance between Oxfam Trading and the shops. 

Complaints were seldom listened to, she noted, and blame for mishaps was most often 

shifted to the volunteer staff. According to this supervisor, shops often did not 

get what they wanted and prices tended to be set too high because of the model 

system. Furthermore, the system appeared to be trying to make elderly women into 

paid stock boys, while at the same time providing inadequate facilities to carry out 

the job properly. Most stores, for example, had insufficient shelf space to keep 

·track of stock so that re-orders could be placed on a "proper schedule." 
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A major problem seemed to be insufficient 'communication and/or willingness to 

be flexible and accommodating in the face of conflicting needs and constraints. 

While the early problem with the shops, according to Oxfam Trading, is now over it 

would appear that some structural causes for the tension between them remain. On 

looking at the history of the relationship, Oxfam Trading staff suggest that the 

idea of selling second-hand clothing together with new products just does not seem 

to work. It seems that, were they to do it again, they would look for different 

channels from the beginning. 

Thus, it appears that Oxfam Trading has reached an impasse. The present 

situation has prompted 'lengthy discussions around the creation of a second chain of 

Oxfam trading shops run by paid staff and volunteers. This solution was proposed 

as early as 1973 as part of the long-range plans of the then separate Bridge unit, 

within OXfam Trading. The idea of a second string of shops was also discus sea 

seriously in 1977. On neither occasion, however, did anything come of the discussions. 

The case now being made for separating the two revenue producing functions 

is based on the expectations that a separate set of shops will: 

(a) increase retail sales; 

(b) facilitate the development of a wholesale operation; 

(c) allow Oxfam to sponsor national events which relate to' a particular 
type of product or producing country; 

(d) function as centers fOr training staff from overs~as; 

(e) function as centers for market research; 

(f) provide a focal point for U.K. media so that the wider public 
can learn what Oxfam Trading is up to; and 

(g) give more visibility to items which can only be 'produced in small 
quantities. 

Though it is not clear at this time whether Oxfam will accept these 

arguments, Oxfam Trading is not alone in making them. The Self-Help Program 

does not describe problems of ~e same magnitude with the 67 MCC thrift shops, 

but its director is seriously considering establishing a separate set of shops 
• 

or moving into commercial wholesale channels. All the surpluses generated by 

the MCC shops (which involve approximately 7,000 volunteers) are donated to 

MCC to support its international ,programs. The Self-Help Program's director 

did not cite different profit margins as a constraining factor. He did 

acknowledge that the MCC thrift shop consumer was very price sensitive and 

that continued growth was dependent on opening ~ shops. Since the supply 

of Mennonite volunteers is somewhat limited, commercial channels will need 

to be explored. 
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World shops: European, world shops were described in subsection 8.3.a. To 

reiterate, the defining characteristics of a world shop are its emphasis on educa

tional materials and its being a base for advocacy'and related programs. AMOs 

suppl~ing world shops include Magasins du Monde, GEPA, Dritte' Welt L~den, 505-

Wereldhandel, ABAL Foundation, Ideele Import, Third, World Handarts, and Friends of 

the Third World. 

Third World Handarts stands out among this group because 'of its emphasis on 

product presentation and the wide range of its educational materials. The AMO's shop 

is airy and well lit and the crafts are very attractively displayed. For the first 

year, crafts were displayed alongside educationa~ materials. Gradually, however, as 

sales picked up materials gave ground to the crafts. Most of the educational 

materials are now displayed in a separate room 'at the rear of the shop. The materials 

include family boardgames about cooperation, self-sufficiency' and conservation, 

National Geographic articles, and many publications of the Paulist Press on hunger 

and global poverty. We were told that some of the German world shops also combine 

appealing product presentations with a large selection of educational materials. 

There seem to be exceptions! however. Most other world shops, including the retail 

outlet of Friends of the Third World, pay little attention to product presentati,on; , 

goods are usually displayed in a haphazard 'fashion and generally crowded by poster~ 

and racks of books, journals and other materials. 

Gift shops; Gift shops run by AMOs are practically indistinguishable from 

conventional and commercial shops. They are managed by full-time paid staff and 

they reflect an emphasis on product range and presentation. A 1976 article in the 

Manchester Guardian (U.K.), for example, ,described the South Pentherton shop of 

Global Village Crafts ~s "a dazzling display of goods and a refreshing break away 

from the second-hand clothes image of many charity shops." The FRIDA store in t;ovent 

~den, London, also does a beautiful job of displaying the "skills, imagination, 

.' 

,flair i'Uld depth of Third World cUltures." Both shops carry an enor)llously wid" range " 

of products--over 4,000 different items. And, neither shqp makes any reference to 

the ~ltruistic purposes of their organization or to the socio-economic aspects of 

their suppliers' ,lives. 

Dritte Welt Laden bas a small store in OsnabrOck's shopping area. This sto~e 

'has a variety of crafts well displayed in a manner, similar to prosperous commercial 

gift shops. Although the shop 'has a few brief descriptions about Third World 

,Prqducers, these are mentioned only to the small minority of shoppers who express' 
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curiosity about the origins of ,the goods. The shop has proved to be a very cost

effective means for test marke,ting the AMO's wholesale and mail order product lines. 

Afro-Art, too, has a very attractive store, in Stockholm's main shopping 

district.' Third World visitors often comment on the lovely presentation of the 

products. Although the initiaL impression is that of a spacious gift shop, the store 

incorporates a display ,of educational materials about Third World issues and hand

crafts"in general. Because Afro-Art is convinced that people are more likely to 

have a sense of meaningful contact with the Third World and its products if they can 

actually handle the items, Afro-Art encourages customers to touch the products, even 

play the African drums and flutes. 

Other AMOs operate shops which, though explicitly related to their purp~ses 

(or parent PVO) , have the major ,features of a gift shop. The Self-Help Program, 

SERRV and Worldcraft all run beth a headquarter's shop and others which contrast 

sharply to the thrift shops or local bazaars where most of their products are sold. 

(iii) Other non-commercial outlets. In addition to conventional retail outlets, 

AMOs use myriad other ways to sell products directly. Local international' festivals 

(e.g., the annual Whole Earth Celebration in Boston) have provided many AMOs with 

their first exposure to marketing. Global Village Crafts has sponsored iocal exhibi

tions around different crafts (e.g., pottery and weaving). Afro-Art has organized 

over 600 craft exhibitions for local art galleries, libraries, ,museums and schools 

throughout Sweden; as in its Stockholm store, people visiting these exhibitions are 

encouraged to touch the crafts. Other AMOs, including Magasins du Monde, Solidarisk 

Handel, nandelsfront and Neighbors Crafts have set up moths at political rallies, 

demonstrations, jazz festivals for youth and PVO-sponsored events. In fact, to many 

AMOs any kind of organized event is a potential market--for beth products and ideas. 

Neighbors Crafts, for example, has not found its participation in local inter

national festivals very significant in commercial terms, but as platforms for 

discussing the overseas programs of its parent PVO such festivals have proved very 

effective. 

Third World Handarts is one AMO which has relied primarily on one unconventional 
';.i 

,~rketim channel, the Sunday sale. The Sunday sale is a simple concept. A table of 

crafts 'is set up in the parking lot of a local church and the congregation is informed 

about the sale during the service. On good days volunteers sell in excess of $2,000 

worth of crafts. While sales tend to be seasonal, Third World Handarts is optimistic 

about the prospects for year-round sales. So far, Sunday sales have been organized 
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in Orange County, southern California, and around the San Francisco Bay areas, 

focusing on Catholic churches because of their large congregations. 

The success of a Sunday sale seems to depend on how the congregation is 

informed about the crafts sale. Least effective is an announcement in the congrega

tion's newsletter. A moderately effective approach is to have the local minister or 

priest announce the sale as part of his regular announcements. Having a person new 

to the congregation, especially a woman, make the announcement succeeds in getting 

the attention of most of the parishioners. Most effective, however, are announcements 

made by volunteers or clergy working in the field. A suggestion from the clergyman 

to go outside and look at and touch ("but not necessarily buy") the crafts in order 

to touch the Third World and "experience God's work," usually produces an overwhelming 

response. On such days, $3,000 in sales is not uncommon. 

8.3.c Commercial/Wholesale: According to the director of Traidcraft, the acid test 

for a product is whether it sells on a commercial wholesale basis (i.e., through 

commercial gift and department stores). Twelve AMOs use commercial wholesale channels, 

. but only six rely on them for 35% or more of their annual sales. AMOs which use 

commercial channels participate in trade shows, sell through sales representatives, 

and mail catalogues directly to wholesale customers. ABAL Foundation near the Hague 

and FRIDA Marketing Services in London also operate cash and carry systems because 

of their central locations. 

, With the exception of AMOs which focus exclusively on folk-art, there seems 

to be ·no apparent reason why AMOs cannot retain and indeed improve their position in 

the commercial wholesale markets,. if they so desire. One of the exceptions is Afro

Art which received a grant in 1977 from a Swedish government agency to subsidize a 

. . wholesaling effort. Afro-Art staff, however, found it far less pleasant to sell 

goOds in quantity to "hard-nosed" commercial shops and department stores than tp 

sell individual items to its retail shop clients. Furthermore, not even with~e, 

assistance of a wholesale specialist did the wholesaling operation break even. 

Whereas Afro-Art emphasizes quality, larger retailers stress greater quantities and ~ 

. lower prices, expressing a preference for mass-produced goods from the more recently 

industrialized countries. Moreover, in the smaller commercial shops Afro-Art's 

crafts had to compete with quality European crafts such as Swedish crystal; these 

shops found it difficult to sell Third World crafts side-by-side with such items. 

Aid to Artisans, which handles only traditional, ethnic folk-art, had similar 

gifficulties with the museum shop market in the United States. Much to its 
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disappointment, the AMO discovered that the demand from museum shops for new novelty 

items at low prices matches that of any market. With its limited range, Aid to 

Artisans found the museum shop market to be too small a base. As a result, it 

recently entered into an association with a Connecticut-based commercial wholesaler. 

Aid to Artisans' products fit within the overall range of this wholesaling operation 

and are now getting much wider exposure than was previously possible. 

Thus, it would seem that retail channels are more appropriate for quality, 

folk-art products unless these products can be included within a much broader product 

range. This and other marketing lessons from the experiences of AMOs will be 

discussed in Part IV. 

8.4 Price Structures 

Tables 10 and 11 present data on the price structures of AMOs. Table 10 

presents the average wholesale and retail mark-ups over landed-duty paid as well as 

the general range within which AMOs set their prices. Table 11 presents a generalized 

price structure prepared by UNCTAD/GATT in 1971 and the price.structures for eight 

different products imported into Europe during the past few years. 

The two tables raise and illustrate a number of importan~ points. First, while 

an AMO's average mark-ups are useful guidelines, they can mask a very large variation. 

ABAL Foundation's average retail price, for example, is on the average 250% above 

landed costs, while the mark-up on individual items ranges from 70% to 400%. There 

is not as much variation within the price structures of most AMOs, but it does exist 

to some extent within all of them. 

Second, there are differences among AMOs in terms of how the final retail 

price of their products compares to the commercial sector. ABAL Foundation claims 

thst its final prices are very similar to those of commercial channels, while GEPA's 

prices are generally lower. some observers feel that SERRV's suggested retail prices 

could be doubled and still be competitive within the commercial sector. 

Third, while AMOs generally have lower price structures thsn commercial firms 

(see Table 11), the actual retail price of a given AMO product may be equal to or 

even hhher than the average "conunercial" price. Several explanations are offered 
,... 
for this phenomenon. One is that AMOs claim to pay higher F.O.B. prices. Magasins 

du Monde, for example, was offered a consignment of sandals by a commercial exporter 

in India at 30 Belgian francs a pair; the AMO was buying the same kind of sandals 

from a small producer at 70 Belgian francs a pair. There are several reasons for 
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TABLE 10 

PRICE STRUCTURES OF AMOs: AVERAGES AND RANGES 

Wholesale Margins 
(over landed-duty paid) 

Average Range 

Uliited States 
Aid to Artisans 100% 100-150% 
Friends of the Third World 10-15% 
IPHRD 25% 
Jubilee Crafts 
Neighbor crafts 
SERRV 47% 31-60% 
The 'Self-Help Program 30% 
Worldcraft' 50% 

En~rand 
BridgejOxfam 
Global Village Crafts 70% 
Trilidcraft 85% 45-100% 

lielllium 
Magasins du Mon~e 100% 

Sweden 
Afro-Art 70% 
Handelsfront 110% 
Sackeus' 50% 
Solidarisk Handel 
Tanzaniainipor:t ' 33% 

Germari~ 
tlritte Welt Laden' 50% 25-50% 
GEPA 33% 

Holland 
ABAL Foundation 
Ideele Import, 25-100% 

, Sarvodaya in Europe 
SOS 75% 

,aSdld in channels not run by the AMD 

bprice set by the AMD 

email ord~r 

Retai~ Margins 
(over landed-duty paid) 

Average Range 

40-50% 
100% 

75-200% 

90%ab 
100-125% 

75-100%ab 
60% 

100% 

92% 
125% 
200%c 175-350% 

100-250% 

100% 
180% 
185% 

50-200% 
133%a 

150% 100-200% 
100% 

180% 70-400% 
75-200~ 

100-150% 
130%a 

; 



FOB COsts 
ex-factory price 
inland freight 
exporter margin 
packing & loading 
expenses 

Importing Costs 
freight 
duties 
insurance 
in-land freight 

--_. -. -- --
Wholesale Costs 

importer/distributer 
margins 
taxes 

-- .- - .-- .... 

Retail Costs 
retail margins 
taxes 

. - .-
*FINAL PRICE 

a as percentage of FOB 
b 

as percentage of FOB 

** 

TABLE 11 

GENERALIZED CRAFTS MARKETING PRICE STRUCTURE AND 
AVERAGE PRICE STRUCTURES FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS SOLD BY AMOs 

Generalized Price structure" 1* Average Price Structures for 

. ," 

Selected Products 

Handbags from Leather tabourat 
Ponchos from Bolivia Philippines from Brazil 

a 
(Belgian francs) (Belgian francs) (Belgian francs) 

-----
General curnu1- Curnul- Curnul- Curnul-

percentage ative , of Price/ ative % of Price/ ative % of Price/ ative % of 

increase ! percent FP* Cost percent FP* Cost percent FP* COst percent FP* 

100 14-32 633.65 100 34 49 100 34b 186 100 24.8 

--- --- -- ----_.- --_ .. -.. -.-.----- f----- --- -- -------_. 

50%-80% of 150-180 11-16 216.60 134.2 11.4 21 142.8 14 129.25 169.5 17.1 

FOB 

M ____ ••• _____ -.-- --
40%-65%, 
sometimes 

210-320 11-20 270.75 218.9 24.8 82.25 221.8 
80% of 

28 16 216.3 31.1 

landed 
(ex- (266) (20) (150) 

costs (VAT) 
VAT) 

1--
75%-120% 
of cost to 360-700 43-54 513 300 27 39 295.9 27 202.50 403 27 
retailer (ex-
(VAT) VAT) ._--- - - --- -. - --- --.-.-- - . ------- -_.- _._-- ---- 1---

1900 100 145 295.9 100 750 100 ------ ------.-----.-

price: labor, 42%; material, 46%; other, 12% 

price: labor, 19%; material, 65%; other, 16% 

Source: UNCTAD/GATT International Trade Center, 1971 

f---' 
o 

'" 

http:11-161216.60
http:14-321633.65
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FOB Costs 
ex-factory price 
inland freight 
exporter margin 
packing & loading 
expenses 

Importing Costs 
freight 
duties 
insurance 
in-land freight 

Wholesale Costs 
importer/distributer 
margins 
taxes 

Retail Costs 
retail margins 
taxes 

"'FINAL PRICE 

TABLE 11 (continued) 

GENERALIZED CRAFTS MARKETING PRICE STRUCTURE AND 
AVERAGE PRICE STRUCTURES FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS SOLD BY AMOs 

Average Price Structures for Selected Products 

Jute Bags from Standard packets 
Bangla,desh Mobiles from India from India d 

(German marks) (English pounds) (Swedish crowns)c 

Cwnul- Cwnul- CUmul-
Price/ ative % of Price/ ative % of Price/ ative % of 
Cost percent FP" Cost percent FP* Cost percent FP* 

.90 100 30 .40 100 32 490 100 31 

.42 146 14 .22 182 17.6 70 114 04 

.80 235 26.6 .63 312.5 50.4 240 163 15 
(110) 

.88 333 29.4 .63 312.5 50.4 800 326 50 

D-
3.00 333 100 1.25 312.5 100 1600 100 

Tea from Sri Lanka 
(Dutch guilders) 

' Cwnul-
Price/ ative % of 

Cost percent FP* 

2.4 100 19.2 

.6 125 4.8 

5.0 333 40.0 

4.5 520 36.0 

12.5 

cdRetail sales involve no costs and proceeds are donated to Fre~ Church Aid as percentage of FOB price: 
labor, 39%; material, 26%; other, 35% 

... ... 
o 
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higher F.O.B. prices. One is that AMOs often elect to pay a higher price either 

directly as in the case of ~ or indirectly as in the case of Bridge/Oxfam's 

producer dividend. Another reason is that many of the groups which are attractive 

to AMOs are inefficient. CCAP's assessment of its suppliers clearly points this 

out: "It is generally known," according to the report, "that prices of handcraft 

articles coming from production centers operated by nonprofit groups tend to be 

higher compared to market prices, since many nonprofit groups possess very little 

management know-how in handcraft production and as a result, several inefficiencies 

arise." Yet another reason why an AMO's F.O.B. price is frequently higher than the 

market price is the AMO's relatively small trading volume. Low volume was cited by 

CCAP as one of the problems it had in dealing with AMOs. In addition, it sometimes 

is assumed that AMOs operate less efficiently than commercial importer/wholesalers; 

we do not have hard evidence regarding this assumption, but did encounter many 

instances of very tightly-run AMOs. 

A fourth point regarding price structures raised by several interviewees 

concerned increased ccnsumer sophistication over the past ten years. A director of 

SOS-Wereldhandel, for example, commented that in the early 1970s the AMO was able to 

charge up to ten times the F.O.B./country-of-origin price; by the end of the 1970s, 

however, two to four times the F.O.B. price was closer to the norm. 

A fifth point which data in Table 11 brings into sharp relief is the very 

small percentage of the final price which goes to the producers. For example, a 

handbag sold for $5.00 in Belgium returns only 32 cents to the Philippine producer. 

Indian producers of goods sold in a "standard packet" to Swedish church gl:oups will 

receive 11.9% of the final price (or $44 out of $375)--and this is one of the higher 

percentages. The fact that producers receive such a small percentage of the final 

selling price for direct labor costs, even under the "fairest" of conditions, 

usually comes as a shock to altruistic importers. It often comes as more of a 

shock to many suppliers who, once they become aware of normal price structures, will 

often press for a larger share of the final price. 

Sixth, AMOs which trade in coffee find their mark-ups must be very low 

(between 5% and 10%) in order to stay reasonably competitive with the larger 

commodity brokers. In fact, the Tanzanian instant coffee sold by Traidcraft 

and several European AMOs must be sold above commercial market prices. Tea, 

on the other hand, allows for a much greater margin in some nations. ~, 

for example, claims to sell tea at lower than market rates, but still works 

with a mark-up of 400% over F.O'.l3./country of origin prices.' 
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A final point needs to be made regarding mark-ups: in some cases they obscure 

the volunteer nature of the organization and the fact that almost all the gross 

profit is "repatriated" to the Third World. Third World Handarts, for example, will 

add 15% above landed costs to cover expenses (recently raised from 10%), and then 

charge whatever the market will bear. All surpluses are then used to purchase addi

tional stock. The MCC thrift shops, the Sackeus Wholesale customers, and other 

groups also return all surpluses to their parent PVOs or to specific Third World groups. 

8.5 Approaches to Marketing 

8.S.a Product Orientation: We mentioned in the section on AMO philosophies that 

AMOs generally follow a so-called product-oriented approach to marketing, trying to 

sell whatever producers can make. While most people we interviewed recognized the 

complexities of the marketing process and the need for cooperation and coordination 

between all aspects of the production, distribution and consumption process, certain 

constraints combine to restrict the horizons of most AMOs. 

Aid to Artisans stands alone in its refusal to suggest even modest changes in 

the folk-art traditions of its suppliers. Afro-Art on the other hand is more 

representative of the majority of AMOs in expressing a reluctance to create "First 

World workshops in the Third World," but at the same time wanting to provide 

assistance to expand, as well, as change, existing production capabilities. ~ 

and Dritte Welt Lliden, in contrast to most AMOs, will "look for needs in the market 

place and try to figure out what products or parts of products can be made by 

suppliers." IPHRD, for example, is working with a distributor of desk calendars in 

the U.S. for Whom its leather producers in India would supply calendar cases. 
. 1 "d DrJ.tte We t La en markets several products which it has "created" and which are put 

together from items produced by two or more groups. For example, the AMO markets a 

lamp for Which a Sri Lankan group produces the stand, an Indian group supplies the 

lamp shade, and a workshqp for handicapped Germans incorporates German electrical 

fixtures. 

8.S.b Marketing Context (the role of altruism): No AMO would admit to trading on 

the pity of potential buyers and all AMOs stress the importance of selling products 

on their own merit. Almost all AMOs, however, place the purchase decision within a 

context that promotes the AMO'a goals. In several cases, the mere relationship to 

a PVO is sufficient to establish for some the altruistic purpose of the marketing 

effort. In other instances, the devices used by AMOs to attract potential customers 

• 
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and enhance the sale of Third World goods on the altruxstic significance of 

buying (and selling) these products. The Self-Help Program, for example, sells,its 

products with "bag-stuffer,s" that include a brief description of producers and 

products. The bag-stuffers are aimed at "making people feel good. about their 

purchases • • • that they are not ripping off' the Third World • that they have 

in fact made a positive contribution ••• and that individuals can make a difference." 

Another AMO uses product tags which state that the products are "made by a destitute 

woman in Bangladesh." And, although Traidcraft encourages customers to buy products 

solely on the basis of quality and'price, the 1980 Traidcraft catalogue includes 

pictures and descriptions of producer groups as well as a description of the company 

which emphasizes the Christian faith of its founders. Global Village Crafts is said 

to employ references to altruism together with a Usomething-for-everyone" image to 

attract customers to its shop. Inside the shop, however, the emphasis is on quality 

'and uniqueness (McKenna, 1977, p. 38). 

There are other AMOs, however, which avoid all mention of their altruistic 

purposes as a means of attracting customers and selling goods. FRI~'s stores in 

London rely solely on professional presentation, location and the crafts themselves 

to generate sales. When someone makes a purchase, it is assumed that he or she 

feels good about it. And, a number of A!40s, such as ABAL Foundation and Afro-Art, 

purposely include some expensive products in their Stops and exhibitions, such as 

tapestries and one-of-a-kind art, in order to attract passers-by. Although few 

people buy such items, many will purchase less expensive goods once they have 

entered the shop or exhibition. 

Although most of the AMOs rely heavily upon the inherent nature of their 

products to sell the products themselves, all of the AMOs rely upon their altru~stic 

images as organizations to obtain free pUblicity. Local newspapers, national 

magazines, and development-oriented international periodicals occasionally publish 

articles on individual AMOs. The media also provides free publicity for the AMO's 

exhibitions. In addition, special interest periodicals sometimes include articles 

on specific AMO aspects or products. Sweden's leading women's magazine, for example, 

ran an. article on how to use cloth from Tanzania to make certain clothing items and 

included Tanzaniaimport as a source of the cloth; readers responded with over 5,000 

orders for this cloth. Another Swedish magazine ran a few centimeters of informa

~on on Chinese cloth shoes sold by Handelsfront and the AMO was flooded with 

requests. According to many AMOs, they find it easier to obtain free pUblicity than 

to handle the number of requests for products and information that fesult from the 
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publ:i:city. Consequently, only a ,:few AMOs l?uch as ,Dritte Wel;l:..Iiaden (with :i:ts mail 

order business) have assigned staff to systematica'lly seek pubJ.·ici ty. 

The contexts within which other AMOs market their proQucts reflect in large 

measure their ~hilosophical ~erspectives--a subject considered in Chapter 4. They 

might includ~ 'more or less direct references to Christian duty, the negative impact 

which the industrialized world. and the international trading system have on the 

. Third World·, tohe need bo support ,par.ticular 'nations or groups, ,the beneficial role 

of cottage industries, and the significance of individual actions. These contexts 

are tied ver¥ closely to the development education activities of the AMOs and are 

reflected in the educational materials they prepare. We descr:i:be these activities 

and review some of the materials in the next chapter. 
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9. EDUcA~IONAL AC~IVITIES 

The purposes of an AMO's educational program quite naturally conform with 

its overall aims and philosophy.. If an AMO aims to prom.ote the interests of a 

particular country, it views its educational role in terms of increasing the 

awareness of the general public a!>out that country. If it aims to awaken the 

genera~ public to inequalities in international trade, it is likely to have an 

educational program built around materials and products which can easily demonstrate 

those inequalities. If the AMO!s goal involves fostering direct linkages between 

groups in the ~hird World and in· its own nation, its educational program will 

include materials and activities which facilitate such linkages. 

Ln terms of the educational activities they carry out, regardless of their 

purposes, AMOs fall into one of the following four categories: 

(1) No educational role: a few AMOs, such as IPHRD and FRIDA 
Marketing Services, refrain from all educational ac~es. 
They do not even offer descriptive materials with their 
products because they argue that products should sell purely 
on their own merit. 

(2) The intention to establish an educational role: SERRV and 
Bridge/oKfam are among several AMOs which have vi~ly no 
educational activities· at present but aim to develop an 
educational role for themselves in the futUFe. 

(3·) A role limited to preparing and disseminating descriptive 
and other educational materials: several AMOs have limited 
their educational programming to providing descriptive infqr
mation for mail order catalogues, bag-stuffers and product 
displays. 

(4) Active and direct role: the majority of AMOs take active and 
direct educational roles (e.g., organizing symposia ah~ 
discussion. groups, developing curricula, and assuming leader
ship positions on advocacy issues) • 

9.1 ·Examples of Active and Direct Roles 

AMOs which pursue active and direct educational roles engage in a number of 

activities. ~,for example, stocks and publishes a wide variety of posters, 

!>ooks, .pamphlets and educational games as well as two-page descriptions of each of 

its suppliers. ~hese descriptions include discussions of the products,. how the 

producers are trained, the work organization and incentive schemes, the group's 

decision-making process and activities undertaken for increased self-reliance • 

http:activities.at
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GEPA also publishes a quarterly newsletter which contains short articles on 

trade and development issues as well as references to relevant books, seminars 

and lectures. In addition, ~ runs discussion seminars for local church and 

student groups at its regional warehouses and helps regional groups to organize 

conference sessions around Third World issues. 

On a national scale, ~ has helped organize several major "actions" and 

campaigns designed to use specific products as a focus for attention and discussion , 
on Third World issues. The "Jute not Plastic" campaign is perhaps one of its 

best known efforts. Over a three-year period 1.5 million jute bags, labelled 

"Jute not Plastic" were sold in Germany. Each bag contained a small brochure 

designed by'~, which described the economic and ecological advantages of jute 

over plastic as well as its cast structure. ~ also published a 32-page 

brochure which included basic information on Bangladesh, the women making the 

bags at the Jute Works, and the politics and economics of trade with the Third 

World. In addition, ~ has prepared a 48-page workbook on 'Jute not Plastic' 

for,use by teachers and clergy in preparaticn for classroom or study group dis

cussions.* 

~ also assists national organizations in Germany plan aspects of their 

various conferences on trade issues. For example, Germany's Catholic organizatipns 

hold a national conference on "Church Day" every two years ,to consider dif.~erent 

church~related topics, including socia-economic development in the Third World. In 

June of 1980, 70,000 youth assembled in Berlin as part of "Church Day" activities. 

Several thousand participants attended the lectures and discussions in the develop

ment section of the conference. During the first coffee break the section leaders 

deliberately had very little co~fee available and most participants were forced to 

wait for their coffee in a long slow-moving line. The situation finally caused 

*There is an interesting side story to ~'s involvement in the "Jute Not 
Pilastic" campaign. GEPA recognized that the campaign would generate a high le.vel 
of demand for only a short time. Thus, in conjunction with MCC and other groups in 
~angladesh, two policies were established from the outset: first, in order to 
engage as many women as possible, no woman was allowed to work for more than one 
year; secondly, all surpluses from the sale of the bags would be kept in escrow for 
each woman until the end of her involvement in the project when she would receive a 
lump sum payment.' According to the director of The Self-Help Program, there was an 
average of over $100 in the individual accounts. More important than the actual 
amount was the fact that the money helped to integrate the producer and her family 
into the local economy, as it was used to purchase land, pedicabs (for husbands), 
sewing machines and other similar durables. 
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angry outhurst and complaints, at which point the section leaders asked for every

one's attention and related the experience to shortages in the Third World and the 

role of coffee in Nicaragua's socia-economic development. The action was well 

received by the participants and led to a dynamic discussion. 

Afro-Ait is another AMO which plays a direct and active educational role in 

addition to selling books on crafts and development. During the past 13 ye~s 

Afro-Art has helped organize some 600 exhibitions at local museums, libraries and 

art galleries in Sweden. For its 10th anniversary celebration in 1977 the AMO 

organized a major exhibition at the Liljevakh Art ~lery in Stockholm which featured 

crafts from more than 20 countries. The Developing Countries Foundation likewise has 

helped organize craft exhibitions throughout Denmark and has prepared a series of 

photographs and slides which IItell about the living conditions in some of the 

countries where the foundation is working." The AMO's most important educational 

function is the help it provides in linking up organizations in Denmark with indivi

dual projects in the Third World. The Foundation views these linkages as the most 

effective way of furthering "the understanding that the problems of development not 

only are the problems of the developing countries but also ours." 

Global Village Crafts, as we mentioned earlier, has organized a number of 

local" exhibitions around particular crafts. The AMO has also reached out to its 

own community to involve it in the development assistance as well as crafts market

ing programs, and many people have responded by volunteering time and energies to 

the AMO's retail shop and to BASICS, the publication of its rural communication 

system. Friends of the Third World is another AMO which is deeply involved in its 

local community. The AMO has recently been awarded a grant to assist local public 

school teachers develop global education" curricula. The Sarvodaya Shramadana in 

Europe also works with local schools to encourage them to "establish a linkage 

program with" individual villages in Sri Lanka. Some of the schools devote an entire 

two-week period to studying Sri Lanka. In order to develop instructional materials 

for these intense programs and to assist the schools in planning and ~plementing 

them, the AMO has obtained financial support from the Dutch National Commission for 

Development Assistance to employ a teacher/program developer half time. During the 

1978-79 school year this woman and two volunteers helped seven schools for three 

months of planning prior to the start of the two-week programs. Teachers, parents 

and pupils were all involved in the planning process and in carrying out the 

resulting programs. The instructional materials for the programs included products 

from the Sarvodaya movement and educational mater:i:als about Sri Lanka in general. 
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For schools, churches and other groups wanting a less intensive program, the AMO 

provides volunteers to give lectures. 

Traidcraft is one AMO which is seeking a broader, more active educational role 

for itself. The voluntary representatives pursue very different and autonomous 

paths, but on the whole they seem much less active in an educational sense than world 

shop or action group volunteer-so Just last year (1980) Traidcraft began to market 

coffee and tea in conjunction with two development organizations in the U.K. The AMO 

expects to use the experience gained through this effort as a basis on which to 

initiate an educational program that goes beyond descriptive information tied to the 

products it markets. 

9.2 Examples of Educational Materials 

The following pages present a sample of the educational materials prepared and 

pub1ished by AMOs. Many materials have not been included because they are available 

only in Swedish, Dutch or German, but the selection should provide a flavor of the 

range of materials used by AMOs.-

Several AMOs have had difficulties reaching the general public and have had to 

tailor their educational programs to fit the needs and interests of their audiences. 

For example, when Tanzaniaimport started, its founders intended to provide general 

information about Tanzania along with the products. They soon learned, however, 

that most customers were more interested in specific information on the production 

and shipping of the items being sold. As a result, the emphasis of the informationai 

material was shifted from the general to the specific. By the end of 1980, Tanzania

impor.j; had developed four informational items: two brochures entitied "Tea from 

Tanzanian and "Coffee from Tanzania"; a placemat describing the processing, shipping 

and marketing of coffee; and a 16-page booklet illustrating various uses of khangas 

and kitenges. The brochures include facts about tea and coff~e production; the role 

of tea and coffee in world trade and in Tanzania's development; information on 

Tanzania itself; and a brief sketch of Tanzaniaimport • 

. *The product tags on page 119 and the bagstuffer for "Jute Not Plastic" on 
page 120 are from Global Village Crafts. The descriptions of producer groups on 
pages 121, 122, and 123 are from the catalogues of Traidcraft, Magasins du Monde, and 
Neighbors Crafts. The Nicaraguan coffee bag on page 121 is distributed by GEPA. The 
political posters and discussions on page 124 are from the Traidcraft catalogue. 
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Both Third World Handarts and Friends of the Third World were started by 

people who had been involved in local "hunger marches" and who were seeking tla more 

tangible and permanent way to make a contribution to Third World development." The 

director of Third World Handarts, in particular, was concerned with the dominant 

role in the hunger marches played by one element of the political and ideological 

spectrum~ The vast majority of the participants, she found, were opposed to or felt 

uncomfortable with the radical position subscribed to by the minority and with the 

suggestion that their own living patterns as well as their governments' foreign aid 

programs might be central to problems of Third World poverty and dependency. Instead, 

the purchase of a handmade item at Third World Handarts is viewed as a concrete and 

positive act--one which reflects the position that individual actions are significant. 

Through the purchase decision, Third World Handarts hopes to engage the consumer in 

a dialogue which will result not only in increased sales but also will help the 

consumer develop a deeper understanding of the nature of the dependency and intar

dependency relationships that exist in the world. In order to reach and engage as 

broad a spectrum of the population as possible, Third World Handarts, as we have 

already said, deliberately offers a wide range of materials, from National Geographic 

photographs to articles on international trade from the New Internationalist. 

--
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10. ,STAFFING AND STAFF lmMUNERATION 

Table 12 presents data on staffing ~d remuneration patterns among AMOs. , ' . 

There are four dimensions along which to compare and contrast AMOs: 

(1) the use of volunteers in central administration as well as 
sales staf-f 

(2) the use of 'subsidized' employees 

(3) remuneration schedules 

(~) staff functions 

10.+ Volunteers 

There a~e AMOs which function as all-volunteer organizations and there are 

AMOs in which all staff are paid according to market rates. Some organizations 

rely on a volunteer sales staff, but have only paid personnel in central administra

tion positions; other AMOs have a combination of paid and volunteer staff at the 

adminis~rative and management level. Many will continue to rely very heavily on 

volunteer sales staff, while others have cut back, or plan to cut back on volunteers, 

wither as a matter of principle (because the AMO directors make too much money) or 

expediency (because volunteers are not efficient sales people). 

The Develoging Countries Foundation is an all-volunteer organization in 

which membe~s of the governing committee and the so-called working groups and 

the ~eople who ar~ange exhibitions receive no cQmpensation fortheir work. Third 

World Handarts organized its crafts marketing program right from the start 

a ~urely vo~unteer endeavor, "thus eliminating, II according to its brochure, lithe 

,!,iddlemen and allowing all monies collected to go directly to the artists." It 

was with so~e re~uctance, therefore, that as its crafts marketing program grew 

to an annual turn9ver of $100,000, the AMO began to pay part-time ~alaries to 

two wom~n and to rais~ its overhead margin from 10% to 15% over landed costs. 

A~l other staff associated with Third World Handarts including freight carriers 

at ~he Los Angeles airport are volunteers and the volunteer spirit of the organi

za~~on is reflected~ in its mailorder catalogue which is consciously designed, 

in the words of the AMO's founder/director, as a IInon-professional person-to

person mailer. 1I 

At the opposite extreme are FRIDA Marketing Services and Worldcraft, all 

of whose emp~oyees are paid at the market rate. At one time Global Vi~lage Crafts 

<, 
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used to rely heavily on volunteers for its retail sales force. But as the AMO has 

prospered, volunteers have been restricted to only one day per week during the 

christmas season and the 'voiunteer' is paid for ail the other days he or she works 

in the shop. 

~, Traidcraft and Sackeus are among the AMOs which market goods through 

volunteers or volunteer-run groups; their central administration staff, however, 

are all paid. In fact, most of SERRV's central sales staff, who account for 38% of 

SERRV'~ annual turnover, are paid employees. Ideele Import, ~, and TanzaniaiUiport, 

on the other hand, have both volunteers and paid personnei in their central staff. 

Bridge/OX~am along with many other AMOs pays its entire central staff, but aiso 

reiies on professionals who volunteer their services, such as a lawyer for legal 

advice and mail order consultants for design and copy advice. 

There are no accurate estimates of the total number of volunteers involved 

with AMOs. The Self-Help Program and Bridge/OXfam have fairly precise figures, 

since the volunteer retail staff is hired by the parent PVO. SERRV and ~, on the 

other hand, sell to groups of volunteers without knowing the size of their membership. 

It is even more difficult to get an accurate picture of the productivity of the 

volunteer sales forces. We know that the average annual sales volume of individual 

shops, action groups, thrift shops and other non-commercial channels is quite low. 

MCKenna, in his stUdy of three British AMOS, referred to studies on the subject of 

voiunteers in British charities which suggested that in many cases unreliabiiity, 

disruption and errors by volunteers make them not worth having (McKenna, p. 39). His 

observations of volunteers in the ratail shop of Globai village crafts reinforced 

tlu.s conclusion. In his words, "most [volunteers] work only half a day each week 

and this seems inadequate to keep abreast with changes in availability and location 

of stock. The fault here could be partly in the information system or storage 

methods, but there is no real substitute for familiarity with stock availability, 

origin and characteristics, and, of course, with customers. Realistic estimates 

show that a good full-time assistant would more than pay for himself in increased 

sales, quite apart from improved customer satisfaction and increased repeat sales." 

As we have already mentioned, problems with volunteers led Global viliage 

Crafts to cut back their numbers. Bridge/OXfam, in its plans to establish a new 

chain of OXfam Trading shops, acknowledges similar problems with volunteers. Afro

Art's experience, while standing in contrast to the experience of these two AMOs, 

still corroborates the underlying point. All of the gales staff in Afro-Artis 

Stockholm shop--paid personnel and volunteers alike--are very knowledgeable about 

• 
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handcrafts and highly committed to the AMO's specific objectives. The success of 

the Stockholm shop is attributed to this fact, just as the failure of its Malmo 

shop, in Afro-Art's opinion, stems from its inability to attract similarly knowledge

able and committed salespeople. 

Clearly, the significance and the definition of the "problem" will vary from 

one AMO to another depending on its objectives. Several AMOs, including GEPA, ~ 

and The Self-Help Program, do not seem concerned about the efficiency of the 

volunteers who work for or buy from them. ~, for example, seeks to involve as 

many people as possible in discussions of development issues and expresses less 

concern over the volunteers' selling proficiency than their singular involvement. 

Furthermore, the core membership of many world shops has stabilized somewhat during 

the past years and now constitutes a very knowledgeable sales force. 

10.2 Subsidized Staff 

Because of their tax-exempt or nonprofit status a number of AMOs have access 

to staff paid for by government or other outside agencies. Magasins du Monde and 

ABAL Foundation, for example, employ conscientious objectors who fulfill their 

national service commitments while working for the AMOs. In the U.S., Friends of 

the Third World has employed CETA program personnel in both its printing shop and 

retail outlet. OVerall, however, the total number of "subsidized" staff is quite 

limited among AMOs; they make their most important contributions to AMOs' educational 

and development assistance programs. 

10.3 Pay Scales and Remuneration Patterns 

While we do not have much hard data on pay scales within AMOs, remuneration of 

management staff is clearly an issue with which many AMOs grapple. Traidcraft, for 

example, has a policy to limit the spread between the highest and lowest paid member 

of 'its staff to a factor of two. Afro-Art pays its staff one Swedish crown above 

the minimum wage, and Magasins du Monde's salaries are 10% below the national average 

for the manufacturing sector. Two AMOs, Dritte Welt L~den and Tanzaniaimport, peg 

the salaries of their directors to the average salaries of elementary school teachers 

and dental nurses respectively. Two American AMOs use slightly more subjective 

criteria. Third World Handarts pays its part-time management staff according to 

need--the founder/director receiving less than her co-worker.: The project coordinator 

of Friends of the Third World takes out of the AMO only what is needed to maintain 
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his family at the' level of 'voluntary simpl:icity'-"-a "non-c"onsunierist, socially 

conscious Li:festyle" defined' in pub1i:cations' from the Stanford' Research Institute. 

Most AMOs have pay scales for manag'ememt staff at' or sHghtly below the 

average for the nonprofit sector. They are certain'ly beloW' what one would, eXpect 

in1 Industry or commercial: trad'±ng companies. 

10.4 Staff Functions 

From limited observations we were struck by the flexibility and lack of 

structural rigidity which characterize AMOs. AMOs generally are sma"li organizations 

and are run by persons who exhibit an important entrepreneurial trait, i.e., the 

ability and willingness to perform a wide variety of tasks--from designing a makeshift 

scale to writing copy for a catalogue and from moving crates around a warehouse to 

selecting products. Very few AMOs have clearly defined and differentiated roles for 

thei:r staff. And, even where there is a fai:rly structured division of labor, as in 

the case of Bridge/oxfarn, the entire management staff is included in most decisions 

and activities, including product selection and market planning. 

Several AMOs argued a need for specialized buyers, i.e., individuals largely 

responsible for product selection. At Global Village Crafts the responsibility f07 
product selection is shared by four staff members, all of whom have other duties 

as well. FRIDA Marketing Services is the only AMO to our knowledge which employs 

someone whose primary responsibility is product selection. The AMO attributes much 

of the success of its wholesale division to the knowledge and astuteness of its 

buyer who was also involved in preparing very Specific instructions for FRIDA's 

field staff. 

• 
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11. GOVERNANCE OF AMOs AND RELATIONSHIPS TO PARENT PVOs 

11.1 Profit and Nonprofit ,Status 

We noted at the outset of this paper that some AMOs are autonomous organiza

tions, either profit-making, limited companies or tax-exempt, nonprofit foundations; 

and other AMOs operate as divisions or subsidiaries of voluntary agencies. The 

existing patterns seem to reflect historical circumstances--in particular, a country's 

tax laws--rather than underlying philosophies or aims. In the U.K., for example, 

charities can sell donated clothing, but cannot engage in trading on a tax-exempt 

basis. They can, however, set up a separate trading company which covenants all 

profits to the charity, thus avoiding taxes on its income. In the U.S., a trading 

company can obtain tax-exempt status and a charity can set up a trading subsidiary 

as long as the net profits do not exceed a certain percentage (usually 15%) of the 

charity's total income. Whatever the legal differences, we did not find them 

affecting policies or operating strategies in any significant way. 

11.2 Structural Relationships to Parent PVOs 

Many AMOs are associated in one way or another with a private voluntary 

organization (the parent PVO). There are four types of relationships, each of which 

is discussed briefly below. 

(i) department of a PVO: Worlucraft is one of several departments 
of World Concern, the international relief and development 
division of CHRISTA Ministries, a Seattle-based Christian 
organization. 

(ii) separate trading SUbsidiary of a PVO: a number of AMOs, 
including ABAL Foundation, FRIDA Marketing Services, Traidcraft,. 
and Bridge/Oxfam are trading companies wholly owned by indivi
dual PVOs. 

(iii) separate trading SUbsidiary of a consortium of PVOs: Afro-Art 
and ~are each governed (and financed) by a consortium of PVOs. 
Representatives from nine Swedish organizations sit on the board 
of Afro-Art and representatives from the two largest German 
PVOs have veto power as members of GEPA's board. 

(iv) separate, independent trading company: Neighbors Crafts was 
established by World Neighbors, but is governed as an independent 
entity in which the PVO has no financial position. 

An interesting fact to note is that the formal structure apparently is'not a 

very significant issue. Nothing we found suggests that these different relationships 
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can explain variations in policy or other differences among AMOs. For example, 

while Worldcraft is a department of a PVO ahd Neighbors Crafts is an independent 

organization, both enjoy extremely close and symbiotic relationships with their 

respective parent PVOs. And both were started by insiders as a way to involve the 

PVOs more directly in supporting income-generating projects in the Third World. 

The Self-Help Program, SERRV and j3ridgejOX"fam basically have the same structural 

relationships with their parent PVOs, but each has developed very different operating 

relationships. BridgejOXfam generates only a small percentage of Oxfaffi Trading's 

income and oniy a miniscule portion ofaxfam's total revenues. Furthermore, Bridge/ 

Oxfam buys from very few OXfam-sponsored projects in the Third World. In contrast, 

The Self-Help Program gives priority to MCC-related projects arid has worked closely 

with its parent PVO in setting up and supporting marketing structUres in India and 

Bangladesh. Furthermore, surpluses from the retail sales of The Self-Help Program 

products are donated to the international program of the MCC; neither SERRV nor 

BridgejOxfam follows that procedure. 

11.3 Conflicts Between AMOs and Their Parent Organizations 

On the whole, relationships between AMOs and their parent organizations appear 

untroubled, especially for U.S.-based AMOs which have grown slowly over the years. 

There have been several instances, however, in Which tensions between an AMO and PVO 

became so strained as to result in the resignation of the AMO';s director. There 

were many factors involved in the build-up of tensions in each case. Personality 

conflict is one, and the entrepreneurial traits of an AMO's principals is another. 

These traits are essential to initial success, but they tend to exacerbate wbatever 

philosophical differences might exist. In addition, there are three sources for 

the tensions which have arisen between AMOs and their parent organizations: 

(1) marketing Third World products within a charity environment; 

(2) seiecting suppliers which are appropriate to both a marketing 
organization and its parent PVO; and 

(3) establishing the importance of "handicraft" vis-a-vis other 
typ"es of small industry projects. 

The underlying nature of these conflicts should be of interest to voluntary agencies 

contemplating the establishment of a trading subsidiary. 

11.3.a Marketing Third Wqrld products within a charity environment: The former 

director of BridgejOxfam (who ran Oxfam's handcraft marketing program for 12 years 
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until he resigned in 1976) ar.gued that a charity environment in general and charity 

thrift shops in particular were inappropriate channels for marketing Third World 

products. His arguments were both philosophical and practical. By the late 1960s 

he had recognized the serious limitations which the OXfam shops were placing on the 

handcraft marketing program a He sent proposals to the governing bodies of OXfam for 

the establishment of a new subsidiary company in order to carry out the following 

functions: 

- control all Oxfam importing of Third World products; 

control and produce a Third World products mail order operation, 
with a catalogue and press advertising; 

- run strictly 'professional' market places for Third World 
goods only; 

- wholesale Third World products to Oxfam shops and Third World 
centers in Britain, and Third World shops and sales campaigns' 
in the rest of Europe; and 

- prepare supporting promotional and informational materials. 

The proposals currently being discussed by the OXfam Trading staff reflect· 

many of the same concerns and constraints which the former director of Bridge/OXfam 

had raised a decade earlier. But, he went one step further than the current 

proposals. He wanted to separate the Third World trading program completely from 

exfam, the charity. The proposed name for the new company was Bridge (Oxford), Ltd., 

and no mention was to be made of its association with OXfam. 

The proposal to set up an entirely separate trading company was based on 

several philosophical positions held at the time by the OXfam staff involved with 

the handcraft marketing program. According to the former director of Bridge, he 

and his colleagues were strUck by two incongruities. First, there was a set of 

criteria which OXfam insisted be applied in selecting suppliers, namely that they 

be some type of cooperative arrangement in which individuals have a voice in decisions 

that affect their lives. On the other hand, there was apparently no concern that 

the very same principles were not being applied within the marketing program at OXfam. 

The second inconguity revolved around the issue of quality. Oxfam insisted 

on high standards from its producers, but used highly unprofessional marketing 

channels whiCh, according to the former Bridge director, "shocked many of the 

suppliers who visited the shop and saw for the first time the 'second-hand' context 

within which their products were being sold." Producers need access to a permanent 

professional sales system because, as stated in the proposal to the governing body 
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pf OXfam, "a producer does not want to have lJis prog'lct boug):lt out .of ph;trity or 

because of its e~ucational or political'~es~~ge6 •.. Produc~r~ ~re trying to 

br~ak away from charity [and want tp have their] production bought s~ply because 

the prQducts are ~ood articles at at~r~ctive prices." Accordipg to Bridge's 

former director, the name OXfam was synoI)ymous with charity, and marketing under 

the OXfam label "reinforces, if only subconsciously, the whole patern;tlistic kind --
of thi~g whicp. is totally wrong morally." 

Some of tpe proposed changes were accept~d by OXf~: the n~e ~ridge: An Oxfam 
, - .'-

Initiative, the concept of the p~~~cer diYidepd, gnp the creation o~ a s~parate 

" £ridge unit within the trading comp~y. ~ut ~e mpre radical pr~pPs;tlS were rejected-

~ response which eventually led to the resigpation of the man re~p'?nsible for th~. 

11.3.b Selecting suppliers approrriate to both a marketing organization and a relief 

and development organization: The needs and interests of a marketing organization 

and its parent PVO are not always congruent; the "corr~ctnessU of the former's 

s~ppli~rs is one area where conflict may arise. The most qr~tic illustr~tion of 

the tensions which can occur between an AMO and its parent PVO over selection of 

suppliers resulted in the resignation of the first director of Tearcraft apd the 

subse~ent establi~hment of Traidcraft. We mentioned earlier that among the criteria 

a group must meet in order to qualify for a TearFund (the parent PVO of 'Tearcraft) 

grant was the requirement that its management "I;>e in th'i' ha!lds of those who want to 

introduce the p~ople they serve to -the fullness of life which comes through faith 

in Jesus Christ a~one.1I In 1978, however, over 85% of Tearcraft's ~ales we7"e comin~ 
" from groups which did not fully satisfy this criterion.- Furthermore, it became 

~ncreasingly ap~arent to the AM?'s former director that th? ~urvival of Tearcraft 

as a marketing or~~ization depended on the application of a broader se~ of criteria. 

In a 1978 memorandum to the TearFund board he wrote the following: 

We have been aware of the difficulties of finding sources of 
supply in line with our purchasing criteria for some while and 
every effort has been made to find new producing groups. To 
date, in spite of hundreds of letters and personal visits and 
contac~s, Qn~y one group, set up by advance orders from Tear~ 
craf:t, +qo~s like ,turning into "a promising so""ce of supp~i'i'S 
at~~asonable prices. OUr difficulties are going to be further 
compouqded by the movement in many developing countries to 
encourage small handicraft groups to amalgamate either i~to 
co-operative export associations, wh~ch will be the only organi
zations to receive export licenses or for the gov~r~ent to tak~ 
over the' exporting of handicrafts to ensure quality control, and 
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the subsequent channelling of all handicraft supplies through 
government sources. There seems no question that not only are 
we going to find it more and more difficult to find sources 
of supply to keep pace with the development of Tearcraft but 
that our existing sources of supply are not well balanced, and 
that they may become subject to constraints from their own 
governments which would make it impossible for us to guarantee 
that we are purchasing from Christian run groups. 

TearFund acknowledged the fact that as a group developed it would become less 

and less qualified for TearFund support, even if it remained firmly under the control 

of evangelical Christians. TearFund also recognized that a group's main concern 

would unlikely be evangelism and "church planting" and that it would be likely, 

even desirable, for professionals to take over the business who may well not be 

Christians. 

The decision reached by TearFund, however, was to stop buying from groups 

which ceased to qualify under its support criteria. In an interview, the former 

director .of Tearcraft expressed his position this way: 

. . When it comes to commercial success, I never saw us 
hatching out embryonic groups, so that they could then fly 
away to the commercial world. As far as I was concerned, they 
would keep selling to us. If they were successful we needed 
their success to help other groups. This is .not a line taken 
by most alternative marketing organizations. What they say is, 
if this group is producing something that can sell commercially, 
let it sell commercially. They don't need our help any longer. 
But, if you do that then this means that every year or two you 
lose one of your best clients • • • and that • • • you constantly 
have a range that is not as attractive as people in the commercial 
world. So how can you make your organization self-sufficient? 
It means you're always dependent upon funds coming in, charitable 
funds in effect, coming in and subsidizing your business opera
tions. Now it seems to me a much healthier position if you can 
offer a good reliable service to groups who could very well sell 
to ordinary commercial firms but choose to sell through you, 
because they're getting as good a deal out of you as they would 
out of a commercial firm. And you say to them, look you're a 
nonprofit group. You're in it for community development and 
so on. We are .. _ making money out of your product, but you're 
getting the price that you want from us. We're making money out 
of your products and we're using that money to help other groups 
that were like you were ten years ago. And people are happy 
to do that. 

It was felt that the application of this philosophy would maintain the viability of 

Tearcraft as a marketing organization and preserve the essence of its alternative 

character. When TearFund could not accommodate this position, the resignation of 
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Tearcra£t's top management became inevitable, especia~ly sinee they went even 

further than the practical arguments, suggesting that it was unchristian to refuse 

to work w~th a group hecause it was no longer under Christian leadership. 

The Self-Help pr~ram has enjoyed a much longer and more stable relationship 

with its p~ent PVO than had existed between T~arcraft and TearFund, but the issue 

of supplier selection criteria recently has been raised there, too, and has yet to 

be resolved. The AMO's single largest supplier is a commercial businessman in India. 

While the supplier is well known personally to the director of Th~ _Self~Help Prpgram, 

who strongly vouches for his integrity and honesty, members of the AMO's board 

question the appropriateness of buying in large quantities from a commercial source. 

~ccording to the director, the issue remains a potential source of friction between 

the AMO and .the Mennonite Central Committee. 

11.3.c The role of handcrafts vis-a-vis other small industries projects: Another 

very basic issue is reflected in the conflict between the proponents of cottage 

industries and those who see investments in that sector as a highly inefficient use 

of resources. peveral people we interviewed attributed FRIDA's failure to realize 

its "integrated approach" to project development to this conflict. FRIDA draws a 

very clear distinction hetween labor-intensive industrial projects on the one hand 

and handcraft projects on the other. The industrial projects which FRIDA seeks to 

promote must meet four criteria, three of which are labor-related: (1) there should 

be a high labor component in the total product price; (2) the need fer imported 

expertise should be as low as possible; (3) the production process should not be 

such that it would replace workers by machines; and (4) there should exist a high 

proportion of domestic raw materials. Based on these criteria, the following 

industrial activities suggested themselves to FRIDA's directors: 

(a) leather goods (sports goods, leather work, travel bags, shoes) 

(b) wooden products (kitchen, garden furniture) 

(c) toys 

(d) ceramic tiles, dinnerware 

(e) clothing 

FRIDA realized that it would be prohibitively expensive and cqrnplicated for 

the organization to develop and control its own channel for each product type. 

Instead, FRIDA's marketing strategy, as far as the industrial products were concerned, 

was to function as a catalyst or bridge hetween producers and existing distribution 

channels. In its policy documents written two years ago, FRIDA saw such channels 

taking an equity position in industrial projects assisted by FRIDA. 
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Handcrafts, on the other hand, were seen as articles whose utilitarian value, 

if any, is heightened by its ornamental character. In fact, as we have seen, FRIDA 

defined a handcraft as anything which could be sold in their craft stores. For 

handcrafts FRIDA developed its own marketing channels. 

The distinction drawn by FRIDA between handcrafts and industrial projects was 

more a result of historical circumstances unique to FRIDA than any set of ~o~ical 

criteria. Clearly, the product types which FRIDA identifies in its goal statements 

, for industrail project promotion can be marketed by a handcraft marketing company, 

as indeed they are by other AMOs. FRIDA, however, inherited Project Hand which was 

marketing a particular type of product; ethnic handcrafts and high quality gift 

items, handmade by traditional methods, using mostly traditional designs. FRIDA, 

however, according to its former project coordinator, suffered from a false distinc

tion being drawn between the two types of projects. There were profound differences 

between those within FRIDA who saw handcrafts as basically "undevelopmental" and the 

pro-handcraft faction which, as expressed by FRIDA's first managing director, was 

rooted in the ideology and philosophy of a grass-roots approach to development. 

The bifurcation within FRIDA eventually led to a kind of paralysis which 

prevented any link, much less the organic link-up envisaged in its policy documents 

written in 1978, from being established between the parent PVO and its marketing 

subsidiary. According to the former marketing director of the AMO, the two field 

officers appointed in 1979 had the dual role of purchasing crafts and presenting 

project suggestions to FRIDA. The AMO would either market these products itself or 

identify markets for them. In Burundi, for example, FRIDA Marketing services saw 

good possibilities for banana fiber products like basketware. The situation in 

Burundi, however, was very difficult since there were no organized production systems. 

It appeared to be a "clear-cut case" for a FRIDA intervention; the PVO could help 

establish a small-scale, central marketing facility, for example. FRIDA, however, 

rejected the proposal. Also, the West African field officer suggested an association 

with a small pile-rug-weaving workshop which had been started by a catholic mission 

some 20 years earlier. The women involved expressed a willingness to continue 

production if someone could help them organize the marketing among other tasks of 

the project. The AMO staff were positive about the project because it was small, 

involved only women on a part-time basis and was village-based. They also saw the 

possibility for increasing the scale and scope of the project, as demand for the 

product increased. But, we were told, FRIDA did not act upon their recommendations, 

nor did FRIDA accept other ideas which were put forward. 
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The reasons, why FRIDA did no,t accept any of the su~,gestions coming from it" 

trading subsidiary are not altogether clear. We are hampered in our understanding 

of the dynamics of the relationship because We were not able to interview any of 

the principals involved on the FRIDA side. Froin the perspective of three peol?le, who 

were associated with both organizations there was, first, the philosophical issue-

the viewpoint that the small-scale handcraft projects are basically 'undevelopmental.,' 

It was also suggested that FRIDA was torn between two mutually exclusive goa+s ~n 

the short run; on the one hand, to bring financial and technical a~sistance to some 

of the poorest countries in the world and on the other, to consider that expenditure 

an investment on which the organization 'M'uld make a. "reasonable II return. 

The reverse situation also occurred, with FRIDA suggesting areas of involvement 

which the AMO rejected for both philosophical and operation~l reasons. According to 

the integrated approach model, FRIDA Marketing Services should have been marketing 

products produced by the groups associated with the Kingdom of Lesotho Handcrafts; 

FRIDA's major field project. To the ~10, however, the products (tapestries woven 

from mohair) seemed both un-African and too expensive. Be~ides, the AMO felt it~ 

marketing channels were inappropriate in this case and its interest in the products 

was insufficient to warrant any efforts to establish alternative channels (i.e., 

exhibitions) • 

FRIDA also became involved in a World Bank-funded project to help organize 

the production and marketing of leather products from Niger. FRIDA Marketing 

Services staff refused to have anything to do with the project because they saw 

products of the project, expensive leather goods, as having a negative ~pact on the 

ecology and economy of Sahel. Whether or not they were right is less important for 

our purposes than the fact that they held to a position which was diametrically 

opposed to FRIDA the parent PVO. On the other hand, the FRIDA ~etail shop in Paris 

(which operated much more independently of FRIDA, the parent PVO) had considerable 

success with up-market sales of Lesotho tapestries. 

The result of the 'tension' between the two sides of FRIDA was no FRIDA 

handcraft support projects linked to the ~O at any stage of development by the 

summer of 1980. FRIDA's experience illustrates the difficulties of successfully 

integrating opposing handcrafts positions within the same organization as well as 

the necessity of starting out with limited expectations in the handcraft sector. 
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12. INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL COOPERATION 

There have been a number of efforts to create joint projects and to foster 

collaboration and cooperation among AMOs. several have been encouraging and have 

survived the test of time. Beyond some of the more formal links that have been 

created, there is a good deal of informal contact and sharing, especially between 

individual AMOs and the myriad of PVo- and international· agency-related networks. 

SOS-Wereldhandel, for ~ple, makes extensive use of field contacts available through 

Novib, a large Dutch aid agency, to check on suppliers and producer groups. 

In recent years, there has been a major split with the AMO "community" between 

AMOs which look upon themselves primarily as educational organizations and AMOs 

whose primary aim is to maximize sales. This bifurcation is a natural result of 

very different philosophical perspectives and needs. The "educational AMOs" have 

established a formal network through which they share educational materials and 

experiences in running advocacy programs, and provide each other with moral and 

logistical support. Attempts to bring together "trading AMOs" have not met with 

much success despite, in the opinion of the director of Global Village Crafts, the 

obvious need for a coordinated effort to address many of the constraints of producers 

and suppliers. The newsletter, Tradecraft, was a publication of three British AMOs 

which, according to its former editor, simply wanted to facilitate the creation of 

such a joint endeavor. Its demdse, some people thought, reflected the high level 

of suspicion and mistrust which exists among the trading AMOs. 

We shall briefly review some of the past efforts at inter-organizational 

cooperation as a way of providing a perspective to the recommendations we make in 

Chapter 20 on using AMOs to deliver assistance to Third World suppliers and producers. 

12.1 Conferences 

Two major conferences involving AMOs were held during the 1970s. The first, 

sponsored by SOS, was held in 1976 in Holland. The second, held in Vienna in the 

summer of 1977, was sponsored by the Austrian Council for International Cooperation. 

The conferences aimed to provide a forum for discussing common problems and objectives 

and to establish and strengthen linkages between producers and AMOs. The Vienna 

conference was attended by 123 people from 34 countries; 35 participants represented 

producer groups; many others were from international agencies, including the Inter

American Development Bank. 
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The isSues raiseCi at the:se conferences focused priiiiarHy on supply and 
communic~tion problems and constraints on producers, most of which have already 
been aiscUssed in chapter 7. One of the most recurrent problems, as we have 

indicated, is the inadeq~cy of the feeabac~ which producers receive from the ,market 
p']:ae'". ~oth cOnferen~es advocated the posiEo;, thai: AMOs take boia and concrete 

steps to increase the flow of information to producers. The Vienna Conference in 

1977 adopted the following nine resolutions: 

(Hi} 

~ ..... :.. '~'!"'~J "" ..... ~ •. ,., _~~~.: .~i" -, • ' _.) • ~," = ..... , - ~ .>~, .'_ 
Alternat~ve Market~ng Organ~zat~ons (AMOs) and Producer Organ~za-
Hons (Producers) resolve to pursue to their mtittia:i benefit the 
str~ngfhehing ~d extending of the relationsHips e~tablished be
tween theni~ 

AMOs should not iimit themseives to buying exciusiveiy from co-. ;, . - ~ :... . ; . . ." . ,- ~.: ' " .. . ~ , . 
operat~ve~ but ~n the trad~ng relat~onsh~p between AMOS and Pro-
" "', ••••• r' • I l. I. ,,< ~. , .-dueers, the term "cooperat~ves" should apply not only to the le-
gal entities but aiso to other structures in which the coopera-

, . ! . 

tive spirit prevails. 
AMOs shodia ~dopt as professional approach as possibie regarding 
their operation and maXimize sal~s promotion opportunities through 
eXhibitions and other forms of prodUct displays. 

ti~l Recogn!iing toe need for more effective commUnication between AMOs 
, ana producers. Producers should provide AMOs with reievant infor
mation on price, type and fUnction of products while AMOs supply 
Producers with information on markets available, the marketabiiity 
of their products, relevant customs regulations, methods for pro-

lvil 

'("I I)' v~~ 

(viii) 

,J _! ... ' .... '. ' " • .. _". • '. ~ duct adaptation and the availability of training opportunities. 
To aev~iop mo~e productiveiy the AAo - Producer partiiership, AMOs 
~<~, ~.'~." .. ,. ~ ,~.'" ., ... ~, .......... ' '<" •• " ~.'.I ' and Producers should mutually exchange ~nformat~onon the~r cost-

p~ofit ratios and their poiicies regarding the disposai of their 
- '," .}.~', .' ,-- , . 
excess of revenue over expenditure. 

AMOs sHall buy orily from Producers who pay at ieast the legai mi
nimum w!ge or oave this as their goal, and AMOs wiil, to the extent 
..... "\.- .. :" .~ ' ... '- " . , ... . ..' . ,. .' ", 
pos5~ble~ make advance payments to Producers when necessary to allow 
EHehl,t9 p.utch~se materials, deveiop production potentiai &nd meet 
scneduied deiivery dates. 

AM6~.sn~ii pay f~i~ prid~s set by ~roaucer~, and Producers, in 
~~~t~.n~ th~ir. ,iJrices I shali recognize the fuii, real costs of pro
ductidri aha toe necessary returns on capital and investment, 

~ newsi¥t~~r s~ail be PU9iished four times a year to proviae re
l~vant information to all coricerned. 

±fle wOf~~~o~ necognizes with aeep appreciation the roost vaiUable 
coHtribdtions made by the Austriari Council for Internatioriai Co
~pef~tibfi, ~he organizers ahd ~ii other orgariizations and indlvi
aua~s toward the success of tHis worksnop. 

• 
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(ix) We aim to meet after a year or more has elapsed in some part of 
the developing world at a conference organized by local Producers 
and AMOs for Producers working in that part of the world and for 
AMOs purchasing or proposing to purchase from that area. 

The only other conference we have learned about was held in th-e United States 

in 1977 after the Vienna workshop. The only participants were representatives from 

the small number of U.S. AMOs which existed at the time. Apparently, there was no 

follow-up to that conference nor was anything of substance accomplished. 

Based on the judgments of several participants, the two European conferences _ 

seem to have been of little value. The differences between the "educational AMOs" 

and the "trading AMOs" appear to be irreconcilable. Many of the former, for example, 

vigorously opposed the content and orientation of the Vienna resolutions; the 

problems, as well as their resolutions, seem timeless to many. There was also a 

feeling that further discussion would not be productive. Many felt that no amount 

of discussion would move AMOs and suppliers to adopt the resolutions--only action 

would! Still, the conferences did have some positive outcomes: the resolution to 

publish a newsletter was acted upon, a number of joint ventures grew out of 

associations made at the meetings and the idea of a network of like-minded AMOs 

was suggested. 

12.2 Toward the Establishment of a Third World Handcraft Resource and Information 

Center--The Case of Tradecraft 

According to its former editor, the British AMOs agreed to publish the newS

letter, Tradecraft, so that "the good intentions of the Vienna conference would not 

vanish into thin air in much the same way they did after the SOS Conference." The 

newsletter, however, never had sufficient resources in terms of manpower and money 

to provide the kind of service needed by its readers and to become an effective 

instrument in narrowing the communications gap. Tradecraft's former editor put 

much of the blame for its demise on the degree of suspicion with which individual 

AMOs view each other's motives. The director of Global Village Crafts attributes 

the failure to the narrowmindedness of AMOs and their parent organizations and to 

IItheir preoccupation with their own pet projects." Otherwise, he c~aims, an 

organization could have been born to help foster designs, meet some of the informa

tion needs, and provide the management assistance required by producers. This has 

not yet come to pass and it is unlikely that it will result from pressures within 

the AMOs. 
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12.3 A Network of EduQationa1 Organizations 

GEPA was an active participant in Ix>th the §9.2. and Vienna Conferences. since 

GEPA considered severa~ of the AMOs not to be alternative marketing organizations, 

it decided to host a mOre select gathering as the first step toward building a 

deliberate, informal network of AMOs. A ,three-day meeting in September, 1979 was 

attended by 50S, 053 and EZA (Swiss and Austrian AMOs, which were not included in 

our s~veY)l Magasins du Monde, Ideele Im!,ort and GEPA. Participants discussed 

~heir cammQn concerns and agree4 ~o meet again the following summer. 

This second meeting was held in Zurich in June of 1980 and was attended by 053, 

the host organization, 50S, Ideele Import from the Netherlands, Oxfam-Belgium, GEPA, 

EZA, the Coffee Campaign in the United Kingdom, and Tanzaniaimport of Norway. These 

AMOs agreed to Qegin planning a joint coffee and tea action. Solidarisk Handel from 

Sweden, an Italian AMO, and a French AMO have been invited to attend the next meeting 

together with the current network members. 

Whereas the 1976 and 1977 workshops included all kinds of AMOs and agencies, 

the informal network initiated by GEPA has been purposely confined to participants 

who already have some rapport with one another. This rapport is based on a feeling 

that the groups have fairly compatible philosophies and operations. They hope to 

develop additional joint actions and sufficient knowledge of each other so that they 

can refer Third World suppliers and other contacts to each other in a more cost

effective manner. If this kind of cooperation is successful, the participants will 

expand the network to include other AMOs with similar concerns. 

12.4 Joint Ventur.es and Individual Efforts at Cooperation 

There have been a number of cooperative efforts between individual AMOs and 

other organizations with mixed results. In the early 19705 the directors of 50S, 

Bridge/OKfam and Project Hand put together plans for a European-wide marketing 

organization. The proposal was unacceptable to Oxfam~ Personality differences 

prevented Pr~ject ,Hand and AfrO-Art from following through on plans to establish a 

jointly-owned re~il shop in London in 1973. Similar problems have resulted in a 

loss of contact between Tearcraft and Briqge/Oxfam which prior to 1977 considered 

joint prices and products. 

In 1978 Tearcraft and Dritte Welt LKden succeeded in creating a new organiza

tion, TEAM (The European Alternative Marketing). Owned jointly by the two AMOs, 

TEAM was created to market through mail order in Germany. Ho~everf when the 

• 
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principal of Tearcraft, who was responsible for the joint venture, left the AMO 

in 1979, Tearcraft donated its share to Dritte Welt LMden and dissolved the 

partnership_ Traidcraft has established links with a number of organizations in 

the U.K. The AMO is marketing tea imported from Sri Lanka by the World Development 

Movement, and agreed in 1980 to provide assistance to Campaign Coffee, a voluntary 

group importing instant coffee from Tanzania. Traidcraft also has an arrangement 

with FRIDA Marketing Services whereby each AMO takes products from the other on 

special terms. According to the director of Traidcraft, however, it is practically 

impossible to establish working relationships with. voluntary agencies that have 

bodies of support in the U.K. He claims that they perceive the risk to their fund

raising efforts as simply too great. 

The two major AMOs in the United States know each other well. Though they! 

have not worked closely together on either production or market issues, they 

regularly share information on supplie~s, products and prices as well as visit each 

other's operations every year. Thus, while skepticism runs high, there is, we 

believe, a basis on which to build an effort that transcends the interests of 

individual AMOs while addressing those interests as it does the needs of suppliers 

and producers in the Third World. 
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13. FI~l).NCING THr;.MARKETLNG, DJ1:VJ1:LOE~NT ASSISTANCE 

AND EDUCATIO~ E~OG~ 

TaQl~ l~ pr~~en~~ g~~a 9~ fund~g squ~c~~ whiq~~Q5. have tapp~d ~o st~rt ~ 
'. ; • -'! '.' • ~ -~ •. " ~ 

anc,l.· to expC\I1d, as t;adil)g organiza,t·ions an4 to f·j:n~l),c", educa.tiop",l and development . - . . , .. . '. 

~~~!?.ist.al)qe. pr~g}:".aros _ Th~ d~ta il1us.trate thJ;ee iro~ortant aSQe.cts of AMOs' f~<nQ.Ilc{al 

q~~.h~r,~. ~,I).~ .. q.tv~l;'sity:. Fi:t;~,t;.'1 ~tart-u~ and. \o{9:r;~ing. ci'J.~it:~l ha~ corn~ f-rom C!~ 'ti~~ 

lj.¥J.g.~. o~ gaditiq9.~l <3:~d nqp:-tJ;a,di tiOPi!l !?OP;c~~: . ~~ : . 

<;1) 

(2') 

(3) 

(4;). 

out-of,-sa1es.--A11 AM0'? USEl su,rp1us'ls. from, sales, to f·inance 
g.i.o~, ·but· 'a '1U)11j:>,er of AMP';; h'i'~e' ,,~lie.4. v,ery, Ijeav.:i,],Y; on 
s_~l.~s~, inC:.luding G'lobal Village Craf."ts, ·Dritte.·Welt LM.cien, 
and Sarvoda ya . in Eu~oR~ .• · .' c' , .. 

t,· .' 

general pub1ic--A fe~ AMOs. h!'v'l R0p.e to. the genera.], llubl,ic, 
fQr'~dcin~~£9ns "and. low inter~st lqan~. Some 9f thes~ -
re~que,sts haVe been for specific purposes (e.g., SOS" e:t;fort 
to assi:;;t Guat'lm~la,t coffee p;oq.uceis.l, wh:i:le others ha,ve 
b~.elf fo~ general suppo:r;.t (~.g., Glob_al V:illage C-raf,ts .. 
r~ce~v?d no-i~teres~ loanp fro~ locai, peOPLe topu~ch~se. 
i~~ first ~etai1 ~hop, apdTraidcraft so~j:citeg almost 
§;30i,OOO "in, loqns and, donati<;ms 'to pUr'9hqSe st~ck' from 
Tearcraft) • 

• " ,-- ~ >,-, 
parent organizations--Par~n~ 9~ganizations h~ve be~n ~ajqr 
sQ\.i#::~s of capi ta~ ~ fQr AMOs. ~o~t often the AMO pays, low 
i~t;El~est rates or no interest at all (i,n the ca.se of ~ 
~arketing Senrices, for e>e;~Fle¥, th~ i,nj,tial i_nv~s~l!l~rit of 
tile 'pare~~ PVO' was' writ;ten off i.n i9S0).. In a few qase.s 
tlte il}t~;t:esj; ~~~~. I!!,s' l;>een ~t; :&~l1-ll'~ket ":a;I,u~ (.<1. g:; , 
P'!.r'~ of 'the. lq;m:;; outstaI\Cj.i.'1g to Ox:t;am Trading and, Tearcraft, 
a~ fa); ~!'i we kI!o~" '!;t:e. ~.t; t;1}~' gO~.r;~: fuarketi tat,,).' ,'" 

commercial banks and, 1endin% inst;itut;ions,--Cornrn~;t:cia~ lo~~ 
li<iv'('lleeii ql;>fail}ed, by a -few 'i\MOs,; notao1y GEPA an4: Global 
Village Crafts" for working caEi ta~ pu;t:poses and: nqt 'simply 
tq" '1leei:; short-b~rIl' ca"p tlql" n"e!;Is. 

(5.), individua1s--Aid to Artisans aI)p. T,anzaniairnport az:e, "!I',On9': a, 
, , n?ri9Ful" ;0£, "~9~ whiqh"'qave :r:e).i.ed,,·upon. qona.;t1ions ~P.I 11C?- -

ilr!;~~~S:t; lqaI!~~ f:r;;9t:n, tq~j..r. p;l::iIJ.gi1?a~~. qx: di'x;~ctors .• 

~", S'l90nd, p'qiAt z:ef1ec~ed ,;,!' TaI:!le 1,3 i,s, t;h". nee.d. foz: conti,nlled "I}j"cti.o~s 
Q~ q'<7I?~,t;a;r:! i,'h qz;4,er; to 'I',a,inta,in t;l)e I?urc!)a"ing pz:ogr"1"s. Lac'; of cal?ita~ t;o buy 

ill ".~~J;i,q.i'l!}t; qlJ;miii,t;y, i,s a, s'lr;i,Ous con;3t;rai'1t; on 11)9st aU, sl1)~n i!1lp'0:r;ter/whq1e~ 

~~~~~s. ~~e A~Os wi~h.parent o~ga~izations which can meet th~se n~e~s, on d~~aq9\ 

l}~:v:~. a; qle~~ ~q\!~:t;ag~ (ap is~ue we di.scqs,~ in Pa,r.t IV). Thi.r, .. dlY, it s~emEL cle,a:t;: 

:t;z:.qm the avai.lal;>le 4a~a that; deve.lopment ass;i.stanc;e apd educationi!-;L p,rog"latns CaI) lle 
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financed only partially, if at all, from sales. The AMOs which have launched 

such programs have all sought additional funding from either their parent PVO or 

outside sources. 

All AMOs have relied to one extent or another on "hidden subsidies II which 

are not generally available to commercial organizations. These subsidies have 

included the following: 

(1) inexpensive money 

(2) written-off loans 

(3) donated facilitieS 

(4) no income tax 

(5) lower operating costs (e.g., rent, light, heat, etc. at 
lower than market costs because of nonprofit status) 

(6) volunteer labor 

(7) lower salary and remuneration scales 

The role and significance of these subsidies is a hotly debated subject. Some 

think that most AMOs could not survive without them. Whether or not this,is true 

is of less importance to many than whether or not the subsidies are likely to 

continue. 



PART IV 

~NERAL OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE 

CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFEC,TIVENESS OF AMOs 

Gep~ralizations which c~ be dr~wn from our present understanding of the 

experiepces of the European and U.S. AMO~ constitute no more than.a set of hypotheses 
• • '. ~" <-

"':h;L'?!' ne,ed to be fur~h.~r exgl:>red and tested. Since p. large number of .or9,";mizations 

were surveyed in a relatively short period of time, the data base is inco~plete • 
• r _.' _ ~ 

Also, because of the great diver~ity among AMOs, whp.t holds true for one ~O will · ( .' ~,,"'.-

?,ot !l~c.~~~,i?-Fi~Y be true or even relevant ~or another. ~ith these caveats and 

quaxifie~s in mind, we hav~ organized our general observations about AMOs ~round 

the follpwing questions: 

(~) 

(b) 

What are the sa~i~nt features of successful AMOs? 

What are the strengths and limitations of efforts by AMOs 
~o address '~arket-related needs and prod~ction-constr~ints 
of !?pJducers? 

(c) Whp.t are the str~ngths and limitations of AMO marketing 
prpgrams? 

(~1 What ~re'the strengths and limitations of AMO educational 
programs? 

(e) Wha~ are the prospects for effect~ve cooperation and 
cO~l~orp.~io~ ampng ~qs? 

(f) , . How viable are AMOs as commercial enterprises; could they 
;. . . , -' ,-. \' . - - -
~Xl~t without subsidies or how important are the s~sidies 
they recel ve? > • 

,.- '" 
(91 Wha~ is known about the impact Of AMO marketing and educa

gonal !?rograms? 

14. MAJOR FEATURES OF 1\MOs AND T!lEIR PROGRAMS 

+~.+ Salient Features of Successful AMOs 

~iv~n ~~~ d~y~r~ity among AMOs, convent~onal crite+ia for determining ~he. 

y.iaP,t+~ty of a traq~rg company cannot be generally applied. The surviva+ of one · -. -
AMO might depend a+most entirely on the size pf its trading surplus, While to a 
\' ~ -
~e,~onq ~O ~his factor might be far less significant to its surviv~l than the 

strength of its re+ationship to a parent PVO. To a third AMO the most important , . . 
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criteria might be the number of people involved in selling its products. Even 

if criteria could be agreed upon for comparing the effectiveness of AMOs, this 

study was not intended to collect the kind of comprehensive data that such an 

assessment would require. Consequently, we have treated most all organizations 

surveyed for this paper as successful in that they have survived over the past 

five to ten years as small businesses in a very competitive and difficult field. 

Another factor which makes it difficult to determine relative levels of 

success is the uncertainty of the future of many AMOs. There are some AMOs (e.g., 

Bridge/Oxfam, The Self-Help Program, The Developing countries Foundation, SOS

Wereldhandel, ABAL Foundation, and Third World Handarts) which have clearly reached 

sales and growth plateaus and/or significant crossroads. Some of these AMOS, 

including Third World Handarts, Bridge/Oxfam and ABAL Foundation, are involved in 

serious self-analysis and have yet to decide which direction to pursue. Others, 

including Afro-Art and The Developing Countries Foundation, have decided for the 

moment against a policy of increased growth. And, for some AMOs, including 

Neighbors Crafts and Worldcraft, it is too early to make even a subjective appraisal 

of their future. Only a handful of AMOs, including GEPA, FRIDA Marketing Services, 

and Global Village Crafts, continue to pursue their individual policies vigorously 

and with confidence. 

Even though the AMOs cannot be put on a single scale for comparative purposes, 

we do have a sense of those factors which have contributed to the development and 

success of the AMOs we surveyed. These factors have important implications, 

particularly for PVOs in the United States which are contemplating establishing a 

marketing program. There are four such factors which we shall discuss: (1) clarity 

of purpose I (2) entrepreneurial leadership I (3) a sufficient and secure capital 

basel and (4) a built-in market and evolutionary growth. 

14.1.a Clarity of pUrpose: It should not be surprising that AMOs which have 

survived over the past five years have demonstrated the validity of a cardinal 

rule governing all organizations: know the business you are in. To reiterate, 

some purposes of different AMOs are: (1) to expand trade with the Third World by 

maximizing turnoverl (2) to provide opportunities for individuals to learn about 

and establish contacts with other cultures and peoples I (3) to raise the level of 

awareness about the root causes of the inequities within existing trading systems I 

(4) to increase awareness of and appreciation for the strength and vitality of 

Third World cultures I (5) to demonstrate the viability of a system of trade not 
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based on the maximization of profits; (6) to raise money for a parent PVO; (7) to 

provide an addeQ dimension to the overall ~ev~lopment assist~nc~ program of a 

p~ent PVO; and (8) to provide income and employment opportunities to particular 

Third World countries and organizations. 

These purposes ~re not, of course, mutually exclusive. GEPA, for example, 

sees itself primarily as an educational vehicle and an integral part of a nation

w~de political movement, but it also h~ppens to be the largest trading ~O we 

surveyed. Global Village Crafts aims to maximize its sales turnover, but at the 

same time attempts to promo£e the image of a strong and resilient Thir~ Worl~. 

AMOS also r~cognize that they must address the needs of a wide range of constituents 

(i.e., small-scale producers, a PVO's board and supporters, ~d its accountant, 
'. .' , 

volunteers and management staff). sometimes these needs are in conflict with each .. 
other; and sometimes the purposes of an AMO are in conflict with its operational 

strategies •. The successful AMO is the one that has grappled with the very basic 

underlying issue of the conflict. It makes decisions which both reflect an under

standing of the business it is in and which effectively address the needs of the 

people involved with the organization. 

For example, Afro-Art's experience with commercial wholesale was unsuccessf~l 

+argely because the needs of most retailers, for lower prices and a continuous 

supply of novelties, were incompatible, either with the objectives of the AMO or 

with the interests of its staff and their enthusiasm for folk-art and the preserva

tion of folk-art traditions. Afro-Art has since developed a thoro~gh understanding 

of its market which is stable and small, and whose needs are clearly congruent 

with the values of the AMO's staff. In the case of Traidcraft, the AMO's emphasis 

on trading, education and participation has resulted in the development of a set 

of diverse distribution channels. The opportunity for individuals to express, and 

do something about, their concern for development is important to the AMO's goals; 

thus, Traidcraft continues to rely on voluntary representatives and to develop 

prpgrams for them. Equally important to Traidcraft, however, is sales turnover 

and maintaining a steady and growing demand for Third World products. Consequently, 

the AMO is vigorous~y pursuing commercial wholesale distribution channels. 

Dritte Welt Laden has concluded that the active promotion of educational 

materials in its retail shop has a negative effect on sales. FRIDA Marketing 

Services shares this view. This AMO eschews what it considers to be the neo

cqlonialism of many European AMOs which continually make requests for more informa

tion from suppliers. GEPA and SOS-Wereldhandel, on the other hand, find just the 
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opposite to be true. During the middle 1970s, in fact, SOS-Wereldhandel stopped 

supplying commercial shops entirely and began to generate information about suppliers 

in response to demands from world shops and action groups which had become the AMO's 

major customers. Neighbors Crafts has discovered that international fairs and 

bazaars are not very viable sales outlets, but the AMO continues to participate in 

such events because they are "a good forum for discussing World Neighbors and its 

development programs." In each case, the,decisions made by a particular AMO have 

closely reflected its particular purposes and have demonstrated a keen understanding 

of its different constituencies. 

DifficUlties have arisen when marketing strategies and goals remain at 

variance with one another. Bridge/Oxfam, for example, has found that its major 

distribution channel, the network of Oxfam thrift shops, is not an appropriate 

vehicle for increasing sales of Third World products. Consequently, it is 

proposing to establish a wholesale showroom in central London and enter 

commercial markets. This move involves many risks, but the Oxfarn Trading staff 

contend that its present marketing strategy is manifestly inconsistent with 

the company's stated purpose. Third World Handarts also faces a major decision. 

Its sales have reached a volume that necessitates management by full-time, 

paid staff. 'The AMO, however, wants to retain the volunteer spirit that has 

,been part of its philosophy and statement of purpose from the beginning. The 

Developing Countries Foundation has shown that this is possible, though there 

are limits to sales growth. If Third World Handarts has not yet found a 

solution, it has at least defined the most important aspect of the problem. 

The Self-Help Program is another AMO which expresses concern over 

the ability of its existing distribution channels to absorb increased 

production from its suppliers. Since the AMO defines its role in part 

as helping to increase the sales of its suppliers, it has offered to be a 

contact point to the commercial market for one of its major suppliers. The 

AMO is also studying the feasibility of entering the commercial market itself. 

On the other hand I another AMO in the United States, with many of the same 

suppliers, has excluded such an option for itself on the grounds that its services 

would most probably no longer be needed by suppliers once they can sell to commer

cial wholesalers. 

Thus I it is evident that AMOs generally have a very clear idea of the 

business they are in and of how their marketing strategies in particular fit with 
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t~eir purposes. These examples illustrate the point that AMOs are very conscious 

of the fact that, as naltruistic" organizations, they hav:e a r~ge o~ clients 

whose needs must be addressed effectiyely if the organization itself is to survive. 

l4.1.b Entrepreneurial leadership: AMOs are qmall businesses and they are 

risky businesses. It should not be surprising that most AMOs were started and 

are still managed by true entrepreneurs, i.e., l1imaginative, hardworking risk 

takers wpo thrive on high uncertainty and are willing to take decisive action 

,ba,l?ed on instinct, intuition and imagination rather than on ration~i analysis" 

(Block, 1981). In addition to sharing the classic entrepreneurial character

istics, the individuals who started ABAL Foundation, SOS-Wereldhandel, Bridge! 

~, Global Village Crafts, Tearcraft, Dritte Welt Laden, Ideele Import and 

Afro-~rt, for example, exhibit an interesting, if not unique, blend of three 

sets of opposites. 

(i) 'love of detail-holistic: Above all, craft importing companies 

require attention to detail. It is the detail (e.g., the dusty 

shelf, the misplaced invoice, the late shipment) which can cause 

so much havoc. AMO leaders have to be involved at all levels 

and in all aspects of their operations. And, they have to enjoy 

it. On the other hand, AMO leaders do not see events in isola

tion from each other; they take a holistic approach to problem 

solving, thinking through the larger socio-cultural and economic 

ramifications of their decisions, e.g., asking a producer group 

to change a particular weaving technology, 

(~:i.l. hard nosed-comp","ssionate: AMO leaders often must make difficult 

commercial decisions if their companies are to survive. All 

also consciously try to avoid paternalism and trading on people's 

pity ~y being exacting of their suppliers. But, AMO l~aders are 

also compassionate and understandi~g and operate with very 

positive assumptions about human nature. 

(~~i) task oriented-visionarY: AMO entrepreneurs often have to become 

completely immersed in the particular task or problem of the 

moment. At the Same time they must be able to articulate "'" verY 

broad vision and higher purpose for themselves and the~r 

colleagues because whatever they accomplish must be seen as 

transcending personal achievement. The AMO ent+epreneur must 

provide that transcending vision as well as many of the tangible 

links that make its achievement possible. 

• 
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Successful AMOs are also run by individuals with business backgrounds and 

experience or with the ability to learn quickly on-the-job. Often, the AMO 

entrepreneur and bUSinessman or businesswoman is one individual; in some cases, 

there will be two people who betw~n them provide the proper blend of necessary 

traits. In the case of the AMOs which have grown slowly over time or those 

which have spun cff from another AMO,the need for entrepreneurial leadership is 

less apparent. Their directors, however, still tend to exhibit the three sets 

of opposites. 

14.1.c Secure capital base: AMOs have started with very different capital 

bases and requirements. GEPA.was established in 1975 with a capital base of 

76,000 DM. Neighbors Crafts started with a $6,000 loan and Global Village 

Crafts began with ~7,500 in loans and donations, extended credit and personal 

liabilities. The amount, however, seems less significant than the cost and 

the source. ~ attributes its success in part to the security of its 

:capital base and the fact that it can rely on its parent organization to meet 

'its short-term capital requirements. The two largest voluntary agencies in 

Germany support ~ in much the same manner as Oxfam ccntinues to back Oxfam 

Trading. on the other hand, there are some very successful AMOs, notably 

Global Village Crafts and Dritte Welt L~den, which do not have ready access to 

money and whose capital base is primarily tied up in inventory. These AMOs, 

however, face a constant struggle to meet short-term capital needs, expending 

energies they would rather employ on other tasks. 

14.1.d Built-in market and evolutionary growth: Most AMOs started trading 

with built-in markets and found that they did not have to promote their 

programs aggressively, as demand continuously outstripped supply. SERRV 

explicitly cites both church support for its program and the absence of 

pressure from its parent PVO to meet specified sales levels as two significant 

factors in its steady and solid growth. ~,Tearcraft, Bridge/Oxfam, Neighbors 

Crafts, Third World Handarts, The Self-Help Program and Sackeus are examples of 

AMOs which also started with built-in markets that were either constituencies of 

a parent PVO (e.g., Bridge/oxfam).or groups already buying from another AHO (e.g., 

~ took over SOS' German market). There are exceptions to this general pattern, 

most notably Global Village Crafts, FRIDA Marketing Services and Dritte Welt Laden, 

but some of these AMOs have relied heavily on very strong entrepreneurial leader

ship or large injections of capital to start their marketing progr~s. 
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14.2 Strengths and Limitations of AMO Programs Designed to Address Producer 

Needs 

14.2.a Market-related needs: 

(i) the need for initial markets: AMOs are small trading companies; 

together they constitute a very small (some would say insignificant) part of 

the market for handcrafts and commodities from the Third World. In the United 

States, there are approximately 700 commercia~ importers of handcrafts and only 

aEOut 20 AMOs; in Holland there are around 150-200 commercial importers of hand-

crafts and no more than ten AMOs. 

A significant question~ however, is whether AMOs are particularly appro

priate channels for the types of producers who, for one reason or another, are 

not willing or able to sell through regular commercial channels. From the 

evidence we have been able to gather, it is clear that AMOs buy from particularly 

disadvantaged producers (e.g., slum dwellers in Lima, Bihari refugees, etc.) and 

have opened up markets for groups supported by indigenous and foreign relief 

and development agencies. We have not been able to estimate the proportion of 

suppliers to AMOs which cannot (or could not initially) sell through commercial 

channels. We do know that AMOs can respond positively to only a small percentage 

of the requests received annually from producers to market their products (e.g., 

Global Village Crafts received over 200 requests in 1979 and is not buying from 

any of these groups; The Self-Help Program accepted only 10% of the requests 

it received in 1980). We also know that generally only a s~all percentage of an. 

·-MiD·s suppliers is responsible for the lion' 5 share of the sales turnover. 

Thus, we could surmise that most of the suppliers to AMOs are probably able to 

sell through commercial channels and that any AMO's ability to be an initial 

market for small-scale, disadvantaged producers is most probably l±mited to 

a large extent by its needs as a marketing organization. 

(ii) the need for a secure and expanding market: The stability and 

potential of AMO distribution channels, especially non-commercial channels, 

are vigorously debated issues. SERRV appears to be unconcerned about the 

spectre of market saturation because such little effort went into developing 

its existing distribution channels. And, the director of Traidcraft who was 

responsible for creating the voluntary representative schemes at Tearcraft and 

Traidcraft is convinced that the sales potential within the English church 

.. 

• 
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remains largely untapped. On the other hand, The Self-Help Program has expressed 

concern about market saturation, since its sales increase for the past three years 

has come largely from opening additional MCC thrift shops. Bridge/Oxfam is 

manifestly concerned about the potential of its non-commercial channels to provide 

a steady and growing market for Third World products. And, Tearcraft has also 

experienced the constraints of limiting its programs to non-commercial channels. 

Both Bridge/Oxfam and The Self-Help Program are studying the feasibility of opening' 

commercial wholesale channels. However, a commercial wholesale channel might not 

be appropriate in all cases; as evidenced by Afro-Art's experience. 

The perception clearly exists that an AMO must diversify its distribution 

channels, if it wishes to maintain relationships with suppliers as their production 

capabilities expand. At the meeting of European alternative marketing organiza

tions, held in June 1980, a representative from four Bangladesh suppliers, including 

the Jute Works and the International Union of Child Welfare, made the following 

proposal: 

, ~ 

In the interest of providing stable long-term markets with 
substantial growth prospects for the products of our 
producers, the agencies of Bangladesh are agreed that we 
must move toward commercial markets. At the present time, 
our sales are almost exclusively to AMOs. We see the role 
of AMOS as one of pioneering new markets, development 
education, new project/product development and leading 
third-world enterprises toward long-term economic viability. 
We do not envision continued sales to AMOs exclusivelY 
especially of those products/projects that have reached 
sufficient production and management proficiency to be 
viabie in commercial world markets •••• 

Our first preference would be for AMOs to begin or expand 
efforts to become wholesalers to commercial outlets. By 
acting as a wholesaler, the AMOs could assist us with 
gaining commercial markets while protecting us from 
pricing and production pressures which would result from 
direct contact with commercial buyers •.. 

The benefits of an AMO warehouse/wholesaler include: 

.-greater sales growth potential 
• long term stability 
• simplified administration/communication 
• combined freight shipments 

- better rates 
more regular service from shipping companies 

- simplified documentation 
- simplified sample distribution 
- better able to negotiate tariff, duty and quota reductions 
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A second' preference would> be for the AMOs to act as' a, 
commercia! contact referral service~ This might ±pclud~ 
credit checks, adver,tis'ing" sample distribution, shipp:img' 
recommendations and information about the producers of 
Bangl~desh. narger commercial contacts might be' interested 
in this type of service and it e~iminates many of the' 
prob1:eI)lS inherent in AMOs becoming directly involved, 
with tn~ commercial sector. However, price and production 
pressures on producers may again be problematic. 

These Bangladesh sUPPliers clearly acknowledge the strenghts and limita

tions 6f'nbn-commercial and commercial channels as far as secure sales and 

fa'ir pricing are' concerned. To achieve' both ends they want to see the European 

AMOs diversIfy their distribution channels. We do not know the re~u~ts of 

£nese proposals, but some AMOs on their own account are responding to pressures 

to diversify their marketing strategies. 

(iii) market-related information: The need of small-scale producers for 

timely, accurate and usable information on potential buyers, market trends, 

new products, competition and appropriate technologies remains largely unsatis

fied. The need for a forum to enable a continuing dialogue and a sharing of 

i:deas and experiences between producers and AMOs and' other supportive 

6rgani~aitons has also been demonstrated (e.g., the Traidcraft experience). 

We have seen that individual marketing organizations' simply do not have 

the resources to collect and disseminate data s~stematicallY to most of their 

own suppliers, much less to address the needs of the ever-increasing number of 

small-scale producers seeking export markets. None of the AMOs are able to 

respond p'ositivelY to more than a small traction of the inquiries' they receive 

each week. In ,addition, the World Craft Council receives hundreds of requests 

for market-related assistance to which it does not have the capacity to 

respond. And, most export promotion offices in less developed c6~ntries are 

hard pressed to assist merely the large and medium-scale ~roducers. Inter-1r' , 
national agencies such as the International Trade Center 

World Trade Institute face similar constraints. 

and the AID-funded 

The newsletter Tradecraf,t Was an effort to take the first step toward 

establishing a resource and information center for small-scale exporters of 

handcrafts and commodities. If AMOS hope to adoress effectively the needs of 

such producers for market-related information and information-sharing, it will 
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most likely have to be through such a center. A center might support groups 

directly by providing information on buyers, market potential, export procedures 

for different markets, packaging, shipping, product processing, and other concerns 

that will not only facilitate their entry into export markets but will also sustain 

their exporting efforts. A center also might provide the actual link between 

producer and importer and follow up the initial contact to assure that the rroducer 

has a continuing market. If appropriate, a center might merely provide a package 

of information without any direct linkage or follow-up, or it might suggest both 

indigenous sources of support, such as a development project, an export promotion 

institution or a marketing cooperative and foreign sources of support. 

In addition, a center could also provide information to individuals and 

organizations other than producers and suppliers. This might include providing 

marketing information to importers to help them identify new sources of supply; 

storing up-to-date reports on small enterprises in specific geographic regions; 

assembling a library of impact studies, case histories, development education 

materials and relevant reports on small enterprises and export marketing in less 

developed countries; and maintaining a list of funding sources, market surveys, 

market and technical consultants and other resources that could be used to provide 

additional support to producers. 

l4.2.b Constraints on producers: 

(i) need for working capital and financing receivables: In Chapter 7 we 

discussed the ways in which AMOs address their suppliers' needs for working 

capital, namely by making partial payment with an order by leveraging funds and 

material from parent PVOs and other international donors. For example, in 1979 

and 1980, GEPA had 180,000 DM outstanding in prepayments to suppliers. We do 

not know the extent to which the need for working capital is met by these 

efforts, but the following proposal from the Bangladesh suppliers suggests 

that other alternatives should be explored: 

One of the chronic and perhaps unavoidable problems of 
dealing in export markets is the long time lag between 
delivery of goods and receipt of payment. This lag is 
often compounded by shipping company delays, slow banking 
procedures and erratic customs clearance. Receivables 
are regularly outstanding for three to six months. The 
high working capital requirements resulting from this 
time lag create real problems for projects that are 
struggling to become financially independent of their 
sponsoring agencies ••. Some of the optional ways in 
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which AMOs might help in this matter are .... use of 
revolving letters of credit for payment, and all of the 
Ai-to"s could cooperate to nominate an agency in Dacca to 
make payment upon shipment from a foreign bank account. 

(ii) vu1.nerab·ility and production" constraints: obviously AMOs cannot 

address the serious constraints on producers by themselves; they need to work 

in conj~ction with private agencies and organizations' which provide the 

outreach, networks, and finanoial support they as marketing org-anizations do 

not have. These links, in fact, constitute what is believed to be the 

compa~ative advantage of the AMO over the commercial importer which cannot 
, ~ . 

afford to maintain a presence beyond a part-time agent in a producing country. 

While there have been some individual successes, for example, in Thailand, 

Bangladesh, Colombia, Kenya and India, it is not altogether clear what types 

of assistance are most cost effective. 

There have been a number of attempts to create supra-marketing organiza

tions which deiiver a wide range of financial and technical services to their 

suppliers. Some, such as the 3ute Works in Dacca and Asha Handicrafts in 

BoIDbay, have been built on existing producer groups with proven track records. 

Others, for example HEED/Bangladesh, have created production/training centers 

to create new capabilities. While we have no data on the costs of establish

ing ~d maintaining those organizations, the evidence suggests that they are 

very complex and expensive undertakings. The HEED 1979 annual report, for 

example, estimated that the number of expatriate and national staff would 

reach 12 and 127 respectively by 1980. The total number of producers and 

trainees in the program in 1990 was estimated to be 770. CCAP, though it has 

~·ot received direct support from AMOs or their parent PVOs, stopped providing a 

full range of assistance to its suppliers because of the costs involved. 

There are AMOs which now question whether it often makes sense to 

provide intense services to producers. Afro-Art, for example, used to rely~ 

heavily on design and production consultants sent to selected producer groups 

for long periods of time. Several groups have had access to this assistance 

for up to six years. Afro-Art, however, has found that such an assistance 

strategy not only is very expensive but often results in unhealthy dependencies. 

Consequently, the AMO now sends some consultants on short, task-oriented 

missions to groups that can absorb their advice and assistance in a few weeks. 

Similarly, the former marketing direotor of FRIDA Marketing Services claims 

that beyond a part-time buying agent who works on a commission basis and 

• 

• 
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carries out the export functions, much of the development assistance provided 

by AMOs and PVOs goes for naught. 

The case for limited amounts of technical assistance and working with 

proven channels has been argued by Peter Ki1by (1977) in a paper based on a 

review of case histories of ten UNDP technical cooperation projects. We 

present a brief description of his major arguments and conclusions here 

because of the similarity between the projects he reviewed and AMO suppliers, 

and between his findings and the predelictions within much of the ANO community 

against large-scale interventions. 

Kilby supervised the preparation of case histories of ten technical 

assistance projects in the field of small industry and rural handcrafts. 

Tables 14-16 present summary descriptions of the projects as well as benefit 

and cost data on the projects. 

Three large-scale projects (E, G and F) are of interest to us. Projects 

E and F were designed for unemployed youth who lacked specific skills. Perma

nent and visiting experts provided training and marketing advice at regional 

centers. It was estimated that the centers trained only 116 people and 170, 

respectively, over a three-year period. Project G took 3~ years to complete 

and cost $221,000. In the end there were 20 commercial craftsmen working with 

expensive imported clay whose prospects for continued employment were bleak. 

In sharp contrast to the three large-scale projects was a small craft program 

designed to revitalize a demoralized tribe of some 35,000 swamP dwellers. 

Technical assistance in this case was limited to one input: marketing. 

What struck Kilby and others as they reviewed the benefit and cost data 

gathered on the projects was the generally low benefit/cost ratios. These 

were due, Kilby aruges (despite the fact that the procedures he used biased 

the ratios in a positive direction), to the following factors: 

(a) the relatively small client groups which were assisted 

(b) extensive resources used in constructing physical 

facilities 

(c) delays in project implementation, emPloyment and train

ing of counterparts 

(d) excessive administrative overheads 

Looking at the small sample of projects, Kilby hazarded the following 

tentative hypotheses to guide further analyses of technical assistance projects: 
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TABLE 14 

TEN RURAL INDUSTRY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 

Project cost ($;000.) experts 

Project Industry OWOltion UNDP Counterp;ut Tara! Posts Man-months 

f.. W.oolen carpets 1967-75 246 285 531 3 164 
B Woolen cupets 1964-70 120 1305' 1425 1 ,2 
C Woolen Cllpefs 1972-76 210 76 286 1 53 
0 Rural industries 197G-76 431 800t 1231 10 334§ 
E Artistic handiCrafts 1973-76 t215 625 1840 10 308" 
F Artistic handicrafts 1973-76 1032 767 i: 1799 15 297 
G G'cramics 1972-76 146 75 221 1 42 
H Wood carving 1969-74 144 48 In I 47 
J FDrm tools 1971-73 76 76 I 36 
J Lea$her !Ilnning I~S9-71 220 38 258 I 128 
K Handicraft promotion 1972-74 60 10 70 I 2~ 

• This inc1udes $-;66.000 of in~kind payments provided under the World Food Programme. 
t ThiS does not include the provision of physic:li facilities and an entire counterpart ministry. which the host 
government values at $29.5 million . 

. i, Of this figure $20,000 was provide4 by a prir.Lte charitable org:mlution. 
§ This docs not include :m addition031120 milll·months supplied by UN volunteers. or the 334 UFI man-months 
12 wet~ fulfllled by short-term consultants. 
I~ Does not include 33 as.sociate expert man-months provided under bililtcral funding. 

Source: ieXlby, Peter, "Evaluating Technical Assistance,1I World D~velopmen-t, 
VOl. 7, p. 3'12. 

• 



Gross annual benefits 

(Carpet.) 152 
(Carving) 20 
(llides) 7.9 

(Upper) 19.9 
(CerJlllics) 21 
(Carpets) 257 
(1.. Tochnician.s) 1.9 

\Urpcr) 2.1 
(Low"r) 0.6' 

(JJandic.::rnfts) 145 
(Lo,ve,) 81 

(Skins) 3.0 
(Upper) 14.5 
(Lowe,) \.3 

(l1andic~fts) 132 
. !Carpets) \18 

I'afl-lime employment. 

TABLE 15 

BENEFIT AND COST DATA FOR TEN PROJECTS 
(in thousands of U.S. dollars) 

Recurrent cosh: Year bl!nefiu start P.V. total costs 

25.7 2nd 238 
2nd 127 
3rd 42.6 

5.3 2nd 203 
240 lot 256 

2nd 32 

90 2nd 1535 

2nd 128 

125 2nd 1465 
166 2nd 226 

P.V. 101.21 b~ncnts 

1260 
200 
79 

199 
158 
170 
19 
22 
6 

540 
-94 

30 
145 

13 
65 

-480 

Source: Kilby, Peter, "Evaluating Technical Assistance," World Development, Vol. 7, p. 320. 

lob. 

Created Saved 

274' 8000' 
304' 
-II 

26 
22 

1000+' 
9 
9 
3 ,.... 

92 '" ,.... 

16 
30 20 
20 
80 

220 
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TABLE 16 

~ENEf~T-COST ~T~9S 

~oj .. t Ca.t pUl~tion Best estimate Upper/Lower bound 

($. 000.) (yc:us) 

C (Carp.") 286 4 1/2 S.28 
· H (Carvlng) 192 It/i 4.34- -/1.58 
• J'(Tannfni hid .. ) 39 7 1'/2 l.~ 4.67/,-

G (Ceramics) 221 3 0 .. 78 
, !I (Carpets) 1425 6 0.67 
J (Leather teolU1!cian» 32 21/2 0.61 0.67/0.18 
l' (!!ari<!i=Cts) 1799 3 0·35 0.86/-0.06 

· J ('l"anningskins) 149 8 0.24 1.13/0.\0 
J; (ijandicrafts) 1840 4 0.04 
A (Caipcts)' 531 10 -2.13 

• The benefit is comprised ot an eeonomic component (used for calculating tJte lQwer bound) ~nd a nominal 
socia.t ~mponent valu~~ at one do~ p~r ~e;u p~r. perso~ m the ~be. -

Source: Kilby, Peter, "Evaluating Technical Assistance I It World Development, 
VOl. 7, pp. 321. 
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(a) successful projects have addressed a situation where 
only one input or ingredient was missing--a market 
outlet, a raw material shortage, a new processing 
technology 

(b) when an integrated set of inputs has to be provided-
tapping untried markets, training from scratch, 
developing an entrepreneurial organization--failure 
was likely 

(c) projects are more likely to be successful if they are 
comparatively small, of short (3-4 years) duration, 
offer training or other services to all members of an 
established industry, work through proven organizational 
channels and avoid the creation of new administrative 
structures 

The experiences of the AMOs and their parent PVOs reinforce Kilby's conclu

sions. AMOs have identified a host of "missing ingredients": training in the 

diverse aspects of export management, packing and product design; access to new 

markets and new technologies; catalogue production; contacts to sources of both 

moral and financial support. The list can be expanded greatly. The fact remains 

that, because of their market orientation, individual AMOs (or commercial trading 

organizations for that matter) are in the best position to identify and take 

advantage of the missing ingredients in any particular case. They do not have the 

resources, however, to respond to these needs except in an ad hoc fashion. 

The importance of intermediary organizations which can absorb technical 

assistance goes without saying. While there is some debate over the viability and 

the strengths of many of the so-called social development intermediary organizations 

in the Third World, the fact remains that they constitute in many instances the 

only hope for low-income producers to achieve a modicum of control over their own 

lives. Thus, these organizations must continue to be the targets for assistance 

which seeks to reach marginal populations, whether it involves AMOs or not. 

14.3 Strengths and Limitations of AMO Marketing Programs 

14.3.a Non-commercial channels: We have already discussed three important aspects 

of the non-commercial marketing channels of AMOs from the point of view of sales: 

(1) the demands these channels place on producers in terms of quality, delivery 

schedules and volume; (2) their stability; and (3) their growth potential. As we 

pointed out earlier, all AMOs can single out producer groups which they helped 

introduce to the market, either directly or in conjunction with a parent pvo. We 

lack the data to estimate the extent to which individual AMOs actually play the 
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intermediary role, i.e., nurturing the small-scale producer group while it 

develops the capacity to expand production. Once an AMO has an established 

product line, however, it is not likely to be able to play such a role, except 

on a limited basis. AMO channels, while sufficiently stable, are too limited for 

some producers (as evidenced by the proposal from the Bangladesh suppliers). Thus, 

if an AMO seeks to respond to the diverse needs of different suppliers for stable 

and expanding sales outlets, it should probably develop' a flexible response 

capability, including wholesale distribution and/or contact points to commercial 

buyers as well as non-commercial channels. 

On the other hand, non-commercial channels make their own demands on AMOs. 

Foremost among these is the demand for information on producers, their socio

economic conditions, their cultures, their products,'and what they receive for 

their labor. This demand, of course, coincides with the educational aims of AMOs; 

but it also has a sales aspect. Two AMOs have suggested that sales increase 

measurably when sales representatives can describe the conditions of producers 

from personal experience. Some AMOs claim that 50% of their buyers request 

descriptive information. In Europe, at least, the demand from non-commercial 

channels for coffee and tea is very high because of their educational value--much 

to the consternation of one AMO which has had difficulties in the coffee market. 

Volunteer sales personnel within non-commercial channels do not respond to 

conventional incentive schemes, but they need to be motivated and assisted just 

the same. This can be done by increasing the return to a group's local organiza

tion, providing opportunities and a forum for personnel to meet one another and 

discuss mutual concerns, encouraging travel to producer groups, preparing sal~s 

displayS and offering technical assistance on an ad hoc basis. It is not clear 

whether volunteer sales representatives need more intense supervision and assistance 

than commercial representatives, but many AMOs are inclined to believe this is so. 

Our study has highlighted a number of additional aspects of the,non-commercial 

marketing channels which bear enumerating: 

• regional distribution system: The AMOs which sell directly 
to individual representatives and groups through a central 
distribution point (e.g., the catalogues of Tearcraft and 
SERRV) frequently face the problem of not being able to 
carry sufficient back-up stbck across all products. This 
results in having to return money and creates complications 
for distributors who have to set up informal swap networks. 
A !leash and carry" system which operates from regional ware
houses avoids these problems. 
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• international bazaars and fairs: These outlets generally 
prove qisappointing as far as sales are concerned, but, 
according to some AMOs, are excellent education vehicles. 

e museum shop market: This market has proved to be no less 
demanding than any commercial outlet for novelty items 
and low prices. 

• consignment sales: In the United States, at least, consign
ment sales have not proved very successful. 

• using volunteers to reach commercial outlets: The experiences 
of two British AMOs suggest that volunteer sales people need 
not be limited to purely non-commercial outlets, they can 
sell products to a wide range of outlets as do any other sales 
representatives. 

l4.3.b Retail outlets: A retail shop managed and controlled by an AMO appears to. 

be an important element in the overall marketing strategy and in providing an out

let for the small-scale producer. It is also invaluable for test-marketing 

purposes. If a retail shop is to generate substantial sales, the range of products 

offered must be very large (i.e., on the order of 2,000 or more distinct items). 

This implies buying from a large number of producers or commercial intermediaries. 

Some AMOs increased the number of retail outlets to three or four during the 

middle 1970s, but found themselves overextended and have had to cut back. Retail 

shops need to be carefully looated and even more carefully managed--a lesson which 

at least two AMOs will not soon forget. 

l4.3.c Mailorder: The experiences AMOs have had with mailorder have been mixed: 

"Built-in" markets have quickly become saturated; the expenses of production and 

promotion have turned out to be considerable I the right decisions on products and 

prices have been very difficult to makel and the demands for products which turn 

out to be popular have often outstripped supply. Several AMOs continue to use 

direct mail channels and their experiences over the next several years bear watching. 

l4.3.d Commercial wholesale distribution: Only a minority of AMOs rely on commer

cial wholesale channels and have commercial retail channels. They seem to have 

• ad~quate reputations and there does not appear to be any reason why other AMOs 

could not sell to the same customers, if they chose to do so. 
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14.4 strengths and L~mitationB of AMO Education Programs 

There seems little doubt that craft rn~rketi~g programs and comrn9dity 

camRaigns a~e importa~t, if not crucial, e~ements of the educ~tiona~ programs 0; 
AMOs. ~eople who are not interested in foreign cult~es, ~t is c~a~~ed, ~i~+ 

come to craft exhibitions and participate in campaigns which are b~~lt aroun4 

ev~ryday co~dities, such as tea and coffee. Furthermore~ buyi~g as well ~s 

selling crafts allows a wide spectr~ of th~ population tp p~ay a d~r~9t rqle 

in efforts to promote an awareness of development concerns in the Th~~d Worlq. 

There are two lessons which eme+ge from the experiences of AMO§ concerned 

p~imarily with education and "consciousness raising. 1f First, there is tqe 

apparent need to tie ~ducational materials and programs very closely to specif~c 

products. One ~O, for example, anticipated that it would provide general 

information about Tanz~ia along with its products. The AMO founq that 

customers had little or no interest in such information, but they were responsive 

to more specific information which focused on how Tanzania produced and shipPed 

those items being sold. The two-year Jute Statt Plastik (Jute-not-Plastic) 

campaign which ran in West Germany from 1978 to 1980 included a 32-page illus

trated basic information pamphlet which described, among other things, both 

the production and trade of jute and the "material wastefulness and environ

mental destructiveness of plastic-centered.middle-class life in industrialized 

countries. II Despite the sale of over 1.5 million jute bags, this campaign was 

seen by the AMOs involved to be an educational, not a marketing, effo~t. It 

Wa$ able, nonetheless, to integrate product specific information witp the much 

broader value positions taken by its sponsors. 

A second lesson which emerges from these experiences is the need t9 

collaborate effectively with local and national religious organizations, 

schools, trade unions, VOluntary organizations and other similar groups. If 

AMOs are to reach out effectively to a·wider audience with both tQeir c~aft 

ma"keting progr!i"'S and the attendant educational messages, they probably mgs,t 

rely on.iarge-scale campaigns, such as the jute and coffee action campaign in 

'West Germany, which depend on the active participation of a wide range of such 

local groups . 
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15. THREE IMPORTANT CONCERNS 

"15.1 Prospects for Effective Cooperation and Collaboration Among AMOs 

There is little a single AMO can do to address the wide range of market

related needs and production constraints on most of its suppliers. By pooling 

resources and networks AMOS should be able to address more effectively these 

needs. Among other things, they could generate and disseminate use~ul market 

information (e.g., new product ideas, market research data); sponsor joint 

training programs; identify, select and monitor individual consultants and 

other sources of support useful to suppliers; and share knowledge about 

experiences on what works and what does not work. ~he representative for four 

Bangladesh suppliers, for" example, requested that one AMO serve as a central 

point for the distribut'ion of samples within Europe; he also proposed that AMOs 

cooperate to assist suppliers in Bangladesh in meeting their needs for working 

capital. Furthermore, as the experiences of the European AMOs have shown, 

'collaboration on educational projects is equally important. This collaboration 

could range from sharing assessments of sUCcesses and failures to preparing 

materials jointly. 

Because of widely differing philosophical perspectives and a sense of 

suspicion and competition which exists in some quarters, there seem to be real 

limits as to the amount of cooperation possible among AMOs and PVOs. AMOs in 

EUrope have had some success collaborating on educational "actions," but 

Tradecraft and other efforts to engage the wider AMO community have not had 

similar success. "In the United States there have been no attempts at colla

boration beyond the informal contacts between the two major AMOs, so it is 

difficult to guess what the likely prospects would be for collaboration at any 

level. The climate in the United States, however, given the present attitudes 

of the two major AMOs, would seem to be encouraging for increased cooperation 

and collaboration • 

15.2 Commercial Viability of AMOs--the Significance of "Hidden Subsidies" 

AMOs all operate as trading companies which take financial risks to buy 

and sell inventory. AMOs are geared to break even or generate annual net 

surpluses on those transactions. In few instances that we encountered was an 
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AMD'S ability to break even dependent on so-called "hidaen subsidies." "Subsidies,u 

such as volunteers, donations, and cheap money, might have allowed many AMOs to 

start trading in the first place, and they might have resulted in a few 

i~efficie~cies. Of much greater significan~e to the viability of an AMO, 

however, is its ieadership's ibility to make the proper commerciai decisions 

given its market. These decisions affect the profit and loss statements more 

tHan ~ny ~fher factor and by and large the AMOs we surveyed seem to be making 

these decisions correctly. 

What is usually cited as an ANO's most significant subsidy, "voiunteer 
labor,1I mciy be just as weli working against th~ commercial. interests of the 

organization, since there is evidence that a volunteer sales force has inherent 

weaknesses, such as inefficiencies, lacK of incentives and management proolems. 

Furthermore, as wholesalers to church groups, thrift shops, or other outlets, 

AMOs provide discounts and margins to their buyers. Thus, as far as many AMOs 

are concerned, the volunteer labor force is not "free" to them. 

Lastly, it is important to paint out that, as far as we can tell, AMbs 

which operate in the commercial whqlesale market exhibit all the characteris

tics of a successful commercial importer/wholesaler. There is no indication 

that other AMOs which choose to develop this side of their business would be 

any less successful. To many, of course, this would defeat their primary purpose. 

15.3 Impact-of Alternative Marketing Organizations 

There is iittle but anecdotal and hearsay evidence on the ,impact which 

AMOs have haa on producers and their cofumurlities. The former director of Bridge 

lias noted t~at producers do receive some benefits, if for no other reason than 

the fact that the labor-intensive nature of handcraft production generates 

employment. But:. he contends that "few organizations have examined carefully 

the social implications of the trade: employment is frequently extremely short 

terin~ at low rates of p~y ahd in poor working conditions. It we have alrecidy 

mentioned the position taken by a director of a New Zealand AMO that AMOs 

often work at cross purposes to their own objectives because of the demands 
, . 

they place on suppliers. Others have pointed to unhealthy dependencies created 

by AMOs and their parent PVOs which continually subs~dize inefficient producers 

and so-called cooperatives. 

On the other hand, AMOs can point to incidents of real success. Bangladeshi 

women Who worked on the Jute-nat-Plastic campaign, for example, earned enaugh 

• 
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money in one year to integrate themselves and their families into the local 

economy. And, a small weaving cooperative in Colombia which could not interest 

commercial buyers in its products has built a successful trade through AMO channels. 

However, until longitudinal and cross-project studies are undertaken, involving 

~ participants at all levels of the production and marketing process, the understand

ing of the nature and determinants of the impact of AMO programs on producers, 

their families and their communities will remain extremely limited. 

With respect to the impact of the AMOs' educational programs we are as much, 

if not more, in the dark. TO our knowledge, no follow-up studies have been made 

to determine exactly what aspect of the different !lactions," campaigns and educa

tional materials are effective in changing attitudes and behaviors among AMO 

constituencies and staff. 



PART V 

EXPERIENCES OF G0VERNMENT AGENCIES IN THE U.S.A. AND EUROPE 

Most international and national donor agencies have assisted Third World 

countries to exPand their export trade. The Geneva-based International Trade 

Center (ITe) established in 1964 by the U.N. Commission on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD/GATT) has been a major instrumentality for the promotion of exports from 

developing countries. ITC staff have undertaken or commissioned market studies 

on everything from handcrafts to pineapples. The ITC handcrafts division has 

sponsored training and promotional programs for many countries over the past 

several years. During the past ten years, every major trading nation in Europe 

has established an "import promotion office ll to provide information and technical 

assistance to Third World exporters. In the United States the World Trade 

Institute (WTI) under an AID grant provides many of the same services as its 

European counterparts and the ITC. 

The combined experience of these different agencies is broad and varied. 

Since we could review but a small sample of that experience, our primary purpose 

was to identify the major types of assistance which have been provided to small

scale exporters (as well as importing agencies) and to highlight some of the major 

lessons learned. We expected that this exercise would at least help us shed light 

on the most glaring mistakes of the past as well as suggest appropr1ate channels 

for continued assistance to small-scale exporters. Three experiences which we 

have looked at in some detail are the following: 

(1) IMPOD, the Import Promotion Office for Products from 
DeVeloping Countries, established in 1975 as a semi
independent agency under the Ministry of Commerce in 
Sweden; 

(2) FEDEAU, the Federation for the Development of Utilitarian 
Handcrafts, an EEC-funded agency created in 1978; and 

(3) Agency for International Development export-promotion 
projects, including the export development assistance 
project of the World Trade Institute. 

170 
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16. IMPOD--THE SWEDISH IMPORT PROMOTION OFFICE 

FOR PRODUCTS FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

16.1 Background and Major Functions 

IMPOD is one of a dozen European import promotion offices established during 

the 1970s in response to requests from UNCTAD/GATT to create importing agencies 

that would complement export promotion offices in the Third World. Its activities 

are part of the official Swedish development aid policy and it is funded from the 

government's budget for development cooperation. According to some observers, 

IMPOD is one of the most effective of the European import promotion agencies. 

IMPOD's primary aim is to create permanent business relations between 

exporters in the Third World and the Swedish market. It has worked with Swedish 

AMOs in order to assist the least able among Third World exporters. Nine IMPOD 

staff members, located in Stockholm, work in four program areas: Information, 

Training, Service and Consultation, and Special Projects. A recently published 

brochure describes the four programs in the following way: 

• Information to the developing countries, their export promo
tion organizations, separate exporters, embassies, etc. 
A newly started Market Newsletter is one of the means of 
providing news from the Swedish market. IMPOD is also 
building up a library, containing information on the Swedish 
market as well as information on developing countries, such 
as trade statistics, different types of surveys and more 
specific trade information. 

o Training may involve seminars and training in order to show 
how the Swedish market functions and how an individual 
exporter or export promotion organization should approach 
the Swedish market. IMPOD is not new to this field but 
more time and money will be devoted to it since the need 
for training is great in the developing countries. IMPOD 
will cooperate with ITC, the International Trade Center, and 
with IMPOD's sister organizations in other industrialized 
nations • 

• Service and consultation is the function with responsibility 
for a quarterly publication (IMPOD KONTAKT), aimed at 
Swedish importers and showing the existing opportunities 
for establishing serious trade relations with firms in 
developing countries. Besides the business offers listed 
in the magazine, IMPOD has other means to find suitable 
suppliers for Swedish importers, e.g., contacts with official 
export organizations in developing countries and personal 
contacts with individual exporters. To a certain extent 
IMPOD can arrange programs for Swedish buyers visiting 
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developing countries. We also try to assist importers 
in solving their problems. 

• Special projects is the name of the fourth function and 
this may include assistance in developing products, 
marketing surveys or other activities to support the 
introduction of products from developing countrie~. 

IMPOO'S budget for its first year of operation, July 1, 1975 to June 30, 

1976, was 1,200,000 Swedish crowns (U.S. $275,220). The agency's annual budget 

for fiscal year 1980-1981 was 3,800,000 crowns (U.s. $9'11,270). No break-down ,by 

program area is available. 

16.2 Linking Activities with Third World Exporters 

Each month IMPOD receives new enquiries from about 100 potential and actual 

exporters in developing nations. About half of these enquiries come from India. 

Most are seeking appropriate Swedish importers and advice in finding the most 

suitable partner for a specific product or task. Firms which make contact with 

IMPOD are requested to fill out two forms: a Company Profile and an Advertisement 

Form. The Company Profile form requests the following data: 

- year export firm was established 
- employee responsible for exporting 

legal status of the firm 
foreign collaborators in equity or technical assistance 
number of employees 
products offered 

- names and addresses of firm's bankers 
- regular foreign representatives and their addresses 

previous cont~cts in Sweden 
- volume of exports and nations buying in 3 previous years 
- capacity of delivery per year, total and to Sweden 
- other references 
- membership in export promotion council 

The IMPOD Advertisement Form indicates what sales aids, including catalogues, 

price lists, pictures and samples the exporter can supply for each product line. 

When the agency feels it has sufficient information on a supplier, it begins the 

search for a suitable partner. According to a speech given by IMPOD's first 

director at the Vienna conference in 1977, "if we are really lucky, we already 

have an interested Swedish company registered in our files, or we can find somebody 

by using some of our contacts with the market.tI Personal attention, however, is 

not possible in most cases because of the large number of requests IMPOD receives. 



IMPOD's SWedish language bulletin, IMPOD KONTAKT, is the agency's major 

means for publicizing Third World exporters who are seeking contacts in the 

Swedish market. This bulletin is distributed to about 3,000 Swedish firms, 

cooperatives, agents and other potential importers. Of the 100 requests received 

'~ each month from potential suppliers, between 30 and 40 might eventually be 

included in the KONTAKT bulletin. It is published four to six times each ¥ea+ 

and includes a loose-leaf summary in English. A recent a-page issue included the 

following items: 

- an article about Bangladesh 
- an article on the current status of IMPOD 
- an article on prospects for importing natural drugs 

directly from developing nations rather than from West 
Germany 

- a note on two new members of IMPOD's Advisory Board 
- a report from two IMPOD representatives visiting India 
- announcement of an African textile fair at Abidjan! 

Ivory Coast 
- an article about a large jute exporter from Bangladesh 
- a 3~-page list of exporters which have sent satisfactory 

Company Profiles to IMPOD; the list includes their 
nations, products, and whatever additional information 
about them is available from IMPOD 

We do not know how many of the suppliers included in the KONTAKT bulletin are 

linked up with importers in more direct ways or how many actually have developed 

long-term business relationships with the Swedish market. 

In addition to this general publicity, IMPOD helps exporters in several 

specific ways. Sometimes, for instance, IMPOD staff will assist exporters in 

planning a marketing strategy in Sweden and in selecting and making contacts with 

importers. IMPOD press releases indicate that Third World exporters are also 

supplied with "basic information about the Swedish market, customs duties, import 

regulations, market legislation and statistical data. In questions of a more 

complex character IMPOD gives advice on useful sources or consultants for the task.u 

The agency also has compiled a 48-page booklet in English and French entitled 

Exporter's Guide to Sweden and has produced a 3D-minute film with information for 

Third World suppliers. IMPOD's growing library is open to Swedish importers and 

to exporters from developing nations. 

IMPOD also runs seminars and arranges meetings in Sweden for Third World 

exporters and swedish importers. Visitors are brought together with groups of 

importers who talk about the ways and obstacles to trade with Sweden. At these 

meetings the importers often emphasize the importance of dependable supply and 
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quality. IMPOD subsidizes some of the visitors' expenses, but not those of 

private exporters. Initially IMPOD organized meetings in SWeden for a wide range 

of exporters. from developing nations upon the request of either their government 

agencies or the potential visitors themselves. In some fo these case~, the 

exporters did not attend the scheduled meetings, thus damaging their reputation 

among Swedish importers. As a result, the agency prefers to arrange meetings only 

upon the request of the ITC in Geneva or the export promotion office or embassy of 

the country involved. 

During L980 IMPOD undertook approximately 20 special projects which link 

Third World products to Swedish markets. The projects varied greatly in size and 

content, as the following examples indicate: 

e assisted a SIDA consultant in doing a market survey for 
jewelry from Ind~a; the consultant visited a number o~ 
retaii stores with a collection of samples and then wrote 
a report on the findings • 

• contracted with another consultant to investigate the 
possibilities of introducing Indian hand-tool manufacturers 
to the Swedish market by using an umbrella brand name ·and 
unified packaging system. 

o sent a staff person to visit sport2ng goods· manufacturers 
in Pakistan in order to collect samples of tennis rackets 
to determine if the rackets were competitive with European
made ones. 

o surveyed the market for coit carpets and then, together 
with an import agent, hired a designer to develop new 
designs that would be more appealing to Swedes • 

• assisted two of the large Swedish chain stores, rCA and KF, 
in marketing pineapples from Kenya through their retail 
stores. Some of the promotion activities were: launching 
a trademark for Kenyan horticultural produce; bringing a 
Kenyan dance troupe to Sweden; initiating a consumer compe
tition for a free trip to Kenya; and carrying out an 
advertising campaign in magazines and newspapers. 

The pineapple project was considered highly successful because it not only 

~stabiished the Kenyan product in Sweden, but also expanded the overall demand for 

fresh pineapples so that an increased quantity was purchased from the Ivory Coast. 

The pineapple project had been.so successful that KF asked IMPOD to participate 

in another project. IMPOD decided that 'KF would be an excellent retail store chain 

to use for creating a significant Swedish market for instant coffee from Tanzania. 

!MPOD then turned to an alternative marketing organization, Tanzaniaimport, to be 

the importer and wholesaler between the Tanzanian coffee exporter and KF. 
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IMPOD currently focuses most of its linking efforts on food commodities and 

manufactured goods rather than handcrafts. In order to link Third World exporters 

to conventional marketing channels in Sweden, IMPOD seeks very dependable exporters 

or works with export promotion organizations which increase the likelihood of 

dependable supply. Dependability is especially important when the links between a 

developing nation and swedish channels are first set up, because the outcom~ +5 
likely to become widespread knowledge among the 3,000 SWedish importers in IMPOD's 

KONTAKT bulletin. Table 17 presents the number and type of exporters IMPOD listed 

in the February 1979 issue of the bulletin: 

TABLE 17 

Number of Exporters and Kinds of Business opportunities 
Published in IMPOD KONTAKT 

nation 

India 

Pakistan 

Nepal 

Thailand 

Malaysia 

Philippines 

Singapore 

sri Lanka 

Domincan Republic 

1979 

47 

8 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

kinds of products 

food commodities, jute products, 
hardware, engineering products, 
clothing, textiles, ruqs, leather 
goods, sporting goods 

textiles, clothing, handcrafts, 
sporting good, musical instruments 

food commodities, clothing, rugs, 
handcrafts 

jute products, leather goods, bamboo 
items 

polyester goods, rubberbands, tape 
cassettes, perfumed napkins 

food commodities, furniture, clothing, 
handcrafts 

furniture, imitation flowers, photo 
albums 

handcrafts 

food cOlllIIlodities 

\ 
I 
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16.3 Relationship with Alternative Marketing Organizations 

In the words of its present director, ":IMPOD must be strict in judging 

Third World exporters in order to maintain its credibility with Sweden's commercial 

se9t or .. • Regarding the least developed countries which have very little to 

offer the Swedish market through the traditional outlets, IMPOD sometimes turns to 

the AMOs." On a small scale, IMPOD ass is t8 the AMOs in performing their importing 

and wholesaling functions and encourages them to use conventional retail channels 

~~ther than trying to corn~ete with them. IMPOD also subsidizes some of the AMGs' 

information materials and activities that promote products from less developed nations. 

In 1977, for example, IMPOD assisted Afro-Art in an attempt to expand its 

wholesaling operation. In 1978 and 1980 IMPOD assisted Sackeus in producing its 

product catalogue. The agency also sent speakers to Sackeus' seminar on inter

national trade and serves as a source of information for the AMO. IMPOD provided 

assistance to Solidarisk Handel in designing and producing tea bags to package 

Vietnamese tea for the Swedish market. In addition, IMPOD paid Tanzaniaimport for 

the printing costs of its information materials concerning Tanzanian instant coffee. 

Because this,AMO tolerates delays which most commercial companies would not, IMPOD 

saw it as a logical agent to establish a link between Tanzania and an establish~d 

Swedish retailer, the consumer cooperative store chain, KF. KF is experimenting 

with marketing mangas and kitenges supplied by Tanzaniairnport. If the link 

between Tanzaniairnport and KF is successful, and if other AMOs demonstrate a 

seriqus interest in exp&,ding their wholesaling, IMPOD probably will expand its 

support to AMOs. 

Eor further information: 

IMPOD 
Box 7508 
S-103 92 Stockhol~ 
sWedeh 
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17. FEDEAU--THE FEDERATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF UTILITARIAN HANDICRAFTS 

17.1 Background 

The Federation for the Development of utilitarian Handicrafts (FEDEAU) is a 

nonpro£it, international association incorporated under Belgian law. Its poarq 

of directors consists of 24 representatives from organizations in Africa, Asia, 

Latin America and Europe. FEDEAU was established in 1978 by the European Economic 

Community (EEC) in.response to requests from a large number of Asian and Latin 

American and African countries for assistance in expanding their handcraft exports 

to Europe. 

In 1977, the EEC sponsored a one-week conference in Nice, France, on the 

distribution and marketing of handcrafts in Europe. The conference was attended 

by representatives from 50 exporting nations in addition to alternative marketing 

organizations, European commercial wholesale and retailing companies, and inter

national donor agencies. The purpose of the conference was to explore the whole 

range of constraints on supplying groups and to suggest concrete ways for the EEC 

to assist them. Prior to the conference, the EEC had neither the mechanisms nor 

the policy framework for responding to the myriad of requests for assistance, 

which ran the gamut from a telex and automobile to market studies and advice on 

product preparation. 

In the opinion of FEDEAU's secretary general, the honest and open discussion 

of the almost intractable problems facing both producers and importers of hand

crafts prevented the conference participants from suggesting dramatic initiatives 

and from being terribly sanguine about what the new initiatives should accomplish. 

The conference did, however, propose the establishment of an international body 

to serve as a link between producers and distribution channels, assisting both in 

a variety of ways, while helping to maintain the longer-term view of both sides 

of the marketing chain. It was on the basis of this proposal that FEDEAU was 

established in June, 1978 • 

17.2 Philosophy and Aims 

FEDEAU focuses exclusively on "utilitarian" handcrafts, i.e., ltproducts which 

are in everyday use, and made by crafts people from natural materials." The agency 

is primarily concerned with two interrelated issues: price and quality. FEDEAU 
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posits that only by e~phasizing quality will both importers and suppliers be able 

to provide a stab~e and growing source of employment and income to producers. 

FEDEAU also argues that the long-term interest of producers is compromised when 

retail prices are set too low, as often happens. FEDEAU's underlying goal, there

fore, is to help raise not only the quality of handcrafts sold in Europe, but also 

their retail prices. 

As stated in their own documents, FEDEAU's objectives are four-fold: 

(1) to facilitate contacts between producers and distributors, 
especially during specialized trade events, so that the 
knowledge of supply and demang for utilitarian handicrafts 
in europe can be improved; 

(2) to help provide technical assistance for producers in 
developing countries wherever practical aid can' improv~ 
exports, and especially for the adaptation of products 
for diff~rent consumer markets; 

(3) to improve information and the exchange of experience 
between the professionals of utilitarian handicrafts as 
to how the marketing of these products in Europe can be 
developed; 

(4) to study, at the request of producers from developing 
countries and European distributors, any subject which 
could lead to an improvement in the marketing Of utili
tarian handicrafts from developing countries. 

17.3 Activities 

FEDEAU undertakes three sets of distinct, but interrelated activities: 

(a) it conducts short-term missions to producer countries; (b) it organizes exhibi

tions of handcrafts in Europe; and (c) it oversees the provision of technical 

assistance to individual countries. 

~7.3.a Missions: The mission concept consists of two elements. Individuals from 

Europe, "who know the market for particular product groups and are known for their 

ability to design products that reflect traditional designs and skillS," are sent 

on request to producer countries for a period of two weeks. Most often these 

individ~~ls ar~ commercial wholesalers or retailers. The second crucia+ ingredient 

to a FEDEAU mission is the commitment of the host institutions in the producer 

country. A FED~AU mission will not be dispatched unless the host institutions 

meet the following conditions: (1) a collaborative arrangement between government, 

social or cooperative, and private institutions; (2) first-hand and in-depth 

knowledge about the conditions and capacities of relevant producer groups; (3) a 
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detailed program for the mission consultants1 and (4) a willingness to keep prices 

at the same level for at least one year .• 

The purpose of the missions is to help establish priorities for handcraft 

production. Mission consultants identify potential products and advise on their 

selection, taking into account a range of factors, including likely competition in 

each area. They also suggest priorities for export efforts--e.g., which products 

could be exported immediately, what areas should be emphasized for future growth 

and development--and identify areas where specialized expertise might make its 

most significant contribution. 

Initially, FEDEAU thought it would not allow its mission consultants to 

establish commercial relationships with potential suppliers, because FEDEAU did 

not want to appear to play favorites. In FEDEAU's view, this turned out to be 

unnecessary and unwise. Key to FEDEAU's operating philosophy is the exchange of 

relevant information--information about markets, products, trends, etc. During 

its first y:ar the agency realized that suggestions to increase production of a 

:particular item carried more weight if they were combined with orders for the 

Iproduct. Thus, FEDEAU not only has changed its policy, but in fact makes it a 

condition that orders be placed for significant amounts of stock--not just samples. 

Between June, 1978 and June, 1979, FEDEAU sent missions to ten countries. 

seventeen missions were completed in 1980. Thirty-four countries requested 

missions, but only 17 were able to satisfy the conditions set down by the agency. 

The first set of missions had limited results in establishing commercial trade 

links with mission consultants. More careful selection and planning procedures 

the second year resulted in the creation of seven direct trade links. In one case, 

FEDEAU established direct links with a large AMO in Europe in order to get a high 

enough volume of orders to justify the placement of a resident advisor in Madagascar. 

A serious constraint on the mission concept has been the scarcity of appro

priate people to send--people who are both familiar with particular products and 

their markets and who can work effectively with individual producers as well as 

government bureaucrats. The right combination of skills, attitudes and experience 

has proved difficult to find, and should not, in FEDEAU's experience, be under

estimated. 

17.3.b Exhibitions: Exhibitions in European museums, "shopping centers" and 

other IIprestigious venues" are the key to FEDEAU's primary concern: raising the 

appreciation for and, consequently, the price of Third World handcrafts. In 1980, 
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FEDEAU organized a ~erie8 of exhibitions of "containers u from Asia throughout 

Europe. In the introduction to a stunning brochure produced for the Design Centre 

in Stuttgart, the Executive Secretary of FEDEAU writes, "The objects are of a 

quality little guessed-at in industrialized countries, they have a utility common 

to all men: cooking, going to market, working in the fields." The array of straw, 

wooden, clay and metal containers exhibited met with great acclaim in Stuttgart 

and the Kunstgewerbmuseurn in Zurich. A similar exhibition on Baskets of the World 

was held at the Hotel de Sens in Paris at the end of 1980. Both exhibitions are 

scheduled for European and Canadian museums during the next two years. 

In 1979, FEDEAU organi~ed an exhibition of Handcraft Toys from India at the 

Musee d'Art Mederne in Paris. The exhibition ran for a year and' reportedly 

stimulated a good deal of interest among retailers and consumers. A series of 

very large exhibitions focusing on nHandcrafts and Everyday Life tn African were 

a,lso designed. The first in the series took place at the Creteil Shopping center 

in Paris in October 1980, and a second at the Epinay Shopping Center in the spring 

of 1981,. Both exhibitions were set on over 1,0'00 square feet of land, involved 

the participation of hundreds of exhibitors and exhibits, and attracted over a 

million' people during a three-week period. 

17.3.c Technical assistance: In its role as a provider of technical assistance 

to producer ccuntries', FEDEAU selects individual contractors, provides a frame of 

reference fo}; their operations, and monitors their performance. The TI experts" 

senu by FEDEAU to particular countries are paid for and administered by the EEC, 

~hereby relieving FEDEAU of operational and management responsibilities. 

BEDEAU has' helped set up two resident advisors in Africa, one in Upper Volta 

and a second in Madagascar. In the opinion of FEDEAU's secretary general, the 

success of these efforts depends on the degree to which their objectives can be 

specified. In Madagascar, for example, the advi:sor will "increase- exports of 

baskets' by a factor of three within six months. n The advisor in Upper Volta is 

responsible for preparing a detailed plan of action within the framework laid 

down by a short-term mission. 

17.4 Relationships with Alternative Marketing Organizations 

FEDEAU has not developed very strong relationships with most of the AMOs in 

Eu~ope, because their basic goals differ. According to its secretary general,. 

most AMOs do not place the same emphasis on quality as FEDEAU does, and they seek 

• 
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the lowest price possible on their goods instead of working to raise the price of 

handcrafts. FEDEAU, however, had a productive relationship with the AND it 

introduced to basketware from Madagascar. FEDEAU saw the AMO as the most logical 

importer because "the AND had a long-term view of things and would not require the 

volume which (in FEDEAU's experience) often destroys (Third World) projects before 

they are capable of handling increases in production." 

17.5 Staffing and Financing 

FEDEAU has one full-time employee, the secretary general. He has two half

time assistants to cover work in Latin America and Asia and in Africa. All other 

employees are hired on a short-term basis. FEDEAU'S budget for 1979-1980 was 

approximately $300,000. $200,000 was spent on missions and exhibitions, and 

$100,000 went for overhead and costs not attributable to specific projects or 

exhibitions. FEDEAU's secretary general estimates that the cost of a IS-day , 
mission might run as high as $7,000, but most would be somewhat less. 

For further information: 

FEDEAU 
17, rue Campagne Premiere 
75014 Paris 
France 
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18. EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AND PROGRl\MS OF 

THE U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOpMti-rr (AID) 

18.1 B~ckgrciiiiia 

AID's experience with export-promotion projects has been extremely diverse. 

The Agency, it would seem, has tried every conceivable means of assisting and 
", ,. 

encouraging 
: ..... " ' 

extapt laws 

the exportation of nontraditional products, including th~ revision of 

that we~ di~i~centives to ~~porters. AID also made arrangements fbr 
a U.S. importer to visit a small project i~ Paraguay to advise the project on the ., 
~xp~rt possibilities of Indian crafts, and has provided substantial ongoing 

fi~anc~al, support to a project at the World Trade Institute in New York City which 

undertakes a variety of activities to promote imports from Third World countries. •• r r" . . . . 
~y of AID's efforts continue to bear fruit; several of the indigenous structures 

which were created and/or str~ngthened over the past 25 years continue to perform 

~~luable functi~ns--eeg., training industrial designers, setting up trade missions, 

marketing handczafts, or whatever it is they are intended to do. 

Our ~eview of AID's experience in this sector, unfortunately, was hampered 

by the usual constraints. The breadth of the experience was much greater than we ,.. , 

had anticipate,d and, 'while individuals in the Agency were most helpful, it proved 

very difficult 't~ obtain but a sma'll amount of the documentation which at one time 

must have existed on relevant projects. For 
-'.,' '- . ~ 

only documentation we were able to locate on . '.; . 

e'xample, computer summaries were tne 

a six-year project in Ethiopia 'which 

aimed to establish an investment and export promotion center. Furthermore, the 

summaries indicated that no evaluations were ever done on the project. In another 
. -. . 

case, documentation on the export-development aspects of the ROCAP' ()legional Office 
,~. ." '.,.":' 

for Central America and Panama) ends in 1971 • And, even though ~e project is 
. i>. . ~t' . 

,said to ha~e co~tinued through 1975, we found no mention of the project in the , 
Agency's computer system. 

-. ~... ::," 

~ost important of all from our perspective is the dearth of documentati6n on 

~e ;~gio~al e~fort by AIDiwa~hington to develop centers for the p~ornotion and 
.- ::,r :. :" , . ' ':"'1 • " > 

export of artisan ,handcrafts in the four Andean countries during the mfddie 1960s. . . :;. -'. .~ , , 

We were able to locate some very interesting end-of-tour reports 
. t .' " .. • 

perceptive pr?ject appraisal report on the Peruvian component of 

and a particularly 

the project. 
, " 

These dOcuments highlight many of the issues involved in implementing the "integrated . : . 
~~proachll to""export deveiopment projects among low-income artisans and,. as we shall 
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see, include lessons which seem to have been forgotten 15 years later. Unfortunately, 

we did not locate any documentation on the other three Andean countries involved 

in the project. It is particularly unfortunate that we could not locate an evalua

tion of the marketing component of the project (which was not at all successful) 

or a study undertaken in 1969 (four years after the project started) of the project's 

impact on the artisans in Peru. 

While our data base is anything but complete, we have been able to identify 

the major types and modes of export development assistance provided by AID over the 

past 25 years. We also have been able to highlight many of the important lessons 

learned, however tentative and speculative they might be. 

18.2 The Different Phases of USAID's Export Development Assistance 

AID's participation in export development projects over the past 25 years 

can be presented in four phases. There is some overlap, but each phase has a 

distinct focus and thrust. An interesting point to note is the reflection of the 

recent emphasis within the Agency on targeted assistance for income and employment 

generation programs in the language and purpose of small industries and handcrafts 

promotion projects of the late 1950s and early 1960s. Thus, lessons from projects 

of that period should have particular relevance today. 

18.2.a Late 1950s: Although many handcrafts and small (or rural or cottage) 

industry projects during this period had an export marketing component, they did 

not focus exclusively, or even primarily, on exporting. The goal of a project in 

Iran between 1957-1959, for example, was "to improve the quality of locally-made 

products to effectively compete with the overwhelming percentage of imports of 

better quality." One component of the project involved test marketing some of 

the sample pieces of products developed through the home office of the contractor, 

a u.s. design fi-rm. A small industries project in Korea which ended in 1961 did 

aim lito increase the overseas sales of producers in handcraft and small industry," 

but its primary focus was on increasing the local sales of a large number of 

Korean industries. Other projects of this era which studied and/or directly 

assisted cottage and small industries in Indonesia, the Philippines., Jordan and 

Lebanon also looked upon the export market as part of a much broader picture--even 

while concluding, as the report on Jordan and Lebanon did, that the "hope for wide

spread, substantial betterment of the lot of Arab manual craft workers lies in the

creation of an export market distributing Arab craft products of 'beauty and high 

quality. II 
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18.2.b Middle 1960s: A high priority for AID between 1964-1969 was the export 

marketing of handcrafts in Latin ,America. An ambitious project w~ launched in 

1965 "to develop artisan ,handcrafts in the four Andean countries (with) the 

emphasis on the export marketing of products to the U.S.A." The project included 

a separate contract with a New York consulting firm for the provision of marketing 

services, including the actual distribution of the "products de la Alienza." 

"From the outset, the project built a close liaison with the largest retail 

~erch~diser in the U.S., Sears, Roebuck and Company, to provide the stimulation 

of initial and immediate sales volume" (Annual Operations Report, September 1965, 

CLUSA). According to one observer, a marketing component was included in order to 

avoid the common mistake made by many similar projects, i.e., neglecting the need 

"for an adequate and continuing flow of orders to the artisans." Although this 

reference indicates that there were at the time at least several other small 

industries projects with an export emphasis, we did not identify them in our search 

of the Agency's files. 

18.2.C Late 1960s - early 1970s: This period was the peak of export development 

efforts by AID. During the late 1960s, the Agency helped establish a number of 

governmental and quasi-governmental export promotion centers in Latin America and 

Asia. The Agency also encouraged the creation of both regional and inter-regional 

export development institutions, such as PROMECA (the Central American Export 

Promotion Center) and CIPE, an OAS-related, inter-American export center. In 

AID/W there was an Export Development Office back-stopping the field missions, 

mgny of which had resident export development advisors at one time or another. 

The emphasis during this period was on assisting countries to diversify 

.their e~orts to include non-traditional items; i.e., in the case of Guatemala, 

for example, items other than coffee, sugar, cotton and meat were promoted. In 

1990, the broad spectrum of AID assistance to Latin America in export development 

included: 

Loans (e.g., program, agriculture sector, capital good 
imports) which encourage appropriate government action 
on tax and other policy changes. 

Upgrading of management skills and improvement in 
government organization. 

- Increased availability of agricultural and industrial 
credit. 

- Improvement of specific industries (e.g., technical 
assistance to livestock and meat processing industries). 

'. 
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- Expanded investment in export companies through compre
hensive feasibility studies. 

- Upgraded research, analysis and planning capability of 
government agencies involved in the exPort sector. 

- Capital assistance for infrastructure (e.g., roads, port 
improvement) • 

- Loan to the Coffee Diversification Fund. 

In 1973 a total of $11.5 million waS proposed for export development loans to 

Latin America (e.g., $4.0 million in a loan to Ecuador to create mechanisms and 

provide seed capital for promoting nontraditional exPorts) and $2.5 million was 

allocated in grants. 

18.2.d 1974 to present: Since 1973, there has been a shift within the Agency, 

away from urban areas and large institutions toward rural areas and projects or 

institutions which have a direct impact on the rural poor. With this shift has 

come a de-emphasis on export promotion per se. The World Trade Institute project 

based in New York City is the only remaining USAID project which focuses 

exclusively on aSSisting Third World countries expand their exPort trade. 

The Agency, nonetheless, is still funding individual projects that have 

exPort marketing components. One is a project in Sierra Leone to support, develop 

and expand the domestic and exPort market for gara cloth; and another is a IIX>hair 

project in Lesotho which is managed by CARE. AID also continues to support requests 

for specific, short-term export marketing assistance, as in the case of the importer 

who advised a project in uruguay. As a matter of fact, most of the projects started 

since 1974* encompass some aspect of exporting, although this is not necessarily 

specified as a project goal, of purpose. A small farmer marketing project in 

Guatemala, for example, is desigued to establish a new agricultural marketing 

organization which will sell no a range of buyers including exporters. Thus, there 

is every indication to suggest that the conclusio~ reached by the team which 

evaluated the World Trade Institute project in 1978 still holds; namely that "USAID 

missions do not always seem to appreciate the contribution assistance to (the export 

development) sector can make to AID's goals." 

*These projects were located in the Agency's computer using the following 
descriptions: export promotion, nontraditional export, handcraft promotion, 
small industries, and export development. 
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18.3 A Framework for Discussing Projects and Lessons 

l8.3.a .A typolo9¥ of expor.t development projects and programs: AID export 

development projects fall into one of three major categories: 

(i) export marketing: these include projects in which export marketing 

might be a distinct component but, as we have just mentioned, it 

is not of primary importance; summaries of some of these projects 

are included in Appendix B. 

(ii) discrete task: AID has undertaken and/or supported highly specific 

and focused assignments to assist directly a particular export 

development effort. Many of these assignments have been of the 

information-generation type (e.g., studies of export promotion 

for agricultural products and development of agro-industrial 

activities in Costa Rica, and studies of commodities, functions 

and institutions contributing to India's export efforts). Other 

projects have provided short-term technical assistance (e.g., 

sending an importer to the P~raguay project to advise on the 

exportation of Indian crafts). AID has also provided loans for 

everything from aerial surveys to participant training at the 

World Trade Institute. 

(it:i:>' instttution building programs: AID has played a direct role in 

the creation and/or support of six types of export development 

institutions: 

- export marketing organizations--e.g., the Artesanias del 
Peru set up as a subsidiary of the Industrial Development 
Bank of Peru in 1965 

- technicaQ support institutions--e.g., a fine arts 
department at Hongik University in Korea and the 
Ecuadorean National Institute of Standards (INEN) 

- national export promotion offices--e.g., the colombian 
export promotion agency (PROEXPRO) and QUATEXPRO 
(Guatemala's Export Promotion Agency) 

- regional expor.t promotion centers--e.g., ROCAP (Regional 
Office for Central America and Panama) 

- inter-regional export assistance centers--e.g., CIPE 

- global export assistance agency--e.g., the World Trade 
Institute's export promotion project 
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18.3.b A three level decision-making hierarchy: In reviewing project documents 

for "lessons learned," we tried to find those which related to broad conceptual 

issues rather than those which either plague most all development programs 

(e.g., delays in host country funding and staffing) or were project specific 

(e.g., inadequate preparation for visits to export markets and fairs). The 

framework we use for this discussion (and which will be used to discuss 

implications of our findings for future research and actions projects) is 

borrowed from the state-of-the-art paper on evaluating small-scale enterprise , 
(SSE) promotion, prepared for the Office of Urban Development by Development 

Alternatives, Inc. (DAI). This framework is presented in Figure 1., 

(i) the policy level: The basic issue at this level is whether or not 

export development programs (or components) should be promoted. There are two 

questions that need to be answered in addressing this issue. First, are the 

outcomes of export development programs consistent with AID's 'target groups 

and basic needs considerations? Second, if the outcomes of export development 

programs are consistent with AID policies, does the export sector need any 

foreign assistance or can it take care of itself? 

The evaluation of the World Trade Institute project makes the following 

argument with respect to the first question: 

Increased exports (a) provide additional employment oppor
tunities, which are virtually a prerequisite for the poor 
to satisfy their basic needs and share more equitably in the 
fruits of growth; {b} stimulate increased production not only 
in the export sector but also indirectly in other parts of 
the economy, thus easing the task of making goods available 
to the poor; and moreover, (c) can be the major source of 
foreign exchange for LDC imports needed for both economic
social development generally and the direct satisfaction of 
basic needs. Thus, they help speed up economic growth 
without excessive dependence on foreign aid or other more 
costly forms of financial transfers. 

We are reminded of FRIDA's argument that, because of the lack of internal markets 

as well as inadequate regional economic cooperation in Africa, FRIDA's projects 

at least initially had to be based on the export markets. 

The DAI paper on evaluating small-scale enterprise promotion suggests that 

in order to shed light on the arguments and assumptions made by proponents of 

export development, an evaluation methodology must perrnit,an aggregation of 

comparable data (especially impact data) across different export development 
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FIGURE 1 

lNEORMATI0N NEEDS AT DIF.FERENT EVALUATION LEVELS 

Decisi9n 

Continue or expand the 
promotion of SSEs in order 
to increase income, employ
ment and production 

Select specific components 
of SSE that will be promoted 

Assist the expansion/turn
around/establishment of 
specific SSEs or SSE 
institutions 

Evaluation Considerlltiolls 

.Data must be aggregated and 
comparable across programs 

Data must be collected on 
alternative strategies and 
permit a comparative analysis 

Data must reflect specific 
project characteristics and 
unusual features 

Source: Evaluating Small-Scale Enterprise Promotion: State-of-the-Art: 
Methodologies and Future Alternatives, Development Alternatives, Inc., 
December 1980, p. 17. 
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programs. These data do not exist. Furthermore, even if the outcomes of export 

development programs are consistent with AID policies, there is the second policy 

level question which needs to be answered; namely, does the export sector need 

any foreign assistanoe for its development. 

Even advocates of export promotion projects recognize that most projects 

cannot have much of a direct effect on the development of the export secto7. The 

World Trade Institute evaluation, for example, acknowledged that no single program 

can create all the necessary conditions for export success. A 1971 evaluation of 

an export promotion program in India admitted that the Indian government was already 

aware of the major problems of exports. And, the AID manager of the handcraft 

export marketing efforts in the four Andean countries claimed that the projects 

themselves could never be justified by the cost-benefit ratio techniques of evalua

tion. All three of these evaluations suggested that the projects should be assessed 

on the basis of the respective countries' increased awareness of the problems and 

prospects of their exports, and their actions as catalysts in correcting or improv

ing the situation (e.g., eliminating restrictive export taxes and demonstrating 

that markets for particular products exist and can be exploited). 

Policy assessments of export development programs, therefore, need to examine 

both the indirect effects of these programs on the export sector (i.e., an "aware

ness,fI relevant legislation, private sector initiatives) and the direct relationships 

between programs and export targets. But, again, without comparable data on the 

different export programs and projects, it is not possible even to speculate on 

cause and effect relationships. 

(ii) the program level: At the program level the basic issue is which specific 

components of an export development strategy should be generally promoted and which 

components should rarely, if ever, be promoted. Keeping in mind that one putative 

objective of export development programs is to increase employment and income 

generating opportunities amongst marginal populations, there ar~ three program-level 

questions to be asked. 

The first question is what is the more appropriate program focus, small 

industries or handcrafts? We have already discussed the case for and against 

handcrafts in different sections of this study. We wanted to see whether AID's 

experience would shed any light on these perennial arguments. 

A second question is what is appropriate intervention strategy? In a study 

of the developmental impact of PVO projects in Niger and Kenya, DAI developed the 

following typology of intervention strategies: 
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• Strategy 1: Supplementing a specific community project 
that is based on sel,f-help, with funds for materials 
and/or equipment; 

• Strategy 2: Low profile support to a project that 
depends on small groups at the local level to carry out 
activities and make key decisions; 

• Strategy 3: Major commitment of technical assistance, 
and a high degree of PVO involvement in defining and 
directing project activities; and 

• Strategy 4, Financial and technical support to a 
project initiated and carried out by the host country 
government. * 

The "appropriateness" of any of these strategies depends on a large number of 

factors. For example, the elaborate, expensive and complex handcraft export 

project in the four Andean countries was justified on the grounds that prior 

to the intervention neither market nor production infra-structure existed. In 

reviewing export promotion programs, we wanted to see whether or not their 

e~£~~~~~qes_would reinforce the lessons d~awn from the experiences of AMOs and 

'. t;)'th~~ .. i~tern~t·{o·nal donor ~gencies. 

A third question is what is the most appropriate locus for providing 

technical assistance, information and other services to exporters? AID has 

supported national, regional, inter-regional and international institutions 

as well as public and private agencies, all of which aimed to provide a range 
- -

of services to exporters. We wanted to see whether available documentation of 

AID export development programs would shed any light on the effect that the location 

of services has on their timeliness, appropriateness, dependability, and accessibility. 

(.iii) the~ proj'ect level: The basic issue at the project level is whether or 

not a particular approach is expanding export-related activities among its putative 

beneficiaries and achieving positive development impact relative to proj'ect costs. 

We wanted' to see whether AID's experiences would shed light on the important as 

well as- unnecessary inputs of projects which aim to assist marginal populations in 

expanding their export trade. 

The need for continued, directed and intensive assistance to margina'l and 

low-income artisans is a theme which recurs throughout documentation on proj'ects 

*Source: FINAL REPORT: The Development Impact of private Voluntary Organ£za
tions·:_ Kenya and Niger I Development Alternatives, Inc., 1979, p. 54. 

• 
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implemented during the past 25 yoara. The following quotations are from 1956, 

1961, 1964 and 1978 respectively: 

• In any effort to create a sizable export market, sales 
represent only half the problem. The other half consists 
in obtaining quantities sufficient to fill export orders, 
and maintaining ~he products according to sales specifica
tions. Sales will be easiest to solve, but filling 
orders with a required quantity of items all of uniform 
quality and standard characteristics, requires real 
pioneering. It calls for a knowledgeable, alert, wide
spread organization which understands both the craftsmen 
and their products. (1956) 

• We feel that the craftsmen of Iran, while somewhat "rusty" 
in their skills, nevertheless indicate an alertness, 
potential for learning and interest that are most encourag
ing. With continuing and well-directed technical aid, 
they can greatly improve their personal and monetary rewards 
from their skills and also reflect importantly on the 
improvement of-Iranian standards of living and production 
quality. (1961) 

• The major problem in handling artisans is the matter of 
changing attitudes which takes a long time. Most people 
tend to underestimate both the time required to accomplish a 
change in basic attitudes and the huge amount of effort 
requirep. (1964) 

o [After two and a half years of assistance to a Sierra Leone 
cooperative and an expenditure of at least $120,000], there 
is, currently, no well organized production system which 
provides for organized ordering and distribution of raw· 
materials. CUrrent co-op facilities for sales and produc
tion of goods were inadequate at the time of this evaluation. 
Many urban Gara Cloth Co-op members have their own separate 
retail outlets and can make more money on their own than by 
selling goods through the Co-op. Therefore they do not 
provide as many goods to the Co-op as is desired. (1978) 

AMOs have also testified to the frequent underestimation of both the magnitude of 

the problems involved in working with low-income artisans and the.intensity of the 

·assistance required to address them. It would seem, therefore, that the lessons 

learned from past experience either are ignored each time a new project is designed 

or they are the wrong lessons~ 

A review of AID's project experiences would, we hoped, shed light on additional 

lessons, if indeed there were any. As the DAI state-of-the-art paper on evaluating 

small-scale enterprise promotion suggests, "a wealth of good project-level evalua

tions should serve as the foundation upon which programs and policy evaluations are 
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later made." At the very least, therefore, we expect our review of proj,ect-level 

documents to suggest hypotheses which would guide subsequent progr~- and policy

level studies. 

18.4 ~nformatioh-Generatioh and other Discrete Projects 

Projects which fall into this category are brieflY described in Appendix B. 

The documents we perused gave no indication of the use to which many of the studi~~ 

and recommen4ations had been put and, to our knowledge, there ha~ been no impgct 

evaluations of" the l'oans made tlirouSlh ROCAP. Two proj~cts, even thou~h they werE; 

comprehensive in scope, offer interesting if familiar lessons about (1) the use of 

snort-term technicians, and (2) the generation of useful market-related information. 

The following conclusion and recommendations are from the end-of-tour report of the 

chief of party of the CLUSA contract group for the Andean handcraft project: 

Much of the money spent on short term technicians 
over the past two years has been wasted'. Short term 
technicians were brought down with the vague hope that 
something of lasting good would result. Too much time was 
spent by the technicians on exploration and orientation 
trips. In ,some cases the technician had to work out for 
himself what the problem was before he could attempt to 
solve it. In order to profit most by these experiences, 
several specific recommendations are made: 

a. 'us'e short term specialists less frequently. 

h. Extend the "short term" to at least six months unless 
some clearl¥ defined specific project is at hand that 
needs attention. 

c. Spell out in advance exactly what is to be accomplished. 
Say where and how it is to be done. Set up specific 
objectives so that performance can be judged. 

d. Do not bring a technician down unless adequate logi~tic 
support can be guaranteed. This would include: working 

. space, materials, transportation, an interpreter if . 
needed and any specialized equipment required. 

e. Determine exactly who is to supervise the technici~ls 
work and to whom he is to go for help in solving the 
inevitable problems he will encounter. 

f. If possible, a139ign " nn tionnl counturpllrt to work along 
with the outside technician so that continuity of effort 
can be maintained. 

One component of the already-mentioned Indian export promotion program 

was to undertake studies of commodities, functions and institutions contrib~ting 

to India's export efforts. The objectives of the studies were: "(a) to diagnose 
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major irnped1ments to increased export earnings by financing objective analyses 

of institutional problems affecting both production and marketing of the 

commodities in which India enjoys a comparative advantage; and (b) to make the 

findings available to the Government of India for its consideration. II 

According tu the evaluation of this program the studies succeeded in 

making the Indian government more aware of the problems and prospects of Indian 

exports. The following criticisms, however, were among those made by the 

evaluation team: 

(a) Insufficient 'Operational Orientation: The studies 
appear to lack an operational orientation; and practitioners 
(businessmen, export promotion councils) were not sufficiently 
involved in their formulation and conduct. One Export Promo
tion Council was extremely critical of the naivete of those 
assigned the job of researching a particular product. In 
another case, a private research organization challenged the 
authenticity of recommendations of the study on export houses 

(b) Weak on Marketing: The studies could have placed far 
greater emphasis on the approach to foreign market penetration 
by Indian companies. • • • For example, the machine tools and 
the hand and cutting tools teams have already discovered the 
need to understand the requirements of foreign markets in 
appointing agents and distributors •••• In the case of 
traditional commodities, such as tea, a critical question 
faced by the Indian tea industry is to increase the unit value 
of exports. However, such,an effort requires an intimate 
understanding of types of packaging, distribution, promotion 
and general marketing to penetrate sophisticated foreign 
markets. The oversight of the marketing problems may result 
in a false sense of confidence on the part of the Government 
of India and companies in penetrating foreign markets. '--

A 1978 evaluation of the World Trade Institute project discussed these same 

problems. But the evaluation also pointed out that the WTI project "set itself 

off from so many other export promotion efforts by the practical orientation of 

its research and information services." Similarly, the International Trade center 

of UNCTAD!GATT has found that the addresses of traders and relevant associations 

included in monographs an foreign trade channels is one feature that is most 

appreciated by exporters in developing countries. 
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18.5 Institution Building--Export Marketing Organizations 

18.5.a Examples: 

Artisanias del Peru (ARTPE) was one of four local central marketing organiza

tions established in the Andean countries of Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia 

under the aegis of an AID/W regional contract with CLUSA. Ten person-years of 

technical assistance was provided between 1964 and 1966, when the contract with 

CLUSA was terminqted. CLUSA technicians included a product design and development 

specialist, a production specialist, cooperative organizers and an export advisor. 

Short-term specialists were used throughout the project to advise on new products 

and production techniques. At the height of the program, 32 Peace Corps volunteers 

were assigned to producer groups throughout the country. About one-third of the 

volunteers were novice designers' with academic training while one-half were 

generalists assigned to assist producers in the areas of raw materials collection, 

production systems, bookkeeping techniques for artisan clerks and cooperatives. We 

do not have very accurate figures on project costs, but based on data from several 

sources we would estimate AID's direct e~enditures to have been on the order of 

$3-$5.5 million. 

The project was established to improve the standard of living of rural and 

urban artisans by creating employment opportunities and establishing cooperatives 

(Annual Operations Report, 1965). The project consisted of four interrelated 

components, all of which had to be created: (1) permanent in-situ cooperative 

marketing corporations; (2) field production centers; (3) credit institutions; and 

(4) permanent administrative and sales organizations in the United States which 

would include ancillary financing and warehousing operations on a continuing service 

basis. The inclusion of this fourth element was based on the assumption that the 

"Agency's historicai failures in former handcraft development programs (were due in 

large measure to the) lack of a marketing structure; (thus the project designer 

deliberately took) the calculated risk of building the project in the face of 

pressure from the marketplace rather than attempting to organize the host country 

central institution and artisan production in the eventual hope of stimulating 

market demand" (End-of-tour-report, Control No. 513, 1967). 

Within each of the four countries the project undertook all the steps needed 

to take the product from the artisan to the consumer--including numerous field 

trips to locate existing artisan centers and designing systems and procedures for 

the following: cataloguing, receipt and placement of orders, extension of credit, 
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quality control procedures, collection, warehousing, packing, exporting, shipping 

and invoicing of merchandise. In addition, training center workshops were located 

at host country corporation headquarters where artisans could come for training 

and where samples could be made. At the "bottom" of the structure, Peace Corps 

v6lunteers helped organize and translate ideas for new products and market demands 

to local artisans. 

At the time that the program was initiated there seemed to . 
be sufficient saleable products already existent and available 
in Peru to keep the orders going. However, in time it was 
seen that the old standard products were dropping off in 
export sales due to such factors as saturation of the market, 
competition, and interest limited to only specialized buyers. 
Sales volume could only increase if new and improved products 
were added to the standhy lines. 

As the Artesanias staff and Peace Corps volunteers moved out 
into unexplored areas many new and exciting products were 
discovered. This· gave a boost to the quantity of saleable 
products. However, the country has now been well covered, 
and it is doubtful that there are many unknown marketable 
products or potentially rich craft centers. New discoveries 
·will not at this point add appreciably to expanding production. 

The overall product development plan followed by the project consisted of 

four components. We have reproduced the following paragraphs a~ost verbatim 

from the annual report of the chief of party because they articulate clearly 

the marketing approach which guided the project. 

(1) New York Initiated plan. 

By its sales subcontract [the U.S.-based marketing structurel is 
charged with the responsibility for planning and administering 
product development. Because of its location on the threshold 
of the world-wide market in New York City, [it is] in a position 
to determine market demands. Because sales volume can only 
result from orders placed for merchandise acceptable in style, 
quality and price, and for which dependable production schedules 
can be established, the sales subcontractor initiates product 
development plans which are then geared to production in the 
field. These plans, which are completed with the greatest 
possible degree of specification • • • are then transmitted to 
the field for analysis and comment. . . . 

The CLUSA staff Product Development Coordinator serves as the 
administrator in the field for the product· Development program 
and reports to the Project Manager. Once having incorporated 
modifications suggested by the field, and if then agreed to by 
the Director of Marketing and the Product Development Manager, 
specific target dates are set for field development of samples, 
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the evaluation of these samples in the market and the 
par,ticular product development plan is underway. 

(2) Field Initiated Plans. 

The CLUSA Design Specialist in each country has had, 
before assuming duties with this program, extensive 
exp,erienc.e with the u.S. retail market. As a reslllt, 
each designer, because of this intimate knowledge and 
experience with the materials and skills available in 
the country of his assignment, has the capacity for 
originating ideas £or new products. These ideas, together 
,with samples and cost analyses, are submitted for evalua
tion to Products of the Alianza. Necessary modifications 
~re ~ade, a sample production timetable established, and 
a Product Development Work Plan implemented. 

(3) Short Term Technician Program. 

This program has proven to be one of the most crucial and 
significant aspects of the overall product development 
effort. Through the recruitment of experienced technicians 
in various fields for assignments in specific geographic 
and product areas, an overall economy and efficiency has 
been obtained. Upon identifying a particular raw material 
or skill resource, with only a marginal product being 
produced, the utilization of a short term technician has 
enabled management to direct artisan efforts toward the 
production of items with ready market acceptance •.•. 

(4) Non-Paid Buyer Visits. 

Traditionally, large retail merchandising chains send 
specialized professional buyers of their merchandise to 
all parts of the world. South America and Africa are 
usually omitted from these buying trips because of poor 
p~oduction facilities in the a~ea. Because of their great 
experience such buyers are able to tell the producer how 
to design and ~elect colors which will make an item saleable. 
Following the purchase of Products of the Alianza fqr 1966 store 
promotions, it is expected that the services of such experts 
will become available to the field as part of the product 
develqpment program. • . • 

At present, on a short term basis, the CLUSA Product 
Development Coordinator has been employed for an initial 
six-month test period. Management evaluation of this new 
function will follow this trial period. This individual 
will spend approximately 75% of her time in the field 
working directly under the supervision of the Project 
~anager and, in effect, acting as his field representative 
in the area of product development. It is the Coordinator's 
~unction to administer and generally supervise the product 
develop~e~t program agreed upon by tHe respective managements 
in New York and Washington. It is anticipated that the 
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frequently overwhelming problems of the past, as they were 
affected by communications, on such technical matters as 
design and production specifications will be significantly 
reduced by the presence of the Product Development Coordinator 
in the field. 

Another vital ingredient to the project was the policy of obtaining credit 

for the artisans. Under this policy, small loans to artisans were made by the host 

_ country corporations to be repaid upon completion 'and delivery of an order. And, 

last but not least, was the promotion and development of producer cooperatives. 

From this brief description of its major elements, it is clear that the 

Artisan Cooperative Project was a complex, yet highly integrated and logical export 

development scheme. Its achievements and impacts, however, were not so clearly 

documented. According to a 1969 project appraisal report (PAR), "accurate or even 

good, estimates of the sales of artisan handicrafts are lacking" (PAR-Cl-446). 

The PAR, however, noted that in Peru some 14,000 artisans were involved in the 

project by 1968: 33 Peruvians (ranging from general manager to packer) were 

trained; 900 individual products were identified and samples procured; a local 

retail outlet was thriving and 375 artisans had received non-interest bearing loans 

(only 1% of which were delinquent). The sales of ARTPE increased from $145,000 in 

1965 to $500,000 in 1968 with the export market accounting for 46% of the total. 

According to the 1969 PAR, ARTPE was returning 8% on the Industrial Bank of PerU's 

investment--a return, it was believed, which encouraged the government to assume 

full responsibility for the project in 1969. 

, The project, however, has been roundly criticized. The same PAR which 

pointed out the project's achievements noted that by 1967 it had largely 

failed to meet its objectives: "It was hoped to generate $1,000,000 of whole

sale products by 1967. There was a SUbstantial shortfall of , approximately 

60% ••• it was hoped to bring SUbstantial economic benefits to 25,000 people, 

especially in the Sierra; ARTPE now estimates this at 14,000 but the statistics 

~ are probably not very reliable." The World Craft Council study referred to 

earlier in this paper quoted an evaluation 'of the project (which we could not 

locate) which claimed that only a portion of the crafts items introduced had 
• price, design and quality ~cceptance at any level and that no more than 30% 

were of sufficient quality to merit re-order. According to this evaluation, 

the project, top heavy with experts and supervision was hounded by such 

problems as: 
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1. Inconsistency of quality control 

2. Problems of replenishment of inventory 

3. Inexperience of American retailers in problems of direct 
import from Latin America where no stock inventory was 
available in the united States 

4. Problems of credit and accounts receivable 

5. Variations in prices 

6. Practical selling prices 

7. Competition from ·other Third World areas producing more 
sophisticated products 

In terms of the project's impact the existing evidence is largely 

anecdotal. The following examples are from the 1965 annual operations report: 

• In Ecuador, in the village of San Antonio de Ibarra, the 
volume of orders placed thus far in the program is equiva
lent to twice the annual municipal budget for the entire 
township. In the hot, dusty village of Montecristi where 
the famed Panama hat originated, the orders placed are 
equivalent to four times the annual muniCipal budget and 

.the products ordered revived a dying straw-weaving industrr. 

• In Peru, in the rural Papuja area; where highly skilled 
groups of ceramic workers live, the average monthly 
income of a whole family is estimated to have been 300 
Soles (about $6.00). Orders placed here have brought 
the average income up about 1,000 Soles per month ($20 
a month additional income). Over a three-month period, 
one artisan, Damian Paricoto Chambi, has made sales of 
9,000 Soles ($180) to Artesanias del Peru. with this 
additional income he has purchased a cow and 30 sheets 
of tin roofing material with which to replace the straw 
roof on his house. A Peace Corps Volunteer with a group 
of artisans and financial assistance from Artesanias del 
Peru designed and developed a spectacular and cheap kiln 
to be used by the Pucara ceramicists. This will enable 
them to work through the rainy season to produce an 
artistic item which has always been in short supply. 

• In Colombia, at the Ruana cooperative, in the village of 
Lenguazaque, orders placed with the artisans have 
represented some 50% of total production in the first 
six months of 1965, and have increased sales over 100%. 
In Usiacuri, a small agricultural town of 2,000 people, 
some 75 artisans had formed a producers club which faced 
bankruptcy prior to the arrival of orders from Artesanias 
de Colombia. Since that time approximately 8,000 Pesos 
of merchandise have been purchased every month since May. 
These purchases carne at a most opportune time. Not only 
has the producers' clUb grown and returned to a healthy 
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economic position, but the purchases helped to alleviate 
much suffering and hunger caused by a severe crop
damaging drought. Senor Gabriel Forero, a highly skilled 
ceramic artisan, lives in Chiquinquira, a small ceramic
producing village in the State of Boyaca. His monthly 
income, before Artesanias de Colombia began to make 
purchases from him, \1aS 150 to 200 Pesos. He is now 
averaging 1,000 Pesos a month and has received assistance 
from Artesanias de Colombia in product redesign and 
quality control. He has greatly improved his family's 
standard of living; he has paid for a parcel of land, 
built a new kiln, and paid for the installation of 
electrical lines to and within his house. 

Other reports from the same period, however, suggest that the direct 

impact of the project could not have been very positive. The cooperative 

organizer wrote the following in his end-of-tour report: 

As Artesanias del Peru now exists, how close to the ideal 
mode of operations has it come? 

There is no question whatever that at a national marketing 
level Artesanias has been a great success. It has now 
reached the'breakeven point o~ costs of operations with its 
Lima sales outlet. Even more significantly it has re
awakened national interest in its heritage of crafts. 

What it has thus far failed to do is to provide a significant 
degree of development in lirni:ted urban or rural areas (with 
very few exceptions). Large numbers of products from many 
insignificant, sporadic purchases throughout the country are 
now the basis for its sales operations. If the Crafts program 
is to realize its very great potential, more concentrated 
development activity will have to be planned and carried out 
to boost incomes in specific communities. sufficient continuity 
of action must be planned to allow in-depth group formation 
and development. 

Another in-house critic of the project claimed that only 3% of ARTPE's sales 

came from producers organized by Peace Corps volunteers. Thus, if the project 

was having a positive impact, it was most probably on producers which it did 

not reach directly. 

We know that at least three of the marketing organizations established 

during the 1960's are still in operation today. We have little idea, however, 

of their continued viability. According to the director of Aid to Artisans, 

ARTPE and its Colombian equivalent are not really viable anymore and sell 

almost exclusivelY to domestic markets, since the export market is almost 

entirely dominated by private initiatives and small cooperatives like Cuyamuna 
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in Colombia'. This scenario, however, is exactly what the original project 

designers had envisioned'. The chief of party wrote in 1966 that: 

It is, important not to lose the pioneering spirit--to seek 
out existing products ~rom new areas and to continue to 
develop original products using the old designs and skills. 
As soon, as profit making becomes the primary goal, there is 
a tendency to slow down exploration and development. For 
this reason, private individuals or companies should' 
eventually be relied upon to carry on the sale of established 
products from e~tablished producers. An organization such as 
Artesanias del Peru would be in the background to pick up the 
slack and- to continually push for more extensive and newer 
uses of native artistic skills and materials • • • 

An important criterion on which to judge the effectiveness of ARTPE at the 

policy and program levels (and by implication the entire project), is its demonstra

tion effect. Even though cause and effect relationships of this kind are very 

di;ficult to establish, we need at least to speculate on what the relationships 

might be. In the final section of this paper, we shall argue that the little 

evidence which does exist suggests that other factors probably play a much greater 

role than a project's inputs in developing and expanding a country's export trade, 

and that there might be little justification for AID (and other international donors) 

to try to initiate export marketing projects--even on the scale of the project 

described in the following paragraphs. 

In 1976, the government of Sierra Leone signed an initial agreement with AID 

requesting a total of $62,000 for the following purposes: (1) to pay for the 

services of a marketing consultant to analyze and help organize the Gara ~loth 

I-ndu-s_try; (2) to train members of the women's industry in marketing and design; 

and (3) to provide logistical support, supplies, and equipment. The project agree

meIlt period was for 18 months, from December 1976 through June 1978, with the qIllount 

of AID assistance provided totaling $115,165. 

In July 1978, a proposal was submitted to AID requesting additional assistapce 

for the project. This extension was necessary because, in the words of the market

ing consultant, the project "failed to make provision for the actual situation 

faced • by most of the rural and urban gara cloth producers, namely lack of 

capital for raw materials. II Furthermore, the very organizational structure ,which 

was assumed to be functioning from the outset of the project was "inactive, divided 

and fragmented" (Final Report, Gara Cloth Industry, 1978). Orders for products had 

been placed by at least six importers, for example, but none of them were filled 

on time. 

" 
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In July 1979, a two-year, bilateral agreement was signed between the U.S. AID 

and the Government of Sierra Leone, with AID agreeing to provide $205,000 (Gara 

Cloth Industry Evaluation Report, 1980). The goal of this project is to increase 

the employment, income and productivity of rural women in Sierra Leone who are 

producers of gara cloth. The project designers assumed that the decline of the 

industry and the slow growth of membership in the Gara Women Industry were due in 

large measure to the lack of an effective organization and links to an export 

market. The initial project consisted of the following two phases: 

Phase A--Design Phase of approximately two months duration. AID provided the 

services of a marketing consultant to analyze the gara cloth industry and make 

suggestions for product diversification, appraisal of export potential, identifica

tion of possible markets in the U.S. and elsewhere, basic design of export promotion 

schemes, and design for market channels. 

Phase B--Implementation Phase of approximately ten months duration. the 

marketing expert helped organize and implement a dynamic marketing program and 

select appropriate members of the Gara Women's Industry for training in the 

following. export-oriented functions, rationalizing production for export, 

establishment of several overseas market channels, and introduction of new design 

ideas. 

Nine months into the extension of the project and after four years of direct 

assistance, very little seems to have been accomplished. The following is from an 

evaluation report prepared in May 1980 • 

• It was anticipated that the craftspeople would receive a 
cash payment for their goods when they were picked up by 
the field supervisors on the project staff. This output has 
not been achieved. Currently, producers deliver finished goods 
to the coop for sale on consignment. There is often a long delay 
between the time the goods are produced and when payments from 
their sale are received by coop producer members. The inability 
to provide cash payments for finished goods causes a loss of 
confidence in the operations of the cooperative of members and 
potential members • 

• velivery of goods to local and forejgn markets was another 
anticipated output. However, at the start of this new project 
period, five orders, placed in September, 1978, during the first 
project, had not yet been delivered (Summer 1980). Due to earlier 
mismanagement, checks and other records of these orders were not 
properly entered in project accounts and books. Priority was given 
to filling these orders, but some goods were refused by the purchasers 
because of the long delay in delivery. 
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• The U,.S. advisor returned' to ,the united' States during DeceJDber, 
1.9'79 to deliver the first orders and do additional marketing'. 
She r~turned to Sierra Leone in late February, 1980 with fifteen 
additional! orders to be filled. At this time, no sys'temized 
production schedule exists which will insure that these orders' are 
filled in a timely manner. 

• There is, currently,no well-organized production system which 
provides for organized: ordering and distribution of raw materials'. 

• current coop facilities' for sales and, production of goods were 
inadequate at the time of this evaluation. Many urban Ga:ra Cloth 
Coop'members have their own separate retail outlets and can make 
mi're IlJoney on their own than by selling' goods through the Coop. 
Therefore they do not provide as many goods to the Coop as is 
desired. (Ga:ra Cloth Industry Evaluation Report, 19S0) 

The Gara Cloth and' the Artisan Cooperative projects do more than illustrate 

the enormous difficulties involved in attempting to pioneer exporting, marketing 

efforts. They suggest other lessons which have implications for decision-makers 

at all three levels of the decision-making hierarchy. Some of these implications 

a~ d1sc~ssea below. 

IS'. S.b Lessons le'a:rned: 

(I) marketing: The Peruvian Artisan Cooperative proj'ect illustrates two 

marketing' lessons: (a) the importance of flexible marketing strategy (particularly 

the importance of developing local markets,) and (b) the role of dii'ect incentives. 

The marketing link to Sears, Roebuck, and Company, which was to provide the 

pressure from the marketplace that was missing in so many projects, turned out to 

be a near fatal mistake. According to the design and development specialist 
, , 

assigned to peru, the project's u.s. marketing ar.m concentrated its promotion and 

sales on lower priced, large volume products, and on pushing down prices, even when 

volume pro,duction did not exist. This needlessly resulted, in her opinion, in 

poorer qua"lity products. Furthermore, she argued, the policy eliininated many highly 

saleeb'le items because they fell into a more exclusive quality but smaller quantity 

category. The 1969 PAR concluded that artisan goods cannot be handled with the 

u'sual large volume techniques since production did not normally meet standards for 

volume sales and rarely met scheduled quantities. 

As a result of problems with quality control and volume production, ARTPE and 

individual producers sought other markets. Of particular importance was the domestic 
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retail outlet which absorbed the starting production of some groups and became, 

much to the surprise of everyone, the mainstay of the project. In addition, it 

was claimed that Peace Corps volunteers proved that many of the products rejected 

by the project's marketing agency had good markets through other channels. By the 

end of 1966, in fact, the project was allowing commercial buyers, such as Vivian 

Burns, Inc., to have exclusives on the merchandise that the marketing agency coulq 

not handle. Whereas, had the project remained dependent on the single planned 

marketing channel, the result probably would have been disastrous. 

The introduction of individual commercial buyers into the marketing chain 

was an important step according to some observers. Initially, the Artisan Coopera

tive project relied heavily on its New York-based marketing agency, for product 

ideas. Out of the ten suggestions for Peru coming from New York in.1965-1966, only 

one was successful. Ideas proposed by individual buyers, and for which they sought 

exclusive marketing rights, were apparently more successful. The suggestion has 

been made that, because of its secure contract, the project's marketing agency had 

little incentive to get new product ideas right (in contrast to individual buyers 

whose very survival depended on making the right commercial decision). 

(2) product development: The one lesson which clearly stands out from the 

Peruvian experience is the viability of the incremental approach to product 

development~ According to the design specialist, six of the ten 

designs sent to Peru were cancelled because of the producers' inability to meet 

"unrealistic price or volume specification" (e.g. a 3' x 5' handwoven cotton rug 

in specified weight, inflexible price of $4.00 with a starting quantity of 1,000 

per month). The one successful project, however, was based on "an existant 

Ayachucho sweater which required slight style changes and was acceptable at its 

present price and in quantities in which we could assure delivery." (End-of

tour report, U-513, 1966). 

The other product development lesson which the Artpe experience illustrates 

is the almost intractable nature of the communication probiems betw';;;:;--the -~rk~"ti;;g -
-- ~ -r -.. _ •.• - ---- - - - . . 

side and the production side--even when people from the very same culture are 

involved. We have already mentioned the tensions which existed between the design 

and development specialist based in Lima, Peru and the marketing agency in New 

York. The sarne lack of communication existed within Peru. The following is taken 

from the End-of-tour report of the project's cooperative advisor who tries to 

answer his own question as to why Artesanias del Peru d~d not s~cceed: 
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and recent entry into the market accoqnt for 
Pla;ming in this stage has been, ,I would 

On the other hand, I believe that equally serious has been the 
insignificance of design and development activity in relation to the needs 
of 'the program. 

Apparently a standard format for all participating countries was 
developed. This was principally geared to a centralized concept of 
adm:i:n},stration. Production was'oriented: to, the export market. 

Peru, however, for reasons of great geographical distance an~ 
diffi6uXties of transporC within specif~c region~cries for d~centralization 
oE design activity 'and supervision. ' 

At present I can see no clear alternative to the use of Peace Corps 
in the person-to-person development activity. Yet many problems can be ' 
traced to the' fact 'that buyers-production people nave attempted to ' 
supervise artistic Peace corps'types when in fact a far more understanding 
relationship would, have resulted from an artist-to-art~st'type of' -
supervision,,' 

As the system presently stands, slow communications, inadequate 
direction and sporadic activity mark the relationship between the Peace 
Corps ,field- workers and the design section. No sense of uI;gency and 
excitement is communicated, [not] for a want of it in the home off~ce, 
but simply because the center is so far from the operation. 

The design supervisor has no real 'idea of the problems confronting 
the Volunteer' with the result that designs fail to comprehehd.b,qtp the '" 
difficult:'ies and inherent possibilities o-f the productive process. N9 
cross fertilization between, the designer and worker is now possible fri 
the' 'system. Even basic production equipment and techniques basic to the 
process ••• have never been either ana2yzed or standardized'on a coherent 
p'l"anned· basis.. Problems continue to arise as designs are sent d9wn with
no' attention' to this [basic] problem. 

The short term designer-specialist concept in. sa far as it has 
affected' my own part of the program has been both a waste of time and 
money. A designer cannot come for periods of two weeks, spend four days 
~rave1:ing, learn the productive process, "obtain raw materials, teach ~d 
then de,si?'l' 

Only after basic production problems have been solved, and groups formed, 
can the short term specialist be of any value. n (End-of-tour-report, Csd'-" 
267, 1966) 

This final recQmmendation might hold true for the entire project concept -

a p~int which we shall discuss below. 
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(3) addressing'constraints on producers: All the end-of-tour reports of 

the technical staff of the Artisan Cooperative projects underscored the need for 

high levels of professional inputs to address constraints on producers. Peace 

corps volunteers, it was suggested, are unlikely to do any significant product 

development unless they have on-site personal contact with a good market-knowledgeable 

designer. At the end of his tour, the production specialist assigned to Peru con

cluded that the future vis ability of ARTPE depended on hiring a "professional working 

tanner • • • and a working weaver who has risen to a supervisory level among cottage 

weavers in a place like the bleak and cold Shetland Islands" (End-of-tour Report, 

U-Sl3, 1966). 

The Agency officials who monitored the project agreed with the production 

specialist's conclusions, but they did not implement them. One of the lessons 

learned from the project, according to the 1969 PAR, was that the "major problem in' 

handling artisans is the matter of changing attitudes which takes a long time 

most people tend to underestimate both the time required to accomplish change in 

basic attitudes and the huge amount of effort required" (PAR, U-466 , 1969). The 

necessary resources were not made available, as witnessed in the AID review of the 

production specialist's recommendations. "The suggestions for longer-term and short

term technicians are well-founded," the review concluded, "but, of necessity, must 

be tempered by the limited funds available for this purpose." 

(4) development of cooperative structures: Reflecting on the very mixed out

comes of the local cooperatives started during the Artisan Cooper,ative project, the 

assistant directo,r for international programs at CLUSA concludes that "artisans 

tend to be too individualistic to organize into cooperatives." The failure of 

cooperatives in Sierra Leone ~s generally attributed to a traditionally individual

istic society in which the majority still fail to understand the benefits to be 

derived from cooperative effQrts or enterprises. In some of the CLUSA reports, 

however, there is at least the hint of a suggestion that the continued demand for 

the products of several co-ops provided a natural pressure on artisans to become 

more active on a cooperative basis. As far as the marketing cooperative in Sierra 

Leone was concerned, mismanagement and lack of sales did nothing to assuage "deep

rooted" suspicion and lack of confidence in cooperatives in general. 

18.6 Institution Building--Technical Support Institutions 

AID has helped establish and supported a host of institutions which it 

considered to be essential elements in a country's efforts to increase non-traditional 
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exports. For example, in the early 19705, AID assisted in the creation of the 

Ecuadorean National Institute of Standards (INEN). In 1973, three AID technicians 

in the field of standards were working at the Institute in the areas of ceramics, 

pesticides and metiology. And, with AID support, CENDES, the Ecuadorean productivity 

center, conducted market studies in LAFTA countries to determine product concessions 

made by those nations to Ecuador (AID Assistance to Latin America in Export Develop

ment, Mixed, 1973). 

As part of its small industries and handcraft development program in the late 

1950s, AID 'often provided assistance to support institutions which had direct effects 

on a country's exports. The Agency, for example, helped create and support a 

college-level product design course at Hongik University in Korea. OVer a period of 

two years, participants in the courses developed over 1,200 product designs for the 

handcraft and small industrial producer in such materials as bamboo, brass, ceramics, 

fabrics, glassware and stone. According to the end-of-tour report of the chief of 

party, "the results of the courses are apparent in shops allover Korea and in the 

volume of both domestic and overseas sales" (Report by industry advisor covering 

period 7/59-7/61, Control No. M-513). 

In Iran in the early 1960s, a private u.s. design company provided technical 

assistance and services to cottage, handcraft and textile industries through the 

Industri'al Institute of the Iranian Ministry of Industry and Mines. The assistance 

consisted of two craft designers (specialists in leather and ceramics) who trained 

craftsmen in some 12 different product fields, helped develop over 55 individual 

products, assisted in market tests, trained institute management and helped arrange 

craft-design exhibitions. 

We were unable to locate follow-up assessments of these efforts and 

the lessons learned were for the most part project specific. The Iranian project 

manager, however, made two observations which have general implications for 

projects which assist producers and artisans directly. First, he emphasized 

the importance of developing finished samples of each new design; "drawings alone," 

he said, "do not provide adequate guidance to the majority of craftsmen who are 

not trained to understand them" (Final Report, Contract No. p19/T 65-28-109-3-60359). 

The second point he made (which reinforces conclusions others have drawn) was that 

"craftsmen need continuing and well directed technical aid." In this project 

modificiations of crafts were introduced to make the finished products suitable 

to an export market; although the project lasted eighteen months, it was felt 

that continued assistance in the areas of skill training, quality control and 

product development was indeed to maintain the necessary quality of production. 
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18.7 Institution Building--National Export Promotion Centers 

During the heyday of its involvement with export development programs, AID 

actively supported the creation of national export promotion centers, especially 

in Latin America. Centers were established in Guatemala, Colombia, Honduras, 

Uruguay and Peru. These centers were both quasi-governmental agencies (e.g., 

GUATEXPRO) and divisions of government institutions (e.g., the export division of 

the Ministry of Economy in Honduras and Ecuador). Despite the structural differences 

that existed, these centers aimed to achieve very similar goals and undertook very 

similar activities. 

A good example is GUATEXPRO, the Guatemalan Center for Export Promotion. 

GUATEXPRO had its roots in a 1969 informal gathering of Guatemalan businessmen who 

were encouraged by the~ID mission to create an export development committee. The 

pUrPose of the committee was to provide a forum for the discussion and promotion 

of export development programs for non-traditional products. Next, on December 8, 

1969, a project implementation order for technical services waS signed between the 

USAID/G, the Ministry of Economy, and the COrPoration of Industrial, Agricultural, 

Commercial and Financial Associations of Guatemala (CACIF). The pUrPose was to 

assist the Government of Guatemala and the private sector in facilitating the 

implementation of an integrated program for export development (Final Report, 

Project No. 520-15-995-201). 

A technical advisor assigned to the AID mission in Guatemala during 1970 was 

instrumental in taking the next step towards GUATEXPRO by obtaining technical 

assistance for selected exportable agriculture and handcraft products. The advisor 

introduced potential exporters to the methods of selecting markets and buyers and 

of preparing products for export. He also helped organize and coordinate the 

country's participation in several foreign trade fairs and played a leading role in 

the creation of associations for exporters of flowers, apparel, and timber and wood 

products. 

During 1971, AID participated actively in the final step, the actual creation 

of GUATEXPRO. The goal of the project was to increase non-traditional exports. 

The strategy was to create a focal point for all matters pertaining to export 

development in order to provide market-related information and technical training 

to the private sector. The specific objectives of GUATEXPRO were as follows: 

(a) Increase exports of Guatemalan non-traditional. products 
to overseas markets. 
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(b) Identify all the obstacles, laws, etc. that adversely 
affect exports. 

(c) Advise the Government of Guatemala on export trade that 
is not in competition with specialized industries. 

(d) Serve as the contact and channel of communication for 
accredited commercial attaches as pertains to international 
trade. 

According to AID documents (PAR on Project 520-15-290-201, 1973, and Final 

Report by General Export Advisor, 1973), GUATEXPRO staff numbered 30 by the end of 

1973--"a cadre of personnel acquainted with the intricacies of foreign trade develop

ment which did not exist prior to 1971." In addition, 68 businessmen attended 

GUATEXPRo-sponsored conferences and trade fairs and over 1,000 individuals received 

direct export assistance. Seminars for self-selected businessmen and agricultural

ists included the following subjects: market identification, quality control 

manufacturing capacity, delivery schedUles, design, preparation of correspondence, 

documentation, tariff and duty computation and pricing. 

Although we were unable to locate assessments of the program's impact on 

individual businesses and employment at the local level, there is aocumentation 

which shows that the export of non-traditional products increased substantially 

during the period of AID's involvement in Guatemala (see Table 18). There was a 

28% increase in the overall value of Guatemala's non-traditional exports from 1969 

to 1974. 

A five-year project in Honduras sought to achieve the same objectives as 

GUATEXPRO, namely to encourage an lIexport consciousness" and create a central point 

from which to support export development efforts. The strategy in this case was to 

create a division within the Ministry of Economy. The project provided for five 

man-years of technical assistance, nine man-months of off-shore training, $100,000 

in commodities, and $30,000 in other expenses. 

According to an evaluation completed in 1975, the AID project began in 1971 

at a time when there was very little consciousness in Honduras of the need to export, 

and there was no organization to provide assistance to exporters. There seemed to 

be little realization ,of the urgent need to export more in order to be able to 

imPort more, for both development and consumption. Thus, motivation was lacking, 

and there was no real means of providing it. Another vital factor was the lack of 

exportable products. Other than bananas, cotton, sugar, coffee, fresh meat, 

unprocessed wood and certain minerals, the country had little that could be sold in 

foreign markets" (Evaluation of AID Assistance in Export Development, World Trade 

Institute, 1975). 
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TABLE 18 

EXPORTS OF ARTESANIA PRODOCTS 

OF GUATEMALA 

1969 -1974 

% increase per prior year 

1969 •••••.•••••••••••••••• Q. 377.875.00 85% 

1970 •••••••••.•••••••.•••• Q. 699,641.00 13% 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1944 ................................... 

1 Quetzal = U.S. $1 

Q. 611,326.00 

Q. 818,379.8 

Q. 951,526.4 

~,084,673.0 

33% 

16% 

(Projected exports) 
13% 
(Projected exports) 

Prepared by: Programa Nacional de Desarrollo de la 
Communidad, Artesanias de Guatemala 
November 16, 1972 • 

http:611,326.00
http:699,641.00
http:377.875.00
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The project in ~onduras provided e~erts in food and textile products w~o 

wo~ked on product supply problems and an advisor who es~ablished an information 

center in the ~nistry. ~ccording to the evaluation, "this center was a source 

of pride U> ministry officials." Ten months after th" departure ot: tJ,e advisor, 

the center had a staff of 6 and was providing Honduran exporters with names 

and addre~ses of foreign importers, foreign customs duties,and other vital 

information. It was said to be serving an average of 30 walk-in visitors per 

~eek, and responding weekly to 50 other (mail ,or telephone) reque~ts tor 

information. In addition certain kinds of trade information, such as specific 

export opportunities, were communicated by telephone, cable or mail directly to 

exp~rters who might utilize them. 

The information system seemed to have been the most tangible achievement 

of the project since the product and standards advisor!? were Only abl", ~o "get the 

ball rolling" in their respective fields o:!' responsibility. The evaluation 

,report indicated that much needed to be done in the areas of product design, 

standards and quality control,and export marketing. There is no indication, - ' 

however, that any of the suggestions made by the evaleation team Wer", eventually 

picked up. 

The Uruguay experience with a very similar kind of project appears to have 

been an almost total failure. After seven years and the expenditure of $600,000 

the project appraisal report (PAR on Project 528-15-230-011.1, 1973) indicated 

that the ~~sion had decided to suspend activities under the projeQt because of 

its almost complete lack of success. The PAR noted that during the 90 urse 

of the p~oject personnel changes were common and the government o~ Uru91lay 

Blaceq little or no emphasis on the improvement of an exp<;>rt p_romotion institutional 

framework. 

In almost all projects it was argued that government support for the creation 

o~ a~ export awareness in both the public and private sectors was essential to 

a succes~ful export development project. For i~stance, the final repor~ on a 

project in §uatemala ~otes that " ••• the Government of Guatemala has consciously 

createq an '~xpprt awareness' in both the publ~c and private sec~ors r~sulting 

in a receptive state of mind for the creation of export incentives, 

assistance and exploration of markets for selected products"; and "the development 

of an 'export consciousness' in Guatemala can be attributed to the keen interest 

that GOG officials at all levels have had in export development, combined with 

_the interest of the private soctor, particularly the Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, and potential exporters" (Final Report on Project 520-15-290-201). 
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There were two other lessons suggested by the project documen~s we received. 

In Honduras all participant trainees eventually left the ministry for higher 

Salaries in the private sector - a perennial problem of virtually all development 

assistance training. The suggestion was made to continue the training on the grounds 

that the traine~s were likely to remain in Honduras and make use of their new 

knowledge. And, market orientation tours for businessmen were almost universally 

characterized as positive and important. 

18.8 Institution building - regional export promotion centers 

AID has been involved with several regional export promotion efforts: 

PROMECA (the Central American Export Promotion Center), RTDC (the Regional Trade 

Development Center in Buenos Aires), and ROCAP (the Regional Office for Central 

America and Panama). PROMECA folded in 1974 because, in the words of one observer, 

"the countries concerned could not work things out together very well" (personal 

communication). The RTDC program also seems to have had little success, for an 

evaluation of the program noted that of the four anticipated outputs in the form 

of conferences and seminars only a single trade.mission had been.held (Final 

Report by Regional Export Development Assistance for South America; 1973). 

~he experiences of ROCAP were a little more fruitful. According to a 1971 

evaluation of ROCAP's marketing activities, this regional program included two 

stages of activities over the period 1965-1971: 

G In stage 1, effort was mostly devoted to three presentations 
of a 9-month's course in marketing; to the associated student 
analyses of about 20 individual business firms; to counseling 
of manufacturers and distributors on their marketing plans; 

.. 
and to assistance in the formation and development of retailers" 
buying cooperatives • 

In 1969-1971 (stage 2), efforts were made to "institutionalize" 
the marketing course at Landivar Univesrity; to develop tourism 
and expand nontraditional exports; to assist in moves toward 
import substitution; and to conduct miscellaneous seminars and 
short courses. (Evaluation of project AID/CA-650, 1971) . 

There were some 14 professionals working from time to time -- two of 

them continuously -- under contract to ROCAP. According to the evaluation they 

were most successfUl in: 

• Creating an awareness that marketing is important. 
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8 Providing, through training, an intensive practical intro
duction to the problems of marketing management for a small 
group of potential key personnel who, in turn, have done 
much to pass on their knowledge through formal and informal 
teaching. 

• Helping to extend and strengthen retailers' buying coopera
~, which have progressed despite sizable obstacles;~ 

The following two lessons were drawn from the ROCAP experiences. The first 

reflects a recurrent theme of all export development ~rojectsl the secqnd re~lects 

the particular regional focus of this project. 

• When projects must be "produced to order" to meet the special 
requirements' of a market or buyer, a complex comb;natiqn of 
promotional efforts and technical assistance may be required. 
Simpler assistance may suffice for items already being produceq 
in a form and on a scale suitable for initial export shipments. 

• The private sector in each country is bOund to generate requests 
for help in developing export ventures, but these are also bound 
to be mostly local rather than regional in nature. The possibility 
of satisfying large orders by pooling shipments from suppliers in 
various parts of the ,region appears exceptional ratner than typical. 
GiVen this essentially local pattern for the developrne~t of export 
ventures comprehensive export assistance should begin at the national 
level. Entrepreneurs who seek export assistance should have quick 
access to it through an entity in their own countrY. 

18.9 Institution Building--Inter-Regional Export Assistance Centers 

AID played 'a seminal role in the establishment of CIPE (the Inter-American 

Export Promotion, Center). This was an apparently unsuccessful effort to provide 

training ~d direct project assistance to exporters in Latin Americ~. According 

to an evaluation of the World Trade Institute (WTI) project, CIPE had a long 

hi~torY of problems which essentially were reducible to its continued inability to 

perform and produce results expected of it by its OAS members (Lijewski, et al., 

1978). The CIPE program continues to publish a weekly trade opportunities bulletin 

and market studies on the U.S. market for Latin American exporters. Its New York 

office also sponsors training programs for trade attaches and trade development of;ficers 

and responds to requests for market information and contacts. The WTI project, however, 

took over some of CIPE's activities (e.g., export potential analyses of products from 

Earaguay and Eeru, and institutional analyses of the El Salvadorean institution in 

charge ·of export programs). We turn now to a discussion of the WTI project, AID/Wls 

current major commitment to export development. 
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18.10 Institution Building--A Global Export Assistance Center 

In 1973, AID/W signed an agreement with the World Trade Institute to develop 

the institutional capability to provide and administer assistance to Third World 

countries in the general area of export expansion. By 1978 the WTI project had 

six full-time and three part-time professionals. Its budget from AID ,over the 

five-year period from June 1973 through September 1978 was $1.95 million. By 1977, 

outside revenues amounted to 60% of core expenses and 40% of the total. 

The rationale unde~lying the project was twofold: 

8 The expansion of exports in general and the diviersification from 
exports of traditional raw materials to those of manufactured and 
processed goods was increasingly becoming a very important goal in 
the economic development plans of most LDCs. such efforts were 
necessary to earn the foreign exchange required to pay for constantly 
rising imports that expanding economies and higher standards of 
living demand, to be able to service rapidly accumulating debt 
burdens, to provide more and better employment opportunities for 
skilled and semi-skilled workers, and to train indigenous managerial 
talent in modern, competitive business and production,processes. 

e The task of export expansion and diversification required a great 
variety of specialized activities, appropriate government policies 
and proper institutional support. Such efforts cover a wide spectrum 
of undertakings which range from product identification to marketing 
activities, and must also deal with fiscal and financial policy 
questions, quality control, transportation, packaging and design, 
incentives, cooperation between government and business, market 
research, etc. Most LDes lack experience in most or all of these 
fields and do not have specialized institutions with sufficiently 
trained manpower to assume the responsibility for quiding a comprehensive 
export development acitivity. Accordingly, they require assistance in 
the form of training, consultant and expert services and practical 
marketing advice (Lijewski, et al., p. 2). 

The WTI project developed five major components to address these needs. 

Borrowing heavily from the evaluation report, each of the components is briefly 

discussed below. 

1. general and specialized training courses and seminars: Between 1973 and 

1978 WTI ran seven 6-week courses on export industry development and trade promotion 

for 182 participants. During the same period 22 people participated in individual 

tutorials based at the ATI's offices in New York City and six courses were run 

in-situ for 500 participants. In 1979 WTI ran its general course for ten participants 

from 13 countries. 

2. trade laboratory projects: This type of project is defined as any discrete 

assistance activity based on a scope of work and contract agreed to by the WTI and 
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a client. The p~ojects have varied considerably in terms of scope and costs, as 

they reflect needs of different clients for a particular product, industry, sector, 

etc. From 1973 to 1981 some 54 projects were undertaken. Examples include: 

studies of fresh and processed vegetable and fruit exporting from Honduras, a 

survey of and proposal for assistance to the clothing industry in Honmuras, special 

technical advice to a canning plant producing canned and processed tomatoes for 

export in Honduras, an investment promotion activity in Honduras, a banana marketing 

study for Honduras and other member countries of a banana export association, 

assistance to the hand100m industry in Sri Lanka and also to the State Gem Corpora

tion in Sri Lanka. 

In 1979, the WTI worked on an agro-juice project with Grace, Kennedy and Co. 

in Jamaica. WTI's role included an export potential analysis for Cpinese vegetables 

and a pre-investment financial analysis for eight Chinese vegetables and 25 other 

fresh fruits and vegetables. Technical assistance was also provided during 1979 to 

the Ministry of Industry 'and Commerce in Peru in identifying and evaluating small 

urban manufacturers in the electro-chemical industry and selecting nine which could 

become spearheads of an export program. 

3. export development research: During the period, 1973-1978, WTI undertook 

the following applied research activities: 

• Development of a model and format for using applied market 
research to develop marketing strategies geared to ~e nee~s 
of the deve*oping countries. . 

_ This methodology, used innumerous projects by the WT~ 
is called a "Marketing Guide." 

• Development of a model and format using applied projection systems 
and procedures to maintain quality control levelS for agro-industry 
in th~ developing countries. 

_ This methodology,used in numerous projects by the WTI ~s called 
a "Production Guide. 11 

• Development of a methodology, int~grated curriculum, and 
instructors' manual to assist students from developing 
countries in understanding and dealing with the total 
marketing process for agricultural products and seiected 
non-agricultural consumer products. 

• Development of a nethodology and "applied model" to enable 
students 'to become familiar with using basic statistical 
information systems in the areas of export profitability. 

- This "Export Market Profiling Workbook" is used by 
the WTI as a basic teaching tool in all training programs. 

• 

.. 
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o Development of a format to assist students from developing 
countries in developing a shorthand technique to identify the 
major elements which must be considered in solving export 
related market problems. 

- This "Market Background" is used by WTI as a basic tool 
in its training programs. 

• Development of a model and format for an integrated information 
system for specific products which can provide developing 
countries with a continuous flow of pricing, product movement 
and end-usage information. 

- This system has been used by the WTI in assistance to 
a number of countries for bananas and other agricultural 
products. 

4. specialized library on international trade development topics: The 

WTI developed its own library and has access to the resources of the Port Authority 

of New York and New Jersey in order to address needs of its clients for information 

and technical assistance. 

5. provision to Third World agencies and AID missions with consultants 

artd specialized services as required: __ :!,e_ foi1iiwiii"g~-are examples of the-type: 0'(-_- --, 
-sl.rvices (us'ually of one or 'two' days' duration)" provided-by WrI durini 19"77-and-

"" 1978: 

COUNTRY 

NICARAGUA 

SRI LANKA 

NIGERIA 

EL SALVADOR 

PORTUGAL 
-~ 

ISRAEL 

MOROCCO 

ORGANIZATION 

EXPORTEMOS 

STATE GEM 
CORPORATION 

NIGERIAN EXPORT 
MERCHANTS 
ASSOCIATION 

EL SALVADOR 
FOREIGN TRADE 
INSTITUTE (ISCE) 

INVESTMENT 
PROMOTION CENTER 
(FUNDO) 

PRODUCTIVITY 
INSTITUTE 

O.C.E. (OFFICE OF 
COMMERCIALIZATION 
& EXPORT) 

- -NATURE OF SERVICE PERFORMED 

Arranged for contacts between EXportemos 
and potential U.S. buyers of ginger root. 

Arranged training visitations in the areas of 
jewelry design, casting mold making and assembly 
for the Chief DeSigner/Head of Fine Jewelry Unit, 
during his 7-week training period in New York. 

Arranged for contacts between N.E.M.A. and 
potential U.S. sellers of cement and wheat. 

Provided specific market information as requested. 

Consultation with human resources executives of 
major corporations in regard to industry train
ing programs. 

Consultation with deputy director to set up 
meetings (public/private) with institutions in 
New York involved with productivity. 

Conducted orientation giving an overvie~l of the 
of the American market for Moroccan wines. 
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The evaluation of the WTI project in 1978 wa~ very favorable and reco~ended 

that funding be cont;i.nued. In order to assess the qu~lity an4 relevance of WTI' s 

services, the evaluation team interviewed peopl~ in five countries who had had 

formal contact ,with the WTI project. The eV\lluation report did not include ~y 

asse~sment of the impact on individual businesses and putative beneficia!ies, and 

relied exclusively on subjective appraisals, e.g., "if someone had been asked to 

b,uild a cour!?e for my tr'1-ining needs, it would have beep. the ,WTI." The WTI technical 

~9si~tance and laboratory a~sistance projects came in for special praise ~rom 

r,:,spondents. 

The training waS generally rated as satisfactoFY to good. The principal 

comments made on the training component included the following: 

~ Greater efforts should be made to select individuals for 
participation in the WTI's training courses who can and will 
use the training in practical and productive ways, whether 
in actual exporting, or in establishin9 or implementing , 
government policies, or in teaching/assisting actual exporters. 

• Continued efforts should be made to improve in-country programs 
to better tailor them to specif~c country and individual needs. 

• Training curriculum should include attention to practical 
matters such as letters of credit, customs invoices and (in 
the U,.S. market particularly) special concerns such as th~' 
Consumer product Safety Regulations, etc. 

Th~ evaluation report pointed out that many of the "criticisms" o~ the traiping were 

mad", 'by p'l-;ticipants who attended cours'es early in the life of the pr;:d ect, before 

the~f s~g~estions were incorporated to improve subsequ~nt courses. 

Th", overall emphasis and orientation of the WTI project are ~eflected in the 

COmpanies to which it provides assistance (e.g., Israel Aircraft Industrie~, ~~ace, 

Kennedy anq Company) and the participants in its training p!og~ams; of the 18 

p~rticipants in the,1919 New York-based course, 13 came from government agencies 

(e.g., Natfonal Produce Marketing Board of the Cameroons, the High co~cil of Tra~ 

i~ Egy~) and five came from private industries (e.g., Jamaica Retnforced ?+astics 

Company): According to the director of the WTI project, the abs~nce of any 

~~i~t~ce provided in the handcraft and cottage industry sector is ~imply a 

~eflection of a general attitude shared by most Third World officials, na~ely that 

handcrafts deflect a nation from its path toward industrialization. 
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18.11 Conclusions 

Some of the documentation on USAID's export development projects and programs 

seems to reinforce observations drawn from the experiences of AMOs and other inter

national donor agencies. It also serves as one basis, however tentative, from which 

to explore appropriate and feasible approaches to assisting small-scale exporting 

enterprises expand their export trade. We shall discuss the issues and questions 

raised by our review of this documentation within each of the three levels of the 

decision-making hierarchy discussed earlier in section 18.3. 

l8.l1.a Policy level: To our knowledge, impact data which can be aggregated across 

different programs do not exist. Thus, available data cannot be used to challenge 

(or confirm) the assumption that export development programs are consistent with 

the agency's target groups and basic needs considerations. Furthermore, unlike 

the AMOs which receive initial requests for marketing assistance directly from low

income producers, the available documentation on AID's projects does not indicate 

where many of the requests for assistance originated. 

As to whether or not the Third World export sector can take care of itself, 

there is some evidence to suggest that in large part it can. First, it would be 

difficult to attribute a new "export awareness" or changes in national policies to 

the export development programs that have been launched. Documentation of the 

projects which have made up some of the USAID programs (e.g., export promotion 

centers and integrated small industries and marketing projects) do not give any 

indication that the projects have served as catalysts for substantial changes or 

been very effective pioneers. Second, there were clearly other forces at work in 

the Third World, e.g., market demand and tourist trade, which might have been much 

more Significant in explaining changes that did take place. In peru, for example, 

the tourist trade doubled during the period of AID's involvement with handcraft and 

export promotion projects. And, in the Philippines, most observers cite commercial 

market demand as the leading factor in the dramatic increase in that country's 

handcraft exports. Furthermore, after two years of operation in Peru, the fact 

that 97% of ARTPE's turnover came from artisans not reached by the development 

prOject suggests that factors over which the project had no control or influence 

accounted for most of the changes. Therefore, a need exists for studies which 

explore specifically the relative influence of different catalysts for changes in 

the value of a nation's export of non-traditional products. If such studies 
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existed, it would be easier for internationai donor agencies to determine if and 

how they might assist ~he export ,sectors of Third World nations. 

lB.11.b Program level: The question whether handcrafts or small industries is 

the more appropriate focus of an export development program remains unanswered. 

In part, it is a question 'of de.finition; i.e., to some observers the te""rm Ithandcraft" 

'is synonymous with folk-art and/or decorative crafts, while to others the term can 

cover a wide range of util~tarian 'and/or pre-industrial products, including clothing. 

It is also a question of philosophy; i.e., to many people and governments th~hand

craft sector is "undevelopmental" and cannot warrant the expenditure of scarce 

resources, while to other people and governments handcraft projects constitute one 

of the only ways to reach and 'assist marginal populations because the proj'ects start 

where people who live outside the modern sector are able to carry out most activities 

and make the important decisions. AID's experiences with both types of export 

development projects add fuel to the perennial debate, but do not resolve it. 

The AID experiences on which documentation is available suggest, however, that 

major commitments of technical assistance and integrated development projects which 

address a range of needs in the handcraft (small industries) sector are of question-

able cost-effectiveness as measured either by their direct impact on immediate I. . , 

beneficiaries or their impact on national economies. On the other hand, we could 

not find concrete evidence that suggests that the "missing ingredient" or small

scale approach to supporting the handcraft sector is any more cost-effective. 

If the "missing ingredient" approach is an appropriate interVention strategy 

in -some situations, the WTI experience suggests that some of the necessary elements 

can be effectively delivered from a U.S.-based institution,if it is closely linked 

to and knowledgeable about the appropriate markets in the United States. Whether 

the WTI itself is an appropriate place from which to provide assistance to exporters 

within the h'andcraft and cottage industry sector is a project-level question. 

lB. 11. c Proj,ect level: The "missing ingredient" in any particular case cail be' 

anyone of a large number of elements, most of which we have already mentioned in 

earlier chapters and sections of this paper. They include market-related informa

tion, catalogue design assistance, training in all aspects of export production and 

,marketing (including packing and shipping), exposure to export markets and trade 

shows, and links to prospective buyers. While the provision of such services could 

be centralized in a U.S.-based institution, it is not altogether clear which is the 

• 
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most appropriate venue. The World Trade Institute and the World Crafts Council 

are two logical candidates, but each has its disadvantages. The World Crafts , 
Council is oriented toward a particular type of handcraft (i.e., traditional 

folk-art) and it is uncertain whether the World Trade Institute has the philoso

phical flexibility to incorporate a cottage industry and handcraft dimension 

within its current focus on established, medium-scale enterprises. 
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PART VI 

INVOLVEMENT OF U.S.-BASED PRIVATE VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS 

IN EXPORT MARKETING 

19. RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF 625 PVOs 

In August 1980 we conducted a survey of 625 U.S.-based PVOs to determine the extent 

of their involvement in development projects related to exports and the distribution 

of Third World-produced products. We requested respondents to answer the following 

questions: 

1. Is your organization involved in 
development projects with an export 
marketing element? 

2. Is your organization directly 
involved in the exporting of Third 
World produced products? 

3. Is your organization directly 
involved in domestic (U.S.) 
distribution of Third World
produced products? 

I 

YES NO 

Not now . . 
involved in 
the past 

Not now . . 
anticipate 
involvement 

Of the 200 respondents, the following indicated some degree of current or future 

involvement. The others indicated no involvement. 

1. PVO's currently involved in the distribution of Third World produced products: 

AID TO ARTISANS, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 

ETHNIC ARTS FOUNDATION, New York, New York 

THE FOUNDATION FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC, New York, New York 

FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD, Ft. Wayne, Indiana 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (IPHRD), Bethesda, Maryland 

MICHIGAN PARTNERs OF THE AMERICAS, East Lansing, Michigan 

PROJECT PARTNER, Middleton, Ohio 

SAVE THE CHILDREN CRAFTS CENTER, Westport, Connecticut 

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SERVICE COMMITTEE, Boston, Massachusetts 

VIISA, Santa Barbara, California 

WORLD CRAFTS, Seattle, Washington 

220 
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2. PVO's indicating possible future involvement in the distribution of Third World 
products: 

AMERICAN NEAR EAST REFUGEE AID, INC., Washington, D.C. 

CHRISTIAN REFORMED WORLD RELIEF COMMITTEE, Grand Rapids, Michigan 

CREATIVE ASSOCIATES, Washington, D.C. 

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES, Washington, D.C. 

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK, 
Suffern, New York 

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SERVICE, AMERICAN BRANCH, INC., New York, New York 

NORTH CAROLINA PARTNERS OF THE AMERICAS, Raleigh, North Carolina 

OVERSEAS EDUCATION FUND FOR THE LEAGqE OF WOMEN VOTERS, Washington, D.C. 

PLENTY INTERNATIONAL, Summertown, Tennessee 

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL, Evanston, Illinois 

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST WORLD SERVICE, INC., Washington, D.C. 

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION, New York, New York 

3. PVO's indicating some involvement in both development projects and the export 
of Third World products. 

CARE, New York, New YOrk 

CHRISTIAN NATIONALS EVANGELISM COMMISSION, San Jose, California 

LA LECHE LEAGUE, INTERNATIONAL, Franklin Park, Illinois 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY, Butte, Montana 

PEARL S. BUCK FOUNDATION, Perkasie, Pennsylvania 

4. PVO's indicating possible future involvement in the development and/or export 
of Third World products; 

THE ASIAN FOUNDATION, San Francisco, California 

CCSH, New York, New York 

COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE U.S.A., Washington, D.C. 

COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ISSUES, Washington, D.C. 

CUNA GLOBAL PROJECTS, Washington, D.C. 

FOSTER PARENTS PLAN INTERNATIONAL, Warwick, Rhode Island 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR URBAN & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, San Diego, Cali fornia 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, Washington, D.C. 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL RE~O~STRUCTION, New York, New York 

ISLAND RESOURCES FOUNDATION, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 

PARTNERSHIP FOR PRODUCTIVITY, Washington, D.C. 

PIACT, Washington, D.C. 

THE SALVATION ARMY WORLD SERVICE OFFICE, Washington, D.C. 

WINROCK INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION, Morrilton, Arkansas 

/ 
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5. PVO's indicating involvement in development projects with an export marketing 
component :. 

AFRICA INTER-MENNONITE MISSION, Elkhart, Indiana 

AMERICAN DENTISTS FOR FOREIGN SERVICE, Brooklyn, New York 

AMERI~ FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITT$E, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

AMERICAN. INSTITUTE FOR FREE LABOR DEVELOPMENT, Washington, D.C. 

AUROVIL~ ASSOCIATION, Aptos, California 

BREAD FOR THE WORLD, New York, New York 

CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES, New York, New York 

CONSERVATIVE BAPTIST FOREIGN MISSION, Wheaton, Illinois 

CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION/GPO, Washington, D.C. 

CULTURAL SURVIVAL, INC., Cambridge, Massachusetts 

FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE-SHARING WORLD RESOURCES, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

HOLY CROSS FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY, Beltsville, Maryland 

INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE, NeW' York, New York 

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, INC., New York, New York 

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES, INC., Washington, D.C. 

IR! RESEARCH INSTITUTE, New York, New York 

NEAR'EAST FOUNDATION, New York, New York 

OKLAHOMA-MEXICO PARTNERS OF THE AMERICAS, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

PROJECT ICONE OF THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP INSTITUTE, Worthington, Ohio 

SEr,F m;;LP FOUNDATION" Wa:lferly, Iowa 

SURGIC~ EYE EXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC., Santa, Barbara, California 

TECHNOSERVE, INC., Norwalk, Connecticut 

VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT CORPS., Washington, D.C. 

WORLD VISION INTERNATIONAL, Monrovia, California 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR FUTURE COURSES OF ACTION 

20. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

20.1 General Considerations 

Our review of government export development assistance projects and the 

experiences of AMOs suggests that assistance to small-scale exporting enterprises 

(SSEEs) could be consistent with AID's target groups and basic needs considerations. 

But the review casts some doubt on whether such assistance by AID is appropriate 

and necessary. There clearly is a demand.from very marginal populations in the 

Third World for assistance in developing and expanding their export trade. Yet, it 

might be impossible to influence in any cost-effective way the forces which seem to , 
matter the most (e.g., market demand and the capacity of producers to organize 

themselves). Intensive, continuing and well-directed assistance might be the 

answer, as suggested by many observers, but this type of support is not sufficiently 

cost-effective given the small number of organizations usually reached. Furthermore, 

government-sponosoredprojects are seldom subject to the same pressures as private 

ventures to make certain that their commercial decisions are correct. AS for the 

perennial debate between the advocates of cottage industries and the proponents of 

small industries, we found no evidence to suggest that either approach is the more 

appropriate for a foreign assistance program. 

If, however, we assume that small-scale exporting enterprises are appropriate 

targets for assistance, our study throws a modicum of light on two concerns: 

(1) what measures AID might take to increase the access of SSEES to market-related 

information and strengthen their capacities to use that information effectively; 

and (2) what role AID might expect AMOs to play in helping it reach and assist SSEEs. 

To address the second concern first, it is our judgment that AID should treat 

AMOs as one of many product distribution channels and one of several channels for 

delivering technical assistance to small-scale exporting enterprises. Thus, we 

feel that AID should look upon AMOs in much the same manner as FEDEAU and IMPOD do. 

If AID aims to improve client-oriented assistance in the SSEE area, the focus in 

determining the nature of the assistance should be the existing Third World 

223 
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intermediary organizations with both a demonstrated record of reaching and assisting 

marginal populations and an established export marketing program. AMOs could then 

,be requeste'd to assist in any number of ways ('for example, by helping to manage a 

'revolving loan 'fund for the financing of receivables, opening up appropriate markets 

for new producer groups, providing new product ideas) which are in keeping with 

their interests and capabilities. 

In terms of an appropriate assistance strategy, it is our judgment that the 

"fuissing ingredient" approach makes most sense. The evidence from the exper.j.ences 

we have read and heard about strongly suggests that foreign export development 

assistance ~rojects which try to address a variety of needs and include a 'complex of 

in~uts are rarely cost-effective and rarely, if ever, 'fm~lemented. It does not 

necessarily follow, though, that the "missing ingredient" approach will be more 

effective. 'But, if AID is looking for measures with which to assist SSEEs, the 

delivery 'of small amounts of assistance to existing organizatior.ls appears to be its 

most reasonable option. 

Before discussing two ways for AID to deliver "missing ingredients," we~want 

to em~hasize that underlying our recommendations is an ambivalence about the need 

for and ap~ropriateness of assistance in the SSEE area. In view of past difficulties 

encountered by development assistance programs and the absence of field-based, 

~ost-hoc evaluations of any of the assistance efforts we have described (including 

those of the AMOs), future e'fforts to ~rovide assistance to small-scale exporting 

enterprises need to be closelY monitored. 

20.2 Programmatic Recommendations 

20.2.a Survey of marketing organizations in Third World countries: A structured 

questionnaire could be used to identify and rank-order the perceived needs of 

marketing organizations for everything from names 'and addresses of buyers to a 

forum for sharing experiences and mutual concerns. Given the present number of 

agencies addressing the needs of exporting enterprises (e.g., ITC, AMOs, indigenous 

export and handcraft promotion agencies, PVOs, etc.), it would be important that 

respondents identify and assess the sources of assistance and information which 

they currently em~loy. 

20.2.b A series of research and development ~rojects: 'There are any number of ' 

small ~rojects which "ould assist small-scale exporting enterprises. Some of the 

projects are suitable to one group of intermediary organizations in one country, 

" 
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while some are more appropriate to a wide number of organiz~tions in vexy different 

locations. An example of the former is illustrated by the request from a representa

tive of four Bangladesh suppliers for a mechanism to help them finance receivables 

which are regularly outstanding for three to six months. Examples of the latter 

type of project would be: (1) the creation of a central point in Europe to which a 

combined air freight shipment of samples could be sent, and (2) a comprehensive 

market study of the U.S. toy market, as suggested by the director of an AMO in the 

united states. 

Clearly, there are many sensible individual projects which might assist 

small-scale exporting enterprises in expanding their export trade. The difficulty 

is to select projects which provide the maximum opportunities for learning about 

effective modes of delivering technical assistance in this area. Naturally, a 

first step would be to establish sets of criteria for selecting the organizations 

which will be involved in a project (e.g., structural features of the intermediary 

organization, and numbers and types of producers reached). The survey of marketing 

organizations and face-to-face discussions with exporting and importing organizations 

(both commercial and AMOs) should provide most of the data needed to make the final 

choice of projects and sponsoring agencies or organizations. Depending on the 

nature of the projects selected, they could be monitored and assessed in much the 

same way as the PISCES projects. 

20.2.0 - A resource and information center for small-scale exporting ente;prises: 

It is undoubtedly premature to make any programmatic commitment before a survey of 

Third World marketing organizations is completed. However, the need of small-scale 

exporting enterprises for market-related information has been expressed at so many 

different times and by so many different voices that we feel relatively secure in 

recommending that AID seriously consider helping to develop a response capacity in 

the continental United States to address the suppliers' need for information. A 

central response capacity could provide ,producers with updated listings of potential 

buyers and trade channels; it could undertake market forecasts, thus helping 

producers plan ahead; it could monitor market trends, guide producers in planning 

new products and suggest product modifications; it could facilitate access to 

production information, thus helping producers address technical problems; and it 

could provide information on a range of factors which affect a product's market

ability, including size, weight, quality and price. 
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In addition to addressing the need for timely, accurate and useable informa

tion, a U.S.-based service organization could undertake many of the functions which 

we have mentioned in this paper. These might include any or all of the following: 

(a) linking--helping to establish direct commercial relation
ships between buyers and suppliers; 

(b) training--organizing and carrying out training programs on 
a wide range of products (e.g., bamboo) and process
oriented topics (e.g., shipping and packing); 

(c) market research--sponsoring studies on product groups which 
are of interest to a large number of producers (e.g., toys); 

(d) exhibitions--organizing and supervising exhibitions in the 
unl ted S.tates of products and producer organizations; 

(e) technical assistance--selecting and monitoring performances 
of consultants and advisors to small-scale exporting 
enterprises; 

(f) exposure--helping suppliers gain first-hand knowledge of 
U.S. markets by sponsoring and organizing visits to trade 
fairs and similar events; and-

(g) sharing--helping producers and suppliers exchange informa
tion and share ideas by establishing a forum for discussing 
e~eriences and mutual concerns. 

While the above list is not comprehensive, it at least suggests the range of 

functions which a central response facility could undertake. The actual configura

tion of functions would evolve over time in response to requests and needs of 

suppliers. It would have to begin, however, by providing basic and very practical 

market-related information and would be assessed, in large part, by how effectively 

suppliers can use that information to expand their export trade. 

Even if we assume that a central response facility makes sense, there is still 

the major question of where it ought to be located. We do not think that it should 

be controlled or even operated by AMOs or.any other marketing organization (as in 

the case of the Tradecraft newsletter). One seemingly logical venue is the World 

Trade Institute project, even though the philosophical orientation of that project 

might not be supportive of a focus on the cottage-industry-level producer. There 

are several factors which need to be considered in selecting an appropriate venue, 

but it is too early in the process to discuss them now. 

20.2.d A study of impact on producers: The information gathered during the study.' 

indicates that while AMOs express a profound concern for the welfare of prOducers, 

and while numerous organizations are personally acquainted with many suppliers and 

producer groups, they only have incidental and impression~stic data on the 
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conditions of producers and on the impact their efforts have had on producers and 

their communities. Most AMOs must struggle to survive and expand as trading enter-· 

prises. They do not have the resources to assess systematically the impact of 

their programs. There are many, in fact, who believe that these programs have a 

negative i~act on Third World groups. The managing director of a U.S.-based PVO, 

for example, argues that low-income/village-level handcraft producers enjoy 

relatively marginal increases in income from export projects. He also suggests that 

efforts to promote handcraft production for export tend to foreclose on considerations 

of other employment or income generating projects for low-income groups in rural and 

urban areas. Similarly, the founder of an AMO in the U.K. argues that handcraft 

employment in the Third World is frequently short-term, at low rates of pay and in 

poor working environments. And, as handcraft work is often purchased on a piece 

basis, it is not subject to government minimum rates of pay. These facts, he 

suggests, apply not only within much of the commercial sector but also in many of 

the so-called cooperatives and government-controlled export companies. 

We have also noted the provocative argument by a director of another AMO, 

I i.e., that AMOs are ignorant for the most part of community power structures that 

undermine the creation of new socio-economic institutions which would increase the 

power and welfare of producers. He claims that AMOs often inadvertently help to 

consolidate existing socia-economic dependency relationships by: (1) requiring a 

marketing expertise not easily acquired by producers; (2) in~isting on regular 

production, thereby inducing intermediary organizations to exercise a dominance 

over producers that is not always benign; and (3) insisting upon levels of production 

which may divert the energy of producers away from tackling the root causes of the 

local inequalities they experience. 

To undertake an impact study a Toronto-based research group suggests a 

participatory process that includes the following three characteristics: 

(1) the time allowed to the research process must be sufficient 
to allow researchers to establish relations of trust with 
informants; the quality of participatory research relies on 
the quality of relations built between subjects and 
researchers, and quality relationships take time to build. 

(2) periods of reflection • • • conducted jointly by researchers 
and members of a culture, if the distortion produced by 
fragmentation of value patterns is to be reduced. 

(3) a permanent sequence of analysis, statement, action, reflec
tion, analysis, etc. to allow for the process to reach 
praxis, if participants so choose. 
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Unfortunately, there are few examples of the participatory research process 

in action. But the promise of the process is evident in a case history available 

from the'National Institute for Research in Development and African Studies of 

Botswana. Entitled, Tapestry--Report from CODI Weavers, the study was funded by 

the Canadian University Service Overseas and inspired by the work of the Partici

patory Research Project. The case describes a factory project involving some 80 

~omen and men from CODI and two other villages in Botswana. This factory made 

tapestries that Afro-Art sold until much higher prices were offered on the local 

market. The factory project was designed so that the workers, mainly women, had 

economic and management control of the production process. After reviewing the 

case we agree with the observation that: 

The report is remarkable for how the evaluation methodology-
a,blend of subjective narrative, quantified survey and 
participant observation--is transferred into a 297-page 
document of compelling insight, honesty and narrative 
impact • • • The main data source' for evaluation comes from 
and through many participants--workers and villagers--whose 
comments and opinions reveal the social, cultural and 
economic reality of the project (Grayfer, 1978). 

In view of the absence of impact data we recommend a two-year research study 

with the following objectives: 

(I) to assess the socio-economic impact that export-marketing 
projects have on individual producers and their communities; 

(2) to shed light on the processes,and intermediate structures 
which effectively reach and address the problems of low
income producers--their economic vulnerability, their 
ignorance of the market, their lack of access to credit 
and raw materials, their powerlessness, their sense of 
isolation, etc.; 

(3) to contribute to the state of knowledge on methods for 
assessing the impact of development projects in a fashion 
that actively involves the participation of those affected 
by the research; and 

(4) to strengthen the capacity of intermediary organizations 
and groups involved in export-marketing in systematically 
assessing the effects and effectiveness of their efforts. 

The producers themselves should benefit directly from the research process. 

If this objective is accepted, then a research study should be seen as part of the 

total educational experience shared by the producers I communities, i.e., an 

experience which enables communities to articulate their own problems and to 

• 
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"transform their own reality" (Hall, 1975). The AMOs studied have very little 

experience in conducting evaluations which directly involve the beneficiaries of 

development programs (Uphoff, 1977). And, although there are certainly no tried 

and true strategies for carrying out participatory research efforts, there are 

groups experimenting with a range of new research methods, some of which are 

sUpported by the Participatory Research Project of the International Council for 

Adult Education in Toronto, Ontario. Some of them are exploring the use of video 

tapes, popular theatre and collective drawing as means to encourage participation 

in the research process. These and other experiences of the Participatory Research 

project constitute a knowledge base on which the proposed study could draw • 
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2~. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

PRIVATE VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS_ 

21.1 General Considerations 

AMOs in Europe and the united States have demonstrated that given ,certain 

conditions altruism and conunerce can be merged successfully. While the future of 

some AMOs and their overall impact a,r~ uncertain quantities, there are no insuperable 

di·f~icu~ties and barrier~ to prevl?nt a private voluntary organization from developing 

a se~f-sufficient m~rketing program. Whether such a program is appropriate for any 

given PVO will depend, naturally, on how it views and weighs the different costs 

and benefits. 

We have discussed at length the various reasons which led several PVOs to 

establish AMOs and to continue to support them. First, marketing Third World: 

products is viewed as a legitimate gevelopment actiVity which generates e~loyrnent, 

increases income, raises skill levels and helps. to strengthen the integrity of locar 

conununities. AMOs point to the numerous requesj:s for markets', technical assistance 

information and new product. ideas which pome directly from producers as evidence of 

room for development and expansion in this sector. In respond:ing directly 

to these expressed need:s, it is argued, a PVO adds a significant dimension to its 

overall development assistance program. Second, a marketing program is considered 

to be an excellent development education vehicle because it helps a PVO reach a 

broad'range of, people with an equally wide range of messages. Of particular 

significance, in the experiences of some PVOs, is the opportunity which'marketing 

products gives to volunteers (and paid staff) to make tangible. contributions to the 

educational and assistance programs of their organizations. 

Two other benefits to which some observers refer derive from the profeSSIonal 

relationship which AMOs establish with suppliers. First, because the relationship 

has built into it a degree of mutual accountability and parity, it is, thought to 

mi1;igate the patronage a,nd dependency that too often qharacter:i:ze aid~giving' 

relationships. Second, because the relationship requires a sensitivity to market 

demands and needs, it is thought to add a sense of realism to a PV0.' s overa1:1 

aspistance-program. 

We do not doubt that these outcomes are possible. But, whether a marketing' 

p'rogram encourages more realistic programming (especially for income-generating 

pro~ects) or, indeed, whether it has an overall positive impact on producers are 

.' 
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both questions which aannot yet be answered. They await the results of field

based research among the constituencies and staff of AMOs and their suppliers. 

Not only are the benefits of a marketing program sometimes questionable, but 

the establishment of an AMO involves great difficulties and risks. As we have seen 

throughout this paper, there are many practical problems which are basically intract

able. Guidelines for making the hundreds of commercial decisions regarding product 

selection, price, quantity and presentation are very elusive; the right decisions 

are often the result of intuition and luck. In addition, the supply line is 

extremely fragile, and the difficulties of obtaining the right products, at the 

right price, and having them delivered on schedule (i£ at all) cannot be under

estimated. In addition to these obstacles, AMOs which rely heavily on volunteer 

sales people face another set of management problems on the marketing end. 

There are also many philosophical and ethical issues which confront PVOs with 

marketing programs. These organizations often have to buy from suppliers who do not 

entirely meet the criteria established by their constituencies. There are instances 

when a PVO might find it necessary to drop "good", groups because their products are 

no longer marketable. To satisfy their own constituencies PVOs are often forced to 

pry into the affairs of their suppliers (to their frequent dismay), but because it 

is difficult to obtain hard information on working conditions, for example, PVOs 

will always have to be prepared to admit that they were duped from time to time. 

And, finally, PVOs which develop educational campaigns around everyday commodities 

(e.g., coffee, tea, sugar) and those which prepare educational materials are forced 

to identify publicly their position on the "Third World problem"--a position which 

many PVOs have shown little eagerness to describe in very precise terms. 

If there was a single lesson which the established AMOs sought to impress 

upon us, it waS that there are much less risky and probably more efficient ways to 

raise money than by running a marketing organization. In other words, PVOS should 

not look upon AMOs as potential money makers for the parent organizations; the 

existing price structure, even with volunteer labor, does not allow for'very large 

net surpluses to be generated anywhere along the line. Furthermore, if sales 

maximization is a goal, experiences of the trading AMOs suggest that the following 

three conditions must be met: 

'(i) entrepreneurial leadership: The successful establishment 
of a trading AMO requires true entrepreneurial leadership-
individuals who rely on instinct, intuition and imagination 
and who thrive on high undertainty. The individuals who 
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have built some of the more successful AMOs also have been 
very forceful personalities with strongly held convictions. 
These individuals require a degree of independence and 
latitude which many PVOs might find difficult to accommodate. 

(ii) inter-organizational cooperation: It is clear that AMOs 
can survive as trading companies without involving themselves 
in joint projects with other AMOs. Some type of cooperative 
action seems necessary, however, if an AMO hopes to address 
effectively some of the serious constraints on suppliers and 
producers. Working together on certain projects, as 
suggested by the repre~entative from the four Bangladesh 
groups, AMOs could assist producers in ways that would be 
impossibie for individual organiz~tions; for example, managing 
a local revolving credit fund, serving as a single distribu
~ion point for consolidated shipments from suppliers, 
sponsoring training programs for large numbers of producers 
and undertaking marl<:et research studies. Furthermore, the 
expanding network of educational AMOs suggests that 
collaborative action in that arena is equally important. 

(iii) flexible and diverse marketing program: The representative 
from the four Bangladesh producer groups pointed to a third 
condition which a trading AMO should satisfy. A diverse 
marketing prog~~ which includes a variety of non-commercial 
channels as well as links to commercial markets seems to 
constitute a secure strategy--one which both mitigates the 
risks of market saturation and accommodates small-scale 
producers and more established suppliers. 

As we pointed out in Part IV, one of the most significant steps by a PVO is 

to formulate explicitly the objectives of its marketing program. For PVOs contem

plating th~ establishment of an AMO, it is absolutely essential. to explore 

adequately the wid~ range of options open to them in tenms of their corporate 

purposes and their own strengths and limitations. This consideration takes us to 

the first of our four recommendations for the U.S.-based PVO community. 

21.2 Programmatic Recommendations 

21.2.a 'Conference/workshop on export marketing. and development: One of the most 

cost-effective ways for PVOs to obtain an adequate understanding of' the strengtl1s' 
: . 

~d limitations of existing alternative marketing patterns and to explore their 

implications is to convene a conference/workshop that would include representatives 

from all relevant organizations--AMOs and commercial importing companies, Third 

World suppliers and producer groups, and international donor agencies. A conference/ 

workShop with these participants could include discussions of topics ranging from' 

the philosophical to the practical. It also could provide an opportunity for botl1 

http:essential.to
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importing and exporting organizations to learn more about marketing channels in 

the United States and'possible sources of funding and assistance in the u.s. and 

European development communities. And, it could offer the opportunity to explore 

ways of increasing the flow of information among organizations concerned with 

export marketing and development. 

We would expect the following outcomes from a conference/workshop on export 

marketing and development: 

(i) for SUppliers and producers: contacts which lead to 
increased sales, ideas for new products, increased aware
ness of needs and constraints of U.S. importers~ contacts 
which lead to funding for development assistance'projects 
and more ideas on appropriate production technologies. 

(ii) for U.S.-based PVOs: deeper understanding of issues, 
problems and prospects related to playing a direct role 
in export marketing projects, clearer grasp of appropriate 
roles for individual organizations, and contacts which 
lead to increased competence in carrying out those roles. 

(iii) for U.S.-based AMOs: ideas on ways to increase sales and 
use different marketing strategies, ideas for improving 
communications with producer groups, contacts which lead 
to funding for development assistance projects, and a 
better understanding of ways to mitigate risks to low
income producers. 

(iv) for U.S. and international donor agencies: a more,compre
hensive understanding of the different ways to support 
export development projects which involve marginal popula
tions and the conditions under which such support is likely 
to be effective. 

21.2.b Development assistance fund: On the assumption that collaborative projects 

are needed to address constraints on producers and suppliers, we suggest that 

interested PVOs and AMOs work together to establish a central funding mechanism 

that would be used to support projects (e.g., revolving credit fund, market research 

studies, new product development) which reach a large number of producers and 

suppliers at the same time as benefiting their own marketing programs. A central 

fund could be used to finance projects which individual marketing organizations 

could not afford but which are most appropriately selected by them. Such a fund 

Would also provide the incentive for closer collaboration among AMOs. 

21.2.c Product-oriented educational campaign: To our knowledge PVOs and AMOs in 

the United States have not been involved in nationwide educational "actions rt and 

campaigns, such as the sugar actions and the "Jute-Nat-Plastic" caI!lpaign organized 
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in Germany and other European countries. We do not see any reason why organizations 

in the United States could not organize similar efforts. The Jute works in 

Bangladesh has, in fact, approached a number of groups requesting them to consider 

laWlching a "Jute-Net-Plastic" campaign. We believe this request constitutes an 

excellent opportunity for established AMOs as well as for PVOs which do not yet 

have marketing programs. 

21.2.d Research studies on the impact of marketing and educational programs on 

producers and a PVO's constituency and staff: In view of the concerns expressed 

throughout this study, it is evident that PVOs should support systematic assessments 

of the impact of export-marketing programs on producers, their families and communi

ties. The eXperiences of European AMOs with product-centered educational campaigns 

also warrant careful assessment. Such evaluations are germane to both the develop

ment assistance and development education programs of u.s. private voluntary 

organizations. 
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ABAL FOUNDATION 
(The Netherlands) 

ABAL was established in 1974 by HIVOS (the Humanistic Institute for Development 

Cooperation), a Dutch private voluntary organization (PVO), as part of a three

pronged strategy for assisting Third World groups. HIVOS would 

help the groups with small enterprise development; ABAL would import and market their 

products in Europe in order to give them experience in international markets; and, 

after the groups were strong enough to operate fairly independently in these markets, 

an "intermittant development consultancy" would advise them on their management and 

organizational development. 

ABAL began its marketing program with a 50,000 guilder working capital loan 

from HIVaS. By 1978, this loan had grown to 600,000 guilders and by 1980 to over 1 

million guilders ($500,000). In 1974 ABAL's annual sale volume was 113,621 guilders; 

by 1980, it had reached 1.75 million guilders (-$902,000). 

ABAL began by importing handcrafts from three HIVaS projects. Within a year, 

over fifty other Third World groups had heard about ABAL through HIVeS and other 

Dutch PVOs and had asked the AMO to market their goods. ABAL now receives requests 

each year from over 100 groups. From among these requests, ABAL attempts to select 

suppliers which pay fair prices to producers and emphasize job creation. The AMO 

also trys to buy from producers who have many local and foreign markets for their 

goods or have other means of meeting basic needs. In order to select 

producers fitting these criteria, ABAL sends potential suppliers questionnaires and 

investigates them through its large network of contacts in HIVOS, other PVOS, and the 

United Nations. A staff person from HIVas or ABAL visits each supplier at least once 

every year or two. 

ABAL currently buys from 25 groups in 23 Asian, African and Latin American 

nations. six of these groups are HIVOS development projects and another five or six 

receive loans from HIVOS. About 75% of the suppliers are associations of cooperatives, 

another 20% are government-owned agencies, and' 5% are small cooperatives, self-help 

groups or families or producers. ABAL prefers to work with associations of cooperatives 

because it assumes that advice to one manager of such an entity can reach on~ or two 

thousand producers. The supplier accounting for the largest portion (30% to 35%) of 

ABAL's turnover is a state-owned handcraft firm in Mexico. 

ABAL provides development assistance to some suppliers and producer groups by 

providing loans or advanced payments. In other cases, ABAL helps groups develop 

proposals for support from HIVOS, which sets aside funds or export-related projects 
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of Third World groups fitting HIVOS and ABAL's criteria. On several occasions 

ABAL or HIVOS has sent consultants to assist the groups in modifying their products 

or developing new ones for European ma~kets. ABAL has found that the Third World 

groups usually can ?nly make minor product modifications in· a manner that is cost

effective to both. the groups and the AMO. 

ABAL imports over 2,500 distinct handcrafts, food commodities and pre-indu6tria~ 

items .. The handcrafts range from wood statues, ceramic pieces and baskets to textilesr 

rugs and musical instruments; food includes tea, coffee, jam, wine and honey. A 

typical mark-up pattern for the goods would inVOlve paying the supplier 10 guilders, 

shippers and customers 2 guilders, ABAL's wholesale operation 3 guilders, the retail 

operation 15 guilders, and a value-added tax of 5.5 guilders, for a final price of 

35.5 guilders. Since the retail price is ~et at a below average level for similar 

goods in the Netherlands, the total mark-ups on the prices paid to Third World 

suppliers range from 180% to 500% (excl. VAT) depending on what the Dutch market will bear. 

ABAL has experimented with a variety of market outlets for its products. In 

1979, the AMO had five channels: domestic wholesaling (40%), retail shops (32%), 

exhibitions (10%), export wholesaling (10%), ~d mail orders (8%). Sales to commercial 

shops acco~ted for approximately 35% of the domestic wholesale income, 40% carne from 

ovel: 100 "action groups", and 25% came from two dozen "world shops.1I "Action groups" 

are informal associations of people from local churches, adult education centers or 

elsewhere who sell Third World products and distribute educational materials about 

Third World development once or more each year; action groups that decide to distribute 

products and materials on a more regular basis open IIworld shops'; II these shops usually 

; include space for discussion groups as well as exhibits of products and material~.) 

ABAL had five retail shops of its own in 1979-80. ABAL's exhibitions have been held 

at such places as museums, conu:nercial fairs, art shows, If Indonesian fairs," and old 

folks homes; a large museum in Amsterdam has a permanent exhibit of ABAL products. 

ABAL's exports are to alternative marketing organi~ations in West Germany (GEPA), 

England (War on want and FRIDA) and Belgium (Wereldwinkels and Magasins du Monde) as 

well as to commercial shops in Germany and Belgium. 

When ABAL's general management changed hands in 1-978, the AMO focused on finding 

new ways to expand its turnov~. This emphasis re~lects ABAL's conviction that it 

can best assist the Third World by selling more goo~s from its producers. (ABAL is an 

abbreviation in Dutch for: "foundation for sales promotion. of articles from developinQ' 

countries .. ") ABAL also wanted to reduce the stress experienced by its staff from being 

"pulled in so many directions II by its diverse market outlets .. Since MAL's retail shops in 
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Amsterdam and Arnhem have not been very productive, and are being phased out. The 

shops in the Hague and Utrecht will be reta;ned for test marketing purposes and the 

one in Hengelo will remain because it is operated by volunteers. ABAL also will 

stop supplying exhibitions because, for the most part, these have not proved cost~ 

effective. 

ABAL is governed'by a Board of Directors which in turn reports to the HIVOS 

Board. The ABAL Board includes three people from HIVOS and four citizens f!om the 

community. Until 1980, the chairperson of the ABAL Board was the head of the Dutcr 

parliament. The ABAL Board meets about ten times each year to make or review general 

policy decisions. Operational decisions are made by the general manager and his 

staff, who meet every other week. Although HIVOS monitors what ABAL does, the PVO 

has not interferred in theAMO's policies and operations in any s~gnificant way. 

ABAL has four full-time staff who in 1980 were each paid 32,000 guilders or 'about 

$16,000 per year. In addition, ABAL has three part-time staff paid at rates a little below 

this level. The AMO also relies upon nine conscientious objectors who work full-

time for ABAL as their alternative national service; ABAL pays these youths at the 

rate of 15,000 guilders per year. Of the sixteen paid staff persons, six are located 

lin ABAL's retail shops. 

ABAL anticipates continued expansion with the help of addit~onal 

working capital loans from HIVOS. The PVO also is expanding its assistance to Third 

WOrld suppliers by offering them additional loans and more technical assistance. The 

managements of ABAL and HIVOS are convinced that a much larger supply of crafts, food 

commodities and pre-industrial goods could be obtained from the Third World. On the 

other hand, ABAL anticipates a major challenge in selling an increased supply of 

Third World goods in Dutch markets which, it feels, could soon become saturated. 

For further information: 

Ollie van den Bosch 
Managing Director 
ABAL FOUNDATION 
,7 ROuwkooplaan 
N-2251 AP Voorschoten 
Netherlands 



-Sales Volume 

Gross Surplus 
% of Sales 

Net Surplus 
",of sales 

EX~hange rates: 
,guilder per u.s. 
dbll,ar: Period 
Average 1980: June 
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ABAL FOUNDATION 

Summaries of Profit and Loss S~ataments 
(1000 Dutch guilders)~ 

1980 1979 1978 1971' 

1,750 1,228i 1,346 1,160 
(incl. VA~) (ex"1. VAT) (ex,,1. -VAT) (e»,,1. VAT) 

NA NA NA 

NA NA 

.5157 .4954 .4628 

197(; 

807 
(axcL VAT), 

NA 

NA 

i The income shrank in 1979 because the ABAL warehouse was closed for ten months 
durings its move from converted houses in The HagUe to a modern warehouse in nearby 
Voorschoten. 
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AFRO-ART* 

(Sweden) 

AFRO-ART was founded in 1967 by the Committee for the Support of African Handi

crafts. The Committee had been formed in response to appeals from Swedish missionaries 

in South Africa, after the "Sharpeville Massacre" in March, 1960. In 1961 the Committee 

established a weaving workshop for destitute wives of miners who were restricted from 

visiting their home villages by the South African government. Tapestries from the 

workshop sold well at exhibits in Sweden during 1962-66. As a result, in 1967 the 

Committee decided to establish an alternative marketing organization. 

Eight other Swedish organizations were represented on the AMO·s founding Board. 

They contributed 159,000 crowns in s~arting capital. In addition, the City of 

Stockholm provided a spacious shop rent free and three women volunteered time and 

travel expenses to get the AMO operating. Three other women were salaried. The AND 

was narned "AFRO-ART" due to its initial emphasis on high-quality African handcrafts. 

The purpose of AFRO-ART is Uto support crafts in non-industrial regiops and 

countries." The AMO aims to increase Third World employment and incomes of artisans, 

especially youth and women, by buying their products. AFRO-ART provides technical 

assistance and resources to Third World artisans in order to strengthen their socio

economic development in ways consistent with their local resources and oulture~ 

Handcraft documentation and preservation is another objective. AFRO-ART also aims to 

give Third World products and p~oducers a quality ~ge in Sweden as a means to fight 

racial and cultural prejudices. 

AFRO-ARTis marketing operations grew steadily until 1976 when they plateaued 

at the annual turnover level of $400,000 to $500,000. Much of the AMO's growth was 

financed by its annual surplus, which in most years has ranged from 5% to 18% of gross 

sales. This surplus also has been used to support educational activities in Sweden 

and research and assistance in the Third World. 

AFRO-ART currently markets handcrafts and a few food commodities from over fifty. 

nations and has bought from suppliers in over eighty nations. Although the AMO 

emphasizes quality utilitarian crafts and buys most of its goods from a few large 

suppliers, it purposely imports small quantities from many nations in order to 

represent a wide range of products and cultures. Eighty-five percent of its imports 

come from non-government, monprofit intermediaries like cooperatives and secular or 

church-related development projects. Another 10% come from commercial exporters and 

the remaining 5% from government emporia. AFRO-ART selects its suppliers primarily 

*For an extended discussion of AFRO-ART, see AFRO-ART: A'Swedish Alternative 
Marketing organization (pp. 27), by L. Allen Parker, Center on Technology and society, 
P.o. Box 38-206, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA. 
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fer the quality ef their crafts and secendarily en the basis ef the secie-ecenemic 

traits ef their'preducers. The AMO dften advances new supplier~ 50% 6f the dost 'of 

'an I'rder. 

Since 1969, AFRO-ART alse has assisted Third Werld praducers by givfrtg th~ 
development grants and ceerdinating the activities ~f 'Swedish eXperts ~roviding them 

techhical assistance. Ferty ef these experts have been fUnded by SIDA (s;:':e;den ,,~ 
gevernment agency fer develepment aid). Two additienal experts were sUJ?ported by 

AFim-AAT itself and three by the erganizatiens represented on the lIMO's Bea:rd. All af 

these exj;,erts were invited by the Third Warld groups they assisted. EarJ:'i.er the eXperts 

each stayed at least twe years, but new seme stay only 'a 'few ihcmths'. w3:th its mm 
funds er with suppert fram SIDA, AFRO-ART alse has sent 'fifteen experts ta re'seai'ch 

crafts in twelve Afrlcan and Latin Ainerican ceuntries, and ha's 'helped with museUm 

construction 'in Africa. 

Seventy ta eighty-five percent ef the geods previded by AFRO-ART"s suppliers 

are marketed threugh its stare in Steckhelm's main shepping district. 

surplus its first year, the AMO taak ever paYment af the stare's rent. 

After iri"king' a 
, . 

AFRO-ART 

attempts te eperate withaut subsidies se that its suppliers can have the pride ef 

knowing that their crafts sold in competition with commerci'al products made iIi EUrope. 

Far the same reasen, the shep prices its products at commercial retail prices; an the 

average, this pricing results in mark-ups af abeut 100% aver the landed 'cost ef the 

crafts, which in turn averages abeut double the price paid te Third World suppli:ers. 

Third World visiters te the shop usually are impressed by its size, display design, 

and emphasis on high-quality geeds _ The shop alsa has a collEictian af books 011 c'rafts 

imc! socie-econemic develepinent. Shoppers are encouraged te handle the crafts, play 

the musical instruments, and discuss crafts and Third Warld develapment. 

Ahether 5% to 20% of AFRO-ART's annual marketing income comes from sales at 

exhibitians, and 4% to 7% af the turnever comes frem sales by velunteers at meetings 

of the organizations represented an AFRO-ART's Beard. The AMO's wholesale ope:ration 

acceUnts fer the remaining 3% ta 5% ef the turnever. During 1977-78, lMi>oD, Sweden's 

'gevernment agency fer premeting imports fram the Third Werld, granted AFRb~ART , 
$11,000 ta expand its whalesaling. Hewever, the AMO's staff were less effective at 

selling ta buyers frem department steres and cemmercial sheps than te AFRO-ART's 

retail custamers--mest ef whem are committed te crafts, Third Werld d~velopment or 

environmental cancerns and Apprepriate Technelegy. 

AFRO-ART has displayed crafts in aver 600 exhibitiens in Sweden and eignt 

elsewhere in Europe. It bas three big traveling exhibits and several smaller ones 

far museums, libraries 'and art galleries. The AMO alse has six suitcases full ef 

crafts which it circulates amang Swedish scheels. In additian, AFRO-ART distributes 
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educational materials on crafts and sponsors lectures from the Third World. Visitors 

to exhibits are encouraged to handle the crafts and play the musical instruments. Crafts 

are sold at about three quarters of the exhibitions, with a 10% commission going to the 

exhibitor to cover shipping and exhibition costs~ AFRO-ART subsidizes the shipping 

costs to most libraries and small museums, while schools generally pay for the shipping. 

Through its exhibitions, AFRO-ART aims to reach people who have little interest in 

international development. OVer 30,000 people came to the AMO's tenth anniversary 

exhibition in 1977 and bought over $50,000 worth of crafts and commodities. 

AFRO-ART is divided into two divisions: the Marketing Organization and the 

Consultative service. The latter is split into two units: Information Activities and 

Development Assistance. During the 1977-78 and 1978-79 fiscal years, the Xnformation 

unit spent a total of 201,500 crowns on exhibitions and information materials, 75,000 

crowns of this money came from SIDA grants and 126,500 crowns from the Marketing Organi

zation's surpluses for the two years. During the same time, the Development Assistance 

unit spent 503,000 crowns on sending experts to assist Third World producers and 432,000 

crowns on grants to Third World groups. SIDA provided the funds for these experts and 

. grants, while the surpluses from AFRO-ART' 5 Marketipg Organization contribut'ed an addi

tional 144,000 crowns for the administration of the unit. (All told, SIDA has given 

the Consultative service more than 50 grants during twelve years, totalling over" 

$750,000, but has not made grants to the Marketing Organization.) 

Each division is headed by one of AFRO-ART's co-directors. These report formally 

to the Board, which meets semi-annually, and informally to the Board's Chairperson several 

other times during the year. The Chairperson is the journalist who founded the Committee 

for the Support of African Handicrafts and later AFRO-ART. The other eight founding 

members of the Board each continue to send one representative who bas the same voting 

power as the other representatives. In addition to the non-voting co-directors, the 

Board includes a non-voting member elected by the rest of AFRO-ART'S paid staff. 

AFRO-ART has a paid staff of two nearly full-time co-directors and seven part-time 

employees. The co-directors are each paid 40 crowns per hour, while the other employees 

receive 25 to 30. (This is little more than the Swedish minimum wage rate of 24 crowns.) 

The employees combine a strong interest in handcrafts with often first-hand knowledge 

of the Third World, and a great commitment to the cause of AFRO-ART. Since 1970, the 

AMO has relied on unpaid volunteers only for staffing some of its exhibitions and for 

marketing at meetings of the organizations represented on AFRO-ART's Board. Because 

the AMO was founded by women and has several women's organizations represented on its 

Board, it has relied almost entirely on women for its staff in Sweden. However, it has 

sent both women and men to assist producers and research crafts in the ~hird World. 

For further information: Elisabet Ehrnst-B~ckstrand, AFRO-ART, Drottninggatan 12, 

S-lll 51 Stockholm, Sweden. 
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AFRO-ART 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(,000 Swedish Crowns)* 

Sales VolUJlle 

Gross Surplus . 
& of Sales 

Net Surplus (loss.) 
% of sales 

*Exchange rates: 
Swedish Crowns per U.S. 
dollar: Period Average 
1980 June 

1979-80 1978-79 

1,500 1,601 

789 855 

16 125 

4.17 4.29 

**( ). indicates negative amount 

Balance Sheet 
August 31, 1979 

(000 Swedish Crowns; one Crown 

1977-78 

1,898 

770 

(8B)" 

4.52 

equals U.S. 

Ag:;~ts 

Cash Resources for Marketing Organization • • 
Cash Resources for Information and Assistance 
Advance to Suppliers 
Stock of Goods 
Other Current Assets 

Fixed Assets 

Total Assets 

Projects 

1976-77 

1,303 

715 

150 

4.48 

0.24) 

Liabilities and Fund Balances 

Commitments for Information and Assistance Projects 
AccOUhts Payable • • • • 
D.ebts • • • • • • • • • • • 
Other Current lliabilities • 

Total Current Liabilities 

Reserves • • • • . • • • • . • 
Fund for Handicraft Development 
Capital of Afro-Art rounders 
Balancing Fund . . . . • 

Total Liabilities 

'. 

$ 

1975-76 

1,600 

907 

213 

4.36 

264 
459 

13 
466 
176 

H 

$ 1,389 

544 
54 
89 

107 

2 794 

404 
32 

159 

$ 1,389 
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AID TO ARTISANS 
(United States) 

AID TO ARTISANS was founded in 1976 by the former Secretary General of the 

World Crafts Council. Its primary aim is the preservation of authentic handcraft 

production in Third World countries. AID TO ARTISANS hopes to achieve this aim by 

providing a stable and appreciative market in the united States for the products of 

disadvantaged artisan communities in the Third World and by educating the American 

public in the artistry, history and cultural significance of handcrafts from such 

communities. The AMO originally. expected to se~l the products it selected exclusively 

through museum shops and other non-profit organizations, such as hospital shops and 

college book stores. These markets proved disappointing and by 1978 annual sales 

had reached only $33,000. In 1979, AID TO ARTISANS finalized a marketing arrangement 

with a successful Connecticut-based commercial wholesaler. This arrangement has 

given the AMO nationwide exposure and a greatly expanded market, increasing its 

turnover to $75,000 in 1980. 

AID TO ARTISANS was created on the assumption that "the pace of industrial 

growth has brought about a corresponding diminuation both in the production of 

handcraft items in many areas and the quality thereof. Many of these crafts," 

continues the argument, uhave played a critical.role in the history and culture 

of the regions in which they were created and their near extinction has prompted 

efforts to support the artisans who create them." As a result of this orientation, 

merchandise is selected that is both indigenous to the country of origin and 

appropriate to the American market and not on the basis of the socia-economic 

conditions of producers. The products ~ported by AID TO ARTISANS are exclusively 

folk art pieces defined as "practical expressions of local or national cultures, 

objects of decorative or utilitarian purpose, all reflecting a shared view of life 

and embodying a high degree of handskill and technique." Prices for these items 

range from Sl.OO for a painted Balinese fish to $36 for a Haitian steel sCUlpture. 

AID TO ARTISANS currently buys from approximately 20 suppliers in 15 

countries. Indonesia, Mexico, Guatemala, Haiti l Thailand and the Philippines are 

the AMO's major suppliers, though no single country or supplier accounts for more 

than 20% of the AMO's annual sales. Since AID TO ARTISANS deals entirely in 

traditional folk art, almost all its producers live in rural areas. Thus, the 

e~porting funct10ns are generally carried out by marketing intermediaries. Most 

of the AMO's suppliers were identified through the organizations' contacts from 
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the World Crafts Council. TwO important suppliers are commercial entrep~eneurs who 

have developed, according to the director of AID TO ARTISANS, long-standing and non

exploitative relationships with their producers. 

The museum shop market which AID TO ARTISANS initially expected to develop 

proved much smaller than anticipated for several reasons. First, AID TO ARTISANS 

found that only a handful of its 100 regular museum customers (out of a possible 400) 

placed orders of $1,000 or more; most placed orders between $100 and $300. Secondly, 

a large museum that indicated it would buy in large quantities dropped its purchases 

significantly after an initial order of $14,000. Third, AID TO ARTISANS found itself 

competing against a large number of suppliers with strong financial foundations and 

specialized knowledge of a particular geographic region-or, even, country. Fourth, 

a recent IRS ruling prevents museum shops from selling "unrelated business merchandise .. 11 

OVer the past three years AID TO ARTISANS has worked closely with a number of 
>-
organizations on both educational and marketing projects. The ANO has supported 

OXFAN/AMERICA's community development efforts by marketing applique wall hangings 

produced by socially and politically oppressed women in Chile. AID TO ARTISANS also 

has undertaken "joint venture U mail order programs with two Boston institutions, the 

Museum of Fine Arts and the Aquarium. In 1978, the AMO was invited by the Smithsonian 

to select and procure crafts to be sold during the Smithsonian's 12th annual folklife 

festival in Washington, D.C. 

AID TO ARTISANs has recently initiated a program of financial assistance to 

crafts producers in Africa, Asia and Latin America who can demonstrate a n~ed for 

materials and equipment. Initially, grants will range from $500 to $1,500 and will 

be awarded to community organizations rather than individual producers. AID TO 

ARTISANS is currently discussing with the Ford Foundation to provide such a grant for 

the purchase of innovative reeling machines for several Indian villages. 

AID TO ARTISANS is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization. None of its 

directors are remunerated. The AMO'a president and his wife who are responsible for 

managing the organization, are also volunteers. The only exceptions to the volunteer 

status of AID TO ARTISANS staff are a part-time secretary and a part-time marketing 

consultant, hired for nine months in 1980. 

For further information: 

James Plaut 
'President 
AID TO ARTISANS 
64 Fairgreen Place 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
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AID TO ARTISANS 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
CO. S. Dollars) 

1980 1979 1978 

Sales Volume 75,000 62,873 33,056 

Gross Surplus NA 18,944 NA 
% of "Sales 30% 

Net Surplus (loss) NA (.37) NA 
% of Sales 

Balance Sheet 

September 30, 1979 

Current Assets 

Cash - Checking Account 
Accounts Receivable 
,Inventory (Note 2) 
Prepaid Interest 

Total Assets 

Assets 

Liabilities and Fund Balance 

current Liabilities 

Accounts Payable ... . _ _ . 
Notes Payable - Bank (Note 3) , 
Notes Payable - Other (Note 4) 
Accrued Interest 

Total Current Liabilities 

Fund Balance 

Balance (Deficit) (Exhibit "B n ) • 

~otal Liabilities and Fund Balance 

1977 

20,384 

NA 

NA 

1976 

7,778 

NA 

NA 

$ 1,421 
26,043 
32,280 

256 

$60,000 

$27,718 
25,000 
41,000 
1,942 

$95,660 

(35,660) 

$6,0,000 
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OXFAM TRADING 
BRIDGE: An Oxfam Initiative 

(United Kingdom) 

ERIDGE is the brand name for products from the Third World imported into the 

United Kingdom by OXF~ TRADING, a cOmpany owned by OXFAM, the largest charity in the 

United Kingdom. The company was established in 1964 to allow OXPAM to trade in 

Chris~as c~rds and other ~roducts, while maintaining its tax-exempt status as a 

charity. All t~ading,prpfits are covenanted to the charity, thus allowing the company 

to avoid cOrPoration tax. ,In 1980-81 the total sales volume of 'OXFAM TRADING was 

3.6 million 'English ,pounds ($:7.2 'million); its "contribution" including ,mail ordEtr 

donations to OXFAM's ,income that year was 888,548 pounds or 5.6% of the charity"s total 

,income. ,Profits from the 'sa:J.e of ,BRIDGE products are returned to the producer 'groups 

in ,the dev~loping countries as dividends. 

OXFAM began importing products from the Third World in 1963. At the suggestion 

of one of its field directors, OXFAM purchased a consignment of pin cushions and woven 

articles from Hong ~ong. The items were marketed in the four shops through which 

OXFAM sold donated goods (primarily clothing). At that time, the 'bulk of OXFAM"s 

income came from sponsored walks and direct appeals for donations. During the late 

1960' s the charity moved quickly to create a more stable income base by op'ening 

OXFAM shops throughout the country, and 'by 1970 some 300 shops had been opened. The 

importing program was also growing, though much more slowly. In 1969, under the name, 

Helping-by-Selling, OXFAM TRADING sold 20,000 pounds of crafts from seven countries. 

By 1976, however, 600 OXFAM shops were operating in England and sales of Third World 

products had reached 550,000 pounds; Third World products were being sold through 

most of the shops and a mail order catalogue. BRIDGE sales reached 950,000 pounds in 

1978-79; 1979-80 saw a '5% drop in sales to 905,000 pounds, due primarily, it is 

believed, to the ,lack of new products and the constraihts of marketing through , , 

second-hand thrift shops, but in' 1980-81 there was a 15% increase in sales to 1,240,000 

pounds. 

In the early 1970's, the Helping-by-Selling project staff proposed to OXPAM 

that it help establish a separate and independent trading company to be called BRIDGE. 

According to a proposal submitted to the charity, BRIDGE was to be: 

- a 'bridge' from producer to consumer (international marketing of 
products made in developing countries) 

- a marketing structure eliminating profiteering middlemen; dedicated 
to providing the best possible wages and working conditionR for the 
producers; and fair prices, quality and service for the consumer 
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a partner for those industries in developing countries which will 
best provide increased employment opportunities for the otherwise 
out-af-work or under employed 

- ,a cooperative, partnership, or foundation--its products are to be 
sold on the basis of fulfilling the needs of the consumer for high 
standards, quality, and fair price. It is not a charity and does 
not expect its customers to buyout of charity_ 

The profits of the new company were to be dedicated to the development of the material, 

educational, cultural and total well-being of workers and consumers. In particular, 

three dividends were proposed: a producer dividend, to be spent by each producer 

~ group on projects which improve the quality of life of the community; a consumer 

dividend, to be spent by BRIDGE on educational projects; and an expansion dividend, 

to be spent by BRIDGE for the expansion of employment creation programs. 

Of particular concern to the Helping-by-Selling staff were: (1) the viability 

of OXFAM shops as marketing channels, and (2) the appropriateness of marketing Third 

World products through a charity. The staff took the position that producers need 

access to a permanent professional sales system and that voluntary shops and special 

sales were an inadequate foundation on which to build a trading business. They also 

argued that{ as the name OXFAM was synonomous with charity, marketing under the OXFAM 

label ,simply reinforced, if only subconsciously, the whole paternalistic syndrome 

from which producers seek to escape. 

OXFAM accepted some of the suggestions proposed by the Helping-by-selling staff, 

including the name BRIDGE and the dividend scheme. (In 1981, 65,367 pounds--62% of 

the net profit was made available to present and future suppliers.) The more dramatic 

proposals, however, were rejected and in 1977 BRIDGE was integrated entirely into 

OXFAM ~RADING. For at least two years prior to 1977, for example, BRIDGE products 

were sold through a separate mail order catalogue. In 1977, they were included in 

the one OXFAM TRADING catalogue along with the other product lines of the company. 

At present, OXFAM TRADING imports a range of low- to medium-priced handmade 

products from 60 suppliers in approximately 20 countries. Goods produced in India 

accounted for 55% of total sales of BRIDGE products in 1980. Bangladesh and the 

Philippines accounted for another 30% of the turnover that year. The majority of the 

suppliers of BRIDGE products are non-profit marketing organizations (e.g., CCAP in 

the Philippines) and non-profit secular or church-related development projects (e.g., 

Saint Mary's Women's Center in nhroedabad). OXFAM TRADING says it presently imports 

from 90% of the groups which were supplying products to the AMO four years ago. 

OXFAM TRADING employs a full-time resident representative in North India and 

part-time representatives in South India and Bangladesh. These representatives 

identify new sources of supply and serve as critical links to producer groups, 
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assisting the supply chain in a large number of ways. In addition, OXFAM TRADING 

employs a designer who spends about half of his time working with producer groups on 

new product designs, adaptation problems, and production methods. To help producers 

meet needs for working capital, OXFAM TRADING will pay up to 40% of the costs of a 

consignment witn an order. 

BRIDGE products are sold through two distribution channels: a mail order 

catalogue sent to 250,000 people on the OXFAM mailing list, and about 450 of the 

network of OXFAM shops. Catalogue sales of BRIDGE products rose from 139,000 pounds 

in' 1978 (46% of the total of BRIDGE sales) to 254,000 pounds (or 48%) in 1980. In 

the intervening years there was a d'ecline in BRIDGE mail order sales owing to the 

lack of new products available (it is a long job to alter the merchandise range of 

producers). BRIDGE sales in the shops rose in the same period from 586,000 pounds 

to 948,000 pounds despite the fact that some 'volunteers feel that more emphasis should 

be placed on the sale of donated goods carrying a much higher profit margin for OXFAM. 

People do not come to buy new products at OXFAM shops, but the odd second-hand item 

which is a bargain. OXFAM TRADING is now studying the feasibility of penetrating 

the commercial wholesale market with a showroom in central London. 

0XFAM TRADING has 52 fUll-time paid staff at its Bicester, Oxen headquarters. 

There-are nine people in the purchasing division, including five who deal exclusively 

with BRiDGE products--two in the Delhi office and a producer-assistance (and product 

development) manager. Five people in the sales division handle communications with 

the OXFAM shops and mail order customers. Warehouse and Accounts staff number 38. 

OXFAM TRADING has participated in European conferences on alternative marketing, 

supported the TRADECRAFT newsletter and worked closely with FEDEAU. 

For further information: 

John Pirie 
Managing Director 
OXFAM TRADING 
Murdock Road 
Bicester, Oxon 
OX6 7RF 
BRITAIN 

Telephone: 
Telex: 
Cables: 

Bicester (08692) 45011 
83610 
OXFAM BICESTER 
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OXFAM TRADING 

summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(in ,000 English Pounds)* 

OXFAM TRADING 80-81 79-80 78-79 77-78 

Sales Volume 3,564 2,972 2,184 1,665 
% Increase (decrease) 20.0 36.0 31.0 16.0 

Gross Surplus 1,835 1,544 1,038 714 
% of Sales 51 52 48 43 

Net Surplus (loss) 399 259 138 38 
% of Sales 11 9 6 2 
% Increase (decrease) 54 88 263 (.72) 

BRIDGE 

Sales Volume 1,224 1,072 990 757 
% of Sales 34 36 45 45 
% Increase (decrease) 14 8 30 10 

Surplus 104 58 NO NO 
% of Sales 3 2 PROFIT PROFIT 

* Exchange rates: 233 212 191 
u.s. cents per English pound 
Period Average 
1980 June 

76-77 75-7q 

1,439 1,050 
37.0 

692 607 
48 58 

136 150 
9 14 

(. 09) NIA 

688 541 
48 52 
25 4 

NO 55 
PROFIT 5 

175 181 
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THE DEVELOPING COuNTRIE9 FOUNDATION OF 1962 
(Denmark) 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOUNDATION OF 1962 started as a project 9f a 

s~cpndary school in Aarhus, Denmark. A grqup of studen~s and teachers at the school 

colle~ted about $125 and requested an expatriate working in Ghana to purchase a 

sel~ct~on of local crafts. Profits from the sale of the articles at the school fair 

were donated to'a folk high school in Ghana and used to purchase additi6n~1 crafts. 

T~e Dani~h press provided free publicity; as a result other schools reque~ted 
a~?istance in arranging similar s~les exhibitions. In 1963, the Foundation received 

a large boost when the secondary school in Aarhus was asked to join a UNESCO eXhibi

,tion held at the local town hail. The Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs gave the 

Foundation a grant of 100,000 Danish crowns (approximately $18,000 at 1979 exchange 

rates) and many people volunteered their time to work on the preparation of the 

exhibition. 

while the Foundation's 1979 turnOVer h~s reached $303,456, the AMO has 

retained its educational focus and its volunteer spirit. In personal correspondence, 

'the director of the Foundation wrote, "the important thing. • is not the quantity 

of articles sold and it is not the quantity of money obtained. We hope, through 

the Foundation,tI he continued, f1to make it possible to a bigger number of people 
, ' 

to becpme active and to establish relations with groups in the developing countries 

or to develop relations already established. We hope in this way to further the 

un~erstanding that the problems of development not only are the problems of the 

"develo?ing countries but also ours. II The director of THE DEvELOPING COUNTRIES 

FOUNDATION is a full-time teacher at the secondary school where the marketing 

pro~ram began. All the staff of the Foundation with only one exception are volun

teers and no one profits personally from the sales exhibitions. 

According to its charter, the aims of THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOUNDATION 

are two~fold: (1) lito give support to the solution of problems, particularly of 

an ed't~cational nature, in the developing countries" i (2) "to further international 

imderstanding." In order to achieve these ends the Foundation imports a range of 

art~stic ~ng functional folk-art and pre-industrial crafts and sells the items 

th~ough sales exhibitions at local schools, museums, public libraries and other 

~~ilar associations in Denmark. The Foundation will typically send consignments 

valued between 10,000 and 15,000 crowns to the organizers of an exhibition. In 

addition, the AMO has prepared and will lend on request a series of photographs, 

slides and tapes which describe the socia-economic conditions of some of the 
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Foundation's suppliers and a few booklets which discuss some of the projects which 

the Foundation is supporting~ 

Retail prices which can be charged for the products sold at the exhibitions 

are set by the Foundation. Organizers of the exhibitions retain 25% of all sales; 

unsold items can be returned to the Foundation which pays for the transportation 

costs as well as all sales taxes. A school or association which has organized a 

sales exhibition can use its proceeds to support a project or activity in the 

Third World, as long as it is in accordance with the aims of the Foundation. The 

Foundation itself currently supports directly some 37 projects in 7 countries to 

which it sent $92,222 in 1979. Most of the projects are educational in nature. 

For example, in 1979 the AMO donated 17,573 crowns and 15,000 respectively to two 

village polytechnics in the Kahameg and Nairobi districts of Kenya. The AMO also 

supports craft production and training centers; in 1979, 36,000 crowns were 

donated to two such centers in the Mombassa district of Kenya. 

Part of the s~pport which the Foundation has offered has been in the form of 

low-interest, long-term loans. The Foundation is parti'cu1ar1y concerned that the 

interest on such loans should not leave the country concerned. Consequently, the 

AMO has set up two small sections in Kenya and Tanzania~ The Tanzania section of 

the Foundation was established in 1979 with the following purposes: (1) "to co

operate with local people and local organizations in promoting handcraft centers, 

etc. I
'; .(2) lito give loans to projects ll

; and (3) lito avoid that interest and repay

ments are taken out of Tanzania." The Tanzanian section is governed by a committee 

consisting of four members appointed by the Community Deve1cpment Trust Fund of 

Tanzania and one member appointed by the Danish section of the Foundation. In 1979, 

the Tanzania section had liquid assets totalling approximately $3,000 with loans 

to three primary schools totalling $4,000. 

In addition to preparing descriptive materials on suppliers, the Foundation 

has undertaken a number of educational activities. In 1974, it organized a 6-week 

visit to Denmark by a group of 34 Tanzanian farmers and artisans. In 1979, the 

AMO helped organize a tour of projects in Kenya for a Danish group. A similar trip 

to Tanzania is planned for 1981. 

In 1979 the Foundation sent consignments of crafts to 133 local sales exhibi

tions throughout Denmark; this channel accounted for 75% of the -AMO's turnove~. 

The other 25% was accounted for by sales through two retail shops managed by volunteers. 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOUNDATION purchases products from 65 different 

suppliers in approximately 35 countries. Among the AMO's major suppliers over the 
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past several years have been Kenya, India and Guatemala. Many of the suppliers 

are commercial exporters and government emporia; very few have been producers and 

non-profit indigenous non-government organizations. The Foundation imports from' 

so many different sources for two rS"asons. First, many of its' wholesaie ttcustomers" 

have an interesf in particular and different cultures and want to have crafts from 

those areas. Secondly, the AMO wants to avoid building any dependencies and 

prefers to buy from groups which have many other outlets, especially loca,l markets. 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES t!OUNDATI~ON is governed by a committee of five members 
, ' 

who are elected by and from members of its Working Group. The Working Group 

consists of all active members 6f the Foundation; in 1980, there were approximately 

30 members. In aadi~ion to approving the admission of new members to the Working 

Group, the committee establishes the major tasks to be carried out, including the 

placing of iarge purchases, the principal lines of policy for activities in 

Denmark ahd the distribution of surpluses of the Foundation to suitable projects. 

The stafx of the Foundation includes one full-time, paid employee. No members of 

the committee or the Working Group receive any compensation. 

For further information: 

K.J!. '~kot't:, ' 
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOUNDATION OF 1962 
Aarhus Statsgyrnnasiurn 
Fenri:svej 33 
8210 Aarhus V 
Denmark 
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THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOUNDATION OF 1962 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(,000 Danish Crowns) * 

1980 1979 1978 

Sales Volume 1,800 1,596 1,517 

Gross Surplus 
NA 

889 
NA % of Sales 55.7% 

Other. Income NA 2..01 NA 

Net Surplus (loss) 799 
% of sales and NA NA 
diverse income 44% 

Funds donated/loaned to 
Third World projects 

Indirect Support 
NA 

191 
Direct Support 485 NA 

Total 676 

*Exchange rates: 5.49 5.26 5.51 
Crowns per U. s. dollar 
Period Average 
1980 June 

Balance Sheet 
December 31, 1979 

Cash on Hand . 
Cash Accounts 
Bonds 
Accounts Receivable 
Goods on Consignment 
Advances for Purchase of Goods 

Assets 

Stock(valued at 50% of sales price exclusive of V.A.T.) 
Assets in Developing Countries 
Other 

Total Assets . 

Aocounts Payable • . . . 
Other Creditors . . . . 

Liabilities and Fund Balance 

Fund for Developing Countries 

Total Current Liabilities 

Fund Balance 
Balance (January 1979) 
Carryover from Year l s Accounts 

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance 

1977 

1,441 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

6.00 

1976 

1,261 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

6.05 

1,798,000 
122,345 

66,321 
437,366 
169,800 
266,492 
77,000 

100,790 
1,190,000 

79,563 
45,000 

2,432,332 

38,681 
172,606 
300,000 

511,287 

1,921,045 
2,432,332 
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" DRITTE-WELT-LADEN 
(Germany) 

DRITTE-,WELT-r.ADEN (DWL) was founded in Octqber 1970 to help Third World 

producers increase their socio-economic welfare through marketing their goods in 

West Germany. DWL also wanted to give part of the AMO's surplus income to Third 

World development projects. In,addition, DWL aims to increase the awareness amon~ 

Germans of Third World products and development concerns. 

DWL was founded by a former Secretary General of the West German private 

VOluntary organization (PVO) in the Terre des Hommes federation. Earlier he had 

been manager in a German clothing factory and then had directed the Terre des Hommes 

Biafran relief work in Nigeria. During a visit to Terre des Hommes' medical project 

for abandoned Bolivian mothers, he was asked to find ways to market the items these 

women could knit from lama wool. Due to German legal constraints, he and five friends 

decided to establish an AMO independent of the PVO. They pledged 20,000 DM in 

working capital shares and another friend gave a 10,000 DM no-interest loan for 

start-up capital. DWL' s subsequent growth was financed from reinvesting 70% to 80% 

of'the surplus made from selling Third World products. 

DWL initially opened a shop next door to the PVO office in Osnabrlick and staffed 

it with conscientious objectors doing alternative national service. At the start, 

they sold only items made by the Bolivian women. It SOon became apparent, however; 

that a wider range of crafts was needed. DWL then began ordering items from other 

Third World projects. In 1972, the AMO's founder took over the shop's operation 

as a full-time volunteer, after resigning from Terre des Hommes. A Year later, DWL 

began paying him at the s'alary rate of his wife, a teacher in an altel'"native 

school. DWL continued to expand and during its 1975-76 fiscal year h~d a turnover bf 

956,800 DM ($380,000). The AMO then moved to its current osnabrUck warehouse and 

rented a small shop on a fashionable walking street. 

In the middle 1970's, DWL opened three additional shops in other German cities. 

'DUe t9 staffing and communication problems, however, these shops did not pr,ove 

sufficiently profitable and were shut down. Meanwhile, the 0snabrUck shop had come 

to be viewed as DWL's test marketing outlet rather than a major source of income. 

Most of DWL' s tlrrnover in the middle 19705 came from sales to "action g~oup_s" 

and "world shops", which had begun buyihg from DWL in 1973. This wholesale operation 

now serves 500 to 600 actions groups. Many of these groups are based in churches, 

schools or scout units, while others are independent. They typically sell products 

from the Third World two or three times a year as part of "educational actions" to 
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make Germl1ns morc awaro of 'l'hird World problemH, as d means to raise money for their 

own educational activities and for donations to development projects in the Third 

World. The action groups earn a 15% commission on OWL goods they sell. Some action 

groups decide to open "world shops" as a means to market Third World products and 

distribute educational materials several times each week. Between 50 and 60 world 

shops send representatives to OWL's warehouse to order goods. World shops buy OWL 

products at approximately a 40% discount. At the end of each fiscal year, OWL also 

gives world shops a rebate of 1% to 4% of their purchases from the AMO. 

In 1978 OWL and the English AMO Tearcraft began a joint mail order business 

called "The European Alternative Marketing" (TEAM). Tearcraft put up working capital 

of 10,000 pounds in 1978 and 5,000 pounds in 1979, amounts matched by DWL. The 

director of Tearcraft also helped create TEAM's first catalogue and its direct mail 

marketing systems. When this director left Tearcraft in 1979, the AMO's Board 

withdrew from TEAM and donated its 15,000 pounds in capital shares, to OWL for use in 

marketing jute products from Bangladesh. 

OWL has marketed a hundred thousand jute shopping bags and other jute products 

in conjunction with the "Use Jute Not Plastic" campaign initiated by GEPA, another 
~ 

German AMO, in 1978. In the bags, TEAM included information brochures about jute, 

plastic, and Bangladesh adapted from a GEPA brochure. The TEAM brochure also 

included a tear-off section to send to TEAM for additional information and for a 

catalogue of jute and other Third World products. From the jute campaign and DWL's 

contacts and an intensive promotional campaign (press releases, radio interviews, 

etd.) , TEAM has compiled a mailing list of over 30,000 names. Only 3,000 of the 

names have come from the jute campaign. 

TEAM's income has expanded from 283,200 DM in the second half of 1978 to 

723,500 OM in 1979 to 817,555 in 1980. OWL's wholesale and shop turnover went from 

1,241,200 DM in fiscal 1976-77, to 1,480,650 OM in 1977-78, but then shrank to 

1,129,150 DM in 1978-79 and 1,174,433 DM in 1979-80. The combined incomes of TEAM 

and OWL in 1979 totaled almost 2 million OM (1,130,000, 1980 U.S. dollars) and in 

1980 rose to 2,145,000 OM. OWL anticipates that TEAM will play an increasingly 

large role because there is no alternative mail order service in Ger.many, whereas 

GEPA is the primary supplier of action groups and world shops. 

OWL now buys crafts and commodities from about 45 suppliers in 27 Asian, 

African and Latin American countries. About 50% of these suppliers are organized as 

producers' cooperatives and other self-help groups and 20% are missionary projects. 

The remaining 10% are government-owned firms or individual artisans or families. 

OWL receives SO to 100 requests from potential new suppliers each year, but selects 

only about a dozen--those that both have products of adequate quality for OWL to 
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sell and are non-commercia! or non-exploitative. The suppliers provide a widg range 

o~ knitwea£ and other garinents, leather goods, domestic furnisHings' sueD as :blankets 

and rugs, 6askets, glass and cerarit!c items, brass' and wooden ware, and j eweliy ~ 

Thfoughocit its history, DWL has genera:ted' an imnual sUrpius, in i980', 10':116 

surplus ?~ter taxes was ioo,ooo DMs. DWL snared 4% of ihe surpius with the woild 
shops, reinvested 76% and', as in the past, gave 2d% td Third wo;,icl de'Veiopment 

directly to aliy of tlie 50 £0 lOG p:toje'cts £);a-t 

to' pVds. Aithougn owL does not: share any 6f the 
slJ':;pfus with Third Worlcl producers, the .lIMb iiss±Sts· them oy maJd:ng' tiieiii, :Loa:ns or 
~~Yi!-.nce~. p'a~ents with its cirClers. BecausEi OWL prefers to >forI< witii: d66pera,hves' and 

se!f~help groups' that are l<ir,ge enough to provide a: fairiy dependabie supply, if 

refers f£ve or six ~ery, sma]l producers each yeat to' acti6n~ groups ana, worfd shops 
~h:tch' want d:i.r~ct lii&s. to Third; World' producers. Dwt has he'lped· tiles'" action' groups 

and' world: ~hops. worl< out the necessary arrangements with elie produc'er groups·. 

projects. Some 0:1: this 20% is given 

reqUe'st d;'ii.i £ions; tne rest- is given 

In, ad~i.tion tOl providing craft~< and· coimnodd:ti:es' fait edt.ica tiona! ac-c-ions', bWL 

offers, orochures <iliouf: Jute and' tea'. DWLI s catalogue also contain's' brief descriptions' 

of some of tIle ~eif~help groups that ma:ke the'IDIO"'s products. In' ada.i!tioD', E>wr/s\ 

9S~aDr8'6k: shop and: the ma::i:1 order catalogue. offer books on, Third; World- d'eve'Iopinent.. 

D~ h~'S. dtiscovered'i however, th~t most shop' customers have. little' Cir tiel interest' irii 

educati6rial info~tiori about self-help groups, andl Th~ro>World devefopment; iw fact, 

ma~~ r,J6ame: angry when! DWL clerRs ecirli:er attempted' eOl promote Such: :nnf6rifuffion. As' 

~ resu~f:,. E>WL uses' ~ low-key approach, to education. 

BWL 6onf:£nues' to· be governeo' by at six-person. Board, of the' 00 1'51 founder and~ 

:q.:i!_s~ fi:xend's·.. They have, a· formal mee-ting, annua1:Iy to' review' ihe AM0'··s-. ann'Ua:'l! repo,1;l:,. 

a~&~eet, ~rif6r.ma~ry two or three otne~ times dhrin~the'year to'd~scus~ fssues of 

concetn.; 

On ~tis.Eu~~-time' staff at tfie warehouse, DWL nas- ~ Genera~ Manage~, a'ma~Ketin~ 

~P9-1 informat.i:ori' speciaibi:st, two DookJeeep.ers" two· who1!esatl'e workers, fwo' mai'l> orde:t: 

,",orkel:s and, a\ secreta.rY!. One' fuill1--time, andl one. haw:fi:'tfme, employee' si':a:fi:f' tihe shop>, 

:Em adp,:ii;f::i:PA'", £'t~e: to. f;;llt~en I?eopJie' work, for. DWL temporarily" eacli' year in. perl:otls' 

q£' nIT:g?-t ac·tf:vi ty,.. 'nne- staff are paj;d~ average wages. forc tneir worK.. Tne" Generca1; 

Manager. cohtinues a·t the sa,]alOy" of an', a'1:ternative' schoo!!!, teaclier, about one'-e!i::i!rtl· . ,. , . 
wljaj:-. tli,;, manager. of: a'. commercia'): marketing operat:lon' woU'!d earn. 

E:6r; ff'ur.tIler,' :i!nformat::iion:, 

~:ii~.te",; Har.tlnann' 
?'T~~::?-l!f Manag~r~ 
DREI\TEl: WEI:.T IiADEN! 
.sut'1>i;au!,~l:s,t'r·. 50' 
E'os:tfa-cih',1:66'1'. 
4SbQ: '(::rsnab~~k 
F~~~~~b R~puDric of Germany 



1980-81 

Sales Volume 2,145 

Gross Surplus 
% of Sales 

Net Surplus 
% of Sales 

Amount donated to 
Third World development 
projects 

*Exchange Rate 
Marks per U.S. dollar 
Period Average 
1980: June 
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DRITTE WELT ~EN 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(,000 German Marks)* 

1979-80 1978-79 1977-78 1976-77 

1,992 1,412 1,481 1,241 

35% 17% 48% 46% 

6.5% 3% 7.5% 8.5% 

95,000 DM total between 1975-1980 

1.77 1.83 2.01 2.32 

1975-76 

957 

NA 

NA 

2.32 
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FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES, LTD. 
(United Kingdom) 

FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES is the handcraft marketing subsidiary of the Fund 

for Investment and Development of Africa, Ltd. (FRIDA), an independent charity 

incorporated in the united Kingdom in 1976. FRIDA's primary aim is the creation 

or "productive employment in developing countries and particularly in the smallest 

and least priviieged countries in Africa and other selected reg1ons." FRIDA 

MARKETING SERVICES Was established in 1976 "to create and expand channels of 

distribution adapted to handcrafts from FRIDA countries as well as to maximize 

sales 6f ~frican handcrafts, create and expand handcraft production in Africa and 

(generate) employment in the handcraft sector in FRIDA countries." 

FRIDA was originally created from two eXisting organizations. One was a 

small consultancy firm in Geneva, called SEDI, which had been involved in studying 

characteristics of developing countries in order to rank them in order of their 

appropriateness for small-scale business development projects. The other was 

PROJECT HAND, an importing company established in 1972, importing "ethnic hand

crafts, high quality gift items, handmade by traditional methods, and using, 

broadly speaking, traditional designs." ,PROJECT HAND ceased operation as an 

independent operation in 1975. Its founder and director became managing director 

of FRIDA, LTD. The name PROJECT HAND was retained for the wholesale marketing 

division of FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES which in 1980 was also running two retail 

shops. By 1980 the combined sales volume of the two marketing operations was 

~650,000 ($a,5l4,500). 

From the outset, FRIDA drew a distinction between handcraft and small 

industries projects. Handcrafts 'became defined as "anything which can be sold at 

.its crafts stores." Small-industry activities which FRIDA sought to encourage 

inc~uaed leather goods, wooden products, toys, ceramic products and clothing. It 

was initially hoped that FRIDA would act as a catalyst or bridge between handcraft 

projects and commercial importer/wholesalers in the U.K. According to its policy 

docuernnts, however, FRIDA found that "handcraft marketing organizations in Europe 

and North America are_generally small, do not know the market very well, and do 

not know what they want (except for good quality, appropriately priced, supply

guaranteed novelty items) . . . and most are unwilling to commit themselves to 

buying the production of a project in Africa for a long-term period." Consequently, 

FRIDA developed its own marketing network. 
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In 1976, FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES decided to continue both the retail and 

wholesale operations which it inherited from PROJECT HAND. According to FRIDA's 

former managing director, the wholesaling effort was continued to accommodate the 

position that large volumes could be moved with basically the same overhead as it 

takes to move smaller volumes and the reta~ling operation was continued to accom-

modate the position that only a retail shop could effectively respond to the needs 

of the very small producer. When FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES started its retail 

operation with a small shop in the Africa Centre in London, it continued to purchase 

products from producers who had been suppliers to PROJECT HAND. Most of these 

suppliers had been identified through contacts with British and other voluntary 

agencies and were local, community-based groups of one type or another. Suppliers 

to the AMO's wholesale'operation, however, had to supply ~uch larger volumes and 

were identified for the AMO by the former director of BRIDGE/OXFAM. Many of these 

sources were based in the Philippines and India. According to its former marketing 

director, FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES does not buy from most of its original suppliers 

any more: "They were run by priests or volunteers of one type of another .•• all 

very nice people but very difficult to work with, as they were neither production 

nor market:ing people." 

FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES uses three distribution channels: two retail shops, 

commercial wholesale,and cash and carry. In 1979, the AMO's wholesale division 

had 19 major accounts, some of which had as many as SO individual groups associated 

with them. The retail division deals directly with more producer groups and in 

1979 was supplied by approximately 100 groups. The distribution of producer groups/ 

suppliers by continent and across the different marketing channels is shown in the 

following table: 

Marketing Channel 

Wholesale 
Cash/carry 
Retail 

Africa 

15 
45 
40 

Asia 

50 
25 
25 

Continent 

south America 

35 
35 
20 

Europe 

15 

At present 20% of the suppliers account for 80% of the sales volume--across the. 

three distribution channels. In addition, the contribution of African suppliers 

to sales volume has dropped off considerably and will continue to drop off, as 

FRIDA continu~s to develop suppliers in the Philippines and India. In 

1979, 50% of the AMO's wholesale volume was accounted for by products from CCAP, 

the one Philippines supplier. Kenya and Pakistan accounted for 10% of retail sales 

volume. 
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Without a built-in constituency, and because it sought to reach significant 

volume as quickly as possible, FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES established commercial 

market1ng channels. While cash and carry is a type of wholesaling, in the sense that 

products are sold to retailers, it avoids two of the major problems associated' with a 

wholesale operation: not having sufficient stock in a particular line to fulfill 

orders and collecting receivables. The cash and carry channel has ~orked well for FRIDA 

MARKETING SERVICES because of its central location and the planned renovation for the 

entire Covent Garden area of London. At present, FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES has two 

reta~l outlets in London--a shop on Long Acre street in the Covent Garden area, and a 

shop on Kensington High Street, a fashionable shopping area in west London. Both 

shops are professionally designed and attractively laid out with crafts beautifully 

displayed. The Long Acre shop turned over E170,OOO in 1979 but the Kensington High 

Street shop has not been able to generate sufficient sales to justify its location. 

FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES is very careful to downplay its relationship to FRIDA. 

The only reference in its catalogue to the "non-profit" status is one line inside 

the front cover that states: "PROJECT HAND is the U.K. wholesale division of FRIDA 

MARKETING SERVICES, LTD., a subsidiary of FRIDA, a registered charity to which all 

profits are covenanted." The context within which all products are marketed is 

cornrn~rcial. There is no statement of FRIDA's goals and objectives in any of the AMO's 

literature and there are no references to the context within which products are made 

or to who makes them. 

In 1978, FRIDA decided to establish two field offices in Africa in addition to 

a Lesotho office which had existed since 1976. In 1979, a field officer was sent to 

East Africa (based in Nairobi) and one to West Africa. They were responsible to the 

managing director 6f FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES and had very specific instructions 

from the AMO's buyer. The two field officers were also asked to identify prospective 

projects for FRIDA's involvement at the production end, though initially they were 

principally buyers for FRIDA MARKETING. The costs of maintaining the two field 

officers, however, were borne by the parent organization, not the marketing subsi

diary. According to the AMO's former marketing director, they found a large array 

of very exciting crafts (e.g., basketware from the Takaro region in Kenya) which 

could be sold retail at reasonable prices. No prospective FRIDA development projects, 

however, were identified and started. 

As part of a general retrenchment in 1980, the posts of the two field officers, 

the marketing manager and project coordinator (who managed the f~eld officers) were 

abolished. According to available figures, the AMO's losses in 1979-80 were 

E90,OOO. It is our understanding,that FRIDA has written off its no-interest loan 
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to FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES which in 1980 totalled BI08,540. As of 1980, the AMO 

is to break even or cease trading. 

In 1980 there were 16 staff at FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES. There was a 

marketing director who coordinated buying and selling in the U.K. and continental 

Europe, a buyer for both the retail and the wholesale lines, a wholesale manager, 

a warehouse manager, four support and administrative staff and two people responsibl~ 

for stock. Each shop has a permanent manager, with a total of five full-time staff. 

FRIDA's overall legal structure in 1980 was rather complex, as it stretched across 

several countries and consisted of a number of separate entities~ 

For further information: 

Managing Director 
FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES, LTD. 
III Long Acre 
London, WC2E 9NT 
England 
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F~IE~D~ OF THE THIgo WORLD 
(Unit!'g stat\,sl 

FRIEND9 ~¥ THE THI~ WO?LD was incorp~~~t~~ in ~Q72 as a no~-p~q~~t, t~

~xempt organization for the fol~owing purposes: 
: '" . ~ . .. .. 

(11 

. (?/ 

(3) 
, :! ~ 

to s~q~sqr anq s4Pport project~ ~nd progr~s g~~~gne4 tp ~~sist pqof 
and heedy persons" in their social and economic de..,}elopment ~ ,. 
.' • , • - :. - - - • <, • ". 

1''1 initiate ~!1d "uPBort program\, 01' ;lnforrn'lt:!-O!1 for t-h~ .(U. s.) p'ubF.c 
~po~t th~ J?robt~m~ of f1un~er I I'{laln!-!~ritio[1, ;t!p~p+oym~q;t pOf~t~tt,QR . 
~rd F~lat~4 soc;l~~ P~~!1o~~na throu~q'1Ht j:h~ ~Qrt4 ~g t'1 coo~er~~e 
~ith i~t~fes~e4 qr~aniz~tioq~ ang ~fOpp5 in c~rfy~ng Rn ~his tnfqF-ffi~
)lf8paj. t"ll!19t ;i.OI) 

tq ~fRy~d~ facit;~ies for the di~se~~natio~ of f~formation including 
B;-i~t:ed, ~~diq and visu~+, to mo,mbe~ loc~~ <;f~oups an4 ~tP~F '~O;l- ~~ . 
?i~fit organIzations and groups 

gll'l!'! ].972, )?RfEND!3 OF THE ,THirRD WORLD has established J:!>:ree seBarat.e !,roject~ 

tQ·~qhfeye tPese ~prpopep. T~e fiFpt i? a handcraft ~:rketing e1'fort ~hich be~an 

wj.!:n. :~ ?~tc;:1-1 .;;hop. in F1:. wq.yne! Ind~ana I ~nq. h~s grown pv~~ ,the yeafs to includ~ ~ 

p~t~off pf 20 shop,s ~p the U.~., known as the Union of Third World Shoppes. The 

p~~RnAfFpj~~~ prpV~4es printip~ f~ci~iti~~ ~rd ~ervices to +pcal ~Rn-~rofi~ 

q:r;~,~}z:~t~qnt?f §.p.d 'is known as Delta Communic_a:tions~ ;rq~ t!lird p]:_~~ec,!=, pn effort 

~~ -~~¥-§~:!?f anq. 4~~p,eminate develo!?m~nt edt:Lcj~.tion!ll pta:t~~i~ls, i~ cA-IJ.ed ~ole ;,!orld 

~?9~s. Th~ QF~aniz~tional str.uqture of ~RIE~pS 0F THE THI~ NORLD +9 ~ho~ on F~~e ~~33: 

r~~ tPfee projects 

4-l{t~r~.st anf}. e~per'iences 

(i.e., marketing, printing, and education) grew out of t4e . - ~ ". " " \ 

of q group who hag been involve~ wit~ hu~ger march~S 
~ -, . , 

?g=Jq~p~~4 p:y ,t~e Am~ficaI1 F.·re~.dQrn for Hunger foundation in th.e Ft .. ~c;¥ne art:;a 

~}17.t~~ 't~fi J-"!-te ~9§O 1.$ * One of the group, a 1"!~gh S~hool te~c.h~r in Ft. ~ayne, had 

h~gf9 ~Bo~t th~ Thifg Wpr1q ~hop,?es and ~ction ~roups in Europe and wrote to the 

~O?[ t9~ p~tpry ~O, to~ ipformati~n on starting an ~lternativ~ marketing or~~ni~~

~tPR: ~q~P,~F men'lber wanted to e~phasiz~ an~ continue the ~,duca;tic:nal a~J?ect e~ 

tp~ ·tWill!'!" .",alk". 'Fhe printing proj ect was "a natura·1- exten~ion ot ,the ?rpup' s 

'~~P'~~f~l}C~~ w~th publishing brochur~s, flY,ers ~nd other ro.at~rials used dur~I7g ,~hE;! 
. t· , . 

-~l2ep~?~~J ~'1+ks. If 

'~~~pID9 9F ''I'~ TH~~ .w~~ defin~s a Third World ~p-e~s~n ~~ on~ Yl~th yefY fe:1' 

~g ~Q~h ~:}tef~at~~~p in hpusin.g, schooling and ~F1?-loY!lleI1:t. No gE?og!="flphic or 

nat;i.pI)'ll .'P.oungarie-? ar.e uS,?d in the definit4-on. Consl"que!ltly, the Union of Third 

·~or+~.ShRFpes ~~rkets ,~any cra1'ts from Appalachian, Indian and other gisadvantag~d 

g:rPJlPS 4-n the p.~. FRl'llNDS OF THE THIRD 'WORLD and ,the union of Third World Shop,pes 

rm.ph~~f~e -path trading and educa tion. 'rho two urc Saen ''1S complementary and 
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self-reinforcing. Underlying this dual focus is the ultimate aim of the AMO: to 

demonstrate the existence and viability of an "alternate system of trade (alterna

tive to those built solely on the maxLmization of profit) as an effective way to 

address problems of poverty and unemployment. If In seeking to address tithe need 

for justice in trade," FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD has two objectives: (1) to sell 

products at low prices so that the producers retain a larger portion of the selling 

price; and (2) to promote the understanding that by purchasing an article from 

FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD one "is taking direct action, however small, to reverse 

~ a major inequity in the world." 

By 1978, Delta Communications was providing printing services to over 100 

community organizations which benefit low-income or poor people and/or provide 

information and education to the public about problems faced by low-income people. 

Printing services are provided at cost plus 25% for non-commercial clients and at 

cost plus 100% for commercial clients. By 1979-80, sales had reached $30,800. 

By 1978, Whole World Books had set up a national mail order distribution system 

and in 1978 produced a catalogue of 800 titles of books dealing with various social 

issues_ The catalogue was advertised in over 4,000 food co-ops in the u.s. Books are 

sold at half list price plus 10% to groups or at list price to individuals by mail 

order. In 1979-80 the sales volume of Whole World Books was $5,000. FRIENDS OF THE 

THIRD WORLD began its handcraft marketing project by opening a retail shop in Fort 

Wayne. SERRV provided most of the initial inventory of the shop; Peace Corps projects 

served as major sources of supply during the first two years of the project. 

In 1975 FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD prepared a four-page article on alterna

tive marketing for the third edition of the Alternate Celebrations catalogue. The 

article described the creation of a national Union of Third World Shoppes and 

encouraged more people to set up local shops and to help the shops that had already 

been started. The piece in the catalogue resulted in requests from approximately 

40 individuals for help in setting up Third World shops. Many of the people were 

involved with SERRV as managers of annual bazaars at their local churches; they 

almost all wanted to be involved in crafts marketing on a more permanent basis. 

And they expressed the need for more informational materials on Third World groups 

and larger issues as well as personal contact with others involved with export 

marketing. By 1978, there were some 20 Third World shops in the Union. Three 

(including THIRD WORLD HANDARTS) were incorporated as a non-profit organization; 

the other shops are member organizations and pay an annual membership fee of $10. 

The sales volumes of the 20 shops in 1978 ranged from approximately $8-10,000 

to $50,000. In 1980, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS' annual turnover had reached $75,000. 
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Several are permanent shops; other shops are open only one or two days a week on 

a seasonal basis. Most of the shops specialize in products from one or two 

producer groups or geographic areas. A shop in South Bend, Indiana, for example, 

only ?uys £~om certain regions in Mexico and Thailand. Each shop also has its own 

'"'7fketing channels. THIRD WORLD HANDARTS sells at "S)lnday sales" (in addition to its 

retai~ stor~); the South Bend shop sells out of two trailers near the Notre Dame Univer

s~ty camp~s and through Catholic churches. The Ft. Wayne shop has a retail outlet and 

sells at local events such as the International Fair and Three Rivers Festival in Ft. 

Wayne. This shop also sells directly through "horne parties" and at church functions. 

All shops in the Union sell handcrafts along with materials which at least 

"are explanatory of the product, the culture of the producers and general trade 

.tssues." Furthermore, the Union views a shop as not merely a store with Third 

World crafts, but "an action center offering cross-cultural experiences via films, 

speakers and musical groups .. " Staff members of FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD are 

engage~ in a range of educational activities, including training CETA worke~s and 

developing global educational curricula with local high school teachers. 

In order to create a much broader and extensive base for alternative market-

ing tn the United States, FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD laid plans in 1977 for an 

alternative marketing week. A national publicity campaign was planned and aimed '. . - ~ . . 
t~ teach foo~ co-ops, labor unions, churches and educational organizations through 

their ~wn media (e.g., union magazines). FRIENDS OF T~ THIRD WORLD received 

as~ist~ce in publicizing plans from the Public Media Center, a national, non

pr?fit organization which provides technical assistance to other non-profits. The 

alt~rnative marketing week, however, never materialized. On February 26, 1978 the 

building which housed the print shop, the library and the Third World shop burned , -
down. The years 1978-1980 were spent regrouping and trying to surv~ve the impact 

of th~ fire. Six new g+oups were added to the Union in 1978; but expansion was 

w~~~ below expectations. And plans for an alternative marketing week were 

shelved indefinitely. 

In 1979-80, 35-40 "Third World" groups were supplying the Union shops. Most 

of, the sup~liers are local cooperatives or community-based groups and are -either 

church-related, have a PVO affiliation or deal with an intermediary like a U.S. 

Peace Corps volunteer. FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD also buys from U.S.-based 

co~unity groups. The Kiononia Farms in Americus, Georgia, an integrated community 

estaolisheq in 1942 as an experiment in Christian living, is a good example. 

FRI~NDS OF THE THIRD WORLD claims it uses no "absolute criteria" to exclude any 
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supplier except the "blatant exploiterse ll Two criteria, however, are stressed: 

producers should be "low-income producers and should receive as much of the 

proceeds from their labor as possible. It Requests to market products will come 

directly to Ft. Wayne from producers or a particular shop will often express an 

interest in an area, producer group or product. After a potential supplier is 

identified, it is asked to fill out one of three questionnaires, depending on 

whether it is a family, commercial agent, or cooperative and community-based group. 

Information received from potential suppliers is subsequently sent around to member 

shops which might be interested in particular products. Very often, individual shops 

will order directly from producer groups once a relationship is estabrished. As 

many of the shops do less than $10,000 in sales volume annually, they request orders 

valued at $250 or less F.O.B. so they can be received directly by parcel post. 

FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD is staffed with two full-time professionals, CETA 

trainees, work study students from Purdue University and other colleges in the 

Ft. Wayne area and full-time volunteers. In addition, FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORlD 

draws upon local part-time volunteers for a variety of services, including partici

pation on an advisory board which meets once a month and gives advice on products, 

product presentation, merchandising and selling techniques. The organization is 

governed by a board which consists of representatives from each of the three 

projects and some of the local Third World shops. All volunteers and members 

(including the associate members) can vote for members of the board. 

Despite the almost fatal effects of the 1978 fire, FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORlD 

survived. On September 27, 1980, it opened the New World Center (the name of the 

Ft. Wayne Building}--the first permanent home for the three projects of the 

organization since February, 1978. Bouyed and encouraged by the tenacity with which 

FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD has hung on over the past 2~ years, its leadership is 

once again looking with enthusiasm toward the future and has revived plaris for a 

National Alternative Marketing Week in the fall of 1981. 

For further information: 

~ Mr. Jim Goetsch 
Administrative Coordinator 
FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD 
611 W. Wayne Street 
Ft. Wayne, IN 46802 
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FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD 

Organizational Chart 

FRIENDS OF THE THIRD WORLD, -INC. --- Property conmiittee 
(New World Center Building) 

NATIONAL BOARD 

National Resource center 

includeEt 

1-------___ 
Whole World Books 

I 
Independent members 
Non-profit groups 

Delta Communications 

I 
Non-profit 

group members 

Third World Shoppe of Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Thi~d World Handarts, Santa Ana, Ca1ifornia 
Visions, El Paso, Texas 
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GEPA* 
(West Germany) 

"GEPA" '(Geseillschaft zur Filrderung der Partnerschaft mit der Dritten Welt mbH) 

,lilllB to contribute "realistically and symbolically towards political, economic, social 

and cultural liberation from 'underdevelopment' and towards the promotion of self

reliance in,the countries of the Third World." To achieve these aims G1i:PA uses 

"development-directed trade" and "development-oriented awareness. 1I GEPA defines 

development-directed trade as trade which of'fers producers opportunities "to free 

themselves at least partly from exploitation by middlemen and moneylenders and from 

endless debt." Development-oriented awareness programs use Third ,World goods a's means: 

to spread information about the unjust structures of world trade 
and the devastating situation in the developing countries and to 
awaken understanding in our society for the causes of under
development and through this to set up conditions in which change 
can take place: change towards social justice, towards more 
independence and self-determination. 

GEPA grew out of a movement which began with a hunger march in 1970, sponsored 

by the Catholic and Protestant youth federations in West Germany (BDKJ and AEJ). 

Foliowing the successful march, the director of SOS, the Dutch AMO, persuaded the 

federation"s leaders to concentrate future "actions" on Third World products and 

trade in order to give educational campaigns a groader appeal. -After a second 

"action,1I which focused on sugar from the Third World, a number of groups created an 

informal organization called "Aktion Dritte Welt Handel." This organization began 

to assist local lIaction groups" (e.g., church youth groups, scout troups, etc.) to 

Undertake educational and trade actions. The large Protestant and Canholic voluntary 

organizations, AGKED and Misereor, assigned staff to IfAktion Dritte Welt Handel. 1I 

SOS supplied Third World products. 

Educationa'l and trade actions proved popular and the number of action groups 

grew rapidly to over 1,500 by the end of 1973. By 1974 a few action groups had 

started "world shops" with permanent facilities for displays of products and 

educational materials, and accommodating reading and study groups. The facilities 

often are provided rent free or at reduced rent by churches, town halls or other 

institutions. In the spring of 1975, the twenty world shops which had been 

established formed their 'own association, Arbeitsgemeinschaft Dritte Welt L~den, e.V. 

(AG 3WL). Throughout this period of growth, SoS continued to supply the action groups 

*For an extended discussion of GEPA, see GEPA, Ltd.: A German Marketing O~ganization 
(32 pp.) by L. Allen Parker, Center on "pchnnloqy "no SQripf:y, P.o. RnJ( 1JJ ... ::Wf" 

CcunbrldYf::!, MA O~lJU, U$I\. 
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and world shops, reaching an annual turnover of DM 2,200,000 in 1974. This 

constituted over half of SOS' sales that year. 

In July, 1973, SOS agreed to establish a "daughter" firm to handle its market

ing activities in West Germany. SOS refused, however, to give Aktion 3W Handel a 

controlling interest in the new AMO. In response, Aktion 3W Handel and Ag KED, which 

supports Third World development projects and development-oriented education, founded 

GEPA in May, 1975. Shortly thereafter, SOS and GEPA signed a contract for SOS to 

supply 80% of GEPA's handicrafts in 1976, 60% in 1977, and 30% in 1978, and to give 

GEPA direct access to 50S' suppliers. 

Two other organizations joined GEPA's Board of Directors during 1976: AG 3WL 

and Misereor. By March 1978, Misereor and AG KED each held OM 141,000 worth of 

capital shares, while Aktion 3W Handel and AG 3WL each held DM 9,000. Misereor and 

AGKED also provided working capital loans of OM 900,000 and OM 800,000 respectively; 

the interest from these loans was reinvested in GEPA. 

GEPA's annual turnover grew from 2.7 million OM during its first nine months 

(1975-76) to 9.4 million DM (over $5 million) in fiscal 1980-81. The AMO had net 

surpluses of 2.6% and 4.9% in 1978-79 and 1979-80. The surpluses are divided up 

among the AMO's Board members and reinvested in its-operations. 

GEPA has developed a list of 26 criteria for selecting suppliers and products. 

The most important criterion is a preference for "self-help groups," groups which 

are working toward economic and political independence from indigenous middlemen 

and foreign advisors. GEPA also encourages such groups to export only as long as 

their exports do not represent the primary source of income for the producers. GEPA 

also buys from state-owned firms to show solidarity with certain Third World 

governments or to obtain otherwise unavailable products being requested by groups in 

Germany for educational actions. 

GEPA buys four kinds of products: (1) "political goods" like coffee, tea and 

jute for use in educational campaigns; (2) "cultural goods" that help explain other 

cultures; (3) "consumer goods" for utilitarian uses; and (4) "solidarity goods" from 

an oppressed group or a nation having difficulty in international trade (e.g., jute 

from Bangladesh, coffee from Nicaragua, and candles from soweto in South Afriea). 

GEPA's price to suppliers includes a 10% to 30% surplus for producers to use in their 

development projects. The AMO also advances OM 150,000 to DM 300,000 to suppliers 

every year. 

Most products are marked up 3 to 3~ times their F.O.B. price; some solidarity 

goods, however, cannot carry that much of a mark-up. The resulting hidden subsidy 

to oppressed groups is possible because GEPA is able to mark up a few other products 

as much as five times. 
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OVer thirty self-help groups and five or six state-owned firms located ~n 

twenty nations currently supply GEPA. However, coffee from a state-owned firm in 

Nicaragua and a cooperative federation in GUatemala constitute over 35% of the AMO's 

annual turnover~ Four other suppliers, with jute bags, tea and honeYi provide an 

addi~ional 33% of the turnover. 

The products are imported to a central wa~ehouse in Wuppertal and distributed, 

thr~ugh five regional warehouses. About 4,000. action groups and 130. to ISO. world 

shopS ~uy from these warehouses. Action groups may return unsold goods, while' world 

~hops may no,t. GEEA helps finance many groups' and shops by accepting delayed pay

m"nt~;, in March 1980 the groups and shops owed GEPA DM 1.1 million. The groups and' 

shops typ~ca~~Y receive a rebate of around' 20% of the' retail price of the products 

th~y sell. The annual turnover of most of the'world shops falls between 10,0.0.0. DM 

a,nd ~Qo.,OOO DM. Al~ of the action groups and all but the largest world shops, rely 

e!l.t:t,li'ely, on volunteers_ 

The majority of action groups, and' world, shops give any net surplus they earn' 

to J:I:i,sereor or AG KED for education" hea'l th and other deve:Copment proj ects, in the 

Third World. Most of this assistance does ~ go, to GEPA"s suppliers" who, :i't is 

thought, already benefit from the high prices GEPA pays for their products. A fe~ 

action. groups and, world shops, however, provide assi:stance directly to Third, Worl:d, 
"- ,< .. 

p,roducel's in response, to requests for direct linkages. 

GEPA stocks a variety of information materials (books, pamphlets, posters'" etc. l, 

for worl~ sqop and-action grQup members which focus on Third World trade and 

d~velo~rg.ent issues. GEPA publishes a 40-page il-lustrated newsletter two to four times 

a y,ear,. The AMO also prepares two-page descriptions of each supplier and self-help, 

group, including any exploitation their communities may have faced at the hands of 

c?lonial powe7s or indigenous elites. 

GEP~'s f~rst major trade action, begun in 1978, promoted the use of jute ~rom 

B.angl~c:J.esh. This campaign has sold over 1,500,000 jute shopping, bags, with "Jute 

S~att PIFstik" (jute instead of plastic) printed on the side. Each bag contained a 

~all' brochure'about the economic and eCOlogical_advantages of jute over plastic, an 

orde~ for.m for additional information materials, and a breakdown of the costs of' the 

hag~~ The additional materials included an illustrated 32-page "basic information II 

bo~klet about: Bangladesh, jute trade and production, the Jute Works, which supplied 

the,ba~s, the story of a poor woman making jute items, the variety of articles made 

with jute, the, material wastefulness of plastic-centered life, and, the politics and 

economics of trade with the Third World. This information is further elaborated in 

an illustrated 48-page workbook for teachers and clergy preparing for classroom,and 

study group. discussions. 
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In June of· 1980, GEPA began a similar information campaign with 250 gram bags 

of Nicaraguan coffee. The jute and coffee bags are distributed through action groups 

and world shops and at regional and national church youth conferences. At the same 

time, GEPA encourages the action groups and world shops to start study groups in the 

topic areas of its educational campaigns. 

GEPA's policies are set by a seven-member Board of Directors, which meets three 

to five times a year. Three co~ittees with representatives from the Board's member 

organizations have the following responsibilities: the Project Partqer Committe~ 

approves the initial selection by the AMO's staff of products and self-help groups; 

the Information Committee monitors the development of GEPA's information materia~s 

and educational activities; and, the Finance and Administration Committee oversees 

business aspects. There are over 28 paid staff members and many temporary workers 

and volunteers in GEPA's headquarters and five regional warehouses. Salaries are set 

according to the pay scale of the Catholic and Protestant churches, which is similar 

to the civil servant pay scale in Germany. 

GEPA and SOS have continued to cooperate closely. GEPA also works closely with 

OS3 and EZA, Swiss and Austrian AMOs with which it developed some of the information 

materials for the Nicaraguan coffee action. In 1979, GEPA initiated an informal 

network of European AMOs including 50S, ABAL and Ideele Import from Holland, Oxfam

Belgique, OSS and EZA. This group met again in June of 1980 when the network 

expanded to include the Coffee Campaign of the United Kingdom and Tanzaniaimport of 

Norway. Future meetings will include other European AMOs with concerns and philoso

phies similar to those of the initial members. 

GEPA is working to strengthen both its development-directed trade and its 

development-oriented education in a number of ways. The AMO is increasing its 

warehousing capacity. It has employed a product-design specialist to work with 

producers. It plans to increase technical assistance provided to action groups and 

world shops and to improve its educational materials by up-grading the information 

specialist position in its warehouses. 

For further information: 

Gerd Nickoleit 
Project Officer 
GEPA 
Talstrasse 20 
5830 Schwelm 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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GEPA 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(,000 Deutsch Marks)* 

1979-80 1978-79 1977-78 1976-77 

Sales Volume 7,199 

Gross Surplus 3,209 
% of sales 44.6% 

Net SUl:plus 355 
% of sales 4.9% 

*Exchange rates: 1.. 77 
Deutsch Marks/U.S.$ 

5,296 

2,187 
41..3% 

139 
2.6% 

1.85 

Balance Sheet 
March 31, 1980 

4,190 4,466 

1,288 1,346 
30.7% 30.1% 

1 '8 

2.04 2.33 

(000 Deutsch Marks; 1.77 DM = US $1) 

~hvestments. • • • • 
Stock 6f GoodS • • • 
'i!:ccoUhts Rece;i vable. 
'Cash in Hand '. • 
Credit at Credit Institutions. 
'Other Assets • • • 

Total Assets • • • • • • 

Start-up Capital 
Claims and Debts 
lIccoUhts Payable 
'Bus:i:ness Loan. • 
O~her ~iabilities. 

Assets 

Liabilities 

,Annual Net Surplus Added to Capital. 

Total Liabilities. 

1975-76 
(9 ,months) 

2,692 

71-5 
26.6% 

10 

DM 83 
1,,702 
1,122 

. " 75 
992 
330 

DM 4,304 

DM 300 
673 
393 

1,650 
933 

355 

,DM 4,304 
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GWBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS, LTD. 
(United Kingdom) 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS was started in 1975 as a way to finance a system which 

would provide basic information to village communities in the Third World. The idea 

to create such a communication system and base it in South Petherton, a rural village 

of 3,000 people in Southeast England, was the inspiration of a Methodist missionary 

who had \'10rked in Kenya and India. His experiences there convinced him "there was an 

enormous reservoir of grass-roots, practical information (on such things as how to 

make a low-cost road, put a roof on a school and conserve water) untaught and unsup

plied to vill.age workers." He argued further that the onl.y way to provide such 

information directly would be through very simple newsletters, visual aids, models 

and other similar media. Consequently, in 1973, he began compiling a data bank on 

different aspects of village technology and responding to requests for information 

from contacts made while working for Christian Aid. 

What he soon uncovered was "a large unmet demand for a'ssistance in marketing 

products produced by groups reached by the information service." In response to this 

demand, he decided to set up a trading company. OXFAM TRADING and FRIDA MARKETING 

SERVICES, two British AMOs, assisted his efforts by providing stock on generous 

credit terms and the people of South Petherton offered donations and no-interest 

loans toward the purchase of a High Street shop. In 1975, GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS was 

incorporated and began trading. For two years, 80% to 90% of the AMO'S stock was 

purchased from other importers. As of 1977, GWBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS has developed its 

own sources of supply in-the Third World. 

The marketing organization was created for three reasons: (1) to respond 

directly to expressed needs in the Third World for markets in the United Kingdom; 

(2) to generate funds for a service which could never be self-supporting; (3) to 

provide opportunities for local people in their rural conununity "to get involved in 

the real issues of our age. 1I GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS places strong emphasis on its 

trading function and it has been very successful. Since 1975, sales have increased 

at an average annual rate of 65%, from a turnover of 535,000 in 1975 to a turnover 

of E345,000 in 1980. GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS, however, looks upon the production of 

crafts as more than a source of employment. One of its important assumptions is 

captured in the following quotation from Abinindraneth Tagore which is prominently 

displayed on the AMO's premises: 

The function of arts and crafts is to free man's soul and body 
from the bondage of inactivity, increase his ability to rejoice 
and enjoy and to make him skilled in the creative arts of 
emotion and beauty. 
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From the outset, GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS sought to create an image of uniqueness 

and creativity. The director would buy oniy ~hings which he, his wife and their 

friends liked themselves. He also demonstrated an acute awareness of the importance. 

of displ:aying products in ways that would present a refreshing and encouraging picture 

of the Third World ahd underscore "the skills, imagination, flair, and depths of its 

cultures;" In 1976, The, Manchester Guardian did a small piece on the South Petherton . , 
shop, ~'d described the display of goods in the wind9w of the shop as "a refreshing 

l:ire'r away fro,!, the second-hand clothes image of many charity shops." GLOBAL VILLAGE 

CRilFTS takes the position that "if we are truly concerned about craftsmanship and 

~~u~ village craftsmen, then we are obliged to show their crafts off in oui: context 

iii the i;est possible way." This concern for aesthetic excellence is reflected in all 

aspects of Gto~l\L VILLAGE CRAFTS' work, from selection of products to catalogue design. 

Tne '~oncern, as the AMO's director himself has pointed out, is self-serving: "When 

p~odu~ers remark on how lovely it is to see all things displayed so well, the chances 

are that consumers feel likewise. II 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS is divided into three parts. In 1977 the AMO ~stablished 

two operational centers: Rural Communications Service (RCS) and Global Village Print 

and ~raphics (GVP~). ReS was created to implement the original concept to help 

village communities share and access appropriate technical information. While the 

lion's share of volunteer energy and other resources went into establishing the 

mar~eting infra~tructure during GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS' first three years, the AMO's 

director and his colleagues kept alive the ori~inal idea for a rural communications 

s.Y~tem. They continued to build up an information bank of different aspects of 

vi~~age technology, including grain sto~age systems, water pumps and local paper 

making techniques. They also compiled a handbook on village technology for the 

Lutheran World Service; the handbook contained a list of some ao contact groups and 

individuals in the Third World with annotations indicating the research and development 

pro~ects and plans of the particular groups, an annotated list of appropriate tech

~oibQY books ~d periodicals and a listing of major international organizations. In 

1~7e., GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS' Rural Communications Service began publishing an a-page : . . 
newsletter called BASICS. The newsletter contains articles under four main headings: 

i-I) ag:Hculture and food~ (2) health and preventive medicine~ (3) settlements and 

li6using~ and (4) education and training. Six issues of BASICS were published in 

197&~ each issue was mailed free of charge to approximately 3,000 people. Since 1978, 

Rural CommUnications Service has ceased publishing BASICS. Much of the technical 

cgpy ahd many of the illustrations in the newsletter had been based on a wide variety 

of sources which publish in this field (e.g., The Intermediate Technology Development 

G;roup) . 
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Global Village Print and Graphics was established in 1977 in response to the 

escalating costs of having all the AMO's design work done outside, and, according to 

its director, lito meet the need for better graphic presentation of Third World issues 

and the positive ways they can be tackled." GVPG does work on a strictly commercial 

basis as well as catalogues and brochures for non-commercial organizations such as 

Cottage Industries of the National Council of Churches in Kenya. In 1978, total 

billings reached ~20,000. 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS has three marketing channels: 1,200 wholesale customers 

in the U.K. and Europe, two retail shops and a mail order catalogue. GLOBAL VILLAGE 

CRAFTS' wholesale marketing program began in 1976 with its first participation in one 

of the major trade shows in England. For two years, GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS shared a 

booth at commercial trade shows with TEARCRAFT, another British AMO. This arrangement 

did not last, but GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS has continued its trade show participation and 

now goes to all three major annual shows in the U.K. In 1980, its 1,200 customers 

accounted for 50% of the AMO's total sales volume. In 1979, GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS 

opened a second shop in a larger town some 35 miles from South Petherton. ,Together 

the two shops accounted for 43% of total sales in 1980. GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS' mail 

order started almost by accident in 1976 when a GUardian article mentioned that a 

catalogue (which did not exist at the time) would be sent on request for 20 pence. 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS has not advertised its catalogue, nor bought mailing lists. By 

1980, its mailing list had grown to 12,000 names and accounted for 7% of total sales. 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS in£tiallY relied heavily on volunteers. In the first year; 

all shop staff were volunteers and volunteers contributed to other aspects of the 

operation as well. As GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS grew and prospered, the contribution of 

volunteers was deliberately cut back. At present, individuals can volunteer for only 

one morning a week in the shop. GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS initially structured itself as 

a cooperative, on the premise that it was only by being a cooperative that the AMO 

would be consistent with its original buying philosophy--to buy primarily from coopera

tives. The AMO's staff soon found, however, that cooperative decision-making fit 

ne±ther the type of business they were in nor the personalities involved. 

GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS has started and has grown rapidly without the financial 

and physical resources available to many alternative marketing organizations. It has 

drawn rather on the immense dynamism, flair, aggressiveness and pure chutzpah of its 

director--a man who has managed to attract and keep involved people whose motives are 

humanitarian and commercial institutions whose interests are to maximize profits . 

For further information: Victor Lamont, GLOBAL VILLAGE CRAFTS, LTD., 

Roundwell Street, South Petherton, Somerset, England. 
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HANDELSFRONT FOR ANTI-IMPERIALIST TRADE' 
(Sweden) 

HANDELSFRONT was founded in 1970· by several people who opened a small shop in a 

residen~ial part of Stockholm. They imported only from socialist developing nations, 

starting with China and adding Vietnam, Albania and Tanzania. In 1972, however, 

HANDELSFRONT decided to market goods only from nations and groups that were b9th 

socialistic and anti-imperialistic. 

China currently supplies about 60% of HANDELSFRDNT's imports, Albania 25%, 

Tanzania 10%, and Nicaragua 5%. Approximately 80% of the ANO's goods come directly 

from several suppliers in China and Albania; the remaining Third World products are 

bOught from commercial importers and another alternative marketing organization, 

Tanzaniaim~ort. A few items a~e purchased from a dressmaking cooperative in northern 

Sweden and from a Swedish lobby against nuclear power plants. HANDELSFRONT markets 

through both commercial and alternative channels to achieve the widest possible 

distribution of the goods its imports. By involving commercial channels, HANDELSFRONT 

aims to help break down trade blockades earlier erected against most of its Third 

World clients. 

In 1973, and again in 1975, HANDELSFRONT moved to larger, better-located shops. 

In addition to expanding its retail sales, the AND began wholesaling to political book 

stores and to commercial shops in small towns. Until 1978, HANDELSFRONT also supplied 

sales representatives who sold to friends and colleagues. In 1978, the AND moved to 

a shop at the edge of Stockholm's shopping district and its retail trade expanded to 

over 75% of its total turnover. The remaining income comes from wholesaling to 

approximately 50 book stores and 15 commercial shops. 

The founders of Handelsfront fbrmed an economic society as a vehicle for 

involving other people interested in anti-imperialist trade. This society, which 

rapidly grew to about fifty members before plateauing, is not affiliated with any 

political party. It annually elects a Board of Directors, which includes some staff 

members. HANDELSFRONT's five staff are paid equally at approximately $8 per hour. 

HANDELSFRONT has a secondary objective of educating Swedes about its trading 

partners. However, the AMO so far has focused attention on expanding its marketing 

operations, which until 1978 had to rely entirely upon annual surpluses and loans from 

society members to meet working capital needs. HANDELSFRONT now has an on-going credit 

line with a commercial bank. The annual turnover of the ANO grew from about $1,000 in 

1970 to over $60,000 in '1974 to about $240,000 in 1979 where it has plateaued. 

For further information: HANDELSFRONT, Drottninggatan 73C, 5-111 36 Stockholm. 

*For an extended discussion of HANDELSFRONT, see Handelsfront! A Swedish AMO (12 pp.), 
by L. Allen Parker, Center on Technology and Society, P.O. Box 38-206, Cambridge, 
MA 021:38, USA. 
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HANDELSFRONT 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statement 
(,000 Swedish Crowns)· 

Sales Volume 

Gross Surplus 

Net Surplus 

*Exchange rates: 
Crowns per U. S. Dollar: 
Period Average 
June: 1980 

Cash Resources • • • 
Stock of Goods • • • 
Other Current Assets 

Fixed Assets • • • • 

Total Assets 

1980 

1,013 

417 

Accounts Payable .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Other Current Liabilities • • • • 

Total Current Liabilities 

LOaIlS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Stock Reserve • • • • • 
Investment Contributions 
Reserve Fund • 
Balancing Fund .. .. .. .. .. 
Surplus •• • • • • • • 

Total Liabilities 

1979 1978 

1,016 816 

32 (13) 

4.29 4.52 

Balance Sheet 
December 31, 1979 

Assets 

Liabilities and Fund 

1977 

746 

4.48 

Balances 

1976 

535 

4.36 

$ 16,262 
274,393 

38,257 

66,787 

$ 395,700 

$ 37,593 
126,236 

$ 163,829 

41,875 
164,635 

10,355 
5,785 

,. 8,392 
829 

$ 395,70q, 
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IDEELE IMPORT 
(The Netherlands) 

'5TICHTliNG IDEELE IMPORT or SII was founded in 1976 by a man who, since 1971, had 

been importing tea from Sri Lanka to his horne and selling it at cost to friends and 

acquaintances. In 1974, he started working for the Mondland ~oundation, which was 

supporting liberation movements in former Portuguese colonies. ~uring visits to these 

nations in 1974 and 1975, local groups and government agencies asked him to arrange 

for importing their products into the -Netherlands. He responded by founding IDEELE 

IMPORT with five other 'Dutchmen who shared his concern for helping governments, unions 

and cooperatives in the Third World committed to socialist policies. The AMO limited 

its 'focus to food commodities, since its founders considered the Dutch market for 

Third 'World handcrafts to be small and near saturation. In order to generate addi

tiona2 income, IDEELE IMPORT sought to expedite exports from developed nations to its 

partners in the Third World. 

Two Dutch communes called "Emmaus" gave the AMO start-up grants totalling 15,000 

,guilders. Start-up loans totalling 8,000 guilders were given by ~ondlane Foundation 

and the Dutch Association of World Shops. IDEELE IMPORT uses several means to 

increase i,ts working capital. The AMO insists on advanced payments for its exporting 

activities; it waits 70 days after importing commodities from state-owned firms before 

p~Ying them; and it has food processed by Dutch firms that agree to wait for payment 

until the AMO has sold the ,goods. It also charges commercial rates for its exporting 

'in order to off-set deficits incurred by its importing. 

In 1,977, IDEELE IMPORT had an income of 40, 000 guilders generated almost 

-entirely from its importing and marketing. By 1979, IDEELE ~MPORTts export operations 

'were in full 'swing and generated about 1,200,000 guilders ('$600,000) in income while 

its importing operation had risen to 300,000 guilders in sales. In £980 the ru10'S 

totai income was approximately 4,000,000 guilders. About 1,000,000 guilders 

(.$ 500, 000) came from importing. 

IDEELE IMPORT initially bought from government agencies, government-organized 

cooperatives and unions in Sri Lanka, Mozambique, Angola, Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde~ 

Later the AMO added Vietnam, Algeria, Tanzania and Nicaragua as sources of supply. 

In Europe, IDEELE xMPORT has bought from a wine cooperative in Portugal, Vietnamese 

commodities imported by the Swedish ru10 Solidarisk Handel, and Algerian wine imported 

hy the AMO brcanches of Oxfam-Belgium. The commodities the AMO buys include coffee, 

tea, wine, f'ish, pineapple, jam, cheese, peanuts and vegetable oil. 

In addition to marketing their products, IDEELE IMPORT assists its Third World 

clients in several ways. First, it helps their government agencies or cooperatives 

• 
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enter international markets. For example, IDEELE IMPORT expedited the sale of 20 tons 

of nuts from Cape Verde to a Dutch food processing firm even though European fir.ms 

will not ordinarily accept less than 100 tons for processing vegetable oil. Second, 

IDEELE IMPORT arranges for four major Dutch private and voluntary organizations (PVOs) 

to support projects of Third World groups. For instance, the AMO arranged for a 

grant for the printing of all the elementary school texts for Cape Verde. Third, 

'~ IDEELE IMPORT sends consultants overseas to advise on different technical problems. 

• 

Fourth, it provides answers for Third World government agencies to a variety of their 

questions involving international trade. And fifth, it occasionally pays higher , 
prices as a form of hidden subsidy. 

IOEELE IMPORT sells to retail outlets, food processing fir.ms, and volunteers 

who start world shops or form action groups fn churches, adult education centers and 

,elsewhere. In addition, IDEELE IMPORT sells to other AMOs, including SOS and ABAL 

in the Netherlands, GEPA in West Germany, and Solidarisk Handel in Sweden. The 

various retail outlets sell the AMO's food commodities for prices twice to three 

times the F.O.B. price to suppliers. This low mark-up is possible because only 5% to 

15% of the retail price goes to IDEELE IMPORT for its overhead costs and staff. 

IDEELE IMPORT relies mainly upon the Dutch Association of World Shops for 

educational materials. Brochures and booklets have been developed by the Association 

for such products as tea from Sri Lanka, wine from Algeria, and jam from Guinea-Bissau. 

IDEELE IMPORT also paid for the translation and printing of a booklet on Vietnam 

developed by Solidarisk Handel in Sweden. The Dutch AMO sells "consciousness

raising ll posters, greeting cards, flags, stickers and T-shirts. 

IDEELE IMPORT's entry into exporting was facilitated by the Chairperson of its 

Board of Directors, who owns a shipping agency. At commercial rates, his firm ships 

80% of the belongings Dutch people take with them overseas. Another division does 

non-profit exporting for groups in the Third World. 

IDEELE IMPORT has expedited the exporting of several large orders. For example, 

the AMO arranged for the printing and shipping of the textbooks for Cape Verde. 

Another example is six million pencils for school children ordered by Mozambique 

and paid for by NOVIB, the Dutch PVO. IDEELE IMPORT also has arranged shipping for 

the other major Dutch PVOs as well as the foreign PVOs, Oxfam-Canada, Oxfam-Belgium, 

and the World Council of Churches. The largest expcrting effort so far is being 

done for the Dutch government, which is having IDEELE IMPORT handle the exportation 

of materials for the building of a modern port in Cape verde's largest harbor. The 

AMO charges only 2~ commission, but paid in advance, for such work because it is 

much easier to arrange shipping from developed nations to the Third World than the 

other way around. 
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The Board of Directors of IDEELE IMPORT meets officially twice a year. Every 

two weeks, the AMO also has a meeting of a management committee which includes the 

four Board members living in the Netherlands. 

Until recently, IDEELE IMPORT had only one paid staff person, a half-time 

office manager receiving the Dutch minimum wage. The AMO also paid two translators 

at the minimum wage who each worked about on~ day a week. The AMO's founder used to . " 

volunteer over four days a week to the AMO, while making his living as a part-time 

producer for a broadcasting company. Nine other volunteers each donated time weekly, 

and occasionally have been paid as consult~ts when the AMO received advanced pay-
" " 

ments ~rom PVOs or the Dutch government for large projects. In October 1980, the 

founder began receiving half-time pay from IDEELE IMPORT and stopped his work for 

the broadcasting company. He is paid above the Dutch minim~ wage, ~ut below the 

salary of an elementary school teacher. He continues to volunteer three or four days 

a week ~d the other volunteers continue as well. 

Although IDEELE IMPORT relies mainly upon volunteers, it operates i~ as 

commercial a manner as pos~ible. In the future, it will place more emphasis on , , 

expanding its imports and its marketing efforts in the Netherlands. 

For further information: 

Carl Grasveld 
Director . " ' 
STICHTING IDEELE IMPORT 
Keizersgracht 240 
N~lQ16 EV Amsterdam 
The "Netherlands 

• 

• 
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
(Unitod Statos) 

The INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVEL9PMENT (IPHRD) was 

established in 1972 as a way to generate employment opportunities at the grass roots 

in developing countries. Job creation has remained the AMO's primary emphasis. 

In 1971, the present director of IPHRQ was doing employment research in Beirut, 

Lebanon, for the United Nations. He recommended the establishment of a handcraft 

production project for a group of unemployed women and a direct link to export 

markets. This project was the foundation on which IPHRD was established. A $100,000 

grant from Church World United enabled IPHRD to expand its project in Lebanon and 

begin building a marketing program in the united States. While the AMO's total 

sales increased from $61,000 in 1975 to $165,000 in 1979 the last several years 

have been a constant struggle. IPHRD was running a $45,000 deficit in 1979 and had 

to borrow additional money to servioe its debt. 

IPHRD consists of a number of entities. First, IPHRD operates a retail shop 

,in Bethesda, Maryland, called the World of Crafts. The shop carries merchandise 

bought through IPHRD's wholesale arm as well as from other suppliers in the U.S., 

primarily AMOs. The shop is non-profit and solicits contributions in exchange for 

discounts. However, very few contributions have been received. The second entity 

which is legally distinct from IPHRD is a wholesale operation called Aid and Trade 

International (ATI). ATI is a profit-making corporation with its own board of 

directors. It was made profit-making in order to facilitate borrowing from 

commercial financial institutions. Sixty percent of wholesale sales are to SERRV 

and the SELF-HELP RPOGRAM of the MCC. The other major customer is the World of 

Crafts. The third IPHRD component is a Human Resource Development Center in 

Kerala, India. The Center was founded in 1975 with a grant of $300 from IPHRD. 

Among other things, the Center runs a dairy development project, a demonstration 

farm, a technical school and cotton spinning project. IPHRD continues to provide 

marketing advice to the Center. IPHRD also has provided marketing assistance on 

an ad hoc basis to U.S.-based PVos. In 1980, for example, its director assessed 

the export potential of an Indian craft project in Paraguay sponsored by Catholic 

Relief Services • 

Approximately 75% of IPHRD's annual sales are accounted for by products 

from India. Pakistan is the source of an additional 15% of annual sales. IPHRD 

also imports from the Philippines, Mexico, Bolivia, Thailand, Tanzania and Kenya. 



Cm:::.;,e~tly fi£:teen dif£:erent; groups. supply IpHllI>'. The gEoups; in Indi;a; and Pakist;an' 

have been identi:t;ied by tne director o,~ lp'HRD,. Qther g,~oups have been ident:i:fied, 

Most suppliers are 
" ,. 

gov~r.~en::-c_~r:t:rol1~d fn~e~ediar.t~s. Fo:r: i.n~t~I"!-ce I :J;~HRDi work~ c~o~,ely w~t~ a: 
government handcraf,t organization in the northern Indian state of l:Jttar J;'radesh 
~. " • - _,"' , , .- , " • -. _ • • • • - .';r 

and hopes eventually to serve as their sole American; out~et. ~his o~gan~~a~ion 
." I • • •• - , 

alon'e accounts for 50% of IPHRD's annual sales. · ..' . -. . other supp~iers are a family in 
• > ,. • C _ • .' 

l?ak±stan'; the Government Development Corporation in Tanzania, the Nationa~ Christian 
, .~." '.. • ,"' - . -. .', !" • ~ .,~, '~," 

~~~~iL ~~ ~enya, ~ ~r~4ucer/~~~e~i~~ coop~~ative in Mexico anq ~ loca~ cQope~~~iv~ 

~~~ st:~te t~adi~g c?rp~ration in ~o~ivia. 

IpHRD's first major marketing program was based on street sales at local 
.,; .'. . . - . - ,., ~', ' .... '. '.' . ,~, . 

s<?lJ,eg!,s ah,~, fairs. anq e?!,hibi tions. ~ p1~"" to trave,l the count'?y in a van with .. , . . . . -

college interns an~ r~cent col~ege graduates neVer materializeq. ~n *97~, ~PHRD 
" - • .., , " , • ., - - I ., • · . - '. 

moved into its present ~ethesd.a o~fices which serve as its administrative an4 
~ ~~ ", '". 

market~ng S,ent~r. The turnover at the AMO' s ret,!il shop in l,~.7~ ~as $65,256., qown 

J;rom a 15178 high of; $75,9,83. The decrease in sal,es was due 
• ,- • ~ • '. .' : • " ? 

in pary to changes i~ 
- . , . - -

the merchandise offered and to having droppeq UNICEF cards. 
, 'J ' ::, ~ _ -_0 ' •• , "<' • -. 

Only :,on-profit 

a 10% discount. The organizations carry uNICEF cards on which they receive only 
.Y.'·~·.'.:·,:.' .. ~. < ,.', 

cards" l;iowever, 'attract customers who migl;it otherwise. not know of, a shop since 
• "['=:'.0;., -:_,t.. ' '. '.' . -. . ',' . . "',' 

UNICEF publishes the locations where its cards can be obtained. IPHRD's wholesale 
:'~"'-'1:.: >"'~ . -. '-,-, , ~ . ....... ,,: , 

operati'on (ATI), grossed $95,758 in sal,es in l,97~. Approximately 50% of its sales 
_.,( ...... : " <.r -. -d • .... 

a:.;:". \::0 9J;;~V,'. the la,,:gest Am,erica,n AMO. By ~~~O total, sal",s had reached $183,000. 

IPHRD's marketing and product development pl;iilosophy are best exempli£:ied by 
-. '. I, 'J' ,:." " • ~'. • 1 .. ~ .' •• _ '.' . ' 1, , '.' 

:i:'ts' ef;.orts tq supply a leather pocket calenqar to a U,.-5,. company that wi],l produce 
j~-;;~-: .: ~ .. ': I " ,'.:~ - ~ , . !: '- '." .~ ". . . . -, I. ,- .. 

t¥.~ a,c~u,a~ c~~e~C\.ar and, ma,:ket the finished, prqd,uct. IP,H@ is presently deve,loping, 

~ 1;:~l,1 • .:-~-tr:~~ ~~~t~9~a~.y .\.ine, wO!ki.ng with u.s. 1;>us~nes.smen :i.n iq.entifying com1?Ol~ents 

of products wbich could 1;>e proquced more cheaply elsewhere and locating communities 
.I'J~' i':: ... {.~.'~ ... , .:=' .; !~. '. '. . - < > .', ' 

capable of. producing them. The AMO hopes to extend this concel?t to '! wide rang,e of 
• .;,:;.!"" -.~ ,'-" .. - .' • 

pr6~ucts, i~c~uding £urniture. 
~. rr',,:,··:";, ":. '. . . 

~~ a.~~~tion ~q the di,:ector, I~HRD ha~ three pa,:t-t:i,me, paid staff. They ,!re 

r,e,sE9iis~1?'I;e £:'0,= managing, 1;he retail shop. 1;n 1976, the::e ~ere appro:>;:!-mately 10 

irit~rns and volunte~rs working for IPHRD, 1;>ut th~ AMO found it too expen~ive ~nd 
~',1::-"'",~ ,,~.: ":, ',' :': ," ,_ . 

~~~H;:,,:,,~t; to train and mana~e them. !lince 1978., only paid staf,£: have been employed, 

'FRr f~':lrtl:7~ inform~ation; 

Or. Varghese'Keerikatte 
i:NTERNATIONAL 'PROGAAM F'OR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
dori~or Btiild',ing 
7720' "Wiscon;;'in 'Avenue 
~';the;d'a, HI:! "20014 
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JUBILEE CRAFTS 
(United States) 

JUBILEE CRAFTS was founded in 1979 by four young couples who were concerned 

about economic disparities in the world. JUBILEE CRAFTS is a ministry of 'The 

ohter Side,' an evangelical publication with a circulation of approximately 10,000. 

While JUBILEE CRAFTS operates independently-, the two entities are under the same 

act of incorporation, Jubilee, Inc. 

JUBILEE CRAFTS has two purposes which it considers equally important. The 

first is to create a fair market for crafts made by Third World producers. The 

second is to tlact as an educational tool for the First World." The AMO prefers to 

import products which can be used for educational purposes, i.e., products which 
, 

increase buyers' exposure to and understanding of crafts and the cultures where they 

originate or carry a political message (e.g., bone pendants made by political 

prisoners in the Philippines). JUBILEE CRAFTS is a small marketing organization. 

In 1979, its total sales were $44,000. 

JUBILEE CRAFTS' original suppliers were identified through missionary contacts. 

More recently, other AMOs, principally the SELF-HELP PROGRAM, have provided 

suppliers. JUBILEE CRAFTS currently has five suppliers: The Council of Evangelical 

Churches in Haiti, the Philippine Missionary Institute in the Philippines, Jute 

Works in Bangladesh, Thai Tribal Crafts in Thailand and an American-based inter

mediary called the Evangelical Association for the Promotion of Education, which 

works with producers in the Dominican Republic. The AMO does not deal with 

commercial intermediaries. With the exception of the Jute Works, all its suppliers 

are sponsored by Christian organizations. 

JUBILEE CRAFTS has several marketing channels. The most significant is 

Jubilee Partners, an association of approximately one hundred volunteer distributors. 

Partners sell handcrafts through home sales, flea markets, educational presentations 

about JUBILEE CRAFTS, and, in a few cases, through part-time retail shOps. Indivi

duals interested in becoming a Partner simply apply to the AMO. Once accepted, 

Partners receive a $50 starter kit of samples that can be sold directly or used as 

samples for orders. Items that do not sell can be sold back to JUBILEE CRAFTS. 

In 1979, Partners sold a total of $28,000 worth of merchandise, with individual 

Partners selling up to $3,000. Partners may mark up above JUBILEE CRAFTS' price 

slightly in order to cover their operating costs. In addition to printed material 

on tags and in catalogues and other mailings, JUBILEE CRAFTS provides Partners with 

a script for a slide presentation on its suppliers. While providing background 
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.i,n,~,?';I"~tiol).! th<:> e'."l?has:i,~ is Elac<;!d on show~',l9, t1;<:> v,ie.we,rs that their li:l!e styl":,s 

",r.~ dep.eilgent on the ~act tl!at other, people. J,~v.e with very lij:tl,e .• 
,'" ." 

~~L~E!, CRAFT~ t. s~~o~4, l:~1fg\est. ~~f~e~i~:~. ?l;l,ann7~ i~ a mai~ Q,rde~ c;atg.~o~~ 

with a circulation of around 3,500. !>bout sixty different products are sold through 
. • :,;: .,,' • '\ " .'1 " , ' ' •. ", r' L .... ' '. .' -,' •• "', ", -". 

the 'i'ait;~.~0~7 ,:,h:i,.cl.t :i,ncludes ~ter:i,<>:~ about tl;>e' Al10' s s.u~~l,ie~s. ~? ~ther 9h~nne.ls 
¥."!". tl\e. m~:i,n reta:i,l shol? in ~hiladelphia, which. grosseq $2,000, in 1979, and sale" 

t1;at w~r.e ~qe ~~ part of church presentatio~s ~n the work o~ J~~~~ CRAfT~, an . - .. .. ~ "'- ' "", . 
~~t:i,t~~~ ~~a,t gr~s~ed appr.,?x~te~~ ~~,ooo in 1,~79. I~ addition to ~h~ ma:i,n ~~tail 

sh9P, ti).eXe. <tre '(UBI~E shops located :j.n D9rch.es,t~r, .Ma~sachusetts, an": Ithapa, New 
'., '{ ..., . ~ '. •• ,. !. -. 

York. These shops operate independently, but obtain most of their inventory from 
•• ~ .... • \ ,~ ,,", .. ' • =- ..' ,'~~' '.,' ., --', 

~H.F;E, f.~T(l. 

~~fE~ CRAFTS uses no set formula for ~et~rminin~ r~tail pri9~s. ~he ~Q 

t~p~s ~? 9h~rg~ ~~~t the ma;ket can bear. The 'Hai~~an ~ro~ucts, ~9r ex~~le, 

c~p.~~t ~~~eral.ly. ~:.t ~ full commercial ~ar~-uPI' whereas the olute Works p:.coquc1:s 

can be marked up as much as three times landed cost. JUBILE~ C~TS does not try 
"~~~ -:- ,~. ," , ! ." 

tp ~iv~ ~:~4?~ con~umers ~ gooq price. In ac~~owledg~n~ that some of th~ir 

.gft~~~ ~~ b7 h~gh~r "!;han in cOl]mlercial :.cetai.l. outlets.1 ~he ~Q f S ca1;;~logue $tates: 

~~t<~ep' i~ ry~n5~i .". .... ~ 

that many Thirg World Broducts a7e bough~ witho~t re~ard ~or the 

c:(.aftsperson!s 
~~'~~/=_ ... -!.~~: - welt:are. The Brices ~e pay are often barely minimum wage. 

.: '" 
~ut t)J.ey 

~f~ ~nY t~:~ the payment t)J.at craft<>pe~ple receive through normal commercfal 

qha~~~l~.n 

~~t~~ C~~8 h~s tW? f~l~-time, ~aid staff ~embers. The~~ s~laries fIe 

q~r~fmtR7~,!?r ~~~'! a~~,~~e 19W i~ co~?ariso~ with positions +~ ~i¥li+ar ~!ganizations. 

~p ~t.t'ttt~~1J, ~ ~o~~~epe7 an~ ware~o~se a~~~~tant {ire pc:"i~ on a .pa~t-time basis .. 

~H:f.~ p~r~ e~j?ys a good working r.l"ti'tio)1sj1ip ;-ith both t!1." SELF-!!~LP 

r~8~~' ~~!9)J. h~~ f:qo~ended s~p~liers, ~n~ SE~V. jUBt~~ C~~S ~uys from 

~H1~~ F~B ~8~ t8 ~~~gt~e~t stock wpen ft i~ l~~ and its staff visits thei~ head

~~F~~Fr fr9~ ~~e ~o t~e. 

I:Is·. M4n> Jane H~isey 
'~;rq:l?"C~TS . 

!lR~ F?~~ 
!?pH.'l~~l~!)ia, Pi\- 1: ~~44 
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MAGASINS DU MONDE-OXFAM AND WERELmnNKELS-OXFAM 
(Belgium) 

Monde-OKfam and Wereldwindels-Oxfam are the French and Flemish speaking alter

native marketing branches of Oxfam/Be1gium. Oxfam/Be1gium was founded in the 1960's 

to provide assistance to Third World development projects from donations solicited in 

Belgium and from surplus income made by several shops selling secondhand goads in a 

manner similar to that of the Oxfam shops in the United Kingdom. Wereldwinkels was 

established in early 1970 as Oxfam's vehicle for collaboration with several small 

church-related PVOs that had begun to import handcrafts from missionary projects in 

the Third World. These PVOs and Were1dwinkels formed a joint ANO called "AVAP." In 

1973, Were1dwinkels began to buy food commodities directly from Third World suppliers 

and to sell these commodities along with the handcrafts imported by AVAP. Oxfam in 

Belgium supported Wereldwindels with working capital for these ventures. 

AVAP and Wereldwindels initially sold mainly through churches. During the 

middle 1970's Were1dwinde1s helped establish Oxfam "world shops" similar to the world , 
shops in the Netherlands and West Germany. These Belgian shops, which usually 

included "Oxfam" in their titles, combined the marketing of Third World crafts and 

food commodities with the distribution of books and other educational materials 

focused on Third World development concerns. The world shops obtained their products 

not only from AVAP and Were1dwinke1s, but also from the Belgian branch of sos, the 

Dutch AMO. "Action groupsll also emerged in churches, adult education centers and 

other ~rganizations to distribute Third World products and educational materials 

once or more each year. Although some of the action groups bought directly from 

the warehouses of AVAP, Wereldwinke1 and SOS, most relied upon the growing number 

of world shops. 

By 1977 tensions emerged between Were1dwinkels and other organizations in AVAP. 

Were1dwinkels wanted AVAP to be more careful in selecting Third World suppliers in 

order to "avoid paternalistic missionaries and middlemen who exploited producers." 

In addition, Wereldwinkels wanted AVAP to encourage consciousness-raising activities 

in Belgium about the Third World. Early in 1978, Wereldwinkels paid 800,000 BF 

(about $251,000) to leave AVAP. The remaining members of AVAP reorganized as 

"Centre de Coordination des Ceurves Sociales," and continued to sell crafts through 

local churches. 

During 1978, Wereldwinkels split into two branches--Were1dwinke1s-0xfam for 

the Flemish speaking parts of the nation and Magasins due Monde-Oxfam for the French 

parts. Oxfam and two large world shops provided loans to Magasins du Monde for its 

start-up capital. In 1980, Oxfam also loaned Wereldwinkels funds to expand its 



,,,offee 'purcMses. ,Werel9,winkels ,became 'the 'pr'imary importer ,of fo'cd comod'i.,ti;'s 'for 

J;>oth branches" wl>±le ,Magasi'ns du ,Monde took ,over ·primary responsibi'Hty for impoi-tl.ng 

~d d~stributi'ng C~{l:f'tsa Each branch focllsea,on developing-and distr1:but:i:ng 

,educatioll'a:l materia'j.s in its own language. 

t'he ,pririlar.y plln'ose of the 'branches :became the 'promotion 'of 'education "lOa 
consciousn~ss r'd"sing in ,BeHgum about Third ,Worl:d deve;I:opment'. 'riie AM0' s secondary '" 

a:iJrj is :tf? assist Tlli_rd ,World ,development proj.k:ts through 'buying products of d'evewpCo 

~~n~ ?n~ 1~berati9n-o~j~n~ed cooperatives and self-help g~oups ·and through aoha~ing 

paFt 0; th~ ~u~:lu$e~ frOm the AMOs and the world shops to bxfam ana otber PVOs rer 
t~e~p d~velopment assistance activities. 

In 09tobe~ of 1~78, Magasins du Monde began selling goods imported by 50S from 

fi~e of its ~rojects which fit the AMO's criteria. Through 50S and bxfam, Magasins 

du M,?!!de b.jgan id'entifying additional Third World suppliers. In 1979, th" AMO began 

id;'ntifying additional Third World suppliers. In 1979, t&e ANO ~egan importirig 
~, .' • • _ r • _ ._ _ 

directly, and today is supplied by 28 groups in 17 countries, including five in India, 
< - • '. -

fgllP ~!! Bolivia, three in the Philippines, and' two in Columbia. Magasins du Monde 

s~eJ<:,! \:() 12w'-chase fl'om suppliers who are organized as development- arid liberation

qr;ente~ q09peratiy~s, self-help groups of non-exploitative government agencies. The 

AJ.1.~( :i:s, ~e:rr~ qoncertled abo~"t. dependencies on foreign markets, and" therefore, insists 

tnat its, supprier~ Produce for more, than, one export product or' sell to 16ca~ markets. 

~~~~i!is; d~ Monde as>s~~ts most. of the groups by making-' advanced- payments for' tne 

pro!'ljict~, it Qrders,. 

W~r~Ad~in~e~~ an& Magasins dWMbnde market a variety'of'ThiraWorld goods 

ra.'1,9;iE.9"! :!frothi ~ofJ;<le:, -&ea, anq' wine' to' baskets:,. bl!arilCets, and' ceramicS'. oVer 90% of' -ine 
~9:"s, t'l!rn?ver- ],s, generated' by 30, Elemish-sEealCing, worl!d' shops, alid, 25 Frelich-speak'trig' 

qq~~~_. 'Dha, AMO g.rv~s· tpese. shops- crea~t- wor.th, about 250,:000 BF and- gd:ves t:liem 

d~.S90iihts, ofr. 22%, to, 2'7%. The prices set by" the AMO are' three to four t-ihies t-he, prices' 

P',!~9' 1;<>,. T.q~,ra, World: suppl:iers. Severa! hundred action groups' buy' from ine wodd'sHops, 

T~e, worl)l., spops also marj{et to tlie- genera'l pUbl'tc from trucKs or' stal'l's at open' al\:" 

D!'!FJ<:!"t,\! .. on Satjirday8.c" In addition, tlie world· shops' are, at'tempnhg: to rai'se 6 ~ odd; 000 BF 

:i:~-I h~7-ih-tepest loans for the- AMO to use in buying. addl tional l coffee'.. Th'e- re:inai~del:; 

o.~.t th~:. turnover fpr tpe. AMO: comes _ from. marketihg: books! at' l-ectures on f deve'lbpment 'OJ 

is.stie~ .. 

Dur';lhg lSm3; their first year as ah' independent AMO, Were'ldwin'kels an'cl' Magasin's' 

,d'i',J.!oude sold,2,5,600,009 BF, in food commodit~es~ Ih,19'79, the 'AMO s61d 3;65~,000':BFe 

in- cr~~ts-I, 3,060 B.F in-,books and 28,190,000' BF iir food!conunod~tiie's, fbi:" a tc)ta:l turn"

over, of 34;8~2,900',B:Fl ($:1.,1,61,000). The, AMO's 1980 surplus'is b'eihg used'to' 
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strengthen its marketing operations and develop educational materials. The world 

shops use their surplus income for educational actions, donations to Oxfam and other 

PVOs for Third World projects,'or for direct support of such projects. 

The Belgian government awarded grants to the AMO during 1978 through 1980 for 

the development of educational materials. Now that this source of support bas ended, 

the AMO has asked the world shops to give 1% to 3% of their surpluses for materials 

development. The AMO also gets assistance from Belgium's PVOs in developing 

educational materials. In addition to distributing information sheets and posters 

about Third World groups and development issues, Wereldwinkels and Magasins du Monde 

each publish a 20- to 30-page bulletin four or five times .a year. These bulletins 

contain brief articles on political-economic issues in Third World nations as well 

as annotated listings of books, video casettes and other educational materials. 

These materials are said to be especially popular in the world shops in smaller 

communities because these shops offer the only source of information on development 

issues and Third World nations for many of these communities. 

Wereldwinkels and Magasins du Monde each hold general assemblies of their 

world shops twice a year. At these assemblies, the world shops choose representatives 

who meet monthly with managers from the AMO's branches to determin~ basic policies 

and procedures. Wereldwinkels has ten staff at its central warehouse in Ghent, and 

Magasins du Monde has eight at its Brussels warehouse and three who provide technical 

assistance to the world shops from offices in Liege and Namur. Some of the staff 

are not on the AMO'S payroll because they either are doing two years of national 

service or are collecting unemployment for one or two years. Other staff are paid 

at a basic rate 10% below the salary of an elementary school teacher. Staff with 

children receive an additional allowance. Reflecting the general spirit of volun

teerism in Wereldwinkels and Magasins du Monde, one of the AMO's managers donates 

his entire salary back to the AMO. Similarly, the world shops are each staffed 

entirely by 10 to 30 volunteers. 

For further information: 

Xavier Goubau 
MAGASINS DU MONDE-OXFAM 
~e de la Caserne 74 
B-IOOO Brussels 
Belgium 
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NEIGHBORS CRAFTS 
(United States) 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS began in 1978 as a handcraft marketinq project of WORLD 

NEIGHBORS, an international, non-sectarian and non-government~l development organi-

zation with headquarters in Oklahoma City. In 1979, NEIGHBORS CRAFTS was incorporated 

as, a private foundation, separate in all legal respect from its parent pvo. OVer 

the past two years, growth has been deliberately slow, as NEIGHBORS CRAFTS experi

mented with different marketing approaches and gained, the knowiedge and experience 

on which to build its marketing program. NEIGHBORS CRAFTS has relied almost entirely 

upon volunteers and a part-time manager, seconded from WORLD NEIGHBORS. In 1980, 

total sales were approximately $40,000. 

WORLD NEIGHBORS started its handcraft marketing prqgram in response to 

suggestions from area representatives and the co-ordinator of its "Responsible 

Parenthood" program. WORLD NEIGHBORS has been inVOlved in a range of programs 

overseas, including family planning, health and nutrition, agricultural production 

and cottage industry. It has had very little experience, however, with handcraft 

projects and had neVer before been involved directly with assisting the cottage 

industry groups it supported to market their products. In the early 1970's, fo~ 

example, WORLD NEIGHBORS provided the start-up capital for a revolving loan fund 

for a small cooperative of Guatemalan weavers. Six years later, the WORLD NEIGHBORS 

area representative in Guatemala was one of the people arguing for another lev.el of 

involvement on the part of WORLD NEIGHB0RS--helping the weavers sell their pillow 

covers' and wall-hangings. 

With the moral and financial support of one member of the board of trustees, 

WORLD NEIGHBORS took its first tentative step toward developing this cap~city. A 

loan of $5,000 was used to purchase a consignment of crafts and set up a Qooth at 

the Oklahoma State Fair in May, 1978. The response was sufficiently encouraging 

so that in late 1978 WORL9 NEIGHBORS began marketing crafts through the retail shop 

of a local church. In early 1979, the PVO agreed to allocate 25% of the time of 

its Family Planning program co-ordinator to the newly incorporated AMO. Also in 

1979, area representatives were requested to identify prospective suppliers, a 

small retail shop was opened at the PVO's headquarters and a one-page, color 

mailing was sent to 1,000 of WORLD NEIGHBORS' supporters. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS was incorporated to achieve the following purposes: 

(1) provide a fair marketing outlet for producers. overseaSj 
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(2) acquaint more people with WORLD NEIGHBORS and provide platforms for 
discussing WORLD NEIGHBORS' programs overseas, 

(3) add to the types of and channels for direct assistance provided by 
WORLD NEIGHBORS programs I and 

(4) raise additional revenues for WORLD NEIGHBORS' programs. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS initially sought to buy directly and only from producers who , 
exercised a modicum of control over their own lives. The AMO, however, foun4 i~ 

necessary to "compromise" very early on because it could not find enough of those 

~ groups with sufficient variation in their product lines and the ability as well as 

the interest to ship internationally. And, while NEIGHBORS CRAFTS is an integral 

part of WORLD NEIGHBORS' development assistance programs overseas and its educa

tional program in the United States, most of the suppliers of NEIGHBORS CRAFTS have 

only an indirect relationship to WORLD NEIGHBORS' projects. In Peru, for example, 

WORLD NEIGHBORS has had a long-standing involvement with sheep herders, helping to 

plan and improve pastures, cross-breeding and other ways to increase wool produc-
, 

tion. NEIGHBORS CRAFTS purchases woolen products from EPPA, the government' 

marketing organization. A recent and more direct relationship has been established 

with a group of slum women in Lima who pressured WORLD NEIGHBORS to assist them in 

starting an income generating project. The PVO helped set up a revolving loan fund 

and NEIGHBORS CRAFTS provided suggestions and designs for Christmas ornaments which 

it is presently trying to market. 

At present, suppliers to NEIGHBORS CRAFTS are a very diverse lot, they include 

producers, a government marketing organization, a European-based PVO project, 

individuals related to WORLD NEIGHBORS programs, local entrepreneurs and commercial 

agents. NEIGHBORS CRAFTS claims it does not prejudge any prospective supplier and 

will visit each one in order to be reasonably assured that all parties involved 

"feel good abcut their participation." In Indonesia, for example, NEIGHBORS CRAFTS 

buys batik products from a commercial firm. According to the AMO, batik production 

is usually done in real sweatshops, since the women in batik factories work over 

cauldrons of boiling wax. NEIGHBORS CRAFTS spent several weeks locating its supplier 

who apparently had organized a fairly benign production system in which the women 

do all the work in their own homes. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS imports a range of products, including clothing (Guatemalan 

shirts and batik skirts from Indonesia), decorative crafts, basketware, household 

accessories and jewelry. Most of the articles retail for under $10 to $15. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS contends that for its marketing program there is a sufficient 

number of readily available crafts which do not need to be altered to make them 
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marketable. OnTy where potential suppliers do not have any craft tradition to 

speak of does NEIGHBORS CRAFTS expect to introduce products. A good example of 

what the AMO would like to do is the SATA project in Nepal. The AMO describes the 

wooden utensils sold by the project as "a pleasant blend of East and West .. " 

NEIGHBORS 8RAFTSI marketing prog~am is based on a personalized selling 

strategy. Since one of the goals of NEIGHBORS CRAFTS is to generate wider exposure 

for WORLD NEIGHBORS, and to engage more people in discussions of its overseas 

programs and Third World issues in general, the context in which a craft is produced 

is considered as important to marketing as the physical characteristics and price 

of the item. This orientation is reflected in all the marketing materials produced 

by NEIGHBORS CRAFTS as well as in its choice of salespeople and retail outlets. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS uses six different types of marketing channels: (1) a retail 

shop at WORLD NEIGHBORS headquarters; (2) a mail order catalogue sent to the 12,000-

name WORLD NEIGHBORS mailing list; (3) participation in local fairs, bazaars and 

exhibitions; (4) participation at weekend and evening seminars sponsored by WORLD 

NEIGHBO~; (5) consignment arrangements with a local church shop and several craft 

retail shops around the country; and (6) "free-standing" NEIGHBORS CRAFTS retail 

shops. The retail shop at the WORLD NEIGHBORS headquarters is staffed entirely by 

volunteers. The AMO has found that over half the customers at the shop want 

information on the producers and their conditions. A small borchure briefly 

describes the major suppliers and includes additional information on WORLD NEIGHBORS. 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS has also prepared an eight-page, ful'l color brochure on the textile 

weaving cooperative which supplies pillow covers, handbags and wall coverings. It 

is provided free with a purchase of an article from the cooperative. 

The shops where NEIGHBORS CRAFTS products are currently on consignment are 

run by people familiar with WORLD NEIGHBORS and who share the goals of NEIGHBORS 

CRAFTS. As the Uconsignment" shops are seen more as a way to increa:se exposure 

than sales, NEIGHBORS CRAFTS this past year opened its first retail shop in the 

resor;t town of Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Based on the experience of this shop, 

NEIGHBORS CRAFTS expects to open a second outlet in Taos, New Mexico in 1981. The 

Eureka Springs shop is run by three women who are members of the Episcopal church 

organization. They are guaranteed a minimum wage or 15% commission on sales, 

whichever is higher. 

While NEIGHBORS CRAFTS'acknowledges the limitations of international bazaars 

and fairs as marketing channels, it will continue to participate in them, because 
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they have been excellent platforms for discussing WORLD NEIGHBORS programs. Hand

crafts are now displayed at weekend seminars on international development issues 

which WORLD NEIGHBORS runs periodically in various parts of the U.S. WORLD 

NEIGHBORS has discovered that the products serve as an excellent springboard for 

discussing WORLD NEIGHBORS programs. at these seminars, even though there are no 

direct programmatic links to particular producers. 

The past two years have been an exploratory learning phase for WORLD NEIGHBORS 

and NEIGHBORS CRAFTS. The cautious and evolutionary approach WORLD NEIGHBORS takes 

in all its projects is reflected in the very modest sales figures achieved during 

the past 18 months by NEIGHBORS CRAFTS. The results of the experimental shop and 

the 1980 mailing are not yet in, and the question of staffing a larger effort also 

remains unanswered. Thus, while there is a basis on which to build a significant 

marketing effort, several important elements remain to be worked out. When they 

are, the future direction of NEIGHBORS CRAFTS will become clearer. 

For further information: 

Mr. Bob curtis 
Director 
NEIGHBORS CRAFTS 
WORLD NEIGHBORS 
5116 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 

http:programs.at
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SACKEUS 
(Sweden) 

SACKEUS is a project of Swedish Free Church Aid (SFCA), a private and voluntary 

organization (PVO) of non-state Protest~t churches in Sweden. SFCA generally 

supports development projects of church-related groups in such ar~as as health and 'f.~' 

education. However, in the spring of 1976, staff of SFCA were impressed by the wo~~ 

of Asha Handicrafts in Bombay and decided to give it some financial support. SFCA 

s~sequently initiated an experiment in alternative mar~eti~g by bu.ying some goods 

from Tearcraft, the British AMO. 

SFCA I s first consignment consisted of 500 ,I stand~rd parcelsu of assorted 

handicrafts from the Jute Works in Bangladesh. The parcel~, offered to non-State 

Protestant churches on the condition that all surpluses were to be donated to SFCA 

or its development proj'ects, were all sold within a few weeks. A ~econd shipment of 

~dq parcels was equally successful. The PVO subsequently decided to set up a 

separate organization to continue the marketing effort, but on an experimental basis. 

In 1976 SFCA established SACKEUS with an interest-free loan of 400,000 Swedish crowns. 

The purpose and rationale of the AMO were described as follows: , 
Sackeus (from the Gospel of St. Luke) was a customs collector who 
(after meeting Jesus) vowed to give half of his possessions to the 

poor and to give fourfold again to the p~ople whom he had c~eated. 
He broke with the unjust system that in his time plundered the poor. 

In our time there also is a tariff system, a tr~de syst~ and a~· 
international division of labor which favors the rich industrial . 
nations at the expense of poor developing lands. Swedish Free Church 
Aid through SACKEUS will strike a blow for just world trade. 

- Thro~gh importing goods f~om developing nations, the project 
contributes to increasing employment there. 

- Through making a surplus for developing landS, the project 
contributes to reducing the division between rich and ppor. 

- Through information about trade and e~ployment, the Project 
cdntrcibutes to shaping opinion for a new economic world order. 

Some members on SACKEUS' Board of Directors wanted to expand as rapidly as 

poss£ple. The majority, however, were wary of the PVO becoming involved with a large 

~~keti~g operation because of the business-oriented mentality that they feared mig~t 

~esult. They wanted to place more emphasis on the ed~cation objective of SACKEUS ~n~ 

keep the trading function as a "symbolic action" in support of its educational programs. 

During its fi~st three years, SACKEUS' sales totalled about one ~illion Swedish 

crowns. Sales in 1979 were 600,000 Swedish crowns (about $150,000 U.S.). 

SACKEUS bas relied almost entirely on volunteers or SFCA subs~dies. The six 

full-time employees and three part-time staff at the SFCA home office near Stockholm 
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placed orders, handled shipments, prepared catalogues and information materials, and 

dealt with finances and payments. A few of the headquarters staff and SFCA's field 

representatives (located in Bangladesh, Jerusalem, and Latin America) made occasional 

visits to suppliers in the Third World. Since the SFCA Board has made SACKEUS a 

permanent project of the PVO, one part-time staff member has been employed. 

SACKEUS has carefully selected a small number of suppliers. In 1977, the AMO 

began importing directly from Jute Works and Karika in Bangladesh and an evangelica+ 

church group in Chile. The first two suppliers provided "standard parcels" of 

assorted jute goods, leather pen-holders, straw cards and cloth items, while the 

latter shipped applique and embroidered arpilleras made by the wives of political 

prisoners. In 1978, SACKEUS expanded its SOurces of supply to include Asha Handi

crafts and Manjira Exporters in India and Thai Tribal Crafts and the UN Thai Program 

for reducing drug abuse. As with other suppliers, SACKEUS selected these because the 

SFCA staff and their contacts in the development community maintained that the 

suppliers did not exploit their producers. The suppliers also were selected because 

they were said to sell to other marketing organizations and thus would not become 

dependent on sales to SACKEUS. Mouvement social Lebanon through l'Artisan du Liban 

were added as suppliers in 1979, along with two groups in Africa. However, delivery 

from the African g~oups proved so undependable that the AMO might not continue with 

these suppliers. The AMO's purchases from Lebanon also are being cut back because 

the items are too expensive. 

With the exception of Asha Handicrafts, Mouvement Social Labanon, and a health 

care and employment project for women in Bangladesh, SFCA and SACKEUS have not given 

development grants to suppliers of handcrafts for export. The AMO does assist them 

financially on same occasions, however, by paying the entire price of its purchases 

in advance and then waiting as long as six months to receive the products. The AMO 

also states that it helps suppliers by paying a fair price for their products. 

The wholesale cost of the parcels ranged from one half to two thirds of the 

total retail prices of the goods in them. Since 25% to 45% of the retail price was 

paid to the suppliers and another 12% to 21% to shippers from the Third World and 

for customs fees and turnover taxes, SACKEUS ended with only 6% to 9% of the retail 

price for its administrative costs and freight in Sweden. The arpillera mark-up 

structure is as follows: 45% going to Chilean handcraft groups, 26% to soup kitchens 

for children in Chile, 22% to shipping and taxes, ahd only 7% to SACKEUS. The AMO 

has kept its costs low by relying upon many SFCA in-kind subsidies, such as staff 

time, as well as by the use of standard parcels. • 

SACKEUS wholesales to 250 groups and individual sales representatives as well 

as four permanent shops. Most of the groups and individual representatives are 
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associated with a church. Sixty percent of SACKEUS' income is from groups and 

agents that retail only once or twice a ye<;lr, typically at "~evelop~ent Week lt in 

November and at Christmas. The four permanent shops were opened by members of groups 

which were selling more frequently during the year. Groups ar~ give? thirty ~ays to 

pay for goods. They order from catalo~es the AMO sen~s to its p~~vioup b~yers a~~ 

to other non-state Protestant churches in Sweden once or t~ice a year. (IMPOP, the f' 

Swedish government ~gency promoting imports from the Third World, has p~id 50~ of the 

costs for printing two of the cataloguesa) 

One of the basic tenets of SACKEU~ is that none of ~ts retailers should use ~he 

sale of Third World goods as a means of livelihood. Because the goods ar~ s?ld by 

volunteers, 25% to 85% oJ; the retail mark-uE ends up being surplus income. SACKEUS 

will not wholesale to groups unless they donate this surpl~s to Third World develop

ment p~ojects, preferrably those o~ SFCA. 

SACKEUS first relied mainly on the "standard parcel" as a means to reduce 

handling time by the PVO staff and to provide more employment in the Third World. 

These parcels are being phased out, however, because of an increas~ in unsold items . . 
and the difficulties suppliers have in putting together parcels with all the required 

items included. 

SACKEUS prov~des information ~aterials with the goods it sh~ps to its retail 

outlets. The materials emphasize SFCA's conviction that the current wo~ld order in 

trade ~ubsidizes industrial nations at. the expense of poor ones. In addition to irS 

general consciousness-rais~ng activities during Development Week and throughout the 

year, SF? ,,?d SACKEUS have participated in a campaign called "Instead of Opium." 

This campaign, financed in part by the Swedish development agency, SIDA, was a joint 
• ~ ", • ,. ' <. , 

e~fort of SFCA, the Swedish U.N. S~ciety, and the YMCA-YWCA in Sweden. The proj7.c~ 

develope~ a 24-page booklet, 8-poster exhib~t and slide show about opium production 

and; -t:~a.~e, drug. abuses, Tl?-ai village life" ar:d Thai coffee and craf-t:: p:Z:-0duction. 

SA9KEUS placed a large order for crafts from the Thai villages on the assumption that 

the goods would ~e marke~ed not only througQ the AMO's reta~l outle~s, b~t also 

through local chapters of the U.N. society and the YMCA~ywCA in Sweden. Some U.N. 

Soc~ety chapters did market a good deal, but the YMCA and YWCA branches sold very 

few. SACKEUS consequently was left with a large unsold stock of Thai goods that 

depleted its working capital and reinforced the decision of the SFCA Board to limit . . ' . 

tQe '~OIS size as a trading organization. 

SACKEUS' role in the use of Chilean arpilleras for educational purposes has 

proved.mo~e successful. In addition to translating the political messages written on 

t4e cloth pictures, SFCA developed posters and brochures about the plight of the 

prisoners and. their families. Like the mes~ages on the arpilleras, the posters and, 
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brochures speak of unemployment, slum living and human rights. SFCA and SACKEUS also 

have collected the most artistic and politically striking arpilleras into an exhibi

tion. Churches, public libraries and Chile societies pay SACKEUS to send them the 

exhibition for a week or two. Arpilleras and picture postcards of them are sold at 

many of the exhibitions and have proved to be very popular in Sweden. The continuing 

positive response of church groups and individuals to the product-based information 

, campaigns such as the one with arpilleras keeps reconfirming the SFCA decision to 

make SACKEUS a permanent program. 

\ 
For further information: 

Britta Enlund 
SACKEUS 
Swedish Free Church Aid 
Alvsj8 Gardsvagen 3 

" .11 5-125 30 AlvsJo 
Sweden 
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SARVODAYA SHRAMADANA IN EUROPE 
(The Netheriands) 

~ alternative marketing organization (AMO) for the Sarvodaya ShEamadara move

ment of Sri Lanka was established in the Netherlands in 1965. A Dutch educator/ 

development expert who was visiting Sri Lanka was impressed by the ,movement's principles 

and suggested to its leaders that some of the 1,000 yillages in the movement could 

produce handcrafts for export as a means to increase employment and skills. To market 

the handcrafts, he offered to organize other volunteers in Europe. The movement 

le~ders accepted and also agreed that the volunteers should sell the handcrafts at a 

surplus for a few years in order to generate working capital. The founder and fourteen 

of his colleagues don~ted a total of 1,200 guilders in start-up capital. 

Within a few years, the movement was exporting a variety of goods to the European 

volunteers. In addition to 1,000 to 2,000 kilos of tea per year, by 1975 the AMO,was 

imvorting scarfs, textiles, shirts, wrap-around skirts, batiks, hankies, black carved 

elephants, masks, and small wood items like egg cups and letter openers. Scarfs, 

textiles, shirts, and wrap-around skirts proved popular in Europe. On the other 

hand, the AMO was unable to sell copperware, cushion covers, durnbara mats, and baskets 

at prices competitive with similar products imported directly through commercial 

channels. 

Th~ AMO has assisted the movementlg efforts in several ways. It has arranged 

fo~ the movement to ~port raw materials such as cotton and dye for use in its 

production projects. And, it has used some of its small surpluses to send the 

produc~s ~pare parts for a Land Rover, sewing machines, etc. A Dutch artisan spent 

two mORths helpin~batik producers develop new designs. In the late 1960s, the AMO, 

through the assistance of a dono~ organizatio~, organized two six-month training 

progr~s to upgrade the quality and increase the quantity of batik making; 25 villagers 

p'~rt~cipa~ed in ~ach of these programs. The AMO also found ways to provide scholar

~hips, for several youths from the movement to study abroad. In addition, many 

villag,es have received- money contr.ibutions and other resources directly from the 

schools, action groups and world shops which the AMO involves in its'marketin~ and 

~duca~ional activities. 

The primary market outlets for the AMO's products continue to be action groups 

in Europe that specialize in studying and assisting Sri ~anka or the Sarvodaya move

mept. The action groups marketing for Sarvodaya usually do so for two to four years 

before, they break up or move on to some other cause. The groups develop mailing 

lists of other people willing to buy items or give donations; they also sell at 
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weekly open-air markets, meetings of women's guilds, and other gatherings. By 1975, 

the AMO was supplying 10 to 15 action groups each year in the Netherlands, 10 to 12 

in Belgium, and smaller numbers in West Germany, Switzerland, and England. 

The AMO also bas marketed tea to dozens of Dutch world shops. ~or test marke~

ing of new handcrafts, the AMO regularly uses a commercial textile and gift shop in 

the resort town of Bergen, the headquarters of the AMO. The founder used his basement 

as the AMO's warehouse until 1977, when a nearby warehouse donated space for this purpose. 

The AMO's income reached a peak of about 75,000 guilders per year from sales 

during 1976 and 1977. In 1976, it generated a peak surplus of about 20,000 guilders. 

This large surplus resulted from being able to mark up tea as much as five times the 

amount paid F.O.B. Sri Lanka. The black elephant carvings also could be marked up 

500%. The actual costs of shipping and handling the movement's products combined with 

the duties and taxes involved required a mark-up'of only 200% to 300% to break even. 

By 1977, the AMO had accumulated working capital of about 60,000 guilders in the form 

of goods in its warehouse and adVanced payments made to the movement. The AMO's Board 

then decided to stop accumulating working capital and expanding, because its volunteers 

were having trouble handling the amount of shipping, billing and bookkeeping already 

required. Rather than turn to paid staff, the AMO chose to continue a modest operation 

relying upon volunteers who practice "shramadana," the principle of sharing. 

For several reasons the AMO's turnover began to shrink to its current plateau 

of about 30,000 guilders ($15,000) per year. In 1976, Sri Lanka nationalized tea 

exporting and tripled the price of tea. The AMO stopped importing tea because it 

could not be obtained directly from the movement's growers and because it no longer 

could be sold at cost or a profit. At the same time, the AMO's branch in Belgium 

decided to buy directly from the movement. Since Sarvodaya promotes decentralization, 

the AMO responded by encouraging all of its foreign branches to buy directly from the 

movement. The Belgian AMO expanded so that it now markets over 60,000 guilders of 

the movement's products each year. The total European purchases from the movement 

have actually expanded so that the movement's leaders remain unresponsive to the 

long-standing complaint that many villages produce only for the European market 

rather than diversifying their production so as to include regional and local markets. 

During the middle 1970s, the AMO's leadership decided to focus increasingly on 

educational activities in the Netherlands. In particular, the ANO gets individual 

schools to "establish linkages with" individual villages in the movement. Some of 

the schools devote an entire two-week period to studying Sri Lanka. In order to 

develop instructional materials for these intense programs and to assist the schools 

in planning and implementing them, the AMO obtained support from the Dutch National 

Commission for Development Assistance to employ a teacher/program developer half time. 
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Since the Autumn of 1977, this woman has been working, with two r,etired teachers who 

vQlunteer half time. Teachers, parents and pupil~ are all involved in the planning 

process and in carrying out the programs. These included both products from the 

Sarvodaya movement and educational materials' about 'Sri Lanka and ~eveloprnent in 

general. For schqols, ch~rches and ot~er groups wanting a less int~n~ive program, 

the AMO provides volunteers to give lectures. 

The non-profit MlO has a Board of Trustees incJ,\"ding, ,six indiv,iduals from 

various ac~ion groups! The BO?rd meets at least twice a ~ear. In qrder to assur~ the 

AMP'~ r~gular operatio~, it al~o has one paid ~ta~! ~e~son. This ~pman is an 

a~inis~rative assistant, paid Qne day a w~ek at a low wage. She is assisted by five 

or -six active volunte~rs and several other occasional helper~. 

The Sarvogaya Foundation is ~QW in the p~ocess of ch~nging to an association. 

'1;he national agency ha's recently stopped supportiI).g tl)e hal;-tinJ.e teaqher I but th~ 

,AMP continu~s to emphasize intensive educational activi~ies ~y relying upon its 

volunteers. Sarvodaya l s volunte~rs in Europ~ ~lso will assure the continuation of 

the AMO's modest importing and marketing operation. 

For further information, 

Peter Dijkstra 
SARVOOAYA ::;~ANA IN EUROPE 
Westerweg :2 ' 
!lergell 
~h,?'Netherlands 

" 
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THE SELF-HELP PROGRAM OF THE MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
(United States) 

The SELF-HELP PROGRAM OF THE MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE (MCC) began in the 

late 1940' s to help provide supp".ementary income to women skilled in cross-stitching 

in Puerto Rico. The MCC workers in Puerto Rico brought samples with them on trips 

home and took orders. A similar program on the West Bank followed the 1947 war 

there. These two projects constituted the extent of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM until 

the 1960's, when a wood working cooperative in Haiti was included in the marketing 

activities. Significant expansion did not come until 1970, when a new warehouse 

was built in Ephrata, Pennsylvania, to house the SELF-HELP PROGRAM and other MCC 

projects. Annual sales have grown from $1,815 in 1962 to $900,000 in 1980. Since 

1976, the SELF-HELP PROGRAM has grown at an annual rate of 40 percent. 

The primary objective of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM is "to provide employment for 

Third World producers of homemade crafts by operating a marketing and sales program 

in North America." Specifically, the AMO aims tD assist the producer by (1) 

setting retail prices to maximize unit sales, (2) carrying as wide a range Df items 
1 
as pDssible, (3) purchasing whenever pDssible directly from the actual producers 

or cDDperatives formed by oraftspeDple (or "where that is not possible, by purchas

ing) only from those individuals or organizations that can assure us that the 

producers are receiving their fair share of the selling price); (4) being producer

oriented rather than prDfit- or product-oriented, and (5) promoting the continuation 

of ancient arts and indigenous crafts. The SELF-HELP PROGRAM also aims to "help 

people Df North America better understand the peDple from develDping cDuntries and 

factors causing their different circumstances. II 

The SELF-HELP PROGRAM currently buys frDm approximately 50 suppliers in 30 

different countries. Six suppliers in India account for 23.7% of total annual 

sales; three suppliers in Haiti for 17.6% and one supplier in Bangladesh (the Jute 

WDrks) for 14.5%. According tD the director of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM, 97% of its 

suppliers are either "producer-controlled intermediaries or non-profit, indigenous 

non-government organizations. II The AMO'S purchasing priorities are: to buy first 

from suppliers whD have a direct association with MCC field projects, second from 

suppliers with an association with other Mennonite groups, and third from suppliers 

associated with other churches. The SELF-HELP PROGRAM buys primarily in countries 

where there is an MCC presence and involvement with income and employment genera

tion projects. There is little involvement in Africa, for example, where MCC 
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personnel are generally educators. The S~LF-HELP PROGRAM, however, does purchase 

fro~ many gorups which are not church-related. Whatever the case,the AMO prefers 

to work with groups where ~mployment creation is only one ele~ent of ~ set of 

broader development objectives. The SELF-HELP PROGRAM will also purchase from 

commercial exporters who are known personally to MCC staff and who provide, in 

their judgment, the onlY viable alternative in a particUlar sit~ation. 

The present director of the S~LF-HE~ PROGRAM spent his first year on the 

job travelling to, 31 countries and acquaintin~ h±mself with MeC projects and his 

suppliers. Since then he has made annual visits to suppliers and producers, an 

important factor, he believe~, in the continUing success of the program. Corning 

from a business background, the AMO's director is most likely to deal with suppliers 

in a straightforward and businesslike way. He is very critical of some missions 

. "which allowed craftsmen to do shoddy work because they were poor" and he refuses 

to "subsidize" suppliers by selling their products at reduced prices. The SELF

~LP PROGRAM epcoqrages producers to increase their capacities and diversify their 

markets. The AMO, for example, has offered to assist the Jute Works to enter the 

comm~rcial ~rket in the United States, b~ acting as a sa~es representative or 

contact point to commercial buyers. 

In selecting. products, the SELF-HELP PROGRAM chooses items it believes will 

haye a long,_ if not drama.t.i:c, life span. Theoretically, this should mean an 

emphasis on utilitarian products as opposed to decorative and folk-art articles. 

The AMO's'director, however, is not convinced that such ap approach is valid since 

rnan~ so-called utilitarian items are eqjlally "trendy'" and many handmade util'i:tarian 

items can be made so cheaply by machine (e.g., baskets). 

Until 1975, the main marketing channel of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM was a retail 

shop located at the MCC headquarters in Ephrata, Pennsylvania. In 1975 the AMO 

began a wholesale program to MCC ~hrift shops which sell donated clothing. There 

~re now ~7 Mec thrift shops, accounting for 63.1% of the AMO's annual sales in 

1979. Each shop is staffed by volunteers. The SELF-HELP PROGRAM determines 

su~pliers, products and retail prices. The shops select from the range offered 

and are given a 15% discount off the suggested retail price. All surpluses 

generated by the shops are sent to MCC to support its international programs. 

The r~pid growth of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM over the past five years is due 

primarily to the expansion of the network of thrift shops. The AMQ's product Iin~ 

has been fairly consistent since the mid-1960's. In the words of the present 

dilJector, "one of the biggest fears I have over the next ten years is how we are 
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going to change products quickly enough to keep the market going and support 

producers." In an effort to increase its own operations, the SELF-HELP PROGRIIM is 

exploring the feasibility of entering commercial markets. 

In addition to selling products the SELF-HELP PROGRAM wants to educate buyers 

about where the articles come from and who produces them. The Mec thrift shops 

publicize MCC overseas projects and the SELF-HELP PROGRAM through brochures and 

other promotional materials. The SELF-HELP PROGRAM' has prepared small; descriptive 

brochures describing producers and their products as "bag stuffers" that go-with 

every purchase. It has also produced a series of short slide and tape presentations 

which can be used in automatic equipment at SELF-HELP shops and relief sales. In 

1980, the AMO sponsored a tour to India and Bangladesh for people involved in the 

program in the U.S. 

The headquarters staff of the SELF-HELP PROGRAM consists of 5 full-time, paid 

employees and 7 full-time volunteers. The ANO's director, who came to the program 

in 1976 from a business ,background in retailing and construction, rejects the 

notion that volunteers cannot work as effectively as paid employees and is equally' 

demanding of both. 

Seventeen groups of Mennonites have joined together to form the Mennonite 

Central Committee. Each group sends representatives to an annual meeting of about 

35 people from which the SELF-HELP PROGRAM receives its mandate. An executive 

committee of 8 people forms the working group to which the AMO is accountable. It 

meets four times a year and sets broad policy goals and objectives and monitors the 

ANO's budget. 

The SELF-HELP PROGRAM and SERRV, the other large ANO in the U.S., have a 

mutually supporting relationship. Both organizations have discussed the possibility 

of consolidating shipments to reduce transportation costs. Their staffs' also 

exchange visits once a year. The director of SERRV is participating in the tour 

sponsored by the SELF-HELP PROGRAM to India and Bangladesh in 1981. The AMOs share 

producer information and inform each other regarding policy or price changes. T~e 

SELF-HELP PROGRAM provides advice and sells to other AMOs, including JUBILEE CRAFTS 

and IPHRD. 

For further infor.mation: 

Paul Leatherman 
Director 
MeC SELF-HELP PROGRAM 
21 S. 12th Street 
Akron, PA 
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SERRV 
(United States) 

SERRV is a program of the Church of the Brethren. It is the largest alternative 

marketing organization in the United States in terms of annual sales volume and variety 

of products offered. 

SERRV began marketing handcrafts in 1949 as part of the relief and reconstruction 

work carried out in post-war Germany by the Church.of the Brethren. Growth of the 

marketing program was slow during the first ten years, as financing was difficult and 

personnel worked only part-time. The flourishing of overseas mission work in the late 

1950's and early 1960's encouraged local congregations to increase their knowledge of 

overseas co~unities and their concerns. SERRV added a concrete dimension to these 

efforts by offering a parcel of handcrafts to local churches. With the growing 

awareness among the overseas ministries of the potential and validity of handcraft 

and cottage industry development, direct sales to local churches became the foundation 

of a~ expanding SERRV program. SERRV increasingly began to emerge as the agency 

. through which missionaries of many denominations, including Lutherans, Methodists and 

Presbyterians, would market handcrafts produced by groups they supported in the Third 

World. By 1964, annual sales were only $50,000 and SERRV did not have a full-time 

director. In view of the increasing demand for S~RRVrs program, C~urch World Service 

(CWS), the overseas program of the National Council of Churches in the U.S., provided 

the AMD with a grant of $50,000 to hire a full-time director and increase its 

operatio,nal cap·acity. The CWS association also offered a broad international base. 

During the late 1960's sales volume rapidly increased. By 1975, annual sales were 

over $1 million; the sales turnover in 1980 was $1.8 million. 

SERRV began its marketing program to support refugees in Germany; it continues 

that focus today, in Thailand, for example. Throughout its history, SERRY's basic 

objective· has been to offer a market to people "caught in the backlash of war, 

natural disaster or chronic poverty"--people, SERRY believes, who often would not 

have access to overseas markets. By encouraging the participation of church groups 

in the education and sales programs, SERRV also hopes to provide "an awareness for 

" 

-' 

Ghristian involvement and an opportunity for participation in a humanitarian gesture. 1I 
, 

SERRV operates as an activity of the Christian church but does not preclude the 

participation of non-Christians. But, SERRV feels that there is a religious basis 

for its service. 

In 1980 SERRV carried approximately 2,000 different articles from 200 suppliers 

in 48 countries. Jordan was the largest source, accounting for 17% of the AMO's 

sales volume; India was second with 14%; Hong Kong third with 9%; Kenya fourth with 5% 
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and Thailand fifth with almost 5%. SERRV divides its suppliers into the following 

three categories: (1) Group A, self-help groups, individual producers, families or 

producer and marketing cooperatives; (2) Group B, "mixed profit groups," i.e., 

"sympathetic intermediaries" who handle goods for producers who do not have the 

capability to export themselves and who SERRV has reason to believe are providing 

economic and/or social benefits above those of "normal commercial channels"; and 

(3) Group C, commercial exporters and importers. Approximately 35% of'the group~ 

which supply SERRV are producer controlled (Group A); 45% are mixed profit/producer 

(Group B), and 20% are commercial exporters or importers (Group C). SERRV buys from 

commercial importers in order to make its entire line more attractive and to be able 

to carry similar items made by small-scale producers. 

SERRV's marketing philosophy is to work as much as possible with indigenous 

designs and traditional crafts. SERRV does not provide designs for reproduction and 

it does not identify market needs and then try to find a group to address them. The 

AMO does, however, offer minor design suggestions (e.g., size and color 'of an item) 

to enhance its marketability. 

SERRV has two marketing channels: four retail shops and resale distribution. 

The retail shops are located at SERRVts New Windsor, Maryland, center; the head

quarters of the Church of the Brethren in Elgin, Illinois, and two other cities. 

Retail sales account for 25% of SERRV's annual sales volume. The New Windsor shop 

alone accounted for $511,725 in sales in 1980 (or 28% of the total). SERRV's resale 

channel includes approximately 2,400 church-related groups (53% of annual sales) and 

a few museum and other specialty shops (7% of annual sales). SERRV publishes a resale 

catalogue and information bulletin twice a year. Resale customers are offered two 

plans. On wholesale orders customers must place a $150 minimum order on which they 

receive a 20% and 25% discount off the suggested retail price; those customers pay 

shipping charges and cannot return unsold items. On consignment orders, there is no 

discount offered, but SERRV pays shipping costs, there is a $50 minimum order and 

customers can return unsold goods (paying only for shipping costs). Because of 

increasing numbers of returned, unsold goods, SERRV is thinking of altering the 

consignment plan. 

SERRV's price structure depends on the nature of the group from which a product 

is purchased. The most favorable mark-up is for Group A suppliers, 76% minimum over 

landed/duty-paid. Products purchased from Group B suppliers are marked up a minimum 

, 85% and from Group C suppliers the mark-up is 95%. 

SERRV has a staff of 35 employees at the New Windsor center; only four of them 

are volunteers. As SERRV is a program of the Church of the Brethren, its broad policy 

is set by the Church. On day-to-day matters, SERRV acts independently of its parent 
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organization. While the Church of the Brethren will advance funds to SERRV to help 

finance inventory and other activities, the AMO is currently self-supporting. It 

has received little outside funding since the Church World Service grant of $50,000 

in 1964. 

SERRV cooperates with other AMOs by providing information about suppliers and 

exchanging merchandise. SERRV and The Self-Help Program of the Mennonite Central r 
Committee staffs maintain a close relationship by visiting each other's facilities 

once a year and by supporting each other's programs. These two organizations are 

currently considering consolidating some shipments received from the'same suppliers. 

SERRV also cooperates with IPHRD by buying some of its merchandise to support IPHRD 

programs and by selling to IPHRD's retail ~hop. 

For further information: 

William Nyce 
SERRV 
500 ~in Street 
P.O. Box 365 
New Windsor, Me 21776 
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SOLIDARISK HANDEL 
(Sweden) 

SOLIDARISK HANDEL was founded in 1970 by several Stockholm youths who were 

concerned about the obstacles "Capitalist II nations had erected against China in world 

trade. Seeking a way to help China, they began to buy and distribute Chinese goods 

from a man who was running an alternative importing organization. During the summer 

of 1970, he supplied four of SOLIDARISK HANDEL's founders with candies, tea and soy 

sauce which they sold at a large music gathering in a Stcckholm park. This marketing 

effort was highly successful, and even attracted a fifth permanent volunteer who 

emerged from the crowd at the festival to help with the selling. 

That autumn, the five youths and three of their friends opened a small shop in 

a residential area of Stockholm. These four men and four women also established 

"801idarisk Handel" as a trading company in which each held equal shares. The aims of 

the trading company were twofold. First, it sought to help correct what the founders 

saw as an imbalance in trade that favored industrialized nations over Thi~d World 

countries; they wanted to market Third World products on terms more favorable. to the 

Third World and help open up markets for certain socialist nations. Second, it aimed 

to educate the Swedish public about the trade imbalance and other concerns relat~d 

to underdevelopment in the Third World. Several years later, SOLIDARISK HANDEL 

established education and information as its priority aim. From the outset the AMO 

did ,not plan to make any profit; the founders were to remain volunteers and all 

surpluses were to be reoriented in goods or educational materials. 

Using money from the eight founders, SOLIDARISK HANDEL continued to buy goods 

from the alternative importer. The AMO also began to market stamps from a Hanoi 

exporter. When these sold well, they expanded to include graphic arts and cards 

from the same Vietnamese exporter. In its early years, the AMO would accept and tfY 

to market anything an exporter from Vietnam or China sent it. SOLIDARISK HANDEL 

also expanded its range of products by contacting additional exporters, which'it 

learned about from its current suppliers, the embassies of China and Vietnam in 

Sweden, and the embassies of Sweden in China and Vietnam. By 1976 the AMO's volume 

of annual sales had expanded to its current range of 150,000 to 200,000 Swedish 

crowns (about $38,000 to $50,000). As a means to assist the Third World exporters, 

SOLIDARISK HANDEL paid the exporters in advance for part or all of the AMO's orders. 

The AMO currently has 35,000 to 40,000 Swedish crowns outstanding in advances to 

Third World exporters. 

Since this volume was about the most eight volunteers could handle, they faced 

a choice between limiting their imports and employing paid staff. They chose the 
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former. It was a choice that contributed to a decision in 1977 to stop importing 

from China;. other factors were that by 1977 products from China were being marketed 

widely in Sweden by both commercial and alternative importers and that the AMO sided < 

with Vietnam during its border conflict with china. SOLIDARISK HANDEL has continued 

to limit its size by encouraging other groups to import directly from the Third World 

rather than buying from the AMO. 

SOLIDARISK HANDEL currently markets the following products from Vietnam: 

baskets, pineapples, natural medicine, paintings, prints, postcards, candy, black tea, 

music records, maps, sweaters, and stamps. The AMO also sells embroidered wall hang

ings and other textiles from Laos and coffee from Tanzania. Sixty to seventy percent 

of its turnover comes from sales of these goods and related educational items at 

exhibitions, music festivals and meetings of political and church groups. Another 

10% to 20% is marketed through the AMO's small shop which is open two afternoons each 

week. The remainder of SOLIDARISK HANDEL's turnover comes from wholesaling to other 

AMOs and to 35 to 60 Socialist-leaning book stores and groups such as "Solidarity 

with Vietnam. It 

Most of the AMO's goods are marked up from 50% to 200% F.O.B., depending on 

what the market will bear and what seems fair. A few items, e.g., Vietnamese stamps, 

are marked up as much as 400% because the resulting price still is far below prices 

for similar goods in Swedish commercial shops. 

In 1975, SOLIDARISK HANDEL compiled a booklet on Vietnamese art, including 

pictures with a revolutionary political emphasis and more traditional items. 

Sweden's foreign aid agency, SIDA, funded the printing of the booklet in 1975 and 

an enlarged edition in 1981. It is sold in the shop and at educational actions. 

Most of the AMO'S educational actions take place at music festivals, exhibitions, and 

meetings of political groups. At meetings, SOLIDARISK HANDEL's members will give .. 
presentations on Vietnam and Vietnamese music, show a film on Vietnam and usually 

sell Third World products. 

SOLIDARISK HANDEL also coordinates educational campaigns in Sweden. The eight 

members can play this role because they have a reputation among Sweden's diverse 

politidal groups of being a neutral catalyst rather than an advocate of a particular 

Sociaiist stance. In the late 1970s, for example, the AMO organized a campaign to 

make Swedes aware that the United States had not lived up to agreements it made in a 

truce with Vietnam. Similarly, when China invaded Vietnam in 1978, SOLIDARISK HANDEL 

organized demonstrations against China. 

The eight members (six of whom were among the founders) of SOLIDARISK HANDEL 

meet every Sunday afternoon to make importing and marketing decisions and review 

educational actions. The members include five women and three men who range in age 

, 
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from 29 to 37 years old. Their growing number of children (now up to 10) and the 

resulting family responsibilities contributed to their decision to maintain the AMO 

at its current size. A few of the children are old enough to help in the shop 

occasionally. 

SOLIDARISK HANDEL fosters cooperation with other organizations not only in its 

educational campaigns, but also in marketing. It helped Ideele Import in Holland 

link with Vietnamese exporters and let this Dutch AMO translate its book on Vietnames~ 

art. As the members see it, SOLIDARISK HANDEL ideally would link enough groups tq 

Third World exporters so that the AMO could greatly reduce its importing and focus 

instead on education. But, the members do not anticipate this change because very 

few other groups will take responsibility-for the paperwork, product handling, and 

financing that alternative marketing requires. 

On several occasions, the AMO has received small grants from SIDA and from 

IMPOD, the Swedish government agency which promotes imports from the Third worrd. 

To expand the appeal of Vietnamese tea in Sweden, IMPOD have the AMO a grant to 

package some of the tea in 250 gram parcels. In addition, IMPOD paid the license 

fee for the AMO to register a natural drug before beginning ~o import it from Vietnam. 

IMPOD also has given the AMO leads to new exporters and products in Vietn~. 

The eight members of SOLIDARISK HANDEL have relied almost entirely upon their 

own time and resources to develop the AMO. They anticipate no change in this 

situation in the future. Instead, they intend to continue SOLIDARISK HANDEL in the 

same mode of operation for years to come. 

For further information: 

Kerstin Lundman 
SOLIDARISK HANDEL 
Kungstensgatan 27 
5-113 57 Stockholm 
Sweden 
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SOS-WERELDHANDEL* 
(The Netherlands) 

50S aims to assist poor people in the Third World by buying the products of 

their cooperatives and self-help groups as means to provide them "a more stable and 

• 

just income II for increasing their welfare and independence. SOS also increases the ~ 

awareness of Dutch and Belgian people about Third World producers and the inequalities 

they and their nations experience in world trade. 

sos was founded by a man who started raising fun~s for Dutch missionary ~rojects 

in 1959. In 1967, a missionary in Haiti suggested to him that the Third World needed 

European outlets for its handcrafts more than it needed donations. The missionary 

offered to supply Haitian wood statues to the fundraiser for sale in Europe. The 

founder of 50S and several volunteers initially used their own money to buy crafts 

from the missionary and others in the Third World. They marketed these crafts through 

churches and exhibitions in the Netherlands where they were able to sell them for 

large mar~-ups and use the resulting surpluses to buy more crafts. These were 

imported to a warehouse in the founder's horne town, Kerkrade, in the southwestern 

corner of Holland. 

By 1970, 50S had grown to a 450,000 guilder annual operation. At this time, 

50S' founder recruited volunteers from other European nations to establish branches 

in West Germany, Belgium, Switzerland and Austria. SOS also began importing coffee 

in 1972 and, later, other food commodities. By then the AMO was selling goods through 

150 Dutch outlets, mainly churches and a few commercial shops, as well as a larger 

number of outlets abroad. Sales continued to expand until 1976 when SOS reached its 

current level of an annual turnover of approximately 7,500,000 guilders (about 

$2,850,000 in 1976 dollars and $3,850,000 in 1980 dollars). By the end of 1976, 

50S' working capital had grown to 3,860,000 guilders from surpluses and donations; 

the latter had peaked at 120,000 guilders per year in 1975. OVer half of SOS' income 

in 1976 came from West German outlets, one third from Dutch ones, and the rest from 

other SOS branches. 

During the middle 1970s, SOS experienced a major policy transition. Increasing 

• 

numbers of Dutch action groups and world shops began buying from the AMO; they put \ 

pressure on SOS to import only from self-help groups using export marketing as a means 

to increase their welfare and independence of middlemen and foreign advisors. The 

*For an extended discussion of SOS see soS-Wereldhandel: A Dutch Alternative Market
ing Organization (21 pp.), by L. Allen·Parker, Center on Technologj and Society, 
Cambridge, MA 02l38, USA. 
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"",Hem Ilt'oup~ ,,",1 world ~hop" "l~o objeut"a to IJUi:l seU.ing to commercial outlets, 

even though these constituted but a small percentage of SOS' total sales. In 

addition, the groups and shops wanted S05 to place more emphasis on compiling educa

tional materials about the projects and Third World producers and to take a more 

active role in promoting awareness of Third World issues. At the same time, 50S' 

West German outlets were founding GEPA, a German AMD, to replace SOS as their source 

of Third World products. 

In 1977, 50S changed its marketing policies to place greater emphasis on market-

• ing through action groups and world shops in the Netherlands. The AMO also decided to 

limit its sources of supply to self-help groups or government firms in countries 

judged to be implementing policies beneficial to the welfare and independence of grass 

roots groups throughout their nations. And, finally, it established a policy of . 

refusing to sell to commercial outlets. 

In addition to the impending loss of its west German branch, the Swiss branch, 

called 053, and the Austrian branch, EZA, began to spin off. The Flemish-speaking 

Belgian branch, however, wished to remain with sas and became an integral part of the 

AMO. 50S survived the loss of the German, Swiss and Austrian markets in part by 

~ppealing to Dutch and Belgian action groups and world shops to intensify their sales 

of crafts; the groups and shops responded so positively that their handcraft sales 

role 40% during 1978-79. In addition, SOS appealed to the general public for donations 

and no-interest loans. OVer 1,000,000 guilders from over 1,000 people were loaned in 

one year, and SOS currently has about 1,800,000 guilders (930,000 1980 U.S. dollars) 

outstanding in no-interest loans. Since 1978, about one fifth of the no-interest 

loans have been changed to outright donations. SOS· annual turnover increased from 

7.38 million guilders in 1976 to 7.5 miIlion guilders in 1979, a slight increase in 

money terms. However, taking price inflation into account, SOS' real income shrank 

approximately 12% during 1976-79. A fall in the world price level for coffee between 

when SOS bought and sold a large shipment in 1978 also had a negative impact. The 

AMO's staff consequently was decreased from 40 to 25 members during these years and 

its working capital declined by one million guilders. By 1980, SOS had begun to 

stabilize with a new configuration of staff and market outlets. 

SOS currently buys from 35 suppliers in fifteen nations, mainly in Asia and 

Latin America. The 35 include two state-owned firms, 27 cooperatives and self-help 

groups, church-related projects, and extended families. SOS buys coffee and tea from 

state-operated firms in Nicaragua and Tanzania. The AMO prepays 50% to 100% for 

shipments from its non-government suppliers. It also has assisted a number of self

help groups by linking them with private and voluntary organizations which provide 

funding or technical assistance. 
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. 50S imports Third World crafts and commodities to its central warehouse in 

Kerkrade and distributes them to four other warehouses in Holland and one in Belgium. 

These regional warehouses, in turn, market to 1,500 to 2,000 action groups and 130 to 

180 world shops each year. The warehouses also supply three 50S-operated shops in 

the Netherlands and one in Belgium. Prices are set at levels similar to those in 

commercial shops, which typically result in a ma~k-up of 300t to 350% over the F.O.B. 

cost. Action groups and world shops receive a 25% rebate which they use for expenses 

and educational activities. 

The majority of the action groups are associated with churches, schools or adult 

education centers, the others are independent. Many action groups sell crafts and 

commodities only two or three times a year, while others become so involved that they 

establish world shops which market several days each week. The groups and shops 

emphasize the provision of educational materials and consciousness-raising more than 

selling products. 50S distributes a newsletter to over 15,000 people with educational 

information about the self-help groups and Third World development. The AMO also 

prepares small booklets and shorter materials about individual groups, and monographs 

about coffee and tea production, the producers, and their roles in world trade. 

The Catholic diocese in the Kerkrade area offered to support the AMO early in 

its development, but the founder refused and instead established an independent Board 

of Trustees with his friends. In 1977 the Board began changing and now includes 

three 'SOS staff members and six representatives from the community. 
I 

sos also has J 
Management Committee with the heads of various SOS operations. This Committee selects 

the 50S Coordinator, who currently is Belgian. 50S has 12 paid staff in Kerkrade, 13 

in its other warehouses and shops, and over 100 volunteers. 50S cooperates closely 

with its former branches, GEPA, 053 and EZA, and participates in the larger informal 

network of European AMOs begun by GEPA in 1979. Sporadic infor.ma~ cooperation happens 

with the other OUtch AMOs, but extensive joint efforts have been precluded by their 

competition with each other. 

SOS anticipates continuing slow shrinkage in its income in real prices due to 

inflation and saturation of some markets. The AMO expects, however, that there will 

be significant expansion of its educational materials production and its consciousness

raising activities. 

For further information: 

Piet Elands, Director 
Projects Department 
SOS-WERELDHANDEL 

,Holzstraat 19 
6460 AA Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
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TANZANIA IMPORT 
(Sweden) 

Tanzaniaimport is an independent cooperative society started in 1972 by Swedes 

who had worked in Tanzania or wished to assist its development. The goals of this 

AMO are to link Tanzania's industrial and handcraft exporters with Swedish markets 

and to foster educational activities in Sweden about Tanzania. The AMO maintains 

close contacts with Tanzanian officials in order to facilitate the supply of quality 

Tanzanian products. 

Relying upon member donations and small annual surpluses, Tanzaniaimport has 

expanded its annual income from $5,000 in 1972 to $120,000 in 1980. Its turnover 

initially came almost entirely from members of the ~~O who acted as sales representatives. 

Currently about 60% of the AMO's turnover comes from over fifty of these representatives, 

who receive 20% rebates for their sales. An additional 20% of the turnover comes 

from sales to the other four AMOs in Sweden and to small shops in folk high schools 

and political "book cafes." Mother 10% results from one-time retail efforts, such 

as exhibitions. Five per cent of the turnover is sold through "~," a large Swedish 

consumers cooperative. And the remaining 5% is generated by retail sales in 

Linkllping and sales through Third World shops and study groups. 

Tanzaniaimport buys manufactured goods, handcrafts and processed food primarily 

from state-owned firms in Tanzania and sometimes from cooperatives. The goods are 

distributed to market outlets by one full-time employee and two part-time staff at 

the Linkllping warehouse who are paid at below average Swedish wages. They are 

helped extensively by volunteers from the AMO's Board of Directors. All of Tanzania

import's members are expected to donate time as Directors or sales representatives. 

Once or twice a year a sem!nar is held to bring together the members to discuss the 

AMO's operations and plans as well as Tanzania's export sector. 

Through a grant from the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) to 

another Swedish AMO, Afro-art, two members of Tanzaniaimport helped a women1s sewing 

cooperative in Tanzania to develop clothing for local markets. SIDA also has given· 

small grants to Tanzaniaimport to subsidize printing costs for information materials 

about coffee and tea. Another government agency, IMPOD, is now supporting the AMO 

in developing additional educational materials about Tanzanian instant coffee. 

Tanzaniaimport also uses its own resources for disseminating information about 

Tanzania and the products its exp00=s. 

For further information: 
Lillemor Hakeman 
TANZANIAIMPORT 
P.O. Box 4030 
S-580 04 Linkllping 
Sweden 
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TEARCRAFT, LTD.* 
(United'Kingdom) 

TEARCRAFT, LTD. was established in 1976 by TEARFund, the Evangelica~ Alliance 

Relief Fund, as a way to ;>ssist overseas projects suppor,ted by the PVO. TEARFund 

,began its marketing program with the purchase of 10,000 pounds worth of jute products / 

from the Jute Works and other sources in Bangladesh. By 1977, the annual sales turn

over of TEARCRAFT had reached 179,000 pounds. Products from the Jute Works alone 

accounted for 70% of total sales during that year. By 1979 TEARCRAFT had diversified 

its sources of supply somewhat and increased its turnover to 590,000 pounds. In 1979, 

as a result of a number of problems, TEARCRAFT incurred an 85,000 pound loss. 

The deyelopment of TEARCRAFT is characterized by a rapid growth in sales volume 

(from '85,000 pounds in 1975-76 to 580,000 pounds in 1978-79), experimentation with a 

variety of marketing channels and conflict between the TEARCRAET staff and the TEAR

Fund board over philosophy, aims and marketing strategies. TEARFund is different 

from most Christian aid organizations and purely humanitarian agencies, because of its 

narrowly defined sphere of operations, "limiting its work to groups whose main concern 

is evangelism ~d church planting .. " In practice this means limiting aid grants to 

groups where the management is "in the hands of those who want to introduce the people 

they sel'Ve to that fullness of life which comes through faith in Jesus Christ alone." 

According to TEARCRAFT's former managing director, by 1978 over 85% of sales were 

comin~ f~om groups which did not satisfy this criterion. This led TEARFund to decide 

to stop purchasing from those groups whose management no longer included known 

evang,elicals. TEARFund also decided to stop using commercial wholesale channels, 

thus limiting its marketing program to non-commercial, church-related outlets. Both 

decisions were anathema to the TEARCRAFT staff, on philosophical as well as practical 

grounds. 

In 1978, TEARCRAFT's former man?ging director wrote to ~d of the 

difficulties of finding new sources of supply in line with TEARFund's purchasing 

crite~ion: "To date," he wrote, "in spite of hundreds of letters and personal 

visits and contacts, only one group, set up' by advanced orders from TEARCRAFT, 

iooks iike turning into a promising source of supplies at reasonable prices." 

He also argued that it was simply unethical to cease sUEPorting a group on the 

grounds it was no longer Christian-run. Furthermore, he pointed out that, by 

eliminating its commercial wholesale channels, TEARCRAFT was running the risk of 

oversaturating its market for many of its products, chiefly sikahs from Bangladesh, 

(This is indeed what occurred and was a major factor in the 85,000 pound, loss in 

*Note: Information on TEARCRAFT was supplied by former members of ,TEARCRAFT'S staff 
who now work for Traidcraft. 
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1979). By 1979, differences between the managing director of TEARCRAFT and 

TEARFund had become irreconciliablel in June of that year he resigned along with 

six other members of the TEARCRAFT staff and set up another marketing organization, 

TRAIDCRAFT. 

TEARCRAFT's marketing efforts began in March 1975 with the distribution of a 

small black and white catalogue to 7,000 people on TEARFund's mailing list. By 

August 1975, TEARCRAFT was advertising its first cclor catalogue in a number of 

christian magazines. As a result of that and other efforts, 25,000 copies of the 

catalogue were distributed by the end of 1975. From the outset, however, TEARCRAFT 

had problems with mail order. Without access to a large mailing list, it was 

necessary to spend "considerable funds" on advertising and promotion. Ads were run 

in general women's magazines and production costs rose. TEARCRAFT also had to cover 

some costs of fulfilling order to avoid deterring prospective customers. TwO other 

problems with mail order encouraged TEARCRAFT to develop other marketing channels: 

first, with mail order 75% of annual sales were being turned over in the 10 weeks 

between mid-September and 20 December; second, mail order required TEARCRAFT to 

carry large reserve stocks because it simply could not afford to run out of very 

many items. 

In 1976 TEARCRAFT began to explore other marketing channels and hit upon a 

scheme unique among British AMOs at that time - a network of voluntary representatives 

who bur into the philosophy of the organization, associate themselves with its name 

and sell its products. TEARCRAFT wrote to individuals who had ordered more than 

30 pounds of merchandise and proposed a plan whereby individuals could receive 25% 

cash discounts and encourage local groups to talk abOut problems in the Third World, 

an individual's role and responsibilities and the nature of the existing trading 

system. The response was not overwhelming at first, but J:ly 1977 there were over 92 

representatives who accounted for 35,800 pounds in sales. By 1979 TEARCRAFT'had 

500 representatives who sold over 174,000 pOunds worth of goods. 

Managing voluntaX'J representatives and providing them with sufficient 

information abOut products, producers and TEARCRAFT itself proved to be difficult 

and time-consuming tasks. And only one third of them turned out to be "very active" 

(selling more than 500 pounds) while one third were pretty useless. As a result, 

TEARCRAFT looked to commercial wholesale channels, attracting customers through 

participation in trade fairs and direct mail solicitations. By 1979, therefore, 

TEARCRAFT had a diversified and balanced marketing program: mail order, wholesale 

and voluntary representatives accounted for 30%, 35% and 30% of total sales 

respectively. 
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In 1979 TEARCRAFT imported' products from 21 suppliers in 11 countries. 

Eight suppliers :in Bangladesh, India and Ha:i:t:!: accounted for '86% of that year's 

turnover. ... 

TEARCRAFT's 'board of d:i:rectors meets only once ·a .year. 'A TEARCRAF·T committee, 

rna,de up of members of the board, ,policy-making employees of TEARCRAFT and members 

of the non-executive board of TEARFund, meets 'bi-monthly. ~t present, TEARCRAFT's 

general, manager, respons:i:ble for the U. K. operations', works from the Newcastle

upon-Tyne offices. The organization's managing director, 'responsible for liaison 

w;i:th TEARFund and overseas activities, is based just'outside of London. In 1979, 

TEARCRAFT full-time, paid staff numbered 16; the AMO also had its own photographic 

studio and a canteen run exclusively for its employees. 

'During ·the tenure of the former nt;Ulaging director, TEARCRAFT participated 

in the two' conference on alternative marketing held in Europe and supported the 

newsletter TRADECRAFT with editorial and financial assistance. TEARCRAFT also 

entered into a joint venture with a.German marketing organization, DRITTE WELT 

LADEN, to market products in Germany under the name TEAM (The European Alternative 

Mark'eting). This arrangement was subsequently terminated by TEARFund. 

For further information: 

TEARCRAFT, Ltd. 
Carliol Square 
'Newcastle upon Tyne NEl 6UF 
$'GLAND 

" 

, 
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TEARCRAFT, LTD. 

Summaries of Profit and Loss Statements 
(,000 English Pounds) 

1978-89 1977-78 

Sales Volume 

Gross Sw:plus 
% of Sales 

Net Sw:plus (loss) 
% of Sales 

*Exchange rates: 
U.S. centers per English 
Pound: 
Period Average 
1980 June 

FIXED ASSETS 

CURRENT ASSETS, 

Stocks 

(Note 1) 

Debtors and Prepayments 
Cash at Bank and in Hand 

LESS: CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Bank OVerdraft 
Creditors 
Holding Company -
current Account 

REPRESENTED BY: 

SHARE CAPITAL 

585 

(84) 

212 

'E> 

131,477 
68,078 

3,377 
202,932 

4,397 
66,342 
27,534 
98,273 

Authorized, Issues and Fully Paid 

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT BALANCE 
- (ALVERSE) (1978 FAVOURABLE) 

HOLDING COMPANY - LOSS ACCOUNT 

376 

160 

3 

191 

Balance Sheet 
March 31, 1979 

'E> 

30,678 

104,659 

.. !~2!.~~Z 

100 

(17,640) 

(77,540) 

212,877 

'E> !~2!~.n 

1976-77 

187 

72 

10 

175 

100,500 
58,461 
5,488 

164,449 

44,339 
5,473 

49,812 

1975-76 

'67 

(7) 

181 

1,978 

114,637 

'E> !~~!.gn 

100 

6,675 

6,775 

127,202 

'E> !~~!g11 
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THIRD WORLD HANDARTS 
(United States) 

THIRD WORLD HANDARTS was established in 1975 by a young woman in southern 

California who was seeking to make a concrete and positive contribution to the 

alleviation of poverty in the Third World. From the outset, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS 

has seen itself as a non-profit, volunteer endeavor which eliminates the middleman 

and (allows) all monies collected to go directly to the artists. The AMO also aims 

to reach a wide spectrum of ideological and philosophical perspectives, viewing the 

purchase of a handcrafted item as a first step toward acquiring a deeper understand

ing of some of the structural and root causes of poverty in the Third World. 

starting in 1975 with a small consignment of products purchased from a producer 

group in Bangladesh, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS has grown to an organization with an annual 

turnover of $100,000. In 1976, the AMO was incorporated as part of the Union of 

Third World Shoppes, an association of non-profit marketing organizations based in 

Fort Wayne, Indiana. In 1977, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS with some reluctance added a 10% 

mark-up over landed/duty-paid costs to cover some of its overhead expenses; and in 

1980, with even greater reluctance, the figure was raised to 15%. 

The founder of THIRD WORLD HANDARTS had been involved in hunger walks sponsored 

by her looal church during the early 1970·s. Her enthusiasm for the marches began 

to wane after several years for a number of reasons. They did not, in her opinion, 

constitute a very tangible or concrete contribution to Third World development for 

the majority of the participants. A march was something one did once or twice a year 

with the proceeds going to places determined by people unknown to the participants. 

Furthermore, she found most hunger walks dominated by one part of the political 

spectrum. This eliminated large segments of the population who either were 

uncomfortable or in disagreement with the position that industrialized nations 

contribute to the perpetuation of poverty in the Third World. 

Craft marketing was suggested as an alternative mode for participation to the 

local hunger group. A CONCERN (an Irish Relief and development organization) 

volunteer in Bangladesh proposed that the hunger group market crafts from a project 

his organization was sponsoring. THIRD WORLD HANDARTS' marketing program began in 

1975 with a fundraising event at a local church in Orange County, California. The 

event brought in $200--the value of the first consignment of articles from 

Bangladesh. 

• 
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THIRD WORLD HANDARTS first sold products through the homes of members of 

the hunger group. Demand, however, quickly outstripped the selling capacity of 

volunteer-run home parties. Therefore, in 1976, the ANO started setting up table 

displays on Sunday mornings in the parking lots of one or two local churches. The 

"Sunday Sales" remained the ANO's major distribution channel until 1979. It is 

a simple concept. A table of crafts is set up in the church parking lot and the 

congregation is informed about the sale during the service. THIRD WORLD HANDARTS 

has found that the most effective announcements are made by visiting missionaries 

who encourage members of the congregation to simply touch (not necessarily "buy") the 

products on display and through that "experience God's presence in the Third World." 

On good days, sales can exceed $2,0001 

In 1978, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS opened a small retail shop in Santa Ana. The 

shop is not in a commercial area and has little walk-in business. While the shop 

is very attractive and the crafts are well displayed and represented, its primary 

purpose in the beginning was educational. CONCERN "hunger kits", family boardgames 

about cooperation, self-sufficiency and conservation, National Geographic articles 

and publications on world hunger from the Paulist Press were all displayed alongside 

crafts from overseas, Appalachia and U.S. Indian reservations. In 1979, two 

articles on THIRD WORLD HANDARTS were published in the Los Angeles Times. Since 

their publication, sales in the retail shop have increased to the point where they 

account for over one half of the ANO's turnover. In order to accommodate this 

success, most educational materials have been moved to a small room at the rear 

of the shop. 

In 1980, THIRD WORLD HANDARTS published its first mailorder catalogue. The 

catalogue is a test effort and was sent to only 500 people on the CONCERN mailing 

list; an advertisement in the CONCERN newsletter brought approximately 150 requests 

for the catalogue. The catalogue unequivocally reflects THIRD WORLD HANDART's 

marketing philosophy. It describes the ANO as "a non-profit venture that elininates 

the middleman and provides a market for Third World people who are seeking ways to 

work and live." The catalogue also explicitly identifies the altruistic motive 

for buying handcrafts from THIRD WORLD HANDARTS, noting that buyers are "participating 

in an effort to keep tens of thousands of women employed - a matter of survival 

for the majority of these women and their families". The catalogue also includes 

descriptions of the major supplier organizations: Jute Works and KARIKA and MCC 

in Bangladesh, The Women's Cooperative in Guatemala, and a group of Peruvian 

weavers. These descriptions are accompanied by photographs. And, finally, the 

unslick format ar.d design are testimony to the non-professional and person-to-person 
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approach of a volunteer organization. 

THIRD WORLD HANDARTS tries to buy as directly as possible from producers 

and has not purchased crafts (even when supplies have been low) from SERRV or 

other AMOs. THIRD WORLD HANDARTS also does not purchase from commercial exporters 

or importers. All the AMO's suppliers have been identified by intermediaries -

CONCERN volunteers in Bangladesh and Thailand, an expatriate nutrition expert in 

Guatemala and a priest in Mexico. Products from four P!ojects in Bangladesh 

accounted for 80% of the sales in 1979. The AMO also imports from several other 

individual projects around the world. Peruvian weavings come from a small weaving 

cooperative established in 1977 with a grant from the Irish Bishops. Guatemalan 

crafts come from a cooperative of 32 women in Santiago, Guatemala. These Indian 

women who had children at a nutrition recuperation center, formed a cooperative on 

their own initiative in order ~o generate income to buy food for the children once 

they left the center. The women buy their own materials, set the~r own prices and 

make all weav~ng-related decisions themselves. THIRD WORLD HANDARTS also buys 

a few items from a project in Thailand, one in Turkey, and one in Mexico. 

THIRD WORLD HANDARTS is currently at a major crossroads. With annual sales 

at $lOO,OOO,problems with maintaining sufficiently high levels of inventory to meet 

present demand,and the likelihood that that demand may increase, the AMO has to 

decide whether it wants to ~ove on to the next sales plateau. The principals 

behind THIRD WORLD HANDARTS acknowledge that the AMO has already evolved into a 

time-co~suming business which needs full-time attention, if it is to survive. 

For further information contact: 

Ms. Jeanne Favreau 
THIRD WORLD HANDARTS 
1618~. French Street 
Santa Ana, California 92701 
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TRAIDCRAFT, LTD. 
(United Kingdom) 

TRAIDCRAFT, LTD. was founded in June 1979 by the former director of TEARCRAFT, 

another British AMO. TRAIDCRAFT, LTD. is wholly owned by the Traidcraft Trust, a 

charity registered under English law to which it covenants all profits, ~embership 

in the Trust is open to all who are interested in the work of TRAIDCRAFT, LTD. and 

who are in sympathy with its Basis of Faith •• TRAIDCRAFT "sees its particular area 

~ of activity as part of the global commitment of Christians to bring about peace, 

reconciliation, justice and wholeness in the world." The company seeks to work with 

groups in the Third World which share this perspective and the company's Basis of 

I 

Faith. It does not, however, exclude groups that do not have a declared Christian basis. 

The present director of TRAIDCRAFT left TEARCRAFT in June 1979 with an agreement 

that TEARFund, the parent PVO of TEARCRAFT, would sell him 120,000 English pounds of 

inventory over a two-year period at 33-1/3% discount and transfer to him all TEAR-
, 

CRAFT's wholesale accounts. TRAIDCRAFT also obtained 30,000 pounds in donations and 

no-interest loans from the general public and persons who had had contact with 

TEARCRAFT. Very favorable credit terms from the Jute Works in Bangladesh was another 

source of needed working capital. In 1979-BO, its first year of trading, TRAIDCRAFT 

sold E123,000 worth of goods from 27 suppliers in 11 countries. TRAIDCRAFT sells 

through three channels: voluntary representatives, commercial wholesale and mail 

order. In 19BO-Bl the AMO sold El16,OOO through commercial wholesale channels, 

~130,000 through a network of voluntary representatives and E 60,000 by mail order, 

for a total turnover of E306,000. In 19BO TRAIDCRAFT began marketing tea and coffee; 

sales of the two commodities were EJO,OOO and EB4,OOO respectively. 

TRAIDCRAFT aims to put into action the call for justice between the world·' s' 

nations by "offering a responsible marketing service to self-help, communally

beneficial craft and cottage industry producing groups in developing countries. 1I 

According to the director of TRAIDCRAFT, its suppliers should have the following 

characteristics: 

(a): organized for the benefit of its members 

(b) concerned for the personal welfare of individual producers 

(0) paying wages and providing working conditions which are above the 
average in its locality 

(d)' making products which are now or potentially viable commercially 

(e) paying no more than a reasonable service fee to agents {if they 
are involved) 

'See page A-SB. 
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Four of TRAIDCRAFT's suppliers are marketing ~rganizations; the remainder are 

primary producer groups. All the producer groups are known personally to TRAIDCRAFT 

staff, as many are suppliers to TEARCRAFT. An example of a TRAIDCRAFT supplier is 

KARIKA, the Bangladesh Handicraft Co-operative Federation. KARIKA was formed in 1974 

as a non-profit organization to provide training, materials and design and marketing 

assistance to local artisans. It currently assists 2,~00 craft producers and has 

design shops in Dacca and Chittagong. Another supplier in Bangladesh is the Christian 

Health Care Project, a church-sponsored family planning project which provides 

assistance in handcrafts, weaving and spice grinding. TRAIDCRAFT is buying tea fram 

an estate in Sri Lanka "Which is unique in that earnings go to suppor,t homes !,or the 

physically and mentally handicapped in Sri Lanka." 

TRAIDCRAFT's range of 200 handmade crafts include ceramics from M~xico, leather 

purses from India, a variety of ~itchen items and jute products, including sikahs 

from Bangladesh. Very few of the items are ethnic crafts, but a1~ are produced by 

labor-intensive methods. They range in price from l5p for a small jute angel to 

10 pounds for a bead and bamboo curtain from the Philippines. The ~imum number of 

items TRAIDCRAFT can carry at this moment is around 200, since it cannot afford to 

stock hack-up supplies for a larger range. 

TRAIDCRAFT uses three distribution channels: (1) a network of over 400 

voluntary representatives (up from 170 in 1980); (2) a mail order catalogue; and 

(3) commercial wholesale. TRAIDCRAFT's voluntary representative scheme was built on 

the experiences of TEARCRAFT. Voluntary representatives are individuals who buy 

into the philosophy and aims of the organization and function as sales representatives, 

selling products through a variety of channels. TRAIDCRAFT representatives are 

encouraged to maintain high levels of stock from which they fulfill orders directly. 

They receive a 25% cash discount for orders of 200 pounds or more, a 20% cash discount 

for orders of 60 to 200 pounds and an additional 5% discount if they pick up orders 

from the TRAIDCRAFT warehouse. TRAIDCRAFT representatives use a variety of channels 

to sell products. There is no breakdown across these different channels, but they 

include the "Tupperware" (or home) party, agricultural and flower shows, bazaars and 

garden parties, local markets (where some rent stalls), schools and regular retail 

outlets. At least two representatives have their own retail shops; one is part of 

a parish church, the other is in the commercial district of Glasgow. One successful 

representative has put together an exhibition of crafts which she takes around to 

building societies and other similar organizations. 

Voluntary representatives are.motivated primarily by the concept of Christian 

service and the opportunity to display their selling abilities. Most all voluntary 

representatives donate profits to their local church or other charities; many have 
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TRAIDCRAFT, LTD. 

Trading and Profit and Loss Account for 
the Year Ending 31st March 1981 

31.3.80 
SALES 
Mail Order 
Voluntary Representatives 
Wholesale 
Instant Coffee 
Ground Coffee 
Tea 

COST OF SALES 
Goods & Freight 
Packing, Distribution & Commission 
Damaged & Rejected Stock 
Commodities - 10% Distribution 
SURPLUS ON SALES 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
GROSS SURPLUS 38.39% 
SUNDRY INCOhE 

EXPENDITURE 
Promotion Advertising & Catalogue 
Salaries Payroll Expenses & Fees 
Property & Equipment Expenses 
Tra\·c 1 
AdminL~tration Ex~cnses 

Miscellaneous Expenses 
NET SURPLUS 

£ £ 

55781 
126950 
107636 290367 
87995 

6152 
33613 127760 --' 418127 

227085 
25081 

1228 
11964 265358 

152769 
7770 

160539 
2206 

162745 

22953 
76342 
13610 
3906 

l3697 
4763 135271 ' 

27474 
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Traidcraft Trust 

Income and Expenditure Account 
for the Year Ended 31st March 1981 

Donation to Gospel House Handicrafts, Sri Lanka 
Trust Secretarial Services and Administration 
Trustee Meetings--Travel and Expenses 
Education--Materials and Expenses 

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR 

Balance Sheet as at 31st March 1981 

INVESTMENT 

5096 Shares of =1 each in Traidcraft, Ltd. at cost 

OTHER ASSETS 

Cash at Bank on Deposit Account 
Cash at Bank on Current Account 
Due by Traidcraft Ltd.: CUrrent Account 
Due by Traidcraft Ltd.: Medium Term Loan (Interest free) 

Less: Creditor 

FINANCED BY: 

LoANS 

Repayable within one year (Interest free) 

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS 

As at 31st March 1980 
Surplus for the Year 

2,306 
10,342 

515 

116 
1,351 

343 
1,515 

479 
2 

6,367 
10,000 

16,848 
101 

10,455 
9,838 

13,163 

3,325 

9,838 

5,096 

16,747 

21,843 

1,550 

20;293 

21,843 
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WORLDCRAFT 
(UNITED STATES) 

WORLDCRAFT is a department of WORLD CONCERN, the International Relief 

Development Division of CRISTA Ministries, a Seattle-based Christian organization. 

WORLDCRAFT started its handcraft program in January, 1980, after approximately 

12 months of planning, market research and testing. The WORLDCRAFT program, 

therefore, is very much in its development phase and, while much of its strategy 

has been established, there are many aspects that are still evolving. Furthermore, 

as the program has been in operation less than a year, major elements of its 

strategy remain to be implemented. 

WORLD CONCERN is one program of CRISTA Ministries, "a professionally staffed, 

non-profit organization engaged in a growing ministry of diverse Christian, 

humanitarian and community services designed to meet the needs of the whole person • 

physical, intellectual and spiritual." CRISTA Ministries has a number of programs, 

including counselling services, elderly care, camping and printing (a full-service 

graphics, photographic and printing service to church-related and commercial clients). 

CRISTA also owns and operates three radio stations with inspirational, informational 

and entertaining programming. CRISTA, which stands for Christianity in Action, 

was incorporated in 1948 as King's Incorporated, started by Washington men who were 

running a home for homeless boys and girls. 

WORLD CONCERN is described as a multi-faceted Christian, humanitarian 

international relief and development service. It works through existing church and 

international agencies to provide medical, agricultural, child care, nutritional, 

veterinary, disaster and technical self-help assistance. WORLD CONCERN's income 

has grown from about $25,000 in 1976 to $3,990,000 in 1980. 

WORLD CONCERN has been supporting handcraft projects in Bangladesh, Ecuador, 

Guatemala, Pakistan, the Philippines and Thailand. In 1978, the PVO decided to 

increase its level of support to such projects by developing a u.s. marketing 

program; in 1979 it hired a director for WORLD CRAFTS. WORLD CRAFTS began marketing 

products in 1980 and expects to sell approximately $60,000 worth of goods by the 

end of its first year of operation. 

WORLDCRAFT's program has three primary objectives; (1) to assist producers in 

developing countries organize themselves, their skills and their natural resources 

into a production (unit) suited for both a local and overseas market; (2) to exPlore 

the North American market and provide maximum possibilities for the sale of products 



from the production groups; with whom WORLoCRAFT is involved; (3) to educate 

market target groups (through audio-visuals, overseas visits, publications, etc.) 

to the realities of production in developing countries and the needs of the 

people involved. The WORLDCRAFT program reflects an integrated approach to 

handcrafts marketing. 

following elements: 

According to its director, the program will havathe 

Buying: producers who have been previously identified will be visited and a 
sample order for products will be made; at that time an assessment is made 
of production capacity, design and market potential, on-time delivery 
capabilities, quality control procedures, etc. In addition, the quality 
standards and delivery expectations of WORLD CRAFTS are explained. 

Product development: as a result of initial assessments plans will be 
developed to provide financial and technical assistance to particular 
suppliers on an on-going basis. 

Program development: upon requests fro~ indiv~dual groups or development 
organizations for a craft program, WORLD CRAFTS will undertake an on-the
spot needs and feasibility assessment and design an appropriate response • 

. In 1980, WORLDCRAFT imported products from 21 producer groups in 8 countries. 

Pakistan, India and the Philippines accounted for 30%, 20% and 15% of total sales 

respectively. Imports also came from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Haiti and 

Panama. One half of the suppliers are "producer-controlled or influenced 

intermediary organizations", such as Tibetan cooperative in New Delhi which supplies 

rugs and Asha handcrafts in Bombay. TwO producer groups handle the exporting function 

themselves and the rest are part of indigenous or foreign-run development organizations. 

While there are: no written, explicit criteria for the selection of suppliers "the 

Christian motivation of WORLD CONCERN, being an evangelical-based organization, is 

an important consideration. II 

WORLDCRAFT imports a range of decorative, functional and household products, 

inciuding baskets, carved figures, table lamps, leather items, jewelry and woven 

products. WORLDCRAFT distinguishes between traditional products and new 

products produced with traditional methods, e.g. bedcovers and placemats done on 

backstrap looms. A third and fourth category used to classify imports are 

"introduced goods" and special orders. Unlike most AMOs, WORLDCRAFT imports 

clothing and expensive carpets, which it considers "special orders". 

WORLDCRAFT expects to use both commercial and wholesale distribution 

channels as well as non-commercial channels besed on local churches and voluntary 

organizations and WORLD CONCERN membership. During its first year of operation 

WORLDCRAFT has concentrated on experimenting with its own retail shop in a local 

shopping center and establishing contact as a wholesaler to specialty shops and 

department stores in the Seattle area. In June 1980, WORLD CONCERN purchased 
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a Christian bookstore in Edmonds, Washington, a few miles from the CRISTA head

quarters. About one third of the inventory consists of products from WORLDCRAFT's 

lines; it is still too early to assess the viability of merging the two concepts. 

A small mail order catalogue is being test-marketed to a portion of CONCERN's 

40-50,000-person mailing list. 

WORLDCRAFT has found the prices of its products to be competitive with a few 

exceptions, notably placemats made on backstrap looms by Manipuri weavers in Bangla

desh, because much cheaper, though lower quality, substitutes are available. The ANO 

contends that the u.s. consumer of handcrafts is used to cheap products from overseas, 

is looking for inexpensive items and will not trade upward for quality. On the other 

hand, WORLD CRAFT claims that the market for some items, such as jute sikas, which 

many observers say is saturated, is still growing at a 15-20% annual rate. 

WORLDCRAFT has 7 full-time staff and 2 part-time volunteer staff. The ANO has 

2 full-time, paid managers, 2 full-time and 3 part-time, paid staff for its 2 retail 

shops. WORLDCRAFT has not yet begun to tap the volunteer market, but expects to do 

so over the next year, as it develops non-commercial marketing channels. The relation

iship between WORLD CONCERN and WORLDCRAFT is extremely close, as WORLDCRAFT is viewed 

as an integral part of the pva's economic development program. 

In 1981 WORLDCRAFT was restructured. The ANO developed sales strategies that 

relate directly to the public (e.g., home parties) and to the evangelical mission of 

WORLD CONCERN. Once the distribution channel is set up, it is handed over to the 

Resource Development Department of CRISTA Ministries as an on-going sales program. 

Sales channels which do not reach the public directly (e.g., wholesale) are retained 

by the ANO. 

For further information: 

Mr .. Barry Ison 
Director 
WORLDCRAFT 
A Division of WORLD CONCERN 
19303 Fremont Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 98133 
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APPENDIX B 

SUMMARIES OF USAID EXPORT DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS REVIEWED DURING PREPARATION OF PAPER 

B. I. 1950's 

o IRAN PIO/T 65-28-109-3-60359 (report dated 4/14/59) 

Technical assistance to the handicrafts and small industries of 
Iran. Developed product brochure, provided field training for 
craftsmen with development of products and test marketing in 12 
craft areas, developed 50 categories of products with many 
variations in design classification, sale of samples, local test 
marketing, accomplished some import sub. in apparel production, 
craft design exhibitions organized for craftsmen and merchants. 

o PHILIPPINES (1951-1953) Small Industry Series, CI.I. Bulletin No. 3 

Study of cottage industries. Five industries recommended for 
modernization and development--woodworking, weaving, fiber working, 
ceramics and straw. Products were developed and presented to market. 
Tools were introduced to increase productivity. 

o JORDAN AND LEBANON (1956) small Industry Series, C.I. Bulletin No. 9 

Study entitled Crafts of Jordan and Lebanon, 1956. Investigation 
of craft industries of the two countires. Concluded that neither 
nation alone possesses a volume of crafts production sufficient 
to support an adequate developmental effort, nor do they possess 
internal markets capable of absorbing greatly expanded craft 
production. In combination they can create a volume of output 
that will help supplant imports, redress unfavorable balances and 
command respect in world markets. Problem would be national interests 
and resultant competition. 

o INDONESIA (19557) Small Industry Series, C.I. Bulletin No. 4 

Study entitled Cottage and Small Industries in Indonesia. Evaluation 
of C.I. in Indonesia and International Cooperation Administration 
assistance. Experts provided for training in fields of ceramics, 
glass, leather, textiles and other industries. Support to' Centrals 
which in turn support the cooperatives in purchase of raw materials, 
sale of raw materials, preparation and processing of raw materials, 
technical guidance and product standardization. This was in response 
to middlemen supplying raw materials at a high price and then buying 
the finished product at cut rates. Training institutes were set up 
in batik, ceramics, leather and textiles. 
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o ~ - Report by industry advisor coverin~ period 7/59-7/61 

Overall objective was to assist producers in handcrafts and small 
industries, to turn over acceptable goods at prices attractive 
enough to increase domestic and export sales and to contribute 
to a favorable balance of trade. Assisted in design and market 
techniques, trained Korean participants in project management and 
marketing to assure the continued operation of the Handicrafts 
Development Center. 200 firms received assistance in design in 
ten production areas, in production techniques and marketing. 
Also conducted seminars, field assistance and provided marketing 
specialist. Exhibits at trade fairs in New York and Chicago were 
organized. 

B. II. Middle 1960's (Handicraft development during the Alliance for Progress) 

o During the Alliance for Progress, a project in handcraft development 
was formulated in the mid 1960's. USAID asked the Cooperative League 
of the U.S.A. (CLUSA) to implement it. USAID also contracted with 
a private firm, Scherr & McDermott in New York, to implement the 
marketing component. They did so primarily through a retail shop 
in New York and through Sears Roebuch catalogue sales. CLUSA's 
involvement in the project ended in 1966. 

B. III. Late 1960's to mid 1970's 

o PERU 527-270-058.3 Export and Industrial Management and Promotion, 1969-7t 

Objective was to develop Peru's non-traditional export capabilities 
through investment in the development and improvement of productive 
operations and the expansion of foreign markets. 

o GUATEMALA 520-15-290-201 Export Development 1970-73 

Project assisted GUATEXPRO (Guatemala Export Development Center) 
in identifying external markets for non-traditional exports. It 
also assisted in product development including upgrading handcrafts 
and agricultural products. Businessmen were trained in export 
development, trade missions were sent to Miami and Puerto Rico and 
a trade office was established in Montreal. 

o INDIA 3860384 Export Promotion 1968-74 

A series of studies were conducted to evaluate India's exports and 
export potential. The project helped develop an information infra
structure and provided market orientation tours. 

o URUGUAY 528-15-011.1 Export Promotion and Regiona Integration 1966-73 

The project objective was to reform and centralize foreign commerce 
activities by establishing and supporting an export promotion center 
and by supporting Latin American export activities. 
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B. IV. Mid to late 1970's 

o PARAGUAY Short term contract to investigate exportable c~afts. 

An expert was sent to Paraguay to investigate the possibility of 
exporting Indian crafts. It was found that their products were 
not exportable due to price and supply constraints. 

o SIERRA LEONE 698-0388.2 Gara Cloth Industry, 1976-

o 

The project objective is to support, develop and expand the 
domestic and export market for gara cloth produced by the rural 
women of Sierra Leone. It was first implemented by hiring a 
marketing consultant to analyze and help organize the industry, 
to train members of the industry to marketing and design and to 
provide logistical support. Additional assistance was requested 
in 1978 to assist the growth and further development of the industry 
for a consistent flow of goods. The project was developed through 
the Sierra Leone Arts and Crafts Cooperative. The raw materials 
must be imported from India and the Ivory Coast. 

~ Handicraft training 

The government of Chad requested assistance for two years to provide 
income producing handicraft training and production to the curriculum 
of fundamental education taught at training centers for illiterate 
Chadian women between the ages of 14 and 40. The project became 
operational in 1977 but was disrupted due to political trouble in 
Chad and the subsequent withdrawal of USAID personnel. 

o HONDURAS 522-0120 

The objective of the project is to expand the markets for small 
farmers in Honduras. 

o COSTA RICA 505-0130 Urban Employment/Community Improvement, 1978= 

The project is to help small urban industires. There has been 
no evaluation to date. 

o BOLIVIA 51100472 Agribusiness and Artisanry 1977-

The objective of the project is to support artisan projects that 
relate to agricultural raw materials (wool, leather, wood) produced 
by small farmers including the artisans themselves. The project 
is a loan to bhe Government of Bolivia to be administered through 
Central Bank. 

o ~ Port Said Saline Production 2630072 1977-

The objective is to help expand an existing salt plant. The 
project is primarily to increase domestic production. 
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o CENTRAL AND WEST AFRICA REGIONAL 6250715 Entente States: African 
Enterprises 1973-1980 

Support of Entente Fund (Togo, Niger,. Upper Volta, Ivory Coast 
and Benin) for . development banks for creation and 
expansion of private industry, agricultural commercial, artisan 
and tourism enterprises. Basically provided credit. 

o TANZANIA 6210133 Agricultural Section Loan I 1975-76 

Primarily institution building. The primary objective was to 
increase agricultural output. This included the investigation 
of export taxes as a disincentive to increase production. 

o B~ 482-123 Expansion of Teak Production 1962-74 

The objective was to increase teak production by constructing a 
modernized industry and developing Burmese forestry practices to 
improve teak quality and increase teak production and export. 

o ROCAP ACTIVITIES Evaluation of ROCAP activities in Marketing by Chechhi, 
dated 5/71. 

Evaluation of seven contracts with Marketing Resources International 
from 2/65 to 3/71. up to 2/69 the emphasis was mostly on training, 
analysis of business firms, market counseling and establishment of 
retailer buying coops. Notes that ROCAP has consistently emphasized 
a regional approach to institution building (e.g. marketing courses) 
instead of formation institutions themselves with the hope that 
appropriate activities would follow. Post 2/69 ROCAP efforts were 
in university marketing courses, development of tourism and: non
traditional exports, import substitution, seminars and short courses. 

o LATIN AMERICA Regional Export Development Project 

Report by Leon Bespaloff, Regional Export Development Assistance 
Advisor for South America, dated 6/73. The regional office was 
established in response to requests for export development assistance. 
It was located in Buenos Aires to coordinate activities'with the 
Regional Trade Development Center. However, RTDC activities and 
facilities were found inadequate for training and exhibitions. 

o HONDURAS 522005310 Export Promotion 1965-75 

Technical and commodity assistance to create an export development 
division to help expand exports. 

o GLOBAL World Trade Institute 

Provides training and project support in e~ort development ~d 
marketing. Has designed and implemented 61 export development programs 
in 8 developing countries and has provided training programs for 
representatives of 65 countries. 

\ 
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